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ABSTRACT 

The first section outlines the adaptation of 
the West End theatres to middle class audiences between 
the years 18143 and 1866, paralleling the growing dis- 
illusionment with the theatre and society during that 
period with the increasing middle class preference for 
an aristocratic life style. The basis of the predominant 
"drama" in melodrama and its appropriateness to the 
bourgeois temperament is discussed. 

The second section deals tuith the influence on 
theatre criticism of social and political attitudes and 
the identification of contemporaneity with democracy. The 
meaning of contemporaneity in drama, acting and staging, 
and the consequent debate on 8hakespoaro production, is 
examined, chiefly with reference to 1acready. 

The third section diacusces the effect of 
conservative and progressive doctrines on social and 
theatre criticism, referring mainly to Rill and G. HH. Levres, 
and their common focus on bourgeois dominance as the 
consequence of democracy. Proposals for the regeneration 
of the theatre and society are compared, citing the 
theories of Arnold, Henry Uorley, Bagohot and Ruskin; 
Shakespeare production is examined in the context of the 
eont©r porary concern with education, as understood 
respectively by the middle class and its critics. 

The fourth section investigates Kean's entre- 
preneurial approach to theatre management and his tailoring 
of Shakespeare to middle class taste. His productions are 
discussed as embodiments of bourgeois values and attitudes, 
and the factionalism of his critics placed in do context 
of the wider contemporary debate on the nature of art in 
a society dominated by commercial values. The conclusion 
refers to the essential conservatism of the commercial 
theatre. 
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SECTION O2 ; ;; 

Theatre, audience and productions in the mid- 

Victorian period 



1 

x8V ctoriýTheatre 

The passing at the Act for Regulating Theatres in 

i843 marks the beginning of the mid-Victorian period in the 

theatre. It established the legal conditions under which 

the theatres operated in the years that followed# and 

although in itself its effect on actual stage productions 

was nugatory' the very fact of its enactment altered the 

perspective in which the contemporary theatre was viewed 

over the next two decades. ' Considerable expectations of 

immediate beneficial consequences were aroused; the 

e tNuberant rhyme of Plencho' a' The Drama at Home, for exanp3e, 

produced at the Haymarket Theatre in 4844, assures the 

drama itself of its-release from restrictions: 

"I say you're free to act ahere'er you please, 
No longer pinioned by th3 patentees. ' 
Feed our immortal Shakespeare mute remain, 
Fixed on the portico of Drury Lane; 
Or the nine : uses mourn the drama's fall 
Without relief on Covent Garden's wall. "2 

The manifest failure of the theatre to realise in the enau- 

ing years the hopes that were entertained for it resulted 

in the despondency over its actual state shown in the state- 

ments made to the Parliamentary Committee on Theatrical 

Licences in 1666. Charles Kean, 
. 
for example, directly 

attributes the shortcomings of the theatre to the 18143 Act: 

1. James Robinson Planche (1796-1880), a prolific writer of 
burlesques, extravaganzas and pantomimes, was associated 
with Madame Vestris at the Olympic, Covent Garden and 
Lyceum theatres, He designed and supervised the costumes 
for the 1824 production of K ng J2= at'Covent Garden 
the first to approximate to historical accuracy. In 1314 
he published a History of British Costume and through 
his interest in heraldry became Rouge roix Purauivant 
of Arms at the Heralds' College. 

2. quollt in J, R. Plench6 j Recollections a , _Ref_lactions (London, 1876), II9 P"709 
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"The change is going on every night*** we are going 
deeper into the mire.... If you go on licensing 
theatres, you will drive the higher class of drama 
off the stage - the art will vanish... the greatest 
blow the drama ever received was the doing away with 
the patent theatres* *3 

with the open acknowledgement of disillusion in contrast to 

tho initial optimism, the period drew to its close. 

The Acttcommanded attention mainly because it 

terminated the exclusive right3 of the two patent theatres, 

Drury Lane and Covent Garden, to present legitimate plays, 

that is, the traditional dramatic repertoire that had 

accumulated during and since the, time of Shakespeare, and 

contemporary plays which conformed to the five-act pattern. 
Under this monopoly, established in 1662 and rigidly 
enforced after the Licensing Act of 1 737, those 
two theatres alone were licensed to remain open all the 

year round, while a limited licence permitted the Haymarket 

in addition the same rights during the summer months only. 

The regulations under which the other London theatres, the 

minor houses, operated stipulated that the entertainments 

offered should include a certain quantity of vocal or 

instrumental music; ' the Adeiphi and Olympic tboatrea, for 

example, were licensed only for the performance of burietta, 

asomewhat nebulous category, ultimately defined, according 
1 1" 1 "after much controversy both is and ouV-nt to Planch6 

court"; for working purposes, its 

"dramas containing not less than five pieces of vc: .1 music in each act, and which were also, with one or 

3. Quoted, in Dutton Cook, Roue with the Plasrers (London, 
1881) 0 II, PP. 247-8. 

4* The history of theatrical monopoly from 1660 to 
, 
1843 is 

discussed in Watson Nicholson, Th Se for re 
Stage in London (Cambridge, 19 " 
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two exceptions, not to be found in-the repertoire of 
the patent houses. "5 

In the decade preceding the Act, however, the status of such 

restrictions had become purely nominal.. Douglas Terrold6 

writes in 1835 1 
"Hie Lordship [the Lord Chamberlain] says there shall 

be six songs in each act of every Burletta and the due 
number are constantly sent to the deputy licenser;... 
who pockets the fee with a full conviction that, in 
five out of six instances, not one of the songs will 
be r©tained... ', 

Suburban theatres auch as Astley's, the Surrey, the Victoria 

and Sadler's Welle were licensed for music and dancing only, 

a regulation commonly circumvented in the years preceding 

the Act by the addition of a muted and virtually inaudible 

piano accompaniment to the plays performed. 
8 In ending the 

patent monopoly of the regular drama, consequently, the Act 

merely gave legal status to the existing state of affairs. 

The new arrangement, for licensing t1 oatren, how- 

ever, was only one of the main provisions of the Act; it 

was also concerned with the censorship of plays, 
9 and required 

that 
5. J. R. Planchd, Reco lets, and Reflections, EI, p: 73. 
6. Douglas Jerrold (1803-1857), author of many lays, the 

most successful being B lack-Ev'd Sy an (1829). He was 
associated with Punch from its beginning in 1841, and in 
his later years was more engaged in journalism than playº- 
rriting. 

7. Dedicatory letter to T. J. Serle published with the comedy 
Thg chgo lgw , Qtvbtdd in Blanchard Jerrold, T 

-he 
Lte 

a ai f 
Tpugl 

, 
Jerrold (London, 1859), p. 91. 

8. The inconsistencies of the legal position and the subter- 
fuges occasioned by it are described in J. R, Planch6, 

rollect1 ons and Reflect t, pP. 70-76. 

9. Relevant clauses from the hit for Regulating Theatres, 
22nd August 1843, are quoted in Prank Powell and Frank 
Palmer, Cen o roh in England (London, 1913) , pp, 372-3714. 
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"Cr ap copy of every n ctagc play. ... intended to be 
produced and noted or tetra at any thaatra... ahal . be cent to the Lord Ch berlnin. " 

rar bin approval before performances* The grouts atato t 

for interdicting th+ performances of any play wore "the 

Preservation of Coo f ro, Decor mt or of the public 

Peace", the contravention of arW ouch prohibition to be 

penalised by a fine "not eeoadinß the ®tra of fifty pounda" 

and withdrawal of the theatre licence. Planchi saluted the 

Act as a removal of restrictioua, which indeed it tja for 

the aemi. -licona theatres$ but equally under its tarne 

control was eatabliahed over any place of entertainment by 

the otipu lation that "All theatreca for the performance of 

playa rot be licermed*" The criterion for the definition 

of a theatre was 'noting for hire" ,, the evidence of vhiah 

is stated thuo t 
"In every oaoc in which aq monoy or other DClrard shall 

be taken or char' od,, diroctll or irid roct2. , or in 
which, the purchase of any article is do a condition 
for the admission of any person into oz theatre to 
coo any stage play and also in every case in rhicb 
any 
Ho 

stage 
U©xor Place in which distilledt or t 

mentod 

ozcioablo liquor shall be cold, every actor therein 
shall be doomed to be acting for hiro4, " 

The definition of tho tern " Stn Play" is e 3I' Comire- 

hctotve, lucluding 
"every xraVedy Comedy, Parco Opera; l3urlotta, 
Interlude, UeIodra , Ponta ao or of r Entortaini ent 
of the Ct , or t port thereof" 

The ic u1criuation of iha 1eMl f3tatuo of prctrioui17 wi 

licenzioa places of entertuinxnont sib JoctOa them to the Lord 

Choriberlain'o autI ority# ion to tho motcrhr , porrforr v i'"2 

which they had hitherto boot exempt by reason of thair 

extra-1oju3 position* 
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The 1843 Act, while it removed the Olt r03triCtions, 

thnz3 ;t oeod new ones as to the nmtu of entertainments 

offered both at regular theatres and anon rnouc saloons, and 

3o consieto nt With the goverment interact in attc tin to 

ensure order in pisses of public _ gather oho= by the 

inslusion. -, in the tropoiitcn Police Act of 1839 of a 

provision nuthvrini the L'oiico 
"to alter into emy house or room kApt or Uccd.. , for 

sto ,e it rc or dramatic ontortainraante into which 
uds inaion in obtai nod by p unt of sonor, cM 7bic12 
is not a licensed thontro and to tct1 o Into custody 
all persona rho uhaU be found therein without lawful 
oecuse, hj o 

The consolidation of 2o gal control over the theatre occurred 

at a period of kod social unrest,, when the Chartist 

asitation tja at Ito hoiat; equally pressure o brouZht 

to bear on parilawnt for theatrical reform at the carne 

timen no it was ct jected to pressure for political and 

0o0102 rofor , In 1832, the year of the Pirst Reform Bill, 

a Cabot Cos , ttco van appointed to enquire Into the otato 

Of the I= affecting Dramatic Literature, chile the 1866 

Co . ttoa preceded the pnaoin, of the cocond Reform Bill by 

a year, The navoclation botuocn the theatrical and the 

cociab and political c erej a one equally rccomiccd by 

Coves ant and by rcforncra, as to attested rcapcctively by 

the co . noidc ce of Covernnont action relatillZ to the theatre 

with periods of oocini unrrot$ and that or agitation for 

theatrical reform with reform in other arena* 

i 0o Quoted in Cxivo Barker "A Theatre for the People", in 
j; jwt 
cold Peter homsonýlndon, 19. + p. 210 
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The termination of the patent monopolies thus 

carried implications beyond its immediate theatrical reference 

in placing the minor theatres on an equal footing with the 

patent houses. The association of the theatres royal with 

aristocratic privilege, and of the new system of ordering 

the theatres with democracy,, is implied in the language 

used by Planchhä, for example,, to describe the 1843 -Act and 

its effects; the old regulations "oppressed and degraded" 

the actors, and the abolition of archaic "privileges" is 

"liberty accorded". The political and social overtones 

berm by the Act impart to the course of development of the 

theatre in the next two decades an importance, for those 

concerned with it, beyond Its specific context, shown some- 

times overtly and sometimes solely by implication, in 

contemporary comment and discussion as will be shown in 

Section 116 in the mid-Victorian period, the theatre 

becomes an arena for the testing of democratic principles. 

The expectations roused by the Act parallel the equally 

optiimistic expectations entertained from other kinds of 

reform, while the disillusionment with the condition of the 

theatre in the eighteen sixties is also a disillueiozimont 

with democracy as an infallible means of achieving social 

improvements., 

The effects of the 1843 Ast are seen, not in 

changes in the theatre itself, but ind. iz'ootls, in changes 

in contemporary attitudes to the theatre, The immediate 

consequence of ending the distinctions between the patent 

114, J$R. Planeh6, Recollections and Reflections,, II� p. 76. 
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and minor houses aas a redefinition of what constituted 

"the theatre" in accordance with a standard of evaluation 

of the condition of the theatre, which remains constant 

over the period, based on the incidence of performances of 

the legitimate drama. Kean in 1866 condemns the removal of 

theatrical restrictions as resulting in the absence of "the 

higher class of drama! ̀ £. "chc the stage, which he takes as 

proof of the degeneration of the theatre; equally. PPlanchi 

celebrates the passing of the Act in terms of the expected 

imminent proliferation of the legitimate drama: 

"Sheridan now at Islington maq shine; 
Marylebone echo 'Marlowe's mighty lune; ' 
Otway may raise the waters Lambeth yielda, 
And Farquar sparkle in Ot. George 'a fields.. 0"12 

Before 1843# the patent theatres alone had the legal right 

to present such playa, and consequently critical attention 

was necessarily directed to these two theatres in contem- 

porary estimations of theatrical achievement. After 1643, 

in contrast, all theatres were, theoretically, potential 

homes for "the higher class of drama", and accordingly open 

to serious critical consideration. 

The dramatic criticiom of the earlier part of the 

century did not exclude the minor theatres from consider- 

ation, but adopted a different tone in dealing with them 

from that in which the patent theatre productions were 

discussed. The exclusive right of the latter to the perfor- 

12, J�R«Planch6, Reao11octions and Rofloctiona, 11, p.. 70. 
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mane of the legitimate drama ß. sä hold equally to require 

them to promote such plays as the primary juati fication of 

the privilege. In a speech before Parliament in 1832, 

Bulwor, 13 
arguing for the termination of the monopoly, 

charges the patent houses with failure to tuuil their 

oblisation. 

"Whero are the plea to produce and encourage which we 
gave you the exclusive privilege, .... You were to 
preserve the dignity of the drums fron being corrupted 
by maountebank , actors and absurd performances; you 
have therefor©$ we trust, driven j lers and 
harlequins from the national stage... you have preserved 
the dignity of the national drama inviolate... For if 
you have not done this, then you have not fulfilled 
that object for which we took from your brethren 
those privileges we have entrusted to you9 "14 

Because a higher dramatic and theatrical standard was expected 

from the precontationa at the patents, the actual entertain- 

ments they offered were judged more stringently than those 

of the minor thcatree. William Hazlitt, for © aplo, in 

his dramatic criticism for the ZUo= Cluronýj the 

13! 7 , an z, the Ch,, =Jg and the T .e in the wcond decade 
of the century.. concentrates on revie wins tho productions 

at the theatres aroyal, 15 and in turning to the minor 

theatres in a discuraivo essay in the Lon on Mara,,, 
_, zinc"ot 

March, 1820, opens with a prei nblo rejecting the gravity 

and eoriousno3o of tho conventional critical ®tCnco as 

T3* Edward l3ulwer, later Lord Lytton (1803-1873), novelist 
and author of auroral plays,, including The Lady e* 
Lyons (1838), Re sat in parliament as a r" acd cal tram 
1831 to 18140#, when he lost his seat, and returned in 
1852 as a Conservative. 

114, Quoted in Watson Nicholson, The Struggle for a Free 
Stage in London, pl. , J; -6-327. 

15. William Hazlitt, Ararat tic Fs a s, ad. William Archer 
and R. W. Love (London, ' 169,5)o 

16. William üazlitt, "Minor Theatres" in ic_Cr . 
selected by George Rowell (London, 1971), pp. 173-1 1. 
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inappropriate to his subject: 
".... we feel the pen in our hands flutter its feathered 

down with more than its usual specific levity at the 
thought of the idle, careless career before it... At 
eight of the purlieus of taste, and suburbs of the 
drama, criticism 'olappeth his wings, and straightway 
he is gone, ' In short we feel it as our bounden duty 
to strike a truce witt gravity, and give a furlough 
to fancy.... " 

Similarly,, Leigh hunt in his career as dramatic critic 

between 1805 and 183217 shows the same propensity to flier 

tinguish between the patent and minor theatres by the 

adoption of a different style of treatment for each; the 

tone in which he describes the 'Opening of the 01 npic 

theatre under the management of Madame Vestrie18 in the 

Examiner of Januar r lath, 1831 ,i9 is openly frivolous: 

"What a phrase is this, the Olympic Pavilion and hoer 
smoothly it flows over the tongue, especially since 
a lady has become the womanager (for manager we must 
not call her). " 

In the eighteen thirties, the kinds of present- 

ations offered by the patents and the minors grew increasing- 

ly similar, as the patent houses borrowed entertainments 
that had proved successful at the mixiors, and the minors 

encroached on the legitimate repertoire. The 4orninxc Chronicle 

of July I, 1833* 20 
quotes a contemporary comparison between 

17. Leigh Hunt o Eesaye, ed, Uiliiaa Archer and 
R. W. Lowe tondon, 19. 

18. Eliza Vestrie 0797-1856) began her theatrical career 
as a dancer and opera singer# She managed successively 
the Olympic, Covent Garden and Lyceum theatres, in 
association with her second husband, Charles Mathews, 
an actor, from their marriage in 1835, concentrating 
chiefly on the production of burlesques and eatrava- 
ganzae. 

19. Quoted in Raymond Hander and Joe Hitcheneon, The Logt 
Theatres of_ London (London), 1968, pp. 273-274. 

20. Quoted in Watson Nicholson, Tie rptruaale for a Free 
Stage in London, p. 317. 
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the performances at the minor Strand theatre and those at 

the majors s 
"Everybody will acknowledge them [the Strand's present- 

ations] to be a vast deal more legitimate, entertain- 
ing, and useful, than half the performances at the 
two o2--dim PATEflT theatres... " 

Similarly, the Ex ne in 16352 writes of the Haymarket 

as "the only theatre now where we catch a glimpse of the 

good old comedy", As far as actual stage productions, rare 

concerned, the 1843 Act merely confirmed a change that had 

already taken place; the official demotion, however, of 

the theatres royal from their position as purveyors of the 

national drama meant that contemporary commentators on the 

theatre no longer felt it necessary to take them into con- 

sideration in discussing the stage, while the productions 

at the minor theatres could be examined with the stringent 

standards, resulting from higher expectations, not previously 

felt to be applicable. 
The theatres that came into prominence in place 

of the majors in the mid-Victorian period as the focus of 

critical attention were those minor houses which 

had challenged the majors prior to the passing of the Act. 

G. H. Lewee, 22 
as dramatic critic for the Lead® between 1850 

and 18514, records regularly the productions at the Olympic, 

Lyceum, Haymarket and Princessta theatres as well as at 

Drury Lane23 While Henry Morley, 24 in The Journal of a 

21 . Quoted in Watson Vicholson, The Strw le for Free gtaMe 
in London1 pp. 413-414. 

22. George Henry Le*es (1817-1878),, author and journalist. 
In addition to the theatre, he was interested in 
positivism and materialism, and wrote a biography of 
Goethe. From 1854 he lived with George Eliot. 

23. John Panter and G. H, Le res, D_rIlma FsellZa , ed. William 
Archer and R. ö1. Lowe (London, --i , PP* 73-162809 

214. Henry Uorldyd (1822-94) began his literary career as a 
locturer an Journalist. In 1865 he became Professor of 
English at University College, London. He edited many 
reprints of classics and wrote a Pirat Sketch of En-lieh 
Ljtera, tore (1873). 
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ndon Plav92ee5 reports the dramatic performances at the 

same group and at the Adeiphi and the suburban Sadler's 

Wells in addition, over the period 1851 to 1866; much of 
The Journal first appeared as reviews in the Examiner, Ile des- 

dribed tesein his "Prologue" as "the chief London theatres" 26 

and it is the productions at these houses which constitute 

'what 'ras considered by contemporaries to be "the theatre" 

in this period. 

Royal patronage further confirmed the contemporary 

estimation of these houses as the equivalent for their time 

of the theatres royal in the earlier years of the century. 

An annual series of private performances of current London 

productions in the Rubens Room at Windsor Castle over the 

Christmas period was initiated in 1848, under Charles Kean 

as general director. The TjMes 27 
comments on the first 

season that 

the plays acted at Windbor Castle are the same that 
may be seen at the Haymarket and the Lyceum; the 
actors in the Rubens Room are precisely the same 
individuals who appear on the public boards; and it 
would be absurd to say that an entertainment which 
occupies a high rank at Windsor Castle loses that rank 
when it comes to the metropolis. " 

J. W. Cole, 28 Kean's biographer, in a tabulation of the royal 

performances up to 1853, provides statistics: 
"thirty-two dramatic pieces had been perrormed.... nine 
were supplied from the resources of Charles Keen's 
own theatre the Princess's ; the remaining twenty- 
three chietl from the Haymarket, the Lyceum, Sadler a 
Wells and the Adelphi. "29 

25. Henrv Morley, The Journal of a London Plavaoer (London, 
1891 . 

26. Henry Morley, The Journal of--& London '192" 

, p. 9 
27.. Quoted in J. 17. oe Thg Life Theatrical Tm 

Charles-Kenn. 18A (London U59) , P"3 0. 
28. John V1111iaa Cole, who-used the stage name of Calcraft, 

managed the Theatre Royal, Dublin, from 1830 _to 1851. After 
financial failure, he became Charles Kean'a secretary. 
He died in 1870. 

29. J. LCole, The Life and-The Theatrical Timgs of Chatteg R, 
Fes, II0 P. 9 . 
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While these West End theatres consolidated their 

position and reputation in the mid-Victorian period, 
Covent Garden and Drury Lane succumbed further to the process 

of decline as successfully operating theatres which had 

begun well before 1843. At Covent Garden, in the years 

immediately preceding the Act, both Macready3o as manager 

from 1837 to 1839, and Madame Vestria, from 1839 to 1842, 

had failed to attract sufficiently large audiences to make 

their undertakings profitable; after 1843 the theatre 

became an opera house* 31 Macready was equally unsuccessful 

at Drury Lana from 1841 to 1843, and during the next two 

decades, the theatre passed through the hands of a number 

of managers, none of whom were able to make the theatre a 

solid financial proposition; as at Covent Garden, opera" 

rather than drama ultimately predominated. 
32 in contrast, 

the relative stability of the managements of the other 

theatres in the said-Victorian period show their viability. 

The Adelphi33 remained under the control of 7ebster34 until 

30. William Charles Macready (1793-1873) was the most 
prominent actor on the London stage during the eighteen 
thirties and forties. He retired in 1851. His efforts 
in the theatre were directed to the encouragement of 
the legitimate drama, and he introduced many reforms in 
acting and theatre organisation. 

31. The history of Covent Garden is dealt with in Henry 
Saxe-Wyndham, The at0 Garden from 
1732 to 1897 (Lon on, 1906)0 

32. The history of Drury Lane is dealt with in H. Barton 
Baker, The London Stage (London, 1889), I. 

33. The history of the Adeiphi is dealt with in Raymond 
Mander and Joe Hitchenson, The Theatres of London 
(London, 1963) . 

34. Benjamin Webster (i797-1882), actor, dramatist and 
manager. He wrote a number of successful farces and was 
prominent as a character actor. 
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bio rotirement In 1872; tho OlMlc35 was wnc3er one cont- 

inuana ass ent from 1853 to 18641 the Prinosco'a innü 

under Chxºleß 
. 
«cen from 1850 to 1859 and the suburban $adler's 

Wells36 under Phelps37 from I8144 to 1862; the Keeleys38 ran the 

Lyra *' from 1843 to 1847 and Vero succeeded b7 äamo 

Vcotric vho remained till 1855; Webctt r* anccc the 1iay- 

r. rket from 1837 to 1853 then he left to ccztcontratc 

ao:. t ly on tho Ado1p1ai; hla cueceaQor, I3uckcton» 9 
rotain+ d control till 1870. 

In addition to those theatres, several of 

they suburban theatres proved aqual2y co ºerciUllY, viable, 
42 43, the Brit is end the Surre # such as the Victoria# 

35. Tho Motorios of the O3 ±c and Princeao' o thoatraa 
are dealt ritte in ßayr and wander cnd Joe Uitchonoon 
h1,,, L2ct Thaatr oP London (London, 1968) and Errol 

36. The history of, Cedlor's Wells is dealt with in Dennis 
Grundoll, The S&or d re 
(London, r 

37. Saw I Phelps (18c4.1870) actor and manor. At 
Cadlert a Wella he produce . all but four of Shake aft' C 
PI*F 

38. Eobort Zeo1oyº (1793-1869), actor of co dj rolco, and 
his wife Fear. V- ! tl o Gov¢ortl (1806-4899). vhoco coat fazoua Parts 'ore thaoo of Cnik ý. zz an adaptation of 

ct1 end the titloy týeJ :. From i5Q 
to 1 the7 ohorod the t nogQý oto Priucooooa with the ream* 

390 Thu history of the Lyceum is dealt with in A. E. Wiloon, 
fe 7ez (London, 1952) " 

10� The history of the Zia arkt is dealt 14th in H. Barton 
Baker, The London Stage (London, 1889), I. 

141. J. ß. Buckottme (1802.79), actor of comedy roles and the 
author of come two imdrod farces and molodraUaa. 

42. The Mietur= of the Victoria Is dealt With in tod 
for and Joe , tchonon, nAO. jbCQjX22 oY-i2ndon 
(Conlon� i963) s 

43. Thu histories of the Britannia and Surrey theatres are 
dealt With in ((, Barton ßakorg (London, 
1389, II 
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their productions were not, however, accorded the same kind 

of serious critical treatment as the subject matter of regu- 

lar theatrical reviewing that the former group of theatres 

received, Such suburban theatres remained outside the 

province of theatrical. journalism, and aiicb contemporary 

notice as they did receive in the press came not on account 

of their classification ao theatres, but as exotic phenomena 

to the interest of which their nominal classification was 

purely incidental. Mayhew+a description of the Victoria 

gallery precente this theatre as something remote from 

the experience of his readers, to whom he is convoying 

information as to the nature and behaviour of the people to 

be found there; he goes "to see the sight in the gallery" 

and finds that "it is better to wait until the first piece 

is over" t, Dickens $ article on the Brita nie Theatre 

published in All the Yea_ Raunil in 186d45 is similarly a 

report of a journey of exploration, his stated interest 

bei; in "the spectators at this theatre", and accordingly 

he "Centers] on the play of the nighto #*, by looking about me 

at my neighbours. " 

The passing of the 1843 Act initiated a phase 

during which the productions which were succesctul in 

attracting audiences were also those necessarily taken by 

.................... ...... 
44# Pirat Published in the Morninrz_C_hr=jell in 1848, and 

reprinted in 1851 in Mz rhew s Lon ýLa °t and he 
. The text of the article is reprinted in 

o ew , ed, Peter Quennell (London, 1969), 
pp«51-5. 

45. Reprinted in Cha*tos Dickens, U Mc ci al 
Irevel1er_.. andReprinted Pieres; et21 London, 1964), 
pp. 41 3. 
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contemporaries as constituting "the theatre" once there 

was no longer in existence a recognised home for the 

legitimate drama. Before 1843, there was no automatic 

assumption that the minor houses should, in their present- 

ation of stage entertainments, take into consideration the 

obligation to uphold the standards of the national theatre 

and the legitimate drama, such as was attributed to the 

patent theatres, and in the mid-Victorian period the manage- 

ments of the former group continued as before to direct 

their efforts primarily to attracting audiences and thereby 

rendering their theatres paying propositions. The propensity 

of the criticism to which they became subject by reason of 

their new status# however, was to evaluate the entertainment 

they provided by the criteria of t-adgement applied to the 

patents. The effects of the removal of privilege on the 

condition of the stage were considered in terms of how far 

the resultant kind of theatre succeeded or failed in ful- 

filling what were formerly hold to be the purposes of the 

patent theatres; the manifest failure of the contemporary 

theatre to achieve what the theatres royal had failed to 

realise resulted in the eventual despondency over the 

condition of the stage and the benefits of the abolition of 

protection, This disillusionment with freedom in the theatre, 

because of the association between the theatrical and the 

eociai, political and even economic spheres, carried wider 

implications than its immediate frame of reference; the 

criticism of the theatre and its development in the mid. 

Victorian period is thus influenced by contouporar7 social 

criticism and equally becomes itself a criticism of society. 
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II Theatre Organiontton and the Audience 

Managerial policy of the Went End theatres was 

not altered by the Theatres Act. As in the eighteen thirties, 

pleasing the audience was the main consideration, in achiev- 

ing which, both by tho organisation of their theatres and 

in the entertainment presented, managers became increasingly 

skillful during the mid-Victorian period. During the period 

1840 to 1866, no new theatres were built in the West End, 

while in the decades immediately preceding and following 

new theatres proliferated: 
' Baker's "Chronological List" 

of London theatres shows four new theatres built between 

1832 and 1840, and eleven between 1866 and 1874. The theatres 

already in existence thus remained adequate, as to number 

and structure, to accommodate the potential audience until 

the middle of the eighteen sixties, when changing conditions 

in the theatre made new theatres again necessary. In 

contrast, Drury Lane and Covent Garden, built in 1812 and 

1809 respectively to meet the requirements of the theatre 

conditions of the early years of the century, became pro- 

gressively more obsolete from the eighteen thirties onwards, 

as the continued failures of successive managements to run 

them profitably show. 
2 

1. B. Barton Baker, The London Stage (London, 1889), I, 
PP"x-xi. 

2. Dewey Ganzel, "Patent Wrongs and Patent Theatres: Drama 
and the Law in the Early izineteenth Century" in PHIA, 
MM (1961), PP"38Z -396. 
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The most cuoceoctul of tho Went End theat a, In 

terms of attracting nudioncoo and duration of mann ent, 

Vac the 1Iajsarkot, under the control of Vlcboter from 1837 

to 1853 and of 8uckotone thoroafer, In his farewell ccooch 
fron the ata o on his retirement in 1853,3 Weboter apouko of 

hie concaption of the role of the s cor co the oervont of 
tho public, totally under the dominance of its taato s 

"aver` popular favourite in a viceroy over hie... 
the rays and moans are not compuioox r. but 130102s 
dependent t eon the trill and picanuro of our covoroi( 
the public,, " 

Hie objective an r=a; or he atat©n to lmv o been "the 

approval" of tbia public # and an evidence of hie efforts to 

wits it,, b 2iato the "bprovornanta" made Burin t bin tonnncy 

to toot audience roquit to in tho arr ncnt of the 

auditorium 
"I have backed the pit ,. s. X havo ötallod off all, -'-what was 

original y the orchootra,. 0and introduced Can... " 

The Went eon, agora rer© prepared to expend conoidorable 

w 2o1mto on the decoration of the thoatro intorior. Wobator 

oonorto* 
"I. have amended, with no ultimate advontaCo to nyaoXf, 

on thin property over Z12,000*,,,, " 

The i urk-at van altered or redecorated in 1843,1848 and 
1653; ttr, ºdo1pht V OD reconstructed and rodecorotod in 

1840s and denoliahod and ontiro3, y rebuilt in 0581 tho 

Princoom' a under teen botveen J850 and 1859 0 periodicsUy 

raturbiohcd and in 1856 totc11, V redecorated; the L couara 

interior, under Madame Veatrß. a'a raneSomcnt, vºo notabl: r 

laviah., Comfort in aaatin and hiouanoaa of decoration 

3* quoted in TIqUacZwcn-? oppj : at 
c, ý London, 1# 4O ), p. 2 10 
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werd the two aspects of the auditor; which commanded the 

nagore' attention. The Haymarket pieybltl for April 28th, 

1843t4 triumphantlt anno 1COO that 

"the theatre hue undergone oxtonai ro nxtaratione,, 
and the whole of the interior cIocorattti. n the most 
cootl2r and elegant etylo; B; r a curtai mtmt of the 
useless portion of the sto in front of the curtain, 
tmd advancing Orchestra and Lights near the actors 
and, ocenic effectst the looeeo has boon c b4oa, to 
appropriate the portion co obtoinodg to form a 
certain number of Orcheotra Ctafo, which can be 
retained for the portico taking them for the r hold 
of the ovenirs" 

A further emounoouent of 1 ßgß5 procloimo that "backs have 

been added to all the seats In the Circle", * The convenience 

of the audience was a paramount conoidoration of the ra=cer; 

the form of the rebuilt Oly io of 16490 for o . lo, vas 

that of 
"en elongated horoo. abos, with but few projections,, oa 
as not to present enq intorru tion to eight or ooun&"6 

Additional innovatory attructiona voro "the abolition of 

all fo®a to attendants" and tho 
, Cratuitouo preoentatton "to 

each viaXtor to than boxen,, otallz a pit, a bill of tho 

night' a perfoxzcnooo. " The atylo of decoration adcptod ßa8 
"Arobaoque" sand liZitintj by cac,, with a chandelier doninat» 

in, the auditorium* 
Zn the Qt# htoen thirtiao� the for hot o ero 

already r-otea for tho c arc given to the ßrrtu c icnt of 

their tuditori=S; at the z º1y. -oponod Odic of 1031, 

!�1i art of pill, 
_A 

pril 23rd, 
_1 

43. In_ th 
_ 
Ih 

.r 

5i-. l ät otcd In Raymond Mandor and Zoo Uitahonc , (London, 1963)t P+98. 
6, + LoIldo 7Eumaz9 92th M9 , tiUotod In 

. ayýanýt Ean r tM Joe Uitchsz on, ; ba a� hoptr,,, oo 
,,,, 

dM (London, 1968), pp. 273-27Z&, 
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Leih hunt, an he regortod in the D. j= o January 4th, 

'found one of the prettiest intorioro to acquainted 
With a perfect circle oll but the stage# with the 
fronto at the boxee pointed in medallions, and the 
whole »rooontiug an aspect ram and cheerful. "7 

Tbc than, c in the auditorium arri ez ont intrcducod by the 

'? act Eind ra ,co from the ci tn forties chow a contin' 

rn tion of the intorcet in audience C0UVenibnC3, dcvolopod 

by increaoinj akin in dcvicinj rcens to further it. Thug # 
chile the traditional mating diviciono of bam, pit and 

gallery remained, orc2icotrai ßtalla vcro introduced at the 

front of the pit# and quickly became an accepted part of 

the normal aeatin; whereas Webster Sim hie UC 7 atu le 

epociol mention in 1ßI3, the t 

dcccription of t1 o Ol�yxic In I 1349 zxreI7 natca their 

lrODOnco in pacELUC in dctailir-ß tlx capacity of tI theatre, 

%7JLthOUt nY rth ' COl taut. 

Theca otalic tiotcd tho p oVioua rigid 

allocation or the. coating divisions to-particular aociai 
Brotpo, as doccrtbýcd by Poncho in bio 21 i,,, 4� TZ21gagg 

porromed at the of ºtc in 1831: 
"Ye bellen and ye beaux 
Who adorn our low ZroWo 

Ye critics 
ow 

tpo 
side in the high ones; 

All co anus in the pit, -r ýl An ascamblaz@ of clever and G3j onto 

The boieo, both public szd p'ivate, curt nding tbx 

atxditoriuzr, remained the most e osoiiO part of the hour, 

and the Sa rr the cheapeat; the Pit, präc3 rxidwr between 

7. Quoted In sta nd Uandcr and Joe Uitchcn 
TDO21r 2 oi` Lon (Loudon, 1968), p, ß. 266-2 � 

8. Quoted in Allart CO 1, Iico11 r 
_0 Of 

f1 nt P ns (d r o, s It P* 12* 
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the other two iurta, forded tho best Vim of the at , 
and was traditionai17 the resort of those in the audience 
who were prepared to take a serious interact in the 

poz'torrannoa 0 fib, in his occa7 "Pla ou$a Ueiaranda" first 

pu slichod in ter EMIAM in 10139, doacriben the kind of 

spectator in each division of the house, contra®ting the 

boxro and the gallery; in the torraor ho tiuäa 

"auch frigid indi 'ct nce auch unemcern dO Cctatoru» 
Chip, auch I motrabilit; ý to ploa n or Ito acýtrcryr 
ouch beim; and yet, not g t" 

trhilo in the latter "the Joys is lively and mi i13 +go4" " In 

the pit, the part of the house favoured by such regular, 

interested and Informed playgoers no Lamb himself, T mt10, 

ibzitttt l 
and Henry Crabb Robinaon 2, was to be found the 

core critical section of the audience, "the front row cagon 

and nowapap+r, z epor i together with "John 3u11 trade 

and clorko of counting houoes", The appropriation of the 

beat paoition in the pit for the now orchestra otano 

relegated both the amateur and protooctonal c ioaeura of 

the drama to the back of the hou and handed over the 

dot inant and coat central seats to a kiz1 of opoctator 

hithorto uncaterod for; one who was prepared to prey prices 

comparable to tboce of the boxes, and oleo t mntcd o good 

view of the stage In comfortable circuaotancoa. The Atolle 

9. V ri , oelectod by George Rowell 
tLondons 1971)t pp. 1, 

10. LotEh Hunt , vdr WM I= Archer and 
R�ý`W. Lowo (xdýU94). 

ßß. Iva tt Pý r 3s ,, cd, t7112iam Archer 
and R� , Lo (Lon on, J09 5)q 

12,, fonr? Crabb Robin3on, ý Z^ -- ,a, od. 
Elunod Brom (London, 7,3tß inoon '! -mai 
retired early from a legal caroer* Ila had a vide 
ocqutintnnoo nr ong cont$rMfg ýorarv public and litorýr man* 
ilia jQUrt .# bogx in records hie froqucnt viotto 
to tho thontro, 
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were specifically adapted for the kind of spectator the 

West End manager wanted to attract, and tended to level the 

abrupt distinction between the fashionable part of the 

audience in the boxes and the reputedly more discriminating 

but comparatively unfashionable patrons of the pit. 

This dissolution of the rigid division of seats, 

together with the curtailment of the "useless" apron stage; 

rid the nineteenth century playhouse of conventions which 

had lingered on from the previous century. Hogarth'a paint- 

ing of Act IV of a performance of The Beggar's-Opera from 

the early seventeen thirties shows not only that the 

important parts of the action took place well in front of 

the proscenium arch, but that the stage itself was encumbered 

with spectators, a practice not abolished until 1762, when 

the Drury Lane auditorium was enlarged. 
13 

The picture stage of the nineteenth century was 

largely the creation offoutherbourg, an Alsatian painter of 

battle pieces and romantic landscapes, while scenic director 

at Drury Lane from 1773 to 1781. The candle hoops hitherto 

hung well to the front of the stage were replaced by a 

series of head lights behind the proscenium, drawing the 

actors inside its arch. %Loutherbourgts novel and spectacular 

scenic devices, such as sudden changes in colour by the use 

of silk screens, transparencies, and mechanical figures and 

ships, broke with the traditional stage decor of painted 

13. Information about playhouse structure and staging 
practice is derived from Phyllis Hartnoll ed 4T Oxford Co ani n to the Theatre (London, 19665; Geoffrey 
Ashton and lain mackintosh, he Georgian Playhouse 

.w ner London, 1975 ý; Richard Southern, C hnizeebý. e see- 
London 1952 ; Richard LeacroftL The Development 
he English Pla3rhouse (London, 1913 . 
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backdrop and wings; such settings suggested an imagined 

place of action rather than reminding the audience of the 

artificiality of the stage. Previously, the style of theatre 

presentation was based on the acknowledgement of artifice; 

Restoration and eighteenth century audiences, ranged 

throughout a continuously lighted cuditorium, tool no 

consideration of the maintenance of illusion, accepting 

their oun visible presence as part of a convention which 

included the fixed decor of the proscenium with its doors. 

Improvements in stage lighting led to tho actor's 

confinement within the proscenium arch, an area used in the 

mid-eighteenth century only for occasional scenic spectacle 

and processions. With the introduction of oil burners during 

the latter decades of the eighteenth century, and gas, first 

used at the Lyceum in M7, the actor began to be part of a 

unified stage picture, entering within the scene instead of 

on to the apron through the proscenium doors, and thereby 

suggesting that the scene itself extended off-stage. Although 

the majority of London theatres were converted to gas light- 

ing during the eighteen twenties, the Haymarket was one of 

the last; only then did Webster's apron stage become 

"useless". 

With the disappearance of the proscenium doors, 

eliminated in the rebuilt Drury Lane of i &1 i, followed by 

Covent Garden in the alterations of i 812 and 1813, the 

sense of intimacy created by the habitual use of an archi- 

tectural feature common to both stage and auditorium was 

lost, as the actor became separated from the audience by 

the proscenium arch. From the end of the eighteenth century, 
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acceptance of illusion as the objective of stage perform- 

ance is conjoined with the demand that stage and audience 

should be clearly distinguished from one another. A Treatise 

on Theatres of 1790 quotes with approval from an earlier 

work: 

"The actors instead of being too brought forward ought 
to be thrown back at a certain distance from the 
spectator's eye and stand within the scenery of the 
stage in order to make a part of that pleasing 
illusion for which all dramatic exhibitions are cal- 
culated. A division is necessary between the theatre 
and the stage and so characterised as to assist the 
idea of these being two separat© and distinct places. "14 

The great increase in capacity of the two patent houses at 

the end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the 

nineteenth promoted this sense of separation, as the 

emphasis in stage performance shifted from the verbal to 

the visual. Richard Cumberland, the playwright, comments on 

the Drury Lane of 1794: 

"Henceforward theatres for spectators rather than 
playhouses for hearere.... The oplendour of the 
scenes and the ingenuity of the machinist and the 
rich display of dresses aided by the captivating 
clamours of music now in a great degree auperaode 
the labours of the poet. "15 

The theatre was no longer an extension of real 

life but a different plane of existence; in the vast patent 

houses at the beginning of the nineteenth century, large 

scale effects alone created sufficient stage impact to 

command attention throughout the house, nhilo the minutiae 

of the actor's performance were lost on the majority of the 

Ili. George Saunders Treatise on Theatres, quoting a work 
by Count Algarotti (i-7-62 , in Geoffrey Ashton and I ain 
Usckintosh, The Georgian P1 as_houa© (London, 1975), X. 

15. Richard Cumberland, cos r (Lonw..., 1806)p pp. 57-58. 
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audience. In providing magnificence and -spectacle in 

scenery and staging, the theatres royal could overshadow a 

relatively small theatre like the Haymarket, with a 

capacity only half that of Drury Lana, but the smaller 
Haymarket stage as better suited for presenting players at 

cloce rye. The demand for aatiafactory and consistent 

stage Illusion finally resulted in the kind of playhouse 

'which replaced in popularity and viability the patent houses, 

the minor theatres of the West End. As modified during the 

mid-Victorian period, a duo demarcation between actors end 

audience was maintained, with sufficient stage space for 

effective spectacle, while the compcctnesa of the auditorium 

made appreciation of the more delicate details of the 

actor's performance possible. 

On the two-dimensional platform stage of tho 

eighteenth century, the actor, surrounded through 270 degrees 

by his audience, was backed by dimly-. lit scenery which 

accompanied his performance without being integrated into 

it; 11 the nineteenth century playhouse, the actor, placed 
behind the proscenium arch, cut off from a darkened 

auditorium with its anonymous spectators, became part of a 

composite and well-lit stage picture. The improved stage- 
lighting, hotover, which dreg the actor back into the scene, 

also revealed its defects. At the boginr. ' of the century, 

scenery las expected to be at least appropriate to the 

action, so as not to tax audience credulity; by raid-centcu'y, 

the old wing and backdrop system was found defective, in 

undermining "scenic illusion". The writer of the noto on 

scene painting in The Penny Cyclopa edia of 1842 gives his 
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objections: 

"In fact..,. wingo ... in themselves... rather detract 
from than at all aid illusion and effect; more 
especially in interiors, where what should represent 
a continuous wall or surface on either side is 
broken into several pieces, crhich are besides placed 
parallel to the back scene or flat, instead of being 
at right angler to it... if the spectator be near to 
the stage, or placed on one side of the house, the 
whole becomes more or less distorted, so that all 
scenic illusion is destroyed, .., "16 

In the previous year, Uadame Vestrie had dispensed 

with the intrusive rings when she produced Boucicault's 

London Assurance at Covent Garden in an approximation of the 

box set, using an arrangement of flats forming unbroken 

vrallc to represent the three sides of a room. Tho use of 

borders to conceal the top of the stage remained common 

practice cell into the latter half of the century; the 

writer of an article in A11rthe Year Round in 1863 advocates it 

their replacement by a ceiling-cloth, entirely closing in 

the whole, to "render the illusion of the ocene more 
compýote. 0 7 

Increasing dissatisfaction with the staging 

conventions evolved for a different kind of thoatre 

altojether, and a growing demand for perfection and consist- 

ency in representation on stage in the mid-Victorian period, 

paralleled the progressive dominance of the auditorium by 

the stall audience. The playbills of the eighteen forties 

and eighteen fifties" show further innovations in theatre 

16, Quoted in Richard Gouthern, Ch nh1e Scener. y (London, 
1952) D"324. 

17. "A Now Stage Ctridc" in 1 lt he Year Round, October 31, 
1863, pp. 229.234, 

18. Theatre Collection of the Victoria end Albert th13enm. 
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organization aimed primarily at the orchestra stall 

patron, which extended to the now section of the house 

the kind of conveniences previously restricted to the 

private boxes alone. The list of prices on the 3! a m3rket 

bill for October 12th, 1843, for example lists both 

stalls and the public boxes at Ss, and the pit at 3o; 

together with the private boxes at two guineas and one 

and a half, which could be reserved in advance, the 

stalls alone similarly could be "retained the 1711010 of 

the evening". By 1859, the promotion of the stalls at 

the expense of the pit had led to a decrease in pit 

prices to 2a, and an increase in stall prices to 6o, 

with the public boxes the cane at Se, as listed on 

the bill for November 28th. The Adeiphi bills, for 

example, likewise chow the decline in importance of 

the pit and the corresponding advancement of the 

stalls; while the bill for February 22nd, 1847 gives 

boxes at 4s, pit at 2©, and gallery at 10, with 

unprieed private boxes, that for the rebuilt theatre 

of day 30th, 1859 gives private boxen at two guineas, 

family boxes at C1 and stalls at 5o, all of which 

can be "secured the whole evening", with the unreserved 

pit at 1 a. 6d. The movement on the part of the 
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managers to increase the conveniences for audience 

accommodation in the stalls was not a response on their 

part to a sudden : -eruption into their theatres of a new 

kind of audience, but rather part of a aeries of progrese- 

iveiT skillful adaptation of the resources of the theatre 

to the already apparent demands of the c istiua audicnce. 

Hunt, in the 'F. am� ja e articý. e of Januay 4th, 1631 , 
19 retere 

to audience complaints at the ensuing chaos concoquent on 
the lack of strict allocation of seattns 

"The rush took place, they said, the moment the doors 
were opened and those who got posoeeaion of the 
seats were lnexornble to the after-comers" 

The demands of the audience on which the attention 

of the West End manager was focusoed were for an increase 

in order, comfort and convedence in the provision aale for 

them in the auditorium; the most striking characteristicsof 

the raid-Victorian audience in conparicon with that of the 

early years of the century remarked on by contemporaries 

are a new respectability and restraint in conduct. Cole 

®ritea in 1859: 

"Uodern audiences are less easily worked tip to strong 
demonstration than they were at the beginning of the 
present center y.. �Audiences now-ºa-. aya are more 
numerous than ever; but they sit, for the most part, 
in silent admiration. A round of applause is as 
startling as a peal of thunder in a cloudless sky, 
Where is it to come from? The stalls, boxes and even 
the pit, are too genteel to clap their hands; and 
the Olympian deities are awed into silence by their 
isolation, and the surrounding chill, "20 

Towards the end of the eighteen twenties, it is the absence 

Igo Quoted in Rciond Utinder an Joe Mitchenson, TI} Loot 
Theateo oP London (London� 1968)s pp. 273-274. 

20, J. W. Cole, ßh9 Life and TheAtricsl Tlý Chhl 
, eB 

9 It PP*YZ-930 
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of cs ' rn . iati ; group between al . org and bo=a t nt LU 

romarkaä on In tho thoutrso royal and the Q. icDoputoblo 

zinture of those thoatroa in Generals Prince Peer-Uuahau, 

A Gorr-an Who v ins ted Enala in do cars b ct o cn J8,26 and 
1829, a: roccaa his amazement at thoatro audiences at the 

Potent ho o In iiio m t21 be doaoriboa them as "brutal, 

indifferent and ignorant, " adding that 

"the En glich thcatro le not ioahionmbla and it 3a 
scarcely ever viotto d by v7hat is called 'good co wW * ," 

Ito finds the perror ce to be frequently rendered inaudible 

by interruptions trcca the Caltery, while the pit and, boxes 

are rendered intolerable by the hurling of i . coilee from the 

llory and the presence of prostitutes, to which Joint 

causes he attributes the cbcence of "rocpectcblo faºilieo". 

It IS to thin "reapoctablc 113''ß elvztrnt that 

the organization of the west E theatres vac adapted, to 

the eighteen thirtiaa$ it is the ana oP cünnoUiäating 

auch iatrcauige that is to question j and for . ch 

subsequent innovations in the theatrical arrangamcnto are 

made it the onouing d0Cadeo4 Thmt,, advocating the curtail- 

Rent of the length of j, arrormancea in the jLt of Julys , 

7th 183122 as a genoral rule at the theatres in imitation 

of odamo Voatrio''o practice, cm, 1 coiooa apeciticallr the 

aaxu aqu nt ccaVordenco to the `cmi2y grouv: 
"The late hours frighten zrothero and grand&othorc. It 

113 not plenoont to take cl ildron r OY before the 

21 ,ýI! Qrm ri PUCkler.. tuakou. To= X .t ý' .T1 nd And 

(Pntla eipnsa, 1033)t JP #57 -ºa; c. 
22. Leigh hunt, "Late fouwo at the Thost tt its Victort 

Cte�º volcctea by Qcorae Rom on, 
1971), pp. 190-191. 
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cntertairmento are ovor,, and it in impoa©iblo to keep 
them up till one or tea a' clock`: 

? lanchö aimilarl7 praiooo the innovation of carly houro 

because It onabloa "tani1iea to roach their bor3ea before 

raidniCht" 
P Thus tho "roopoetablo families" whooo abaonoe 

from the patent theatres Piiokler-ºUut u rc arki on at the 

anal of the eighteen twenties had gravitated to tho minor 

houses in the early eighteen thirties; ' by the ait toon 

forties playbill, announcer onto oP ©arly heure appor3r. The 

LLc bill for December 2xu3, J848, ototos that "the 

Porfors coo. i. aro arranged to terminate an near eleven 

o'clock, as possible", 
That the theatres coutjht to rdcoz end thar3O1VCß 

to their patrons b7 the adoption of Chortor haut® inaicotaa 
that tho audience the na a ora aimed at iä. ß not a local 

one; early torz' Lion allowed for tra ellina timo. The 

location of n numbor of theatres in the came area similarly 
indicates that potential audiences ro d 'c n from a much 

Wider territory than that iv diately surrounding the theatre. 

From the early eighteen thirties, ca public tranoport 
isjroved and living conditions In the contre of the city 
69CCferot+ , those 'rho could afford to do no had a3rosxd7 
beg= to move to the outlying sroaa, 24 Tho oexburban 

population grow rapidly, eopecl&Uy In the hackney. 

Ionaington and Padtinaton ereao, and thio growth accelerated 

in the eighteen thirtioo; bot'v een 1831 t 1861 ,, ror 

23, E (T. ondont Th2 Ext" am An Ai 11 
1879), QWted 

in A. ti�Va ler I3 ;s 
(Low gort, 19591, pp#462-4639 

24, Xn o tion on the growth of the suburbs and tbo 
e anaXon of public trana3 ort Is derived fr= Froncio 

) 13hopporrd, , 
hon nn I RQL-i 87Q t Iho 7 t0rn3 Wen (London, 1971 
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exarple, the population of Kensington increased from the 

twenty thousand z wk to around eighty thoucand, Public 

omnibuaea, introduced by Chillibcor in 1829# carried a 

largo proportion of the consequent and evor-increasinn 

traffic between suburbo and city no ý the separation betten 

horn and place of work became more feral; by 18315 there 

tvrc 376 licensed otnibusee operating in London, which 

within five yearn increased to 620, and by 1650 there wore 

over 1300, The heaviest traffic ryas to Paddington, closely 

followed by the routes to Ieucington and lIs, mercmith. 

Stec boat services similarly expanded; in 1837 a frequent 

service between London fridge and Westsinter Bridge was 

begun, but by the eighteen fifties the railt'ayls had ßter- 

ced©d water travel. The London and Greenwich nailvay Company 

opened a line between London bridge and Deptford in 1836, 

which -in 1838 was extended to Greenwich, and other lines 

were opted in the following decade. 

These early oo utero were also the poto tial 

©ct E aä theatre Quäionce; On account int 
-PC= 

11farnalue 

in 1037 doscribea the omn buaeo so board, 
"the merchant to hie bucineoo the Clerk to hie bank 

or counting house the cuborc inato of iaiel 
f'umctionariea to the Poet Office, Aomercet Mooed the 
Ezciae, or the Uint, tho Custom Houao or Thitchef l. " 

Thoao "Who Can endeavour to live coma little di©tCnCO from 

Lonaon" are darf inod by t1 triter no tho© 
"shone into ea vary from Pm to Z4OO or £600 and those 
buoinooa does not require their pzcOmco till nine c 
ton in the mornings, and o can leave it at Siva or 
oix in the evonin ,o3 persona t7ith limited independent 

25. quoted in Franoiu Sheppard 11 t The 
Tn 

, MAl Ilga (London, 1971 S: 
PD "z 2 -1 
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means of Z. ivinr, auch an legacies or 3±te-r©nta, or 
ox all. azaounto of property literary individuals; 
merchants and tradera Qnnil und groat... ;1 

Thus during the eighteen thirtieo a large number of people 

in easy financial circumetancea, even if not actually 

vrooltb?,, bec e available as potential thcotro patrons, 

cthilo the progrccnivc decentralisation of the city trog 

that period equally do it over naro necoccary that in 

order to survive, theatre nanagoro should attecpt principally 

to attract such an audience* 

ny the eighteen tifti®o, the area round tho Voot 

End theatres as noted for its squalor and dcgeneracyº. 

Henry *Tames records, in his account of a visit to the 

Olynpio at that time 

"our diamal approach to the theatre, tho squalid altar 
of %ych Otrcet, then Incredibly brutal and barbarous 
oe an avenue to aoy"26 

Engels selects the came area for specific uontion in describ- 

ing, in 10440 the worst of living conditions in the 

metropoliss 
"In the Immediate neighbourhood or Drury Lana Theatre... 

are some of the worst streets of the oio metropolis 
... in Which the hoses are Inhabited from collar to 
garret exclusively by poor Pamilioc"27 

Immediately to the West waa Coven Diolo, the location of the 

Tom-all-alone' a of RIc Ho , and the v a=127 notorious 

area of St. Oilo©, -while I'ayhovz providao copious information 

on the "circulating harlotry of the uua rznarket and Recent 

26., Henry Jamee, "A Doll Boy and others" in &Ijob 2, -"rs2h (London, 1956)$ p &J80,0 
27. Frederick Engn1o, d -Ca 

111211: gf- 22 EMWAS=21200 

E, ond, (London, 1974-)# pp "1 62 s 
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anýýn X hour 
_n 

Tßn on Ctreot" in tho fourth volume of 

pn 28 public ed in 1662* 

The attention to comfort and convenionce in the 

thoatro ras matohed by an orderliness of behaviour on the 

part of the au. &tcnco ca aacocrodatea, Erbich vao corºrelat 

by contemporaries with the proaofco of C=Jly Groups, 

V. cotltna iorcton, 29 
c occribing the now rospeatabiltt7 of 

3Adlor'a Wella under Phclpa' mcnjc nt, 3o jUt#poseo the 

proconce of the "Islington pater 'o iliac" and the "rcopeot- 

t,, moat CQIOXm huoh" In which tl o porformuncao vero 

haara. ')ickenot in nn article entitled "Chakczpcaro aM 

rlmcato" I Ife V' 
, 
z, a ! October 4th 1851, on the o=e 

thoatxo31 aico anooctatoo order and comfort with tho 

"roopoctable ci1y" s 
"Tie pit es *in made rre comfortable, and is ccnotcntly 
i'ined by respectable f'binil, visitors. h father cite 
there with hic vii'o and daughtora, an cuiot%vs as 
eacily# no free from all offence, no in hie own houses" 

The pro naive doraS. naz ce of the rarafly c2e ºnt 
in the mid-Victorian audience art the equation of its 

presence with roapectabilit7 leads to Cala'a32 (Qac'iptiaxl 

in tio, Eöun4 =a Cl nck of Queen Victoria at the theatre 

28, ilozmy f iew T'Jonc cmla tan: er rl cä. Peter Qucnnoll 
(London, J965 ), j p#320 

29. John Veatl¬ . U+ ton (1619 .j 890), critic and pla. V- 
t'ri hto 110 wrote a number of pla 'a In do 1e tti tats 
farm which wer© tmauceoaart 1. 

30. lr; aat1caM Uaraton, p (London, 1838). II, 
p, 36. 

31', Reprinted in The Uncollected rztinaa Af eia 

tLond=, i 9b9). It PP* 3- . 
32'� Goon' o Mus=tn3 Mao (f 828.1896) bon his carver as on 

artist and illustrotor. Ile turxu to journalism in the 
late ei&toen forties, and van erloyod by Dickenft on 
1+Id r and. A l1 thhAr, Xoar JiJ o d. 
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In 1859 an a matriarch, not as a zionsurchz 
" rk yoidar, that roomy box on the grand tier. ahicI 

a quiet, plainly dreaded party has auat entered. 
There is a matronly lady in bloc:.... Presently there 
oita down by the matronly lady's aido a handsome, 
portly, middleaged ntl n, in plain sober evening 
dreca..... " 33 

The Vast Euch ra&nc r in the rid-Victoric , Period 

adapted tbo organisation of hid theatre opeoifical17 for 

audicnceo which, during the ! ccac' preceding the Theatres 

Act0 had eecedod Bran the patent theatres and in turulz)e 

to the minor theatres, had ahovn thooueiv+ea to be of 

sufricient weight to a3e it profitable for them ; or to 

moot their recuirez ezits from the theatre. In terns of 

cocial position, this group oharod some of the character- 

icotics of both the fashionable and voalthior box patrons 

and the respect-able and relativolg more discriminating Pit 

patrons, 'hery enjoyed reasonable financial security# and 

terra prepared to spend money to obtain the kind of 

conveniences hitherto reotricted to the boxes in the theatre. 

They teere equally prepared to devote a proportion of Income 

to living in the of urbo to escape the inconveniences of tie 

citv and to ceparato themselves from the diamutable und 

poverty-strichen town dwellers, at in the theatre they 

ceparatod thueelvea from the chaotic , gallery audience, At 

the cane time, in co=on with the pit audience, they were 

prepared to take their cntortainn ont seriously and attcnt- 

ively, and coneoquent y erected an orderxiZ 33 to prevail 

33,. Quo=t1 
! P#53# 
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in the theatre so that concentration on tho stage was 

poceible,, an orderliness already established as their on 

pattern of lives in the regularity of the +t i7 journey 

from a family-based home to the place of work. In te=a of 

income and wet of lifer thin cacti= or the theatre 

audience can be correlated with the ddle-c3. awn rW23o wore 

ricing to pro .n nco aa cocial oip at tho oars timo oe 

they r*ro establishing ad oe as patrons in the theatres 

I: nitial2yl the main provision made for this 

audience was the introduction of the orchestra stall, a 

kind of seating which united the comfort of t2 boxes with 

the proximity to the stage of the pit, thus levelling the 

abrupt distinction between the two kinds of seating in the 

theatre an,, in social terms, the c anaing middle-clO3A 

blurred the abrupt division between the u'per-clams and 

the rest of society. In the cour e of the mid-Victorian 

period, ho trer, the orchestra stall gradually became a 

line of demarcation between boxes and pit rather than a 

bridge; the stalls were progronoivaly assimilated to the 

boxes and the pit to the Collery� as seating prices indicate, 

as the stall patrons annexed the privileges of the box 

patrons. By the cud of the viid.. Victorien period, the atolls 

had become an extension of the boxes rathor than., no at the 

beginning of the period, an alternative to them. In aeced- 

iua from the patent houses, and turning to the for theatres 

duri the eighteen thirties # the rioinC middle-classes by 

itiplication were rejecting all that thO7 associated with 

the theatres rc7cl as strongholds of obsolete aristocratic 

privilege, hindering the development of the theatre by 
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other agancioe without fulfilling their own duty in that 

area; inotcad the middle-czaaoea nought a theatre that, 

instead of it ocing itself on then, would respond to then, 

and verve of their own interests rather than copal then 

to carve alien interacts. An the midc3lo-olaot ce bocano 

more firt2ly eotabliched c3 a distinct social oup, houevor, 

thc. 7 cradualIj turned from Calf'-com3cioual attempting to 

cotrbliah autonom b . 14b de nctrating their influence in 

their own ebooen area and defining thomoelvee by contract 

aSainet what conceived of ca the outmoded arictoaracy, 

to recreating a modified ariätocratiC pattern. The avontual 

confidence of the middle -clcosce in the security and 

stability of their own position is demonstrated in the 

theatre by the raid-eighto©n sixties where the kind of 

entertainment for which the cidc' te-clans-do ainated audience 

had chomn their preference vas provided in a theatre 

organised to incorporate ca normal features the provisions 

in accommodation evolved by managers to CratM the increas- 

ing expectations of their audience, Conso ucntl3 to5rdo the 

end of the eighteen aixtica, now theatres proliferated, as 
the theatres which had been suitable In the eighteen 
thirties became progressively outmoded and incapable of 

adaptation to the new conditions; tb. ie the minor housos 

were in the course of the aid-Victorian period superseded, 

as they had themsolveo superseded the patent theatres. The 

poleriaation of nesting nrran ncnto in the theatre at the 

end of the mid, -Victorian period Was as distinct an that in 

the patent houses in the early part of the century; the 

attempt to level seating distinctions proved satisfactory 
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only na a trancitiona . phaac, an mch to the advocacy of 

the 1ovol1ig of cocial diotinotiona reunited in a die- 

iliualonacnt which ultimately tend ad rather to reco cnd 

their ro orccmcnt, 
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IZI Mid-Victorian nta Pradnetione 

In the entertainments they presented, the West 
End managers were primarily concerned with pleasing the 

audience. their theatres were organised to attract, in which 

they stood in contrast to those contemporary commentators 

on the theatre who, not actively concerned With the running 

of theatres as financially profitable business ventures, 

proffered advice and recommendations in accordance with 

abstract and theoretical standards of what the theatre 

should be, with an urgency imparted by the political and 

social overtones that theatrical matters had assumed. The 

types of stage production that became the common currency 

of the successful theatres are indicative, consequently, of 

the taste of the audiences who patronised them; those that 

fell into abeyance during the mid-Victorian period did so 

because they had become, like the patent theatres, obsolete. 

Critical, injunctions and pleas grounded in a concern with 

the condition of the contemporary theatre measured by the 

frequency of productions from the legitimate repertoire 

had little influence on what the majority of audiences 

actually went to see. 

The immediate result hoped for from the Theatres 

Act, that the minor houses would assume the responsibility 

for the national drama neglected by the theatres royal, did 

not take place, 
1 The managers rare willing to present 

Shakespeare and the legitimato drama on occasion, but not 

1, Information on playa presented is derived from the 
relevant playbills in the Theatre Collection OP-the 
Victoria and __b rt�! lud. 
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to rely solely on such plays for their programmes. Such a 

hopeful but naively conceived response to the new general ' 

availability of Shakespeare to all resulting from the Act 

as that of a certain Captain Harvey Tuckett, an aspiring 

amateur, who opened the Lyceum in January, 1844,, with 

Her , he himself appearing as Falstaff, only to play 

to empty benches, 2 
was an adequate demonstration that the 

name of Shakespeare alone did not suffice to draw audiences. 

The West End managers capitalised on their new legal access 
drama 

to the legitimate/to supplement rather than to replace their 

more usual type of programmes, taking care when they did so 

to ensure that euch presentations were enhanced by 

additional attractions. At the Haymarket, under Webster, 
drama 

for example, seasons of the legitimate/were introduced as 

occasioned by the engagement of actors noted for such roles; 

such series of presentations included that of i 843t when 

Charles Kean appeared in the parts from the regular drama 

in which he had established himself, and that in the autumn 

of 1850, when Caoready, during his farewell engagement prior 
to his retirement, appeared in the legitimate plays which 

comprised his own personal repertoire, 3 The only successful 

managements for which Shakespeare provided the staple 

material rather than the occasional novelty were those of 

Kean at the Princess's and Phelps at Sadler's Wells; 

Phelps' audience, however, was not the same as that Of the 

west Ead theatres, being predominantly local in composition, 

um (London, 1952), P. 64. 2. A. E. 1 itsanp The L%p 
3. George C. D, Odell 3hakeepe 

,r 
tom Bet ®rton to Ir 

(New York), 19661,11r PP. 237 2a 
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as Marston's reference to the "Islington paterfamilias" 

indicates, supplemented$ according to his description, by 

the kind of spectator Vho would previously have been found 

in the old pit: 

"the attractions of the little theatre spread until it 
became a sort of pilgrim's shrine to the literary men 
of London, to the younger members of the Inns of Court, 
and to those denizens of the West in whom poetic taste 
still lingered. "' 

Kean, alternatively, went to such lengths in providing 
Shakespeare's plays with additional attr otions that it 

became, for contemporaries #a debatable point as to Whether 

such stage productions could be considered as productions 

of Shakespeare at all. 

During the mid-Victorian period, the predominant 

category of stage productions was that labelled "drama"; 

in Henry Crabb Robinson's diary5 the term is first used to 

refer to a particulpt kind of play in the eighteen thirties, 

in contrast to its general use up to this time as a name for 

the 'whole genre. In the early years of the century, Robinson 

uses the traditional term of "tragedy" and "comedy" to 

refer both to obviously legitimate plays, defined as such 

by virtue of belonging to the generally agreed corpus of 

national dramatic literature, and to contemporary plays 

cast in the legitimate mould. Thus in 1811, for example, 

Fletcher's Rule Wife and Have a Wife is "comedy" , and in w. wrrrr. uwr 

1812 ß: u1 us Caesar is recorded as "tragedy"; the 1813 

L. Westland Uarston, our Recent Act (London, 1888), II, 
P936- 
Henry Crabb Robinson, The ndon Thggtlg. - 866, ed. 
Eluned Brown (London, 1966). 
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reference to "Coleridge's Tragedy Rer goreg' accords des- 

ariptively to the play the statue to which it lays claim 

by virtue of its external features. Plays of less definite 

characteristics are referred to by lese definite names, 

such as the "comic piece Windrrýham and t hackam" and the rrýw. rrwrr. ýýrýýr 

"sentimental piece wr Spouse and Z" in 1815. In the eight- 

een trenties# the vague and general terms used proliferates 

the indefinite "piece", "representation", "plays' and even 

"thing" appear with increasing frequency, applied to ouch 

presentations as Amuhltrvon, a combination of Plautus, 

Dryden and Voliere, and anonymous and ephemeral items such 

as The Art of Lying, With the appearance of the "drama" 

category in the eighteen thirties, applied for example to 

the 1835 The Last Dove of P2=eil, an adaptation of Lytton's 

novel, Robinson uses his vocabulary of dramatic terms more 

specifically; "comedy" and "tragedy" are largely reserved 

for items from the traditional legitimate repertoire, whose 

status is sanctioned by age, and frequently qualified by 

euch epithets as "old" and "stock", as "Uorton's old comedy" 

C for ; he Headache in 1814, which was first presented 

in 1797, At the same time, new plays cast in legitimate 

form tend progressively to be denied the dignity of the 

traditional terminology, and are instead suboumed under the 

heading of "drama" as is Lovet l'a6 The M e'e Secret in 

1848! despite the conventionality of its five act form and 

historical setting. 

ýf George William Love 11 X18004-1878), secretary of the 
Phoenix Life Assurance Company. He was the author of 
several euccecarul plays in the legitimate form. 
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In contrast, the terminology applied by Robinson 

to productions of lesser pretensions remains largely 

constant; "spectacle",, "farce", "burlesque" and 

"extravaganza" are used with a comparative confidence, 

though by the end of the eighteen forties the distinction 

between "burlesque" and "extravaganza" has become less 

definite; in 1850 his note , gin Alc s refers to it as 

"a burlesque of the Greek tragedy of Euripides bfr 
young Taltour) - not an agreeable extravaganza -" 

The category of "melodrama": however, used regularly' in the 

. early years of the century, dies out roughly'` contemporan- 

eouoly with the introduction of "drama"; presentations 

placed under the former term are generallq described in 

terms of their sensational aspects and contrivance of plot, 

as in the note in 1813 on Pocock's7 he Iti er and h hi© , 

where the hyphenated spelling of the term is a voetigd Of 

its foreign origin: 
"The Uelo. drana of The Miller and his Beien interested me 

as all Banditti occurences do. The scenes however - 
And in such pieces those are the most material parts 
of the exhibition are not so horrid aI have seen 
before and the plot is not well contrived - In such 
pieces a gross and palpable probability is the great 
requisite. " 

The "Melodrama" on du Bart of 1815 Robinson condemns as ý ra rrrr. r. r. r 

"a most wretched thing.... the sea fight cannonade and 

explosion were but poorly acted" but is better pleased by 

"a Melodrama . The Euito-fiste" in 1816: 

"Splendid scenery and a succession of interesting 
incidents - exciting alarm - hairbreadth escapes of 
all kinds etc. - These were the attractions.,.: 

7. Isaac Pocock (1782-1835), painter and author of eeveral 
popular melodramas" a number of tarcee, and . adaptations from Scott. 
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0 

From 1822, the references to "melodrama" grew increasingly 

critical of that type of entertainment; in T hg Two 0pl1ey, 

, 
s� '. yea of that year he 

"could not fancy Terry in the vi11din - he is too good 
an actor to be thrown into melodramatic situations... " 

though Thd Ch z eae eoroerer of 1823 was not totally 

unredeemed: 
"the scenery is so beautiful that I actually cared 
nothing for the execrable stuff of words by which 
it was accorQanied. " 

The dismiaeive tone becomes more marked during the decade; 

in 1826 he writes or 
"The B htgf The Crsa melodrama from Walter 

Scots Crusadeere Ta .m ýan] - gorgeous Without 
taste in the decor Lion and the incidents not 
sufficiently prepared to excite interest... " 

One of his last references to "melodrama" associates it with 

the old Victoria Theatres then named the Coburg and, although 

at that time enjoying a somewhat higher reputation then it 

did in the mid-Victorian periods restricted in its regular 

patronage to the inhabitants of the immediate neighbourhood 

of Lambeth; it was "the resort onli of the aborigines"8. 

Robinson describes his visit thus: 
"a bad evening - vile acting of vile pieces and the 

house offensive by a bad smell... " 

Robinsontc use of descriptive terms for Stage 

productions indicates the evo:. ution of "drama" as a category 

of entertainment with a progressively specific meaning from 

its introduction around the beginning of the eighteen 

thirties; between the early years of the century and the 

appearance of "drama" so used, the traditional "tragedy" and 

B. H. Barton Baker, The radon Stazo (London, 1889), II, 
p. 237 
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"comedy" were supplemented by "melodrama". As the latter 

term became increasingly pejorative,, the former terms 

became restricted in meaning, leading to a period around 

the eighteen twenties marked by the use of an assortment of 

vague and indefinite terms; the confusion of this trans. - 
itional stage is resolved by the "drama" label. 

Robinson's practice is corroborated by that of 
his contemporaries throughout the period covered by his 

diary, The wider application of "traged '" at the beginning 

of the century. appears in auch reviews as that Of 
Coleridge e tee in the 0 ýcaal Revie of April 18139 , 
, vhich refers to the play as "a new tragedy" to the author 

of c article in Baldwin's %or_don tsaaaxin. 2 of January 1822, ýilYýr YIý 

dealing with Byron' a 8ardg=n j, The Two Focc 3. and Cain 

refers to Byron's "nav domain of classic tragedy"i ° 
and 

equally Byron himself in his preface to Surd^. naAa U811 

describes that play and ne ¶J yo 1`osaari as "Tragedies". 

Contemporary reviewing lihewico ii1 ovzs the dagcneration in 

meaninS Of "melodrama" ," the writer in tho VVon h1, v Mirror 
1 off' December 18022 attepptc a purely deccriptive definition 

of a novel term with rctarcnca to the first melodrama to be 

billed as auch Holcroft'äI 2a A Tale of Mystery: 

93y Melodrama we auppoce is meant a drama, in which the 
language, situations, and pasaiona are accorpanied by 
mama. " 

9. Reprinted in Rgmanjig Bad 8ý ?ý Revi. eweere, ed. 
John O. Raydon London, 1971)p pp. 136'i 38. 

10. Reprinted in Rggjnjjg dB, ed. 
*Tohn O. Haydon, London, 197i )p pp"2 -2 2. 

: kjp ed. Frederick Page (Oxford,, i I. Lcrd Byron, Poetical 
,Egg 1970), p. 453. 

12. Reprinted in Tjjg Golden Agg 
-2t 

ama, ed. Michael 
1 lgarri U, (London, : pp "" 

12& See Chapter IV, p. 67, n. 18. 
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In contrast the writer in the J orninChronicle of April 

5th, 183613, refers in a derogatory manner to "the usual 

materials of melodramatic interest" which include "a 

'female in distress". "poetical justice", a "gallant 

protector" and "striking incidents". Equally the uncertainty 

about dramatic categorisation in the transitional period 

and the lack o: & consensus as to the meaning of any 

particular term in aoen, for example, in Scott'c preface to 

his rejected The Doom of Deveraoil14, in which "mimic 

goblins" were "intermixed with the supernatural machinery" : 

"I have called the piece a Melodrama for want of a 
better name; but, an I learn from the 

unquestionable 
authority of Mr Colman's Random Records, that one 
species of the drama is termed an extravagaanza.... " 

The fluidity of dramatic terms caused endless trouble for 

the 1832 Committee which, despite the legal necessity, was 

unable to arrive at any specific definition for "burletta"; 

the R. eoýort records Bulger'e lengthy and detailed but 

ultimately fruitless questioning of at least coven witnesses 

on the aub ject, 15 

The eotablishnent of a new dramatic torsi in tbo 

mid-Victorian period points to the ostablichmcnt of a 

particular kind of stage production which necessitated its 

introduction and justified the duration of its cristence, 

13, Reprinted in The Golden 
ýAge of i'elodraa, cd, L'ichnel 

Kilgarriff (London, 19Th), pp. 201-202. 

149 The etieni Works of Sir Vlc'ter Scott, ed. J. Logio 
Robertson koxford, 1940)t p. 965. 

15, Re or. t from the £elect Committee c Drarm-tic L, tersture 
London, 1632), 
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"Drama" is applied to virtually any new play produced at 

the West Ed theatres which lies outwith the old farce, 

burlesque or extravaganza categories. 
16 Such a division 

indicates that "drama" should be comparatively serious and 

bear a resemblance to the real world; the other three 

categories all present a world lying outside what could be 

considered as normal experieiioe,, where the disparity itself 

is intended to induce laughter or wonder. The term does 

not make any distinctions either on the basis of the source 

of material used or they form In which it to cast, and in 

consequently applied equally to original plays and to those 

adapted from the French, as well as to those which adopt the 

legitimate form as to those which do not. 
The productions described by Robinson as "drama" 

include Byron's Sardaneuali , previously classified both by 

author and reviewer as "tragedy" , in an 1834 entry, and an 

adaptation of "Dickens's Chuzzlewit" in 18144. Uor3. ey's17 

use of the term is eq`, ally comprehensive, making no dietinc- 

tions either as to-form used or origin of material; under 

this category he subsumes, fc example, Boucicault's18 five 

act i; Uje_Pr, ä, on 1 ebruary i o, 1855, and the same author's 

three act The Co leen B=, a "transformation of Gerald 

Griffin's excellent novel, " on September 15th, 1860. 

Similarly the journal entries refer consistently to Tom 

16, Playbills in the Tie 
Albert Museum. rr 

17. Henry Morlnperry, The 
1 851 to 

18. Dion Boucicault (1822 
Irish extraction, the 
translations from the 

Jo Colllecti ox o The Victoria 
pan 

mal Prom 
18911 . 

. 1890), actor and dramatist of 
author of some 150 plays, many 
French end adaptations of novels. 
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Taylor'-09 plays as "dramas". The productions so named 

include his collaborations With the novelist Charles Reade, 

Maakg�-and, Faces (1852) based on Reade's on novel, and the 

original Two Loves and a Life of 1854; still Waters Run 

Degg (1856)0 its plot being "from a French novel" ; an 

adaptation of "Madame Girardin's charming drama, TineFemme 

out 'c fiteste son Mari, A She Wolf' e'Ci thi "(1857); 

"jhe Fool's Revenge, suggested by Le Rot, s' amMj and 

t olettq, "of 1859, in blank verse and five acts; and The 

Ticket. -of-Leave . Ian (1863), originally "the Leon of 

UM, Edouard Brisbane and Eugene Pius. " 

The "drama" thus disregards the old distinctions 
between legitimate and illegitimate plays while sharing the 

propensity of melodrama to find a large proportion of its 

material in the French theatre. The first melodrama to be 

so described, ATalg of , rri was a translation of 

Pixdrecourt's c el, +º u 1$ e ant du mmster_e, and for the 

nest few decades, translations from Pixerbcourt and sub- 

sequently from Scribe, the foremost practitioners of that 

So. In France, proliferated. 
20 The continuing reliance on 

French originals in the mid-Victorian period is indicated 

by auch comments as that of W. B. Doi me21, writing on "The 

19. Tom Taylor (1817- 880), dramatist and editor of Punch. 
He was Profeasor91ngliah at university College London, 
from 18145 to 1847, was called to the Bar in 1845 and 
served on the Board of Health and later the Local 
Government Board, 1850.. 1871. 

20. Allardyce Nicoll, AH 
Dr+ ma �i 

840 ; 1850 (Cambridge, 1930)# I, pp. 81- . 
21. William Bodham Donne (1807-1882) was Examiner of lays 

in the Lord Chamberlain's Office from 1857 to 1874, A 
classical scholar, he contributed to the Edinburgh 
Review, the Quarterly Review, Frar! s Magazine and the 
Saturday RaIgw. 
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Drama" in the 0ua'ter R Review of June 1854: 

"The popular drama of the day i®... in no intelligible 
sense of the term national, but.,. a Parisian exotic. "22 

Morley carefully cites sources in discussing new productions 

in accordance, with his condemnation of the "mischievous 

custom" of suppressing such acknowledgement, an indication 

of the wide extent of the practice of translation. 

In terms or stage success, Taylor was by far one 

of the most popular authors of "dramas" for the West End 

theatres in the mid-Victorian period, His plays occujpy a 

good deal of space in Morley's journal, and Robinson in 

1854 describes him as "very popular as well as able". Taylor 

found ready markets for his plays at the Olympic, Haymarket 

and Adelphi theatres, and in writing for the stage had, as 

much as the managers with whom he dealt, success in terns 

of audience rather than critical approval as his primary 

objective. His view of the merits of the stage is set out 

in his introduction to The Ttcket-ot-Leayr�JTan, 23 super- 

ficially, he would appear to be enthusiastic about the work 

of recent and contemporary authors for the stage, but what 

he writes is in fact somewhat ambiguous t 

"There has been no period, for the last two centuries, 
in which invention and activity have been more 
conspicuous in the dramatic field than during the 
[last] thirty or forty years***" 

It is by effort rather than by achievement that he charac.. 

terises the plays from the eighteen thirties onwards. The 

22. Reprinted in William Bodham Donne# Rgolys-on Dry 
(London, 063), Pp. 12 0-155 " 

23* Quoted in Ewligh Plevs of NC 
D ma , ed. Michael R, Booth Oxford, 1969). 
p. 1. 
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list of "dramatists" of the "epoch" which he gives, in its 

ordering and grouping of names, similarly implies more than 

is said. The lengthy catalogue falls into two unmarked 

parts, each arranged in chronological order; the first is 

of those authors who dealt in the legitimate form: 

"Miss Mitford, Sheridan Knowles Bulwer Lytton... 
Browning... Marston, Ho=, Lovc1l... Urs Gore... " 

The second is of writers concerned with stage not literary 

success$ 
"Peake, Poole Hooke, Planch6,.. the Mortons, Mark 

Lemons Buckaione0�Fitzball,.. Bernard, Coyne, Oxenford, 
Shirley. Brooks. " 

Placed in juxtaposition though without division or comment, 

the two lists indicate the growing sterility of the 

legitimate writers in contrast to the advancing skill of 

the journeymen authors in terms of theatrical viability. 

Mrs Core, 2' 
placed at the and of the first list by virtue 

of chronology, also functions as the reductio ad absurddn. 

by implication of the legitimate form in the mid-Victorian 

theatre; her signal achievement was no the author of the 

comedy Quid Pro Quo, a dismal failure on stage, which won 

the prize of £500 offered "for the encouragement of Dramatic 

Literature" by Webster in 1843, for an "original English 

comedy" , "in 5 Acts, illustrative, in plot and character, 

of modern British Manners and Customs. "25 The names with 

which the second list concludes are those of the authors who 

24. Catherine Gore (1799.. 1861), novelist of fashionable 
English Life. Between 18214 and 1862, she published some 
seventy novels, the most successful of which were 
i Day (1830), C go 11 (1841) and The Banker's, 

Wife (i 843)o 
25e Haymarket playb iii, October 12,1843, in the eitm 

Coh. en ti on of The Victoria and Albert Uusew . 
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provided the contemporary stage with a steady stream of 

ephemeral but hig#ly successful material, and it 2a to the 

same authors that Mathews refers as being the common currency 

of the contemporary theatre, rather than "the higher 

dramatists". In ß85g; 2$ it is not "the taste for 

Sh cpeara an& the higher dramatiato" - that drawn audiences, 

but the plays of "Mark Lemon, stir:. ing Coyne, Baylo Bernard, 

and Maddioon Morton". 

The "dramas" which the teat End theatres presented 

in respcrruae to the taste of its audience are typified by 

Taylor's work, in that he shared the objectives of the 

theatre managers and. succeeded markedly in realicin� them. 

Morley refers frequently to his skill in adapting his plays 

to both the particular capacities of the actors rho 

performed them and to the audiences of the theatres at which 

they were performed. Of Taylor and Reade's collaboration, 

, 
T, o . 

T. guee and a Life # which Morley considers to be "of its 

kind.... excellent" #. presented at the Adeiphi in 1854, he 

writes 

"The authors have ovidentlV determined that they would 
deprive the Adelphi audience of not one of its usual 
delights.... There is the Adelphi audience fitted to 
perfection with its play, and every actor fitted to 
perfection with his or her part; yet after 811, 
nothing is displayed more perfectly tAan the true 
power of the authora... the oldest tricks of the stage 
being made new and striking by some touch which sets 
the stamp of goniun upon them. "27 

He also praises Taylor's versatility and wide range of 

26. The Li 2Z fC 1e arge , ed., Charles Dickens 
London, 187.9) 1I, p. 297. 

. 
27. Henry 11orey, g 

1851 to 1 86E (London, 1891 , pp. 69-70* 
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ability, with reference to the author's work for Astley'e, 

a suburban theatre specialising in large scale spectacle, 

and, as the extreme contrast, for Sadlerte Wells, at this 

date, 1859 p under Phelphs' managements 
"Ur Tom Taylor this week has especially shown his 

dexterity in fitting any company of actors with a 
play that will develop their particular resources 
and those of their theatres. For Ast1&y s he has 
producod a hippoä'omo upon the 1 . Fo of cnribald , full of horses and gunpowder explosions. ar ! 

arTaz 1! Wella he has written a play in blank verse, The ooi a 

Taylor's career as a dramatist extends from the eighteen 

forties into the eighteen seventies; 29 his development is 

one of techniques, of increasing skill in gauging audience 

taste and adapting himself to it. 

Even in his earliest plays, ghat was noticed as 

most individual was his tendency to concentrate on the 

detail of mise»en-scene rather than on striking incidents. 

AT me review of the one act farce oti? r clerks30 (? rinceee' o, 

1852) comments on its similarity to the earlier "drama", 

To- Parents anGuardians (Lyceum, 1846); 

"[Mr Taylor] does not so much aim at complications in 
plot... 1but rather seizes upon some position in actual 
life, and endeavours to exhibit it with all its 
appurtenances. Thus his popular piece of Pe.... 
G1a i brings upon the eye of a spectator a large 
private boarding school, with its attendant follies 
and squabbles, and in the same manner Our C-ItLt 
sets forth the probable conditions of a lifO in 
chambers in the Temple, ' 

Thus, while "there was no pretence to novelty, of construction", 

28# Henry Uor1ey ,T 1851 to 1866 t 
oas na 

ý. 

29. A hot of Taylo 

1691), P. W. F- erred 

is playa is given in Allardyce TlicoU, " 
to T1i AtAAnth Contury Drama. 1850-1940 

EQnmbr1c1 e, 11L), up pp. Sye7 +" 
30. ;ý4 ey, March 8th, 1852. 
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Our Clerks still showed something "completely sui generis" 

to the reviewers 

"It is the atmosphere in which the personages move 
that gives the piece its distinctive character, and in 
producing this the author has shown all that knowledge 
of life and power of elaborating details which separate 
hin from other writers of the stage and approximate 
him rather to the Dickens es and the Thackerays... " 

Morley refers to tho came concontration on the elaboration of 

mine-en scdn©; he writes of The Over RputQ (Haymarket, 

1850), to which he refers : as_ - Overland ?: tail, as being 

"a drama of life and maimera, rather than of ' incident" . 
3i 

Taylor's plri o are compounded from a juxtaposition 

rather than an integration of two main elements, plot and 

setting, In plot, he employs sentimental and domestic themes, 

which are worked out by stock characters in stock situations, 

already familiar to audiences; in contrast, the setting, 

against which such incidents as the plots give rise to are 

placed, is selected for novelty and potential for effective 

stage presentation. The independence of plot 'bLnd- setting 

is indicated by the varying of setting and the repetition of 

identical plot devices, while within the bounds of any 

particular play, the plot is In no way affected or modified 

by the particular setting. Thus, for example, in both wg 

fovea and a Life (Adelphi, I850, set in the time of the 

second Jacobito rebellion, and the contemporary jhe 
_, 

Tickle et, 

ot-Leav_e_ Maann (Olympic, 1863), the same plot device, the 

separation of hero and heroine is employed , brought about 

in the former play by the factionalism resulting from 

rebellion, and in the latter by the moron tul imprisonment of 

31, Henry Uorlcy, Journal, p. 206 
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the hero for passing forged banknotes, 

The resolution of plot is ultimately in terms of 

the personal and individual concerns of the characters, 
despite a nominal concern with treating wider issues rising 

out of the setting. Equally the importance of setting in any 

play lies in the opportunities offered for stage effect, 

not for the larger moral or social issues which are per- 
functorily introduced, to be resolved at the final curtain 

with a moral cliche, simultaneously with the reconciliation 

of hero and heroines, The stated focus of interest in 
, 
The 

Tc el-of Man, the injustice of social prejudice 

against the ex-zonvict, within the play only functions to 

create difficulties for the hero and heroine to combat, and 

opportunities for the depiction of the London underworld; 
its implication are in no way examined, and the whole 

question is finally dismissed by the hero's concluding words 

that 

"You see there may be some good left in a 'TICKET-OF- 
LEAVE dN' after aß. 1. "32 

while a tableau is formed of injured hero recumbent in his 

wiTh'a arme, surrounded by captured criminals, triumphant 

police officers, and benevolent employer, Similarly, in 

UUaekss gag F aces, the demonstration of the fallibility Of 

popular judgement of character is limited to showing the 

goodness of heart underlying the flippant exterior of the 

actre®s, Peg Woffington, which dictates the self-sacrifice 

which brings about the reconciliation of the estranged 

32. Tom Taylor # ýýI-4r: &QUSU'ý, ý ViJ965-J. 
Cent=3r Ply,, e «ý George Rowel (Oxford, 
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husband and wife. The issue raised is again terminated with 

a moral tag: 

"Stage masks may cover honest faces, and hearts beat 
true beneath a tinselled robe..,. 
on the world's stage, as In our mimic art, 
We oft confound the actor with the part. "33 

The erployment of the London theatrical world of the 

seventeen forties has relevance for neither the nominal 

centre or interest nor for the working out of the plot;, 

within the play, it functions to permit the depiction of the 

contrasting worlds of the successful actress and the starving 

poet. 

The characteristics of the "drama" as demonstrated 

by Taylor's playa are a concentration on domestic and 

personal themes, the use of stock characters and situations, 

and the resolution of plot in personal and individual terms, 

in the action, all of which combine to present to the 

audience something which is already familiar and expected. 

The action and the background are totally independent of 

each other,, and in the presentation of the background it is 

the recreation on stage of the novel and the unfamiliar that 

is the object. Consequently, while the plots used are all 

fundamentally the same, the settings used vary widely, and 

the rudimentary nature of the plots is in marked contrast 

to the elaborate care and detail employed in the mine-en- 

ocbne. In 1 as_kaandd Fa_c_e_s, for example, I. 2, takes place in 

"A spacious and elegant apartment... opening into a 
garden formally planted with statues, etc,... A table 
set for a collation, with fruits flowers, wine and 
plate,.... Settees and high-backed chairs, a side table 
with plates salvers, etc.... " 

33, Tom Taylor and Charles Reads, Maakss and Paces, in 
it tnh Centur Plays, ed. George Rowell (Oxford, 
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Cqualor requires an equal attention to minutiae; the stage 

directions for the starving poet's attic in II run thusf 

"A large, roughly Furnished garret..., baael with 
WOFFINGTON'8 picture on it, half concealed by a green 
baize drapery. Colours, palette, pencils, maulatick, 
etc., etc... UR8 TRIPLET reclining in a large chair... 
Violin hanging against wall.... TRIPIET seated at a 
small table.... Wooden chairs, BOY is rocking cradle,. " 

The necessity of continual novelty renders the repetition 

of an already used background in subsequent plays impossible; 

thus in the course of Taylor's career, while his plots 

remain static, increasing ingenuity is apparent in choice 

of setting in the interests of discovering new material, 

and his early propensity for selecting historical backgrounds 

eventually gives way to a reliance on material drawn from 

the contemporary world. 

During the eighteen fiftiear Taylor's ventures 

into the contemporary sphere increase in frequency. $ aq 

Lf (Adelphi, 1852) is based on Uncle T, 
-omts 

Cabin= The 

1`1ic (Lyceum, 1853) presents 

"a peep at a day's 'business' perpetrated by this highly 
respectable firm of solicitors " 

The third act of An YM egg ? Match (Haymarket, 1857) is eet 

in contemporary Ems, while he Overland Route (Haymarket, 

1860) shows "the passengers on board the Smn homeward 

bound" and Un at the Hills of the same year deals with riýl ýýII   

"Anglo-Indian Life"; Our American Cousin of 1861 presents 

"the republican American's contemptuous notion of an English 

lord" and the 0lympicte Sense and Sensation of 1864 includes 

scenes in "a milliner's workroom" and "a boarding school". 
3' 

. Information derived from Henr7 Mor1®yr %T . 
ý« 311 
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The progressive exhaustion of the past na a source of 

material for "drama" is indicated by the failure of The 

rat Prii i (Princeea # e, 1856), another collaboration 

with Charles Reade, set in fifteenth century Holland; it 

was withdrawn after nine performancee* Cole writes of it as 
" Cal Play of so much merit, well acted and carefully 

got up" 

and attributes its lack of success to "the insoluable 

problems of public caprice. "ý5 

The T cket-. ea�y_e Man J; u11, y demonstrates the 

potential ®tage effectiveness of material from the contem- 

porary world as at least equalling that from the past, with 

the added advantages of complete novelty and topicality 

of situation. The settings employed range from the detailed 

recreation of a suburban tea garden,, with which t1S first 

act opens; 
"The Bellevue Tea Gardena, in the south. west suburbs of 

London. Summer evening. Front of the tavern with 
ornamental verandah.. ". arboura.... with tables and 
seats; trees, shrubs, statues, etc* at the back, with 
ornamental orchestra wd concert room. " 

to the domestic interior of the heroine's room in II9 

"humbly but neatly iurniehed, t. "; the commercial interior 

of a "Bill-broking office" in III; while IV presents 

cuccessivcly the cof'f'ee-room of the Bridgewater Arms, in 

contrast to the more refined tea garden; a moonlit city 

street; and finally 

"The churcl and of 6t. tlicholae with tombstones and 
neglected trees... " 

The same tendency to turn from the past to the 

35, J. W. Cole 140-LIL2 Ind T, 2 Ic ýZ 
': t S. s (London, 1`i ! p. 164. 
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present for material for settings is apparent in the work 

of other popular playwrights for the West End theatres 

during the period, and results from the same reason, the 

necessity for continual novelty of background in the "drama" 

of which the structure is a Juxtaposition, not an integra- 

tion* of two contrasting foci of interest; to maintain the 

clear demarcation between plot and setting, between the 

already known and the unfamiliar, requires the contrast 

between the two dements to be a very definite one. Thus the 

characters and situations employed by the "drama" are 

stereotyped and instantly recognisable to audiences, as is 

the sentimentality of the domestic themes used; while, to 

emphasise the novelty and unfamiliarity of the background, 

increasing detail and elaboration in its stage presentation 

becomes essential as documentary evidence of its character 

as something different from that which has been previously 

seen in the theatre. Bouciaault36 accordingly moves from 

euch works of the eighteen fifties using historical settings 

as Sixtus (Olympic, i 851 ), Genevieves or. The Retsm of 

Terr (Ac iphio i 853 and gis XZ (Princesoto, 1855) to 
the contemporary The ootýn of 1860, and The Btre , off; 
London (Princess's, 064), The playwrights listed for their 

popularity by Mathews and by Taylor tend similarly to draw 

increasingly on the present for their material in the course 

of the mid-Victorian period, a tendency dictated by a 

manifest preference for the contemporary over the historical 

36. Playa listed in Allardyce Nicoll, &Hjotorr of -Late N, eteenth Century Drama. 1850-19Q0 Cambri ge, 1946), 
0 
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on the part of audiences. Oxentordi s37 The Ported! s Knot 

(Olympics 1858),, which Morley describes sardonically as 

"the theatrical event of the last day or two.., which adds 

one more to the number of remarkable successes" at that 

theatre, depicts the minutiae of a porter's everyday life in 

the present,, I'labouring day by day and month by month"; 

the same author's yy i� 1 of 1859 was withdrawn within a 
fortnight, its 'Itediousnesa..., having been found Incurable" S 
despite its display "to perfection" of "traditional scenery 

of the days of the old English gentleman, in hail and park" , 
and employment of "genuine old English airs" 

This "drama" Which evolved in the course of 

the mid-Victorian period at the West End theatres as a 

direct response to the manifest inclinations of contem- 

porary taste resulted from a gradual process of assimilation 

of those elements which continued to prove attractive in 

the previous dramatic modes employed, the paeudo-legitimate, 

drama and the melodrama, while at the same time those facets 

now obsolete in terms of potential audience appeal were 

discarded and other elements not wholly appropriate in terms 

of the same criterion considerably modified. The dominant 

middle-class section in the theatre audience shoved its 

strength and stability as a social group as much by the 

kind of entertainment it called for from the theatres as by 

the reorganisation of the theatrical system that it 

37. John Oxentord (1812-i 877), dramatic author, critic and 
translator wrote over seventy playa, and contributed 
copiously 

to periodicals, ue held the position of 
dramatic critic on the Times from about 1850 for over 
a quartet/ of a century. ii s tranalations includdd works 
of Calderon, Boiardo, Moliere and Goethe. 
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induced; neither of the already existing contemporary 

dramatic forms were immediately appropriate for such an 

audience,, The melodrama had become discredited as a 

reputable dramatic mode: and relegated to the hinterland 

of local theatres , patronised by local audiences, as 

Robinson's diary entries show, a section of sooioty to mark 

itself off from which the middle class had already begun to 

establish itself in the new suburbs; equally the legiti. 

mate mode wan similarly inapposite, bearing ac It did 

associations with the old patent theatres and aristocratic 

privilege, The "drama" of the period, as much as the 

theatres at which it was performed, and the question of 

the consequent condition of the stage, thus had a relevance 

in the social and political dimensions for its audiences 

and commentators. 
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IV The "Drama" and flelodraria 

The "drama" fulfilled the requirements of its 

middle-class patrons by eschewing the sensationalism and 

exaggeration associated with melodrama on the one hand, and 

the poetry, five act form and historical settings of legi- 

timate drama on the other; instead, it purported to draw 

on the "real" world for its material, in the detailed por- 

trayal of contemporary life and manners, while looking to 

its introduction of wider issues, the important topics of 

the day, to lend it the dignity of seriousness associated 

with legitimate status. 

By the eighteen fifties, melodrama as a stage en. 

tertainment was connected with the more disreputable subur- 

ban theatres and their audiences. Dickens describes such 

"Amusements of the People" in Household Words1 as peculiar 

to the "lower'' classes and totally unknown to "the upper 

half of the world". At Sadler's Wells before Phelps' manage- 

ment2 the degenerate audience applauded a degenerate enter- 

tainment. The theatre then was 

"entirely delivered over to as ruffianly an audience 
an London could shake together... it was a boar-garden, 
resounding with foul language, oaths, catcalls 
shrieks, yello... fighta took place anywhere, at my 
period of the performance. The audience %rere ce' 
course directly addressed in the entertainment. An 
improving molo-drama, called RARRINNQT02N TEE PICKPOCKET, 
being than extremely popular at another similar 
theatre, a powerful counter-attraction, happily 
enti, +1ed JACK KETCH Aas produced here, and received 
c+ith great approbation. " 

The word "melodrama" itself became a convenient term of 

1. Household Words, Uarch 30,1850. 
2. "I3halteopearo and Ttetzgate"� Household Words, October 

1851. 
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reference for everything at variance in the mid-Victorian 

theatre with scenic illusion and the portrayal of life and 

manners. For Charles Rice, writing in the eighteen thirties3, 

melodrama is drama that fails through implausibility and 

incoherence, lacking that "continuity of action" which is 

"one of the most interesting parts in the construction of a 

piece of any description. " From the late eighteen thirties 

on, the word came to be used with increasing frequency as a 

general term, the antithesis to a subdued and pedestrian 

"reality". In an 1838 Edinburgh Review article on Oliver 

Twist, the author is advised to 

"beware lest he converts a certain Mr Uonks.... into a 
mere nelo-dramatic villain... There is such perfect 
truthfulness in the generality of his characters, 
that deviations from nature are less tolerable than 
when found in other works. " 

A Fraser' e ttatý writer on "Literary Style" in 1857 elab- 

orates on Dicken's "melodramatic" tone: 

"Ur Dickens delights in the sayings and doings of 
strange, grotesque, out--of-the-way people, of 'whom we 
hardly ever meet the prototypes in flesh and blood... 
he fastens some distinctive oddities upon two or 
three of his characters, and never aflown them to 
speak without bringing out the peculiarity .... 1Iis 
portraits are in fact caricature©.... His characters 
are all exaggerations. "4 

In addition, "sentiment" is "carried to maudlin excess". 

The portrayal of the "reality" 'which should be 

the writer's concern excludes the exaggerations, and conse- 

quently distortions, of "melodrama". Charlotte Bronte, writ- 

3. Charles Rice, The London Theatre in the Eighteen-Thirties 
(London, 1950)v pp. - 7. 

4. Dickens The Critical Herita e, ed. Philip Collins 
(London, 1971 . 
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ing to G. H. Lewes in 18475 in reply to his advice to "beware 

of melodrama" and "adhere to the real" describes how in The 

Professor she previously took "Nature and Truth as [her] 

sole guides": 

"LI] restrained my imagination, eschewed romance, 
repressed excitement, over-bright colouring, too, I 
avoided, and sought to produce something which should 
be soft, grave and true. " 

George Eliot, writing in the Westminster Review in 1856 on 

Dickens6, likewise condemns melodrama as misrepresentation, 

leading to a pernicious and unreal view of the social order. 

The "false psychology" of his "preternaturally virtuous poor 

children and artisans, his melodramatic boatmen and 

courtezana" encourages 

"the miserable fallacy that high morality and refined 
sentiment can grow out of harsh social rolations, 
ignorance and want. " 

The word "melodrama" carried no such connotations 

when first Introduced in 1802 with the production of A Tale 

of )Zvrterv, as the name of tho new otage form. The Monthly 

Ui__r_r_or_7 reviewer defirea the term thus: 

"By Melodrame we suppose is meant a drama, in rhich 
the language, situations and passions are accompanied 
and heightened-by music. " 

He expands on the characteristics of the genre tja exempli- 

Pied in the piece under discussion; music is the integral 

element: 

5. Quoted in Elizabeth aaskell, The Life of Charlotte 
Brronto (London, 1960), p. 233. 

6; "The Natural History of German Life" Elsa e of GeorSe 
Eliot, ed. Thomas Pinney (London, 1963)t pp"2 6-2 9. 

7, Reprinted in The 
-Golden 

Ae of )(elodrnna, ed. Michael 
K11garriff (London, 1574). pp"5 -58. 
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"The composer tells the story as well as the author. 
The characters are introduced with appropriate 
melodies; the progress of the scene is illustrated 
in a similar way; and every incident and feeling 
is marked by correspondent musical expression. " 

The piece as a whole in directed to the senses: 
"the sub f eet of the Tale of * Ut stery demands the aid 

of tomim©, and t ere is also on opportunity for 
sp ectncle, and a dance; no that beside the charm 
of novelty, this entertainment exhibits a combin- 
ation of everything that is calculated to please 
the eye and the ear, and, we may add with strict 
justice, to gratify the taste, and powerfully to 
interest the feelings of the public. " 

Ielodrama, with all these attractions, readily acquired, and 

maintained, an immense popularity at the enlarged patent 

houses, which had become, according to Cumberland, "theatres 

for spectators rather than playhouses for hearers"; it 

virtually supplanted the legitimate drama. Harris, the 

manager of Covent Garden, gave testimony in a chancery suit 

that his theatre made no profit on regular drama from 1808 

to 1621, subsisting entirely on pantomime, spectacle and 

melodrama, 
a Poetic tragedy was presented in combination with 

melodrama and spectacle; to ensure the success of 

Macready's Covent Garden debut in Othello in 1816, Alnddin 

was added to the bill. Contemporary poetic dramatists wrote 

for the reader rather than the theatre audience; Byron, in 

the preface to Marino Paliero9, denies any connection between 

his dramatic writing and the stage= 

"I have had no view to the stage; in its present 
state it is, perhaps, not a very exalted object of 
ambition. " 

The successful stage author found poetry irrelevant. Slazlitt, 

8, Joseph Donohue, Theatre in the Age of Kean (Oxford, 1975). 
p. 56, 

9. " Lord Byron, Poetical Works (London, 1959). pp. 407-4408. 
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writing in 1817 on Dimond' a The Conquest of Tarantol 0. 

comments on its inappropriateness where audiences have no 

interest in literary merit, and want only "a striking and 

impressive exhibition": 

"An appeal to the understanding is superfluous, where 
the senses are assailed on all sideo.... Thc gleams 
of wit or fancy glimmer but foebly on a stage blazing 
with phosphorue.... Commonplace poetry is good enough 
as an accompaniment to all this. " 

The author, to provide the "style of drama" which is "a 

great favourite with an immense majority of the play-going 

public". should be "little more than the ballet-master of 

the scene", and work 

"in conjunction with the scene-painter, the scene- 
ahitter, the musical composer, the orchestras, tho 
choruases [sic] on the stage, and the 1 or the 
actors. " 

The new melodrama was readily assimilated to the 

English stage because of its strong oinilarity in theses 

and treatment to the kind of playa already popular at the 

patent houses at the end of the eighteenth century. The 

plays of Pixar6court11, the main source of English melodrama 

for the first decade of its existence, were distinguished 

from much of the English drama, apart from the music, only 

by the greater dexterity of their workmanship. In 1779, 

Sheridan burlesqued in The Critic the general Style of senti-- 

ment, sensation and extravagance which Robinson and his 

contemporaries were to associate with melodrama in the next 

century. The continuing popularity at the patent houses of 

10. The Complete Works of William Hap, litt, ed. P. P. Howe 
(London, 1930), V, PP. 3 -3 " 

i1. Guilbort do Pixerdcourt (1773-1844), author of many 
melodramee, the staple fare of the secondary Paris 
theatres. 
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this kind of play at the end of the eighteenth century 

showed both in revivals from the standard repertoire and in 

successful new plays, whether translations or original corm- 

positions. 
12 Of the Shakespearean tragedies, Richard the 

Third, in the Cibber version which emphasised the melodrama- 

tic elements, was probably the most popular; Uassinger's 

New-Way Pa. Old Debts, with its "heavy villain", Sir 

Giles Overreach, was also frequently presented; from the 

Restoration period, Otway's pathetic tragedy, Venice Preserved, 

was retained, The very banditti welcomed by Robinson in The 

biller and hie Pen as a melodramatic convention originated 

not with Pixerdcourt but with the English Gothic novelists; 

stage adaptations of lira Radcliffe's novels had introduced 

English audiences to the remote mountains and sequestered 

castles of early melodrama in the seventeen eighties. 
13 of 

contemporary serious playwrights, Cumberland' 4 
and Colman 

the younger15 were most popular. The sentimental drama of 

the former is typified by The West Indian 0770t an emot- 

ional plea on behalf of the social outcast, which was per- 

formed twenty-eight times in its first season at Drury Lane; 

The Wheel of Fortuna, presented eighteen times in its first 

season at the came theatre, maintained its popularity well 

into the next century. None of Colman's plays, in a career 

12� Joseph Donohue, Theatre in the Are of Kean (Oxford, 
1975 ), Chapter two. 

13. Bertrand Evans, Gothic Drama from T1alvole to She11e 
(London, 1947), Chapter four. 

14. Richard Cumberland (1732-1811). Eia dramatic style gras 
satirised by Sheridan and Goldsmith. 

15, George Colman the younger (1762-036)1, manager of the 
Haymarket from 1789 i Examiner of Playa from 1824. 
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lasting from 1782 to 1823, ever finally failed on stage; 

his heterogeneous compositions included musical as well as 

tragic and comic elements. The Iron Chest (1796), became 

another long-standing stock-piece. Low comedy and emotional 

distress are combined with a happy ending; the play begins 

with a glee sung by a starving family, and ends with a 

tenor solo, 

Sentiment and sensation had always been reliable 

dramatic material; in the earlier part of the eighteenth 

century however, a new note entered the theatre, with Lillo's 

The London Merchant and Moore's The Gamester: domestic 

subjects, set in bourgeois rather than aristocratic life. 

This theme, the basis of Colman's and Cumberland's plays, 

also formed the subject matter of melodrama. The Times 

reviewer of A Tale of-UUystery16 traces the origin of the 

French form back to the D came, Itself influenced by Lillo 

and Moore: 

"The Drame of the French stage was first introduced by 
the celebrated La Chaussee, who, by intertwining the 
tragic and the comic in the came production, and 
selecting for his Muse subjects of domestic misfor- 
tune, was the Author of that new species of composi- 

ou. Drnr^e tion in France called La Comedie Mixte; 
.... This kind of eomposition.,.. has given birth to 
the Melo-Drnme.., ,.. " 

The Dr ame broke with the traditions of the French theatre: 

"the invention occasioned innumerable attacks from the 
critics of the day, and was roughly treated, as a 
scandalous corruption of the art, yet it has stood 
the test of more than half a century, and still 
triumphs over the feelings of the audience... " 

The contemporary drama of the late eighteenth century 

English stage similarly abandoned the canons of the legiti- 

16. Reprinted in The Golden Age of UUelodrama, ed. Michael 
Kilgarriff (London, 1974), PP"53-5 . 
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mate drama, by discarding the established categories of' 

tragedy and comedy, blank verse, and aristocratic prota- 

gonists and settings; vociferous critical objections, how- 

ever, only arose at the very close of the century, with the 

conservative reaction against political and social reform 

in the years following the French Reign of Terror. 

In Biographin Literarie, published in 1817, 

Coleridge includes a letter dated 179817, in which he din- 

eusne&'our modern sentimental plays" in the form of a debate 

between the "Defendant" of the "modern plays" and the 

"Plaintiff", who is Coleridge. The former describes their 

attractions; they substitute for "your kings and queens, 

and your old school-boy Pagan heroes" of classical tragedy 

"our good friends and next-door neighbours", whose "great or 

interesting" actions are thus catalogued: 

"They find rich dowries for young men and maidens who 
have all other good qualities: they browbeat lords, 
baronets, and justices of the pence ... they rescue 
stage-coaches at the instant they are falling down 
precipices..., " 

In addition, 

"what is done on stage is more striking even than 
what is acted. I once remember ouch a deafening 
explosion, that I could not hoar a word of the play 
for half an act after it.... " 

The gratification of this drama lies in its presentation of 

"our own wants and passions, our own vexations, losses 
and embarraocmenta,.,. [the *poet] gratifies us by 
representing those as hateful or contemptible whom we 

rýrrrrýrr  rrnrrrýrrrýrr 

17" S. T. Coleridge, Biographin Lit©rsria (London, 1894), 
pp. 257-262. The purported date of the letter would 
assign it to Coleridge's radical days, while its 
content suggests the later, conservative Coleridge, The 
ascribed date possibly indicates an attempt by the 
Coleridge of 1817 to dissemble his earlier political 
stance. 
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hate and wish to despise.... He makes all those pre- 
cise moralists, who affect to be better than their 
neighbours, turn out at last abject hypocrites, 
traitora... and your men of spirit... prove the true 
men of honour.... tho poor become rich all at once, 
and in the final matrimonial cho ce the opulent and 
high-born themselves are made to confess that VIRTUE 
IS THE OTNLY TRUE NOBILITY Aiä3 Tii&T A LOVELY WOMAN IS 
A D©MY FM SELF " 

Coleridge as "Plaintiff" denounces such a drams, based on 

the exaltation of the ordinary individual as hero, sensa- 

tional incident and the realisation on stage of the audience's 

aspirations in the actual world, as "a moral and intellec- 

tual Jacobinism of the most dangerous kind" : 

"the whole secret of dramatic popularity consists with 
you, in the confusion and subversion of the natural 
order of thing3... in the excitement of surprise by 
representing the qualities of liberality, refined 
feeling, and a nice sense of honour... in persons and 
classes of life where experience teaches us least to 
expect them; and in rewarding with the sympathies 
that are the dues of virtue those criminals whom law, 
reason and religion, have excommunicated from our 
esteem! " 

Coleridge's objections are to a drama which presents a world 

where the aristocracy is no longer in control, and even 

lacks the qualities which would entitle it to dominance. His 

denunciation represents an extreme and possibly retrospec- 

tively recanting view, but the dramatists themselves were 

well aware of the need for caution in the theatre in the 

current climate of opinion; the readineDo to denounce any 

suggestion of revolutionary tendencies is indicated in the 

Advertisement prefixed by fiolcroft18 to the published text 

of Knave or Not, performed at Drury Lane in 179819: 

18. Thomas Holcroft (1745.1809), dramatist, novelist and 
translator, Because of political prejudice against him 
after his arraignment for treason, some of his playa 
were printed anonymously. 

19. The Life of Thomas Holcrott, ed. William Hazlitt 
(London, 1925). II, p. 101. 
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"Before the comedy appeared, all parties were anxious 
that no oentiment or word should be spoken, which 
could be liable to misrepresentation. Some few 
passages, therefore, are committed to the press, 
which never were spoken on stage.... A few years ago, 
this would have been common-place satire... " 

In dramatising Caleb Williams, a novel by the 

anarchist philosopher Godwin, as The Iron Chest, Colman 

accordingly discarded the book's political tendency; Sheridan, 

in preparing his version of Kotzebue'o20 Pizarro, was equally 

careful to expunge anything approaching specific political 

doctrine, capitalising rather on a topical sense of 

patriotism divorced from Whig or Tory views, at a time when 

"Liberty" seemed threatened by Napoleonic Franca. The play 

became a famous piece of loyalist propaganda, with what one 

critic21 called its 

"happy allusions to the content in which 'wo are at 
present engaged with the inveterate enemies of social 
order and happiness. " 

Another reviewer found it "hardly possible to describe the 

rapturous bursts of loyalty and enthusiasm that arose... " 

The dramatic qualities of the piece were equally admired for 

their audience appeal, in combining the sentiment and spec- 

tacle subsequently identified with melodrama: 

"To gratify the present taste in favour of the German 
drama, and to strengthen a performance conducted after 
that manner, with the additional attractions of 
striking machinery, scenic grandeur, and the fascin- 
ations of appropriate music, were objects that seemed 
calculated to combine the different suffrages of the 
votaries of extreme sensibility and the admirers of 
romance and spectacle. " 

20, August Kotzebue 0761-1819), German author of over two 
hundred playa, popular in adaptation on the English 
stage at the end of the eighteenth century. 

21. Reviews of Pizarro are quoted in Joseph Donohue, 
Dranntie Charonnetnv in trn Enalinh Romantic Acre 

coton, 1970), AP"137-14ö" 
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The revolutionary fervour of French melodrama was diluted 

in adaptation to a general spirit of Libertarianism; 

though conservative in politics, however, in its bourgeois 

themes and illegitimate dramatic structure, it carried cub- 

veraive implications exceeding those of the English plays 

by its reliance on music rather than language, the basis of 

the legitimate theatre. 

The popularity of music and conga with theatre 

audiences led Colman to include a strong musical element in 

hie pieces. In melodrama, however, music became an integral 

part of the drama rather than a mere adjunct; the text no 

longer stood by itself in an entertainment conceived in 

terms of stage performance, and through music, language be- 

came largely redundant. The anonymous author of the preface 

to The Woodman's Hut22 (1811&) remarks that 

"music supplies the place of language and though the 
expressions of music are not so nicely marked, still 
in conjunction with action, the purport of the scene 
is easy to be understood, " 

Like the "modern sentimental plays", melodrama relied on 

"what is done on stage"; its own identity was crystallised 

by its use of music to replace the dramatic poetry of the 

legitimate plays. The Times reviewer of A Tale of Mystery 

expressed relief at the lack of verbal effect: 

"There is no extravagance of idea - no laborious 
research after simile and metaphor - no display of 
pomp and inflated expression. " 

Instead, the "novelty and interest" resulted from the comb- 

ination of "fable, incident, dialogue, music, dancing and 

pantomime", and the composer was as important as the author 

22. Quoted in Uichael R. Sooth, English Velodrarna (London, 
1965), pp"36-39. 
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in his "arduous task" of "elucidating and enforcing the 

various passions and situations". Music acquired the pre- 

eminence no longer accorded to language, and the author's 

role was to provide opportunities for the other departments 

of the stage. 

In A Tale of ryeterv, the text gives many calls 

for music, and in the concluding sequence, dialogue is 

totally replaced by music cnd physical action. The orchestra 

follows each turn of the plot, and the directions run the 

gamut of the emotions : "hurrying' and "confused" music, 

music "to express chattering contention" and "pain and dis- 

order", "music of doubt and terror", "soft music" after the 

conspirators plan their murders followed by "music express- 

ing pain and alarm" and then "the successive feelings of the 

scene". The music directs the audience's emotional response; 

it is used to mark entrances, announcing by its theme what 

character is coming on stage and what emotional tone he 

brings to the situation, and is called on in the course of 

action to strike a particular emotional pitch and lead the 

audience into a change or heightening of mood. In conception, 

melodrama sought to appeal to the senses, not the intellect; 

Fiolcroft declares his aim in the Advertisement to the 

published text (1802 )2.3 to be "to fix the attentions, rouse 

the passions, and hold the faculties in anxious and impat- 

ient suspense. " Music circumvents the spoken word, and the 

role of the author in minimalised. 

In melodrama, music brings out what words or 

action fail to convey, giving a oub jectivo colouring to 

23. Reprinted with text in The Golden Age of Melodrama, ed. 
Uichael Kilgarrirf (London, 1974)9 pp. 30-52. 
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characters, situations and incidents; intensity of feeling 

is substituted for subtlety of depiction. As an organic 

part of the drama, it imposed a definite stylisation on the 

action. One critic, writing in 1818, remarks: 

"A Velo-drame occasionally borders upon a Ballet, the 
action, in striking situations, being accompanied 
and heightened by music. "24 

Both structure and performance became equally subject to 

rigid conventions; melodrama substituted its own prescrip- 

tions for those of the legitimate drama, repeating its main 

features endlessly throughout its lengthy career on the 

nineteenth century stage, in its concentration on externals, 

emphasis on situation at the expense of motivation and 

characterisation, firm moral distinctions, unchanging charac- 

ter stereotypes, rewarding of virtue and punishment of vice, 

and spectacular effect. The style of performance was equally 

standardised, the prescribed emotions being conveyed through 

prescribed gestures and movements25; the stage directions 

for the actor in A Tale of MMvnter7 refer him to a conventional 

code for the external portrayal of inward emotions; Uonteno, 

for example, "starts with terror indirnation. He then 

aaaur., oathe eye and Attitude of menace" on the villainlo 

appearance. 

Melodrama dramatises in vivid terms the basic con- 

flict between absolutes, between good and evil, vice and 

virtue. Through music, the moral position of the characters 

is made evident immediately on entrance; speech and gesture 

24, quoted in Joseph Donohue, Theatre-In-the Age of Xpan 
(Oxford, 1975), p. 1ß8. 

25. The acting of melodrama is further discussed in Chapter 
VIZ. 
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are not intended to convey an impression of verisimilitude, 

but to externalise internal feelings. Since there is no am- 

biguity about character, the action is occupied by a series 

of events at the end of which a hostile or uncertain world 
is reconciled to the just deserts of already ideal human 

beings. The ultimate issue is never in doubt; music, an 
the accompaniment to the action, provides a framework of 

order for the struggle between good and evil. The audience 

accordingly is offered the satisfactions of a world where 

everything is as it appears to be, and goodness invariably 

receives its due rewards; herein lies the "gratification" 

found by Coleridge's "Defender". in the quality of wish- 

fulfillment. 

By using music rather than words as ito basis, 

melodrama perfected the kind of play already popular at the 

patent theatres, embodying popular attitudes in a form which 

lent itself to the embellishments of spectacle and reliance 

on physical action of an increasingly pictorial stage. The 

decline of the legitimate drama at the end of the eighteenth 

century and beginning of the nineteenth reflects the change 
in the composition of the patent theatre audiences, in the 

years following the French Revolution and during the 

Industrial Revolution, 26 
For much of the eighteenth century, 

the relatively small auditoria of the theatres royal were 

dominated by the aristocracy and upper riddle-claaaea in 

the boxes, and the respectable bourgeoisie in the pit, who 

26. Information on audiences is derived from Uichael R. ý Booth, "The theatre and its audience", The Revels His- 
tory of Drama in 1 nclich. VI (London, 1975) and 
H. W. Pedieord, The , heatrical Public in the Time of 
Garrick (Carbondale, 1966), 
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dictated do t3tylo or drmaa and natura of it$ Pcrtor rc©; 

thin traditional divioion or oeatincj fantod well into the 

nineteenth century, as Planche'o vorsa oho-x. 27 The lower 

cluaaco rrero in t relative minority, confined to the upper 

gefory. During the first dacado of the nineteenth century, 

the pit audienco alone vou1d appoer to have become the 

dominant auction in the audience, rejecting the kind of 

drama foaterod under aristocratic patronage; it vat] the 

rise in pit prices and. imrenao in the number of private 

boxes that provoked the O. P. riots, and the rioters 

auccoedet In forcing coiplicnco fror the Covent Gordon n- 

fCeacnt. The plage of this period of transition reflect the 

attitudes of a politically conaervativo middle-class, 
impatient of crintocrafiic cocial hegemony; hence Coloridge'c 

paranoid reaction to the "Jacobinicn" of auch a drama, 

roprcaenting the aspiration to a total reorganisation of the 

cociol order, 

Ue1odr n, however, vao alco readily cmicxod by 

the minor and suburban thoatrec, its reliance on music 

rather than vordc bringing it Mithin the toria of the 

burlctta licence under which thcatrco other than the patent 

houzrno operated. By the middle, of the eighteen twenties 

there woe little in the patent theatre productions outside 

the legitimate repertoire,, apart from superior preacntction, 

to diatin uieh then from the progr ca offs ct1 at auch 

minor houses as the Coburg and the Surroy. At the came time, 

an increaoinSly disreputable clement, noted by Prince 

Pücklcr- iuakau, became prcdominant at the patent houses,, 

27. (.,, noted in Chapter II. 
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while the respectable family section of the audience, to- 

gether with the more fashionable class, seceded. In response 

to the taste of a cruder kind of audience, melodrama became 

even more spectacular in presentation and exaggerated in 

action; the term, ascociated with the entertainment of the 

lower strata of society, came to refer to those character- 

iaties which became most salient in response to the taste 

of its public, extravagance and excess. 

Originally, melodrama was defined chiefly by its 

use of music. Scott, however, writing in 1824, attributes 

the "deep, decided and powerful effect" of "the modern 

anomaly entitled a melo-drama" to "the delineation of exter- 

nal incident"28; the witnesses called before the 1832 

Committee define melodrama in terms of the impact of "what 

is done on stage", making no reference to music. According 

to Charles Kemble, 

"the most successful melo-dramas have been those which 
depended on strong excitement in the story or incidents 
of the piece.... " 

Jerrold contrasts melodrama with the legitimate drama; the 

latter is "mental" and the former "physical". consisting of 
"what are called a great many telling situations". 

29 In 

consigning exaggerated action to melodrama, the theatre 

catering for a public who would not have considered them- 

solves to rrosenble the patrons of melodrama retained music 

as an integral element of its presentations. For his pres- 

28, Reprint of Scott's Introduction to Aallantvne's 
Novelist's Library. X. in Sir Walter Scott on 2tovelists 
and Fiction, ed, IoanWilliama (London, 19983, p. 110. 

29. Report from the Select Committee on Dramatic Literature 
London, 1832), PP. W, 158. 
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tigo production of Byron's Manfred in 1834 at Covent Garden, 

intended to vindicate his entitlement to control a patent 

theatre with its obligations to the legitimate drama, the 

manager Bunn commissioned an elaborate score from the 

esteemed Sir Henry Bishop. 30 David Unyer concludes from a 

study of theatre scores31 that'in the nineteenth century, 

music was "an essential ingredient of theatrical performance" 

and the orchestration "elabotato" when financially possible; 

the piano score for The Hiller and his fen extends to fifty 

pages, providing considerably more incidental music for the 

action, apart from songs, than in suggested by the cues for 

"music" or "appropriate music". i'usic remained an important 

part of stage performance throughout the century; Layer 

cites an his last example the score for a 1907 production of 

The Corsican Brothers, first presented by Kean at the 

Princess's in 1852, in which "music in prominent in every 

scene". Kean himself employed a resident minor composer, 

Batton, at the Princess's, and in his production of The 

Corsican Brothers, the effectiveness of the apparition 

scenes derived largely from the accompaniment of the "Ghost 

Melody", When Irving revived the play, Percy Fitzgerald re- 

called the earlier production: 

"It took hold of the public with a sort of fascination 
- the strange music of Stdpel, and the mysterious, 
gliding progress of the murdered brother across the 
otage, enthralling every one. "32 

Lewes was equally impressed by the impact on the audience: 

30. Cherwyn ¶ . Carr, "Bunn, Byron and 'Manf'red"'t Nineteenth 
Century Theatre Research (Spring, 1973), pp. 15-28. 

31* David Magary "Nineteenth Century Theatre tiuaic", 
Theatre Notebook, Vol. XXX, no. 3 0976), 

P PP-115-121# 
32. Percy Fitzgerald, Sir Henry Irvvin, (Philadelphia, n. d. ), 

p. 113. 
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"with ghostly terror, heightened by the low tremolo of 
the violins, and the dim light upon the stage, the 
audience, breath-suspended, watches the slow appari- 
tion, and the vision of the duel which succeeds. .. "33 

The integration of music into drama in melodrama, 

rather than defining the form, as its early commentators, 

impressed by the novelty, thought, is indicative of more 

fundamental characteristics, already existing in the English 

sentimental play, By redefining the form, tainted by lower 

class associations, in terms of physical action and exagger- 

ation, the mid-Victorian bourgeois could accept in the 

"drama" an entertainment basically melodramatic in structure 

and appeal without its stigma, The continuing importance of 

music in the middle-class theatre signalises the unacknow- 

ledged retention of a whole dramatic mode, whose essential 

qualities were, as Coleridge's "Defender" states with ref- 

erence to "modern sentimental plays", action and gratific- 

ation: "what is done on stage" rather than what is conveyed 

verbally, coupled with the reflection back to the audience 

of its own attitudes, the expression of a class viewpoint. 

Coleridge, a critic from a hostile political 

camp,, denounced the sentimental drama for its "Jacobiniom", 

its "confusion and subversion of the natural order of 

things"; the melodrama, however, as adapted to English 

audiences, was carefully conservative in its political 

stance; but representing as it did the world from the bour- 

geois viewpoint of the patent audiences of the early nine- 

teenth century, rather than fr= that of the upper class 

audiences of the previous century, its embourgoisemeiit 

33" John Forster and t}. H, Lewes, DramRtic Essara (London, 
1896)t PP. 185-189. 
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appeared revolutionary to. the later Coleridge, upholder of 

the old social . order. Throughout . its stage career, in all 

its metamorphoses, the melodrama, when adapted to the view- 

point of the dominant section of the audience, a theatrical 

dominance reflecting social dominance, remained firmly con- 

servative, in the sense that it implicitly advocated social 

stability rather than upheaval: necessarily so, as it 

expressed the attitudes of e class concerned to consolidate 

its social position, To the mid-Victorian middle classes, 

the supporters of the "drama". the blatant melodrama of the 

suburban theatres gras objectionable as the entertainment of 

a different social class, geared to audiences "as ruffianly 

,.. aa London could shake together". The bourgeois sense of 

social security, in contrast to Coleridge's fear of revolu- 

tion, is reflected in the dismissive comments on melodrama, 

patronising rather than denunciatory; Dickens sums up the 

entertainment offered to the "lower half" of the world as 

"an incongruous heap of nonsense" . 
34 

Overtly political material did not enter the then- 

tre after tho 1737 Licensing Act enforced censorship control. 
Lytton, writing in 183333, draws attention to what he con- 

eidere to be an arbitrary limitation imposed on the subject 

matter of drama by a censorship rigidly excluding "political 

allusions" ao Well as "immorality"; the actual effect of 

legal controls on the therlre, made more comprehensive by 

the 1843 Act, is difficult to estimate, since authors and 

3L1. "The 1uat enento of the People", Household Mords, U arch 
30th, 1 850. 

35. Lord Lytton, Fnrlond and the Fn lieh (London, 1970), 
pp. 301-313 " 
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managers alike were naturnlly well aware of what ras per. 

nissible on stage. Lytton, referring to the evidence given 

before the 1832 Committec, otates that 

"it is univorsally allowed that a censor is not ro- 
quirod to keep immorality from the stage, but to 
prevent political allusions. " 

Certainly, it would appear from the witnesses' statemento 

that moral and religious conservatism accorded with audience 

taste. Charles Kenble's count expressec the general 

opinion: 

"Such is the improved state of education, and the 
moral and religious feeling, that in any theatre 
I do not think that the audience would suffer %W- 
thing that was licentious to be heard on stage. " 

The managerial position on politics, whatever audience 

attitudes might have been, is probably beat represented by 

Davidge, proprietor of the Coburg: 

"it would never be to the benefit of any theatre to 
meddle with political matters generally, becau3e 
what you might derive from the representation of 
playa which might give pleasure to one party, you 
would lose by giving offence to the other, "36 

The ingenuity shown by managers in circumventing the bur-- 

letta restrictions, and the impossibility of rigidly enforc- 

ing such a legal provision in opposition to public opinion, 

would suggest little general demand for a theatre dealing 

overtly with political subjects, even in the year of the 

Reform Bill, when interest in politics was high. 

By the eighteen sixties, the West End theatres 

represented the dramatic catablichment which they themselves 

had challenged in the years preceding the abolition of the 

36. R ort from the Select Comritt 
London, 1032)9 PP "51,85* 
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patent monopoly. According to the evidence given before the 

1866 Committeo, the censorship controls still acreed large- 

ly with the taste of audiences, by now even more conserva- 

tive than those of the eighteen thirties. Boucicault37 con- 

ciders "the public themselves", rather than the censor, to 

be "the principal check" on "improper pieces", and disxnioses 

the suggestion that "political allusions" or caricature 

would be approved. - 
"I have tried political allusions occasionally, and I 

have seen them tried, but they did not answer. " 

The audiences, rather than the law, dictated to managers and 

dramatists, and could be even more stringent in their 

demands than the official censor: 

"there are very many, things that the Licenser passes 
that the public does not pass; we very often have 
pieces performed containing things 'which the Licenser 
has passed, and which even the actors theriselves have 
passed (though they are more sensitive than the 
Licenser, because of course, they do not want to be 
hissed), but that escapee them does not escape the 
public. " 

Uelodrama, as the drama of audience gratification, 

retained its hold on the theatre of the mid-Victorian 

period an the "drama" by reinforcing middle-class precon- 

ceptions and aspirations, and adapting ito external charac- 

terietics to bourgeois tasto. It asserts a fixed viewpoint 

with which its audience can be expected to agree before tho 

play begins; its course on stage ie one of confirmation, 

of affirmation not analysis. Its mode, accordingly, is 

visual rather than verbal, relying on the force of the 

"telling incident" to bear dorm argument before it. Scott's 

definition of melodrama attributes its power to the 

37. Report from the 
. 
Select Conte ttee on Theatrical Licences 

" London, J866) t PA 45, 
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"passion of fear" induced through "the delineation of exwor-- 

nal incident"; the appeal to the emotions, underlined mus- 

ically, is intended to preclude rational questioning, no 

emghasines, as necessary consequences, the maintenance of 

consistency and the use of stereotyped characters: 

"the characters of the agonto... are entirely cubord-. 
mated to the scenes in which they are placed ... The 
persona introdueed... bcar the features, not of 
individuals, but of the class to which they belong 
... it is necessary that these characters... should be 
forcibly sketched in outline; that their dress and 
general appearance should correspond with and 
support the trick of the scone... " 

Melodrama excludes everything not in line with the viewpoint 

represented; it is enacted in an isolated sphere, and 

character and setting, although abstracted from the real 

world, are given the illusion of authenticity through con- 

sintency and verisimilitude. Physical reality and multipli- 

city of detail in stage presentation are advanced as veri- 

fication of the asserted viewpoint; because the setting and 

characters look real, so, by extension, are the attitudes 

they embody. Melodrama presents its audience with a cinula- 

crum of the real world without its inherent disadvantages. 

The mid-Victorian middle-classes found in the 

scenic illusion and portrayal of life and manners of the 

"drama" tangible evidence for their own preconceptions; 

the absence of the strong colouring in incident and situation 

of the cruder, more blatant overt ßelodrama acted in itself, 

by its very mundanity, as a further proof of the correspon. 

dence of the "drama" to real life. For the ambiguities and 

uncertainties of everyday life, their theatre substituted a 

simplified world of absolutes and constants, reducing the 

complexities of reality to the fixed categories of instantly 
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recognisable good and evil. Uietaken judgement becomes im- 

possible where everything is as it appears to be; certain- 

ty, reassurance and self-confidence are promoted by the 

equation of appearance with reality, and the removal of the 

possibility of doubt and deception. The "truth" of the 

"drama! ', for its audience, was verified by the reality of 

appearance of the physical detail of stage presentation, 

the circumstantial evidence of authenticity; the production 

style of the "drama", therefore, relied primarily on visual 

elaboration, carried through into the minutiae of costume 

and scenery, grounded on indisputable facts which dissolved 

the last hesitations to acquiesce. 

The movement of the "drama" from predominantly 

historical to contemporary settings separated it from legi- 

timate drama; it was also promoted by dissatisfaction With 

the kind of proof offered for the reality of the historical 

past when shown on stage. Additional factual documentation, 

however well supported, could not command the same immediate 

conviction as the instant recognisability of contemporary 

settings, using the objects and situations of everyday life. 

A historical "drama" which was required to demonstrate its 

factual fidelity necessitated further evidence to supplement 

what could be seen on stage. Thus Lytton, in publishing 

Richelieu (Covent Garden, 1839), expanded the text as per- 

formed considerably, adding documentary footnotes. The pre- 

face assures the reader: 

"To judge the author's conception of Richelieu fairly, 
and to estimate how far it is consistent with histor- 
ical portraiture, the play must be rend 38 

38. Sir Edward Buluer Lytton, The Dramatic Works (Leipzig, 
1860), it p. 6. 
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Leigh Hunt likewise in his preface to .A Legend of Florence 

(Covent Garden, 1840)39 insists that while the story "re- 

sembles several of the like sort that are popular in other 

countries" 

"nobody... in Italy ever doubted the main facts. The 
names of the parties most concerned are those of real 
families... thoir characters... correspond in their 
elements with those here attempted to be drawn out. " 

To support the latter assertion, he cites the "Osoervatore 

Piorentino". The demand for fidelity to established fact in 

the stage presentation of historical events is seen in 

Cole's discussion of the failure of Taylor and Read©'s The 

First Printer (Princess's, 1856), which he attributes to the 

play's deviation from the accepted account of the invention 

of the printing press. The author's statement of sources 

affixed to the playbill, that 

"they founded their opinion on the faith of a tale 
handed down by Adrian Junius, the colbb), "ated 
antiquary, and principal of Haarlem College. " 

Cole considers insufficiently authoritative to counteract 

the traditional version. 
40 

2elodrama, with ito reliance on the incontrover- 

tibility of fact and equation of appearance with reality, 

moulded for the mid-Victorian middle-class a kind of thoatre 

which accorded with its own temperament by furnishing 

apparently incontestible proof of the absolute truth of the 

partial and one-sided clans attitudes it expressed. Stage 

productions were praised for their "truth" and "reality" 

and contrasted with melodrama's exaggerations and distortions, 

39. Leigh Hunt, Lesend of Florence (London, 1840), pp. ix x. 
140. J. W. Cole, The Life and Theatrical Time of Charles Kean 

F (London, j859)_, - II, pp. i 0-1 . 
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in presenting the real world. Thus Lewes, in his review of 

The Day of Reckoninz (Lyceum, 1850), opposes "reliance upon 

Nature" to the "melodramatic" and equates it with "truth"; 

in writing of Masks and Paces (Haymarket, 1852), he draws 

attention approvingly to "how truly" the actors performed 

their roles, to "the unutictakeablo"reality of the emotion" 

in the play and its "truthfulness". Instant conviction is 

conveyed by the externalication of emotion, immediately 

recognisable because it accords with experience in everyday 

life, The conventions of expression, however, are based on 

class mores, which are assumed to be universal standards; 

the achievement of MadameVestris' "natural manner" in The 

Day of Reckoning is to create the character of a lady "such 

as we meet in drawing rooms .,, 
41 

The "drama" relied with the melodrama on action 

and gratification for its appeal and worked through exter- 

nalisation and exclusion; internal emotions and moral 

qualities are made visible, reactions and feelings given 

palpable form in music and the nature of everything presented 

on stage made absolutely plain. The clarity of character and 

event is maintained by excluding all inconsistencies and 

anything not directly reinforcing the business on stage. 

Presentation, accordingly, becomes of primary importance 

in the mid-Victorian theatre; the tangible reality of the 

physical details of costume and setting promote unquestion- 

ing acceptance of the truth of dramatic incidents, and the 

assumptions on which they are based. Presentation further 

141. John Forster and a. H. Lewes, Dramatic Hs sza (London, 
1896)9 pp. 222-225,122-126. 
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acquires importance in that it is the only area -whore 

innovation and variation in possible; melodrama and the 

"drama" are essentially static, manipulating standardised 

characters and situations to confirm a set of already ack- 

nowledged c13ch0©. The tedium of endless repetition in 

therefore avoided through novelty of staging; the early 

melodrama transposed itself from the exotic, Gothic settings 

of its original sources into historical backgrounds, cap- 

italicing on the topical popularity of the novels of Scott 

And his imitators. In the eighteen twenties, a vogue for 

"witch dramas" began, in imitation of Weberts opera per 

Freicchut2 (Covent Garden, 1824); the lretrgate novels of 

the eighteen thirties produced a wave of highwaymen heroes. 

The "drama" similarly reflected the fluctuating fashionable 

interests of its audiences, in the pursuit of new material 

with which to clothe the expected cliche; the contemporary 

settings which replaced the earlier historical backgrounds 

and subjects gradually introduced to the theatre virtually 

all the aspects of middle-class life. 

The "drama" and its audience thus mutually eus- 

I tained each other; the "drama" existed as a moans of pro- 

rooting and reinforcing those beliefs and assumptions which 

made for its stability and survival as a social Croup, Its 

developments and modifications were responses to changes in 

the attitudes and views of its audience; the progressive 

disillusionment with the condition of the theatre towards 

the end of the mid-Victorian period is indicative of the 

equal sense of bourgeois disillusionment with its on class 

values. The loss of belief in what had previously commanded 
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unheDitating acceptance resulted from a growing percoption 

of the limitations of partial attitudes, inflated to 

absolute values. Democratic principlea, which had given the 

middle-class political power reflecting their economic 

pociticn, tore called in question as a means of furthering 

bourgeois social hegemony. In the theatre, thin diocatiofac- 

tion was reflected in a growing acknowledgement of the 

failure of the "drama" to equal legitimate drama in great-- 

nesc of achievement. The "drama", in rejecting the legiti- 

mate conventions, had successfully established for itself 

an identity totally free from upper class associations; it 

failed however to realise for its audiences the dignity of 

seriousness and centrality of contemporary relevance which 

would have made the "drama" rival the status of the legiti- 

mate theatre. 
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V The "Drama" and Legitimate Drama 

With melodrama in the ascendant at the patent 

theatres during the second decade of the nineteenth century, 

and audiences rho, according to Hazlitt, looked to the 

theatre for "a striking and imprecoive exhibition" and were 

not concerned with the drama from "a literary point of 

view"i , the aspiring poetic dramatist who did not disdain 

production of his work adopted the techniques that had 

proved popular, This amalgamation of melodrama with legiti- 

mate trappings produced Maturinrs2 Bertram (Drury Lane, 

1816), in which Edmund Sean, at the height of his popular- 

ity, played the title role. The play is strictly "legitimate" 

with its five act form and poetic language, factors which 

Hazlitt considered irrelevant to its stage success. Not 

"the genius of poetry" but "the sighing of the forest gale 

and the vespers of midnight monks" made it effective 
3 The 

text shown Maturin as ballet-master rather than author; he 

leaven a large amount to be filled out by the actors from 

his copious stage directions, and the action called for is 

melodramatic in its extravagance. Bertram "meditates in 

cloo reflection! ' and declaims "with frantic violence", 

while the heroine, Imagine, is found "throwinr. herself 

vehemently on her kneen" , "pinking down" , "'shriekinS" , and 

rushing in "with her child. her hair dishevelled. her dress 

J9 The Complete Works of William Hazlitt, ed, P, P. Howe 
(London, 1930. V, pp, 3 -3 . 

2, Charles Robert Uaturin (1787-1821ß), author of Me lmoth 
the Wanderer (1820) and other Gothic novels. 

3. The Complete Works of William Hazlitt, od, P, P. Howe 
London, 1930), V, pp. 3 -3 ,, 
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stained with bloo". L: aturin's audience was impressed not by 

his poetry but by "what [was] done on stage". One spectator 

thirty years later still remembered Bertram's death: 

"the agonised glance he throw on the dead Iinogen 
roic , the rapidly-changing features, fiercely 
digit ted by the storm of passion within, and finally 
the desperate energy with which he plunged the fatal 
weapon, to the very hilt, into his bosom, caused a 
thrill of horror, and almost awakened a transient 
emotion of pity. " 

To tho conservative critic, the infiltration of 

melodramatic techniques into the aristocratic stronghold of 

legitimate drama pointed to a more insidious kind of 

opposition to the establishment and to social order than 

that offered by a drama which merely opposed legitimate 

conventions. Coleridge took the play as evidence of the 

further extension of "Jacobinism" to the moral sphere. 
5 Such 

a play could not restore Drury Lane "to its former classic 

renown". Instead it provided "a melancholy proof of the 

depravation of the public mind"; the adulterous hero, when 

he comes "reeking from the consummation of this complex 

foulness and baseness" is received by "a British audience" 

not as "an insult to common decency" but "with a thunder of 

applause": 

"The shocking spirit of Jacobinism seemed no longer 
confined to politico, Tho familiarity with atrocious 
events and characters appeared to have poisoned the 
taster even where it had not directly disorganized 
the moral principles, and left the feelings callous 
to all mild appeals,, and craving alone for the grossest 
and most outrageous stimulants. " 

4. Bartrand Evans, Gothic Drama fron Wal o1e to 8hollev 
(L)ndon, 1924? ), PP. 193-199. glioh P1a o op the Tdino- 
toenth Conturv, ed. ! ichaol TR. ßooth oxford, 1969), I, 
PP"11-12. 

5.9. T. Coloridgo, Bioctraahia Lit3raria (Lokdon, 1894), 
pp. 274-293. 
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Other critics shared Coleridge's view, finding in Bertram 

"that same mischievous compound of attractiveness and 
turpitude, of love and crime, of chivalry and 
brutality, which in the poems of Lord Byron and his 
imitators has been too long successful in captivating 
weak fancies and outraging moral truth. "6 

The incorporation or melodramatic tochniqueo gal- 

vanized legitimate drama into a momentary popularity; 

after its initial success, however$ blaturin's play passed 

out of the repertoire, and his two other playas both failed. 

Aa melodrama became increasingly dioroputable, the extra- 

vagance and excess principally associated with it dis- 

qualified the work of the dramatist who relied on such tech- 

niques from legitimate status. Instead, the regular drama 

turned to the restraint that was to become the chief charac- 

teristic of the "drama", prefiguring the mid-Victorian form 

behind a facade of legitimate conventions. Bnourles97 

Virr iniuB, in which Macready played the title role, is based 

on the story of Virginius and Appius; despite its Roman 

setting and gestures towards political issues, it is the 

"domestic misfortune" of the Drame to which the Timte 

reviewer ascribes the origin of French melodrama which forms 

the play's interest. Roll. Horne, writing in 1814, points 

out the irrelevance of historical setting; it is in "hio 

truly domestic feeling" that Knowles "personifies our age": 

"In what consists the interest and force of.... 

6. Quoted in Bertrand Evans, Gothic D any. from Wal ole to 
Sheer (London, 1947). P094. 

7. Jaicc Sheridan Knowles (1784-1862)2 prolific and success- 
ful dramatist. 

8. Richard Henry ("Hengist") Horn© {1803-1884), collaborated 
with E. B. Bromrnina on the critical work, A TTe 02irit of 
the- Age. Author of several unsuccessful plays. 
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Virginiue? The domestic feeling, The costume, the 
setting, the decorations are heroic. We have Roman 
tunics, but a modern English heart . the scene is 
the forum but the eentim©nts are those of the 
'Bedford Irma' :9 

The appeal of the play is entirely onotiono. l; any larger 

intention is disclaimed in the epilogue ai 
a 

"NNo moral now we offer, a quay td in form, 
But Pity.... 
Vie do not strain to show that 'thus it grove', 
And 'hence we learn' what everybody knows 
0000 
Dwell then upon our tale; and bear along 
With yon. deep thoughts - of love -- of bitter wrong.,, " 

Knowles repeated his cucccoa Frith William Tali (Drury Lana, 

1825), The Hunchbac1 (Covent Gerden, 1832) and The Taove 

Chase (Haymarket, 1837); Talfonrd9l weakly imitated the 

formula in Ion (Covent Garden, 1836) but the play, though 

greatly praised at the time, passed rapidly out of the 

repertoire. His other plays, The Athenian Captive (Covent 

Garden,, 1838) and Glgncoe (Covent Garden, 1840) were com- 

parative failures. With the end of the patent monopoly in 

1843, the poetic drama lost its natural market and fell 

into abeyance, leaving the mid-Victorian "drama" to replace 

Its 

The "drama" which became the aecendant mode at 

the West End theatres acquired its reputability with the 

increase in social prestige and power of its middle-class 

patrons. Its immediate origins werd in the "domestic drama", 

the transition between melodrama and the "drama". For the 

Le'e'r ß ritofth the Age, ed. R. H. Horne (London, 1907), 
P, 304* 

10. En 1 a'h Ploys or the ZT . netee 
Booth oxford, 1969). Is pp. 

11. flee Chapter Vi, n. 19. 
" 

, ed. Michael R. 
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exotic sottinD3 and e°travagant action of the diocroditod 

form, domestic drama substituted everyday life and serious 

interest, aiming at the kind of industrious artisan class 

, whose social respectability, if not their financial circum- 

stancea, marked them off from the patrons of melodrama. At 

such ninor suburban houses as the Coburg and the Surrey, the 

new kind of play shared programmes with the outright melo- 

drama, 12 Jerrold'e son attributes the creation of the genre 

to his father, with Fifteen Years of a Drunkard's Life 

(Coburg, 1828 

"There is a strong serious interest in the piece 
throughout. It was, perhaps, the earliest of that long 
series of "domestic dramas" which Douglas Jerrold gave 
to the English stage producing a new and original 
class of dramatic entertainment, that brought home 
the interest put upon the scone, to the hearts of the 
people. "13 

By the mid-Victorian period, the Coburg, renamed the Victoria, 

had become one of the most notorious suburban houses; in 

its earlier years it attracted a leas disorderly audience. 

It was considered 

"a very handsome theatre and the looking glass curtain, 
which was invented in IA22... wac one of the sights of 
London. " 

The name was changed in 1833 to commeuorate a visit by 

Princess Victoria�14 

Domestic drama addressed itsolt directly to its 

audiences in its subject matter, in representing their 

12. Charles Rice, The London Theatre in the Nigh een- 
Thirt eo (London, 1960)t p 233.11, C Robinson, TheLo do: 
Theatre,, cd. Dluned Brown ? London, 1966) 0 

13. Blanchurd Jerrold The Life and Ron, nins of Do s1o 
Jerrold (London, 4859 

, P. 79. 
14, H. Barton Baker,, Tho LondonftaEo (London, 1889), IT, 

pp"237-239. 
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everyday life and its concerns; it relied on the "serious 

interact" of "real life". not the "strong excitement",, 

exaggeration and exoticism of melodrama,, she Theatrical 

Inciuicitor" praicec the "domestic nurture" of Fifteen Yenre 

and its treatment of "incidents and casualties of common 

everyday occurrence in almost every fa . ily". Everyday life, 

however, did not necessarily exclude "telling situations"; 

the reviewer lists the incidents portrayed: 

"the attendant evils, and consequent remorse insep- 
arabio from a continued round of drunkenness, the 
gradual decline and fall from a state of affluence 
and comfort, to one of degradation, wrotchodncao, 
and mi oory, and the commission of aggravated crime... " 

The playbill justifies ouch apparent sensationalism byr 

attributing moral purpose to it t 

"the piece contains ccenes of the moot highly rrought 
character; a development of eircur atanees which may 
fairly be inferred, as the natural results of prone- 
neoa to inebriety, a frightful series of horrors j 
arising from the seductive, but destructive cup of 
the Bachanal [ ic].,. " 

In its treatment of the social problems which lend it 

"serious interest", domestic drama remains essentially melo- 

dramatic, relying for its effects on "telling situations" 

and "what is done on stage", not on verbal analysis or 

debato It treats themes with which its audiences could be 

expected to be personally concerned, and presents characters 

drawn from their own social level, with whom they could 

identify. Settings recreate the domestic interiors and rural 

or urban backgrounds familiar from the real world. Beneath 

this realistic facade, however, domestic drama is as remote 

from everyday life as the most exotic of overt melodramas. 

15. Reprinted review in The Gold-in Age of 'e drama, ed, 
Michael Kilgarriff ( ridon, 1974), pp61 2-1 37 
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The object of melodrama is gratification, the reassurance 

of its public; easy and fallacious solutions are offered 

to the problems it raises, and all difficulties resolved in 

the happy ending, when virtue is duly rewarded and vice 

punished. Williams the sailor hero of Jerrold'a highly 

successful Bl k_Eled Susan (Surrey, 1829), condeßmed to 

death for striking his superior officer, escapes execution 

only because it is revealed at the last moment that his dis- 

charge from the Navy had been obtained before the assault, 

The Factory Lad (Surrey, 1832) in contrast offers no final 

resolution at all; it accordingly failed on stage. Material 

from the real world in the end is found appropriate for 

dramatic treatment because of its stage potential in terms 

of "striking incidents". In his preface to Martha 'Willis. 

the Servant 1&aid16 (1831) Jerrold justifies his choice of 

"everyday experience" for his play in terms of its superior- 

ity to fiction as a source of the "telling situations" he 

himself was to associate with melodrama in the following 

year: 

"It is the object of the present drama to display, in 
the most forcible and striking point of view, the 
temptations which in this metropolis assail the 
young and inexperienced on their first outset in 
life.... This great metropolis teems with persons and 
events which, considered with reference to their 
dramatic experience beggars invcntion... It is these 
scones of everyday experience - it is these charac- 
tera which are net with in our hourly paths that 
will be found in the present drama. " 

The visual mode of melodrama leads to a further 

evasion in handling theca everyday crises. Jbstractiono are 

necessarily personified; injustice on stage is represented 

16, Quoted in Michael R. Booth, English Melodrama (London, 
1965), p. 129. 
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by a palpable, concrete villain and the investigation of 

social problems thus avoids any analysis which goes deeper 

than the attribution of the misfortunes and sufferings of 

virtue to the machinations of vice. Social oppression 

emerges not as the result of a whole system of repression 

but of the depravity of individuals. who distort social 

institutions to advance their own interests at the expense 

of those in their power. Thus in The Factory Lad, 17 
a change 

of employer is the root of social distress, not the 

impersonal economic transformations of the relations of 

production. The late employer would not desert his men "in 

a time of need, nor prefer steam machinery to honest labour". 

His son however curtly dismisses several hands to make way 

for steam looms, paying no attention to their remonstrances, 

and exits "sneeringly". . Individual malpractice frustrates 

state provision for social welfare and justice. The maßis- 

trate is labelled by his name, Bias; his present position 

is the result of "robbery and oppression! ' when overseer, 

"the, man appointed to protect the poor": 

"the cart, laden with provisions for the Workhouse, 
by your order stopped at your own door to pretend to 
deliver some articles ordered for yourself but which 
belonged to the poor fomichod creatures who had no 
redress but the lash if they dared to coaplain. " 

Because domestic drama embodies class attitudee, 

wealth, power and property become potential hallmarks of 

vice; the natural oppressors of the virtuous poor are 

those above them on the social scale who hold then at their 

mercy. The villain is denounced, thwarted and punished, how- 

17. enth Century, ed. Michael R. 
ootn 1uxrora, 1 JO 3) , 1. 
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over, not as the representative of 'a class but as an indi- 

vidual; no general reorganisation of power and leadership 

in society is envisaged. Domestic drama questions but does 

not ro ject the social order, both because it embodies the 

ethic of a class prepared to work for advancement rithin 

the social order, and because of the convention of the happy 

ending. The necessity of providing audience reassurance by 

justifying the rightness of the way things are and affirming 

the eventual'triumph of poetic justice denies the possibil- 

ity of a disturbing or unsettling outcome, prompted by 

revolutionary sentiment. The melodramatic basis of domestic 

drama results in social conservatism, and the protagonist's 

acquiescence in the injustice which disrupts his domestic 

felicity becomes a measure of his heroism. Thus tVilliam, in 

Black-Fired Susan, ascents to his execution, agreeing with 

his judges that "the course of justice cannot be evadccV' 
8, 

despite the provocation which led to his crime: he had 

surprised but not recognised the superior officer whom he 

struck in the act of forcing his attentions on his wife 

Susan. 

In contrast, Harry Halyard, tho hero of ! SPoll 

and UUv Partner doe (Surrey, 1835), denounces the press-gang, 

but in the end, like William, reconciles himself to the un- 

just exactions of authority: 

"Fiends incapable of pity first gave birth to the idea 
[of the press-gang], and by fiends only is it advo- 
cated. What, force a man from his happy home, to defend 
a country whose laws deprive him of his liberty? But 
I must submit... I shall strike for the hearts I leave 
weeping for my absence without one thought of the green 
hills or the flowing rivers of a country that treats 
me as a slave. "19 

18. Nineteenth Century Plays, ad. George Rowell (Oxford, 

Wir. 
19. Hiss the Villain, ed. Lfichael R. Dooth (London, 1964). 
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Even. in The Factory Lnc1j despite the apparent uncompromis- 

ing realism of its ending, the validity of vny questioning 

of the social order is undercut by the fact that its most 

virulent attacker is insane, and he also attributes distress 

not to the institutions themselves but to "the avaricious, 

the greedy, the flint-hearted" who are "deaf to the poor 

man's wants. " 

The domeotic drama its the "drama" in embryo, 

differing only from the subsequent kind of play in the class 

of audience at which it is aimed. The progressive social 

advancement, of the dominant theatre audience is seen in 

Lytton's highly successful The ray of Leone (Covent Garden, 

1838), which also marks the transition from poetic drama to 

its successor. The play combines a historical setting, the 

early years of Republican France, with domestic sentiment, 

in its idealisation of married love and the home. The hero, 

Molnotte, however, is of peasant origins, though with an 

Innate sense of refinement and aspiration to social advance- 

ment, which he achieves through his own efforts. Pauline, 

the heroine, is the daughter of a wealthy but vulgar trades- 

man; her mother's aristocratic pretensions are ridiculed, 

while the two "gentleman" characters are cast in villainous 

roles. Lytton discards the regular dramats "kings and 

queens", relics of a pre-denocratie theatre, constructing on 

the central domestic sub jec: t 4 more middle--class version of 

domestic drama. The heroes of Rlnck-Eyed Cnaan and MMy Poll 

are content to build their domestic felicity on a modest 

competence; Zytton's play, in contrasts vindicates the 

aspiration to wealth and social advancement of a rising 
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class, iolnotte combines ambition and the ability to achieve 

it with tIi moral principles notably lacking in the "gentle- 

man" characters; his natural gentility is contracted both 

vrith their superficial cophiotieation and the Vulgarity of 

the social ambitions of Pauline+s pcrvenu parents, rooted in 

vanity. 

The play Qxpreases the attitudes of a social 

class rising in prestiga and importance, confident in Its 

own eb31ities; this group defines itself in opposition to 

a degenerate aristocracy, and condemns as indicative of 

moral weakness the attempt to imitate the manners of the 

discredited class, superior by tradition in social position 

but not in essential worth. In terms of dramatic form, The 

? ', siflv or Zyon ; moves closer to the "drama" than the equally 

domestically-orientated Vi_inb s type of legitimate drama. 

Lytton alternates between prose and poetry, retaining the 

bla k verse of the regular drama for high emotional effects, 

ouch as Melnotte's lyrical description to Pauline of 

"The home to which, could love fulfil its prayers, 
This hand would lead thee,,.. " 20 

and his vindication of the deception by which he married her, 

an ornamented discourse on love as "A fountain of ambition 

and bright hopes. " The last scene and a half, resolving 

plot complications into the final happy ending, dispenses 

entirely with prose. By underlining his 'telling situation'' 

verbally rather than musically, Lytton lays claim to legiti- 

mate status for his play, as the dedication suggests: 

20. Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton, The Dramatic Works (Leipzig, 
1860). 
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"To the author of "Ion", chose genius and oxaaple 
have alike contributed torarda the regeneration 
of the National Drama, this pla7 is inscribed, " 

In production, however, the assistance of other deptrtr1onts 

of the stage proved Qooentia1; Lytton'o original text was 

revised by l1aacready, who played, lelnotte, chile the extent 

of the actor's alterations to Lytton's next play, Richelieu 

(1639), virtually demoted the author to the position of his 

assistant, 
21 The dieaatiafied dramatist restored the exci©ed 

material in his published torsions diotinguuishin in his 

preface between the play as literature and tho p3aY as 

performed; 
"Lary of the paosageo... omitted Con the otagere , hot o7er 

immaterial to the audience, must obviously be such as 
the reader would be least inclined to dispense with 
viz thou; which, without being absolutely essential 
to the business of the stage, contain either the 
subtler strokes of character, or the more poetical 
©mbelliohiontrs of description. " 

Lytton irplicitl' acknowledges poetry to be oupertluouo in 

the theatre, while hie exPerlence with MMacready had shown 

that the author alone could not create stage material, 

With its poetry and historical setting, The Lady 

of Lyons could be defined as "legitimate"; the contemporary 

"drama", however, lacked the dignity of both thcoc tradition- 

al characteristics to inflate ito status above that of 

domestic drama, It sought instead to vindicate its preten- 

sions to equal the aristocratic mode by the assiduous 

cultivation of restraint end Aerioua interest. By subduing 

the "tolling eituatione" of melodrama, still callent in 

21. facrend 'o Reminincence ant felactions from his 
Diarien and Letters, ed. Sir Frederick Pollock (London, 
17, pp* 440 2-4? 1 , Charles He Shattuck., Bulre. r 
and Mr-cretidy (Urbana, i958). 
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domestic drama, the "drama'? maintained a degree of differ- 

once; the limits of art in the mid--Victorian theatre be- 

came the limits of good taste, the restraint associated by 

the bourgeoisie with Gentility. Increasing refinement of 

the audiences imposed stricter limitations as Boucicault 

found. %Terrold, in Fifteen Years, could show "the natural 

results of proneness to inebriety" in "scenes of the most 

high y wrought character "22, in contract, the audience 

found the prison scene, with convicts working P- tread=ill,, 

in Reale "s It's Never Too Late to fend (Princess's, 1865) 

. vnacceptab? o, and duly protested 
ý3 

In its treatment of social problems$ the attitude 

of the "drama" differs fron that of the earlier kind of 

play, and the change in indicative of the difference betreen 

their r spective patrons, For the socially and financially 

secure laiddle-class audiences of the later period, cocial 

problems were matters of philanthropic not personal interest, 

a change in orientation reflected by the distancing of the 

crises of "everyday experience" on stage. The attitude is 

that of the parliamentary blue book, providing documentary 

information from empirical investigation into areas outside 

the personal experience of the intended audience; the 

characters involved are objects of pity, not identification. 

In Pifteen Years, the play Tocusea on the social and financ- 

ial consequences of addict . on to drink, a temptation which 

the audience is assumed to have encountered, thereby to 

22. Reprinted revier in The Golden Ao of lTelodrara, ed.. 
? ichael Kilgarrif'f ( London, 1974)p pp. 's 2-1 3. 

23. Henry Morley, The Journal of a London Playgoer (London, 
1891 ), p. 313. 
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"point a moral". Thoo Theatrical Tnauisltor co=Gnts oZ tho 

piece ae object lesson: 

"Uhat can tend to the provontion of an Induigonco in 
a gross and bestial vice, more than a display of the 
follies, wichodneoa, and crimea by which such an 
indulgence is attended. "211 

Roade, however, in dealing with the rigours of the prison 

system, is obliged to show his audience what he is talking 

about; hence the treadmill scene. The expected audience 

viewpoint is represented not by the convicts: whether justly 

or unjustly punished, but by the benevolent prison clergy- 

man, who tries to alleviate the harsh conditions; the con- 

sequences are summated in an appeal to audience sympathy 

through pathos 

"A boy who has only stolen a few potatoes from a rich 
man's cart, to keep himself from stiirving, dies of 
his prison tortures when upon the point of hanging 
himself in the presence of the audienco. '25 

Raade's prime malefactor is the malignant prison 

governor; "drama", like domestic drama, relying for effect 

on "what is done on stage", translates analysis of social 

problems into concrete representation, which attributes 

responsibility for injustice and oppression to a specific, 

palpable villain who abuses the power entrusted to him. The 

oppressed correspondingly become "preternaturally virtuous" 

and the dramatist's investigation, conducted in terms of 

the melodramatic conflict between stereotypes of good and 

evil, dicolves into the "fallacy" of the happy ending, 

' 24. Reprinted in The Golden Age ofVelodrena, ed. Michael 
Kilgarriff (London, 197 4),, pp. 162-1 4. 

25. HennMorley, The Journal of a London Pl: "y_poor (London, 
18915# p. 313. 
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©pItoitood In tho tableau with moral caption, which con- 

eludes Twj2or'n enquiry into "the ticlket-of-leave question". 

The tochniruo and structure of t id. -Victorian "drams'" 

tr . vi 1ieo the apparent ocrioun interest; uudienccc are 

flatterod by a xolodrauatic appeal to their bcnevolenco 

which heaves t1mir confidence in the atabia. ity and rightness 

of the established social s5mtem undisturbed. The proceao 

is illustrated in the innumerable ctaEo adaptionc, English 

and American, capiüalioing on the it ense success of 

ITarriet I3eocher Ctorc'o ünclo Tonas Cabin (i 52), for one 

of which, Ci: nvo Life (Moiphi, 1852). Taylor was responsible. 

The novel's vivid portrayal of the cruelty, suffering and 

destruction caused by slavery c; racorbated the sectional 

conflict in America and provoked considerable controversy 

in Enclan. d. Dramatisation, bower, suppressed the emotive 

content, making it "quite an agreeable thing to be a slave" 

in presenting mat succassivc authors assorted to be the 

"true picture of negro life in the Couth", while "having 

Virtue triumphant at the last" instead of "turning away the 

audience in toars". Only those "facto" rare colocted for 

stage presentation which would leave audiences complacent; 

bourgeois taste imposed, under the demand of rootraint, 

a censorship which excluded anything disturbing. Minstrel 

performers rapidly annexed the theme and removed any vestige 

of sorioua interest; Christyin Minstrels, popular in both 

Britain and. America, topped their bill in 1854 with a 

burlesque "opera" of ünclo Toni*c Cabin, in which Ton is not 

sold and Logree omitted. The last scene featured "Eva'e 

Farewell" and concluded with the "Grand Characteristic 
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Dance, 'Pop Goes the Weazle'. "26 

In the "drama's" treatment of social problems 

the dissipation of serious interest into the "miserable 

fallacy" of optimistic plats tud. a, to rcassuro ¬ zd e: a. tit r 

the ai 1icnce,, rccurs invariably, the ccnseciucnce of ac'hcr- 

once to unaclao fledged molodraattc teci'niquc, The die.. 

Fsui cd melodrama of the "dram" admirably, suited its middle- 

cla3s patrons, with their faith in appcarencec and aboolute 

reliance on the incontrovcrtability of "fact", d'Uly celocted 

to accord with cc laccnt at t itudoc; in the West End 

theatres an appearzncc of dignity, olovation and morality 

way Tafl-ficient to upgrade nolodrana into acceptable miter- 

3 
. For those mnifce t ly roepectablo audicnoe Iv plaZIs 

with a purpos juetif od patronago of the theatre, alra 

auspeot in the oyes of the corioue and religious minded* 

Cuch a play .s Uncle ^om' o Cabin could reconcile the church, 

and concecaently proviouc theatrical abctaincra, to the 

a tage; in Ttev ork, one theatre manager put on prominent 

display encomia-arm fron clerg3 on x and roforaore, 
27 

.& villing- 

nese to be aºnuaod without risking conuictency of principle 

cimilarly underlies the popularity of oratorio, attributed 

by Lewes to the reli ; iouo world's road; acceptance of " 

flimsy subterfuge" to enjoy itself, Whoroae a biblical play 

in conto would only be denounced, 

"caul in a black coat ind white waistcoat, singing 
with unmistakeable operatic graces to a Lfichal in 

26. Robert C. Toll, Biackina [T» (New York$ 1974), PP"69-979 

27. Praxi: Rahill, The World of Yelodrana - 
(London, 19167), 

P"250" 
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crinolene and flouncee, is considered very edifying, 
if the musical drama be called an oratorio, and be 
performed out of a theatre: "28 

middle-class taste, to which the theatre responded, insisted 

simultaneously on gravity of intention in its entertainment 

and confirmation of its own deepest preconceptions. "Drama", 

accordingly, in treating social problems, stopped short of 

the point where it might disturb rather than flatter or 

gratify its public; factual evidence was adduced only for 

the point of view agreeable to its patrons, a partiality 

, which passed for the good taste of genteel standards of 

refined morality. 

At the same time, non-theatrical entertainments 

ouch as illustrated lectures, readings, panoramas and 

dioramas, given in "halls", were presented as instruction 

rather than amusement. In these the attractions of the 

theatre were combined without the stigma, One writer, looping 

back on the eighteen sixties, explains the popularity of 

readings as a circumvention of religious and moral scruples: 

"There was always a plentiful supply of entertainment 
arranged in ouch a way an to earn the scruples of 
the conscientious objector, "29 

"Oral instructors" is the term used by the illustrated 

London hews for the novelist-performers, of whom Dickens was 

by far the most successful. The content of such performances, 

28. G. H. Lewes, Selections from the Zoodorn British Dr matis 
(Leipzig, 1867), It ii. 

29. This passage and the comments that follow on Dickens' 
readings are quoted in Charles Dickens: The Public 
Reading, ed. Philip Collins (Oxford, 1975). pp. liii-lxvi. 
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like that of the oratorio, was strongly theatrical in its. 

appeal, as comments on Dickens' readings suggest. Carlyle 

writes: 
"Dickens does it capitally...;, acts better than 

any Uacreadq in the world; a tho1o tragic, comic, 
heroic theatre Visible... " 

A provincial reviewer comments; 
"He does not only rend his story; he ace it,., Each 

character is as corizplotoly assumed and individualicod 
... as though he was rerconating it in costume on the 
stage. " 

Reviewers' standards of judgement are the same as those 

applied to the theatre; Dickens is praised, for example, 

for his restraint, in avoiding "distressing physical 

exercises". In catering for his public, Dickens moreover 

consulted bourgeois taste as carefully as any West End 

playwright, selecting material that would neither disturb 

his audiences, nor turn them away in tears. The social 

novels, accordingly, from Bleak House to our Mutual Friend, 

were excluded, and passages of social criticism, such as 

Scrooge's vision of Ignorance and Want, excised from the 

earlier works; his programmes always ended with a cheerful 

piece, counterbalancing such sombre extracts as the death of 

Little Dombey, 

The nominal non-theatrical ctatur3 und educational 

purpose of euch performances lent the dignity of serious 

intention to entertainments which contrived all the same to 

offer the attractions of dramatic representation. Similarly, 

Charles Kean's Shakespeare productions at the Princess's 

furnished West End patrons with entertainment fundamentally 

melodramatic in style and appeal, yet dignified by its 

legitimate label and avowed instructional objectives; the 
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"drama" also worked by subterfuge in annexing social 

problems as topics for the stage to dignify its essential 

triviality. Despite the willingness of bourgeois audiences 

to be deceived, and accept the "drama" at the face value of 

its own pretensions, its manifest banality of content and 

dogged preoccupation with peripheral minutiae in staging, 

which attracted audiences looking for' confirmation of their 

own preconceptions and a consistent illusion of reality in 

the portrayal of life and maannersg resulted in a general 

sense of critical disillusionment in the eighteen sixties; 

the theatre, freed from aristocratic dominance, had failed 

to realise the aspirations of the partisans of patent 

abolition. 

If the theatre of the mid-eighteen sixties did not 

satisfy the more stringent of its critics in equalling the 

legitimate drama in greatness of achievement, it had by 

that time developed into a highly specialised and extremely 

skilfully operated channel for the expression and gratifi- 

cation of the tastes and attitudes of its predominant patrons. 

The middle-classes, no longer content with simply vaunting 

their own virtues and achievements, now sought the additional 

cachet of gentility, the quality peculiarly associated with 

the aristocracy whom they had superseded in wealth and 

social power, if not prestige, The "drama" of 
"the 

last years 

of the mid-Victorian period accordingly expresses the out- 

look of a social group, disdainful alike of popular senti- 

ment and the prejudices of the old aristocracy, who looked 

to its theatre for visible evidence of its own gentility. 

With the Bancrofts' management of the Prince of 
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Wales, a new kind of fashionable theatre, catering for a 

determinedly fashionable audience, cane into being. The 

social views of such patrons are expressed in Robertson's 

Caste (1867) 030 fiere Eccles, the representative of the lower 

classes, and the Larquioe, the incarnation of the old aris- 

tocracy, are treated as figures of fun. The denunciation of 

aristocratic privilege which provoked Coleridge's charge of 

"Jacobinism" in the "sentimental plays" is simply burlesqued 

when the filthy and feckless Eccles asserts, "I am one of 

nature's noblemen" and recites 

"The rank is but the guinea stamp 
The working man's the gold for a; that. " 

The Marquise's vaunting of the duties of nobility - "ae were 

born to lead; The common people expect it of us" - is 

equally ridiculed. The dominant ethic expressed assumes both 

of the other main social groups to be equally impotent; the 

audience is gratified by the representation of potential 

threats to its hegemony as comic. The villain, instead, 

becomes the parvenu, the representative of the bourgeois 

vulgarity disdained by a middle-class aspiring to gentility. 

In Taylor's New lien and Old Acres31 (Haymarket, 1869), the 

villain is defined by his ill-gotten wealth, ambition, and 

inherent social inferiority. The vulgar Bunter, rho has 

acquired his fortune by trickery, is contrasted with Brown, 

equally low in histcocial origins, but whose wealth is the 

product of his ow; 'rc twtry and commercial astuteness; on 

30, Nineteenth Century Plays, ed. George Rowell (Oxford, 
1953)e 

31, English Plays of the Nineteenth Centum, ed. Michael 
94JVVU" %NAiV&'IAp I; II. 7, /9 ili0 
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losing it, he is prepared to start all over again, whereas 

Bunter airs to increase his already vast resources. by 

further deceit. Brown's entitlement to gentility is vin. 

dicated by his reverence for tradition and readiness to 

conserve the mores of an effete and powerless aristocracy, 

resigned to its inevitable eclipse and,, exploitation by the 

predatory Bunter; the ultimate measure of Bunter's vulgarity 

is his desire to obliterate the old and replace it with the 
t 

new and essentially tasteless, his own taste, 

Such "dranao" remain essentially melodramatic, 

gratifying audiences by depicting as admirable the kind of 

life and manners with which they aspired to be associated; 

reinforcing their social attitudes in the representation of 

everyday life offered on stage; and confirming their truth 

in the concrete if circumstantial evidence of realistic 

physical detail: the RoWrtsonian "cups and saucers" . Under- 

neath the fashionable facade, however, the interest is 

purely domestic; the hackneyed plots of Caste and ? ew )ie 

chant the misfortunes which keep their respective heroes 

and heroines apart, until the final resolution of all 

complications in the happy ending. The prosaic and common- 

place nature of the events represented is stressed, a 

deliberate contrast to the high colouring of melodrama; the 

apparent truth to Natura, however, masks the central element 

of sheer fantasy and wish. -fulfillmertwhich governs such plays: 

the mockery and dismissal of the lower classes as serious 

contenders for social and political power in the years 

following the 1867 extension of the franchise. The ready 

bourgeois acceptance of the "flimsy subterfuge" which made 
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raclodrama palatable as 'cct End entertainment is paralleled 

by an equal willingneco to be comfortably deceived by mis- 

representations of the real world, where physical verisi- 

militude din . guises the basic unreality of content. The 

appropriateneec of melodrama no the mode of the "dram&' 

resulted not only from its ready adaptation to the tastes 

and attitudes of its patrons; the technique of melodrama, 

relying on fact and appearance, matched the bourgeois 

temperament and habitual node of thought, an equation 

suggested in aid-'Victorian crltician, where the condition 

of the theatre is taken as on index of the condition of 

society. 



SECTION TWO 

Contemporaneity in the theatre and in 
critical writing 
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VI The Political and Social Importance of The Theatre 
inCritical Writing 

_. ., _.. _...,. _......... _.. _.... _. _.. _..... 

In the theatrical criticism of the mid . Victorian. 

period the condition of the theatre is related to the 

condition of society. Donne, for example, writes in the 

Quart erly Revier. of June, 18511: 1 

"We have no sympathiöe with persons Who regard With 
indifference the state and prospects of the drama as 
a national amusement+ We cannot shut our eyes to the 
fact that the noblest dramatic poetry has been produced 
at the most brilliant epochs oP national history. " 

Discussion of the theatre focussed on its asserted decline 

and the means of its regeneration, topics which, as Morley 

points out, 
2 had absorbed the attention of commentators at 

least from the time of Shakespeare, who perpetually assumed 

the theatre to have degenerated: 

"in speakixig of the theatres, we may be liable to over- 
eetimate the real ground of our complaint. In comment 
on shortcomings of the stage, let us remember that in 
its best and in its worst days it has been equally 
abused. In 1597, when Shakespeare himself was a 
player.,. Joesph Hall, afterwards a bishop, published 
his satirea3...... whether the stage were good or bad 
..... the tide of complaint flowed on..... 

As it was said in Garrick's day that there were 
no more Booths and Bettertons, so in our day it may to 
said that there are no more Kembles... no more of any 
of the actors who have become traditions of perfection 
since they were no more. " 

The c2titica1 writing of the aid-Victorian period, however, 

assesses the theatre as an index of social achievement, and 

1. Reprinted in W. B. Donne, Essays on the Drama (London, 1963) 
p. 120. 

2. Henry Morley, JourMl. p. 15. 
3. Joseph Hall (1574-1656) published volume one of his 

VirS442mingum 8e Lbi in 1597, a collection of satires 
on the abuses of the ay, including literary matters, in 
the spirit of Juvenal. The book was condemned to be 
burnt by the High Commission. Collected editions of 
Hail's writings were issued in 1808,1837 and 1863. 
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the question of the condition of the stage thug leads to 

the examination of the society which sustains it. 

Theatrical criticism in the nineteenth century 

evolved together with the proliferation of newspapers and 

periodicals which provided it with a place of publication; 

by the middle of the century, reviews of particular 

performances and longer, more general articles on theatrical 

matters were established items in the regular journalism 

of the period. Between the beginning and the middle of the 

century, criticism of the theatre moved from conventional 

commendatory reportage to evaluation of a particular 

performance and ultimately to general discussion which 

ranged beyond the immediate theatrical occasion. The 1802 

Times review of A Tale of U sterv,, 
4 for example, lists 

actors and roles' and provides a plot summery, with indie- 

criminate praise t 

"An entertainment more distinguished for novelty and 
interest, more happily composed... and more decidedly 
sanctioned by the approbation of an audience,, has 
never been produced on the English stage... WWe do not 
recollect any piece, to the suggeeb of which the merits 
of the performeru have so materiälly contributed... 
The House overflowed in every part at an early hour.. " 

Hunt, in his early essay, "Rules for the Theatrical Critic 

of a Newspaper"�-5 written in J805 during his time as drama- 

tic critic for the Egg g, ridicules thin prevailing practice 

of conventional laudation. The basic "rule" is that "you 

will praise every play that is acted, and every actor that 

plays", for which he provides a "little i1. ossary, collected 

4. Reprinted in Thg dn Age of Uid, ed. Michael 
Kilgarriff (London, 1974)9 PP"5 -5 . 

5,, Reprinted in Leigh HuntDj: amat c Rss_a_ve, ed. Archer and 
Lowe (London, 1891i ), pp. 124-127. 
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from the most approved critics "which includes such 

definitions as 

"A Crowded House -a theatre on the night of a per- 
formance when all the back cents and upper boxes are 
empty. 

000 
Great nnp ause - applauso mixed with the hisßos of 
the gallery end pit. " 

6 The reviews of Hunt, written for theme between 

1805 and 1807 and the Examiner from 1808 till 1813, and of 

Hazlitt, 7 during the second decade of the century, for the 

Y rning Chronicle, the Fxineer, the Chamnion and the T mes, 

concentrate on particular performances which are evaluated 

in terms of their success or failure as stage productions; 

by the eighteen twenties press notices in general pass 

judgement in reviewing theatrical presentations. The Times 

reviewer of The, Varmir© in 1820,8 for example, is prepared 

to draw attention to "rather an unlucky specimen of [the 

translator's] judgement" in placing the vampire inappro- 

priately in the Western Isles of Scotland, and concludes 

the usual plot summary with the dismissive comment, 

6. Reprinted in Leigh Hunt, Dramatic 1 nos ya. 

7. Reprinted in William Hazlitt, Dramatic E save, ed. Archer 
& Lore (London, J895), 

8. Reprinted in The Golden Awe of Melodrama, pp. 86-87. 
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"Such is the plot or rather the subject matter of the 
piece, It has but little pretension, and calls not 
for a rigorous judgement. " 

The reorientation of theatrical criticism over the first 

two decades of the century owed much to the individual 

efforts of Hunt, but it also coincided with a resurgence of 

interest in the theatre as an institution, and moreover a 

problematic ones following the "O. P. « riots of 18099 at 

Covent Garden and subsequent criticism of the wait in which 

the managers of the patent theatres exercised their 

privileges# resulting in the petitioning for a third theatre 

in 1810,10 Part of the ensuing debate centred on the 

standard of presentations at the theatres royal, which 

percolated down to general reviewing, in-its new tendency 

to estimate the merits of stage productions, 

By the and of the eighteen twenties, theatrical 

criticism had become evaluative and opinionative, but 

restricted its frame of reference to the purely theatrical* 

outside the field of journalism, however, the theatre was 

being considered in wider terms, and its condition in 

general came into prominence as a subject of public debate 

in the 1831 to 1833 period, concurrent with the agitation 

for parliamentary reform, with the appointment of the 

Select Committee chaired by L7tton, which ranged over the 

subjects of the monopoly, censorship and dramatic copy- 

9. The introduction of higher seat prices on the opening 
of the newly rebuilt theatre were the immediate cause 
of nightly rioting in the audience for the subsequent 
two months, demanding the restoration of old prices. 

10. Watson Nicholson, The SIruggle for aF 
London n (Cambridge, 19 t PP "9 754 " 
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right, eventually resulting in the passing in 1833 of the 

Dramatic Authors Bill. " 
which extended a certain degree of 

protection to playwrights by investing copyright in the 

author for 28 years and forbidding performances of plays 

without the author's permission. The attention aroused by 

the Committee and the Bill, and the subjects thus introduced 

into the theatrical sphere by public debate again gave an 

impetus to theatrical criticism in the years that followed 

by extending the range of subject matter associated with 

the theatre beyond its previous limits. Criticism became 

prepared to consider a particular performance in relation 

to the contemporary stage in general, and the extent to 

which its influence thereupon was likely to be improving 

or debilitating, The development can be seen in the contrast 

between the review of the Drury Lane production of 

King Lear in i 820, E 2 
and the review in the same newspaper of 

the Covent Garden Bei in 1839,613 In 1820, the reviewer 

criticises the way in which the heath scenes are staged in 

the light of their specific effect on a particular 

production of the plays 

"the manager, by a strand error, has caused the 
tempest to be exhibited with so much accuracy that the 
performance could scarcely be heard amid the confusion 
.,... it is the bending of Lear's mind under his 
wrongs that is the object of intereat{..,. The machinery 
may be transferv3d to the next new pantomime. " 

In 1839, the "elaborate magnificence" of production is 

11. Dewey Ganzel "Patent Wrongs and Patent Theatres: Drama 
and the Law In the Early Nineteenth Century" in PM, 
LXXVI (1961) p. 396. 

J24, Quoted in 4w0. D. Odeli Shake ea Pr m Bet rt 
Ir-=r (New York, 1966 X, P0050 

13. Quoted in G. C. D. Odell, Shakam? eare from Betterton to 
Irvin II, p. 220. 
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considered in the light of general principles about the 

theatre: 

"While, however, we praise the magnificence of the 
pageant,, it must be remembered that it is as a pageant 
we praise it, and we still retain an opinion formed 
long ago, that excessive pageantry is no sign of a 
revival of the drama. " 

The public investigation into the effect of such 

non-theatrical factors as copyright on the condition of the 

stage in terms of its achievement in the presentation of 

plays brought into association with the theatre extraneous 

subjects from wider areas. Jerrold, in his article "The 

English Stage - 1832" in the kconti bvMar! 4, 
writes from 

a legal and commercial point of view in considering the 

effect of low payment to playwrights on the theatre: 

"The present legal condition of the drama is a more 
fruitful cause of injustice on the one hand, and risk 
and chicanery on the other, than in any other branch 
of commerce. " 

He considers a play as a commodit # in which the author as 

owner has rights requiring legal protection: 
"Vie demand the interference of the legislature to 
protect property - to place the barrier of the law 
between piracy and private right. We demand this in 
the name of justice, and for the cause of the highest 
and brightest portion of English literature - the 
English drama, 

Tuet such a measure be formed, and the theatre will 
again be the chosen arena for the exercise of the 
intellect of the country. " 

This kind of writing drew attention to the effect oft for 

erarple, legal and economic factors on the theatre; 

protectionism is shown in Jorroldte article to be relevant 

to the drama, and accordingly questions considered to be of 

14. Reprinted in Blanchard Jerrold, The Reu a na o 
ppuplao Jerrold (London, 1859), PP"391 Uo. 
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importance in the political, social and economic spheres 

were introduced into writing on the theatre, hitherto 

considered in isolation from non-theatrical' questions. The 

political and social issues of the eighteen thirties, the 

agitation for parliamentary reform and political rights, 

were paralleled in the questions raised in theatrical 

matters, and the kind of debates in, the hider sphere passed 

into that of the theatre in the discussion on the questions 

of monopoly, censorship and dramatic copyright. - 

L rtton's ovn diccuccion of the condition of t 

cants porary theatre in rnZlpd and the English, published 

in 1433� paces the theatre in the perspective of his 

political and social views. He cna3gseo the current situation 

as a period of transition fron an aristocratic to a de o 

cratic society, advocating Utilitarianism as the 

agent of tran; f rmation; his main concern is with the 

dangers of an aristocraticallf biased constitution, and 

conoequontly he dovotoo the greater part of the boot to a 

discussion of the continuing vitality of the aristocratic 

tradition in political and social matters and its debilitat- 

ing tendencies, Lytton's proposed solution lies in a strong 

government based on a national, independent coallitiont one 

that is "strong not for evil but for good" x15 

"A government should represent a parent; With us, it 
only represents a dun., .. ", 16 

In his chapter, "The Drama" . 
17 the political and 

15. Edward Lytton Buiwer (Lord Lytton), nZ1and and thg 
(Chicago, 1970), p. 398. 

16. Lytton, En m English, p "120, n. 3. 

17. Lytton, .n 1ana d 
,, 
he Engli h, PP"3,01-313. 
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social questions of aristocracy, democracy and reform 

emerge in theatrical terms in the advocacy of a drama which 

rejects the legitimate mould, specifically associated with 

aristocratic rule, for one relying on the domestic interests 

of ordinary people� who now ctand in society in the focal 

position once occupied by the nobil.. tyr, The current debased 

condition of the stage is attributed to the autocratic 

control exercised by the managers of the patent theatres 

under the terms of the monopoly; the degenerate taste for 

spectacle is inculcated in audiences by the tanagers 

intent on serving their own ends, and would be remedied by 

the termination of the monopoly and free competition, while 

the inadequacy of financial remuneration deterring dramatic 

authors would be rectified by the copyright Saw. The errors 

of a government supporting such privilege are contributory 

causes of the deterioration of the stage; the ultimate 

cause lies in political censorship, which safe rds 

government interests, while rendering it impossible for the 

stage to deal with the topics currently of greatest interest 

to the public. 

In tho light of the innovubilit7 of ouch a barrier 

erected by a government watch disregards the ordinary 

peoples Lytton advocates a drmna relying on "the Simplen 

stead of on the legitimate model* He contrasts ouch a 

dram with that of the tine of Shakespeare in terms of 

their respective appropriateness to their particular 

political and social situations* the "Si=.: Le" is 

represented by "tales of a household nature,. . the pathos 

and passion of everyday life" in contrast to that tragedy 
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whose personages "were rightly taken from the great" because 

"An those- die there was no t eoolc. " Thus 

"Kings were the most appropriate heroes of the tragic 
muse.... the people did not represent themselves so 
much as they were represented in their chief�" 

Now, horever, 

"ve cannot place ourselves in the condition of those who 
would have felt their blood thrill as the crowned 
shaao s moved across-the ctaae. " 

In addition, 

"ve know.... that Kings' souls cannot be so large, nor 
their passions so powerful, nor their emotions so 
intensely tragic as those of man in whom the active 
enterprises of life constantly stimulate the desires 
and nerve the powers. " 

Thus the source of modern tragedy lice in the "Simple", 

"its matez'iela being woven fron the roes . the passions 
-- the various and multiform characteristics - that are 
to be found in the different grados of an educated and 
highly uivrilized people. " 

Lytton draws on the theatre for further evidence in support 

of hie political and social views, and makes recoznendations 

for its improvement In accordance with the same principles 

which dictate his suggested reforms in other areas. 

Coleridge, in his letter dated 1798 published in Dioaranhia 

Literarie in 1817, had, in a parallel meiner, related 

political matters to the kind of drama presented in the 

theatre, but not to the conditions of the theatre itself, 

in terms of the effect of its organisation on the plays 

produce., as one of a range of social institutions. The 

assumption that theatre, conditions, as much as trade 

conditions or living conditions, were affected by political 

and social factors, emerged from the conjunction of the 

questions of parliamentary reform and theatrical reform, and 
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the annexation into theatrical diacuaeion of arguments 

from the wider area. 

At the simplest level, theatrical comment in the 

eighteen thirties referred as a matter of course to non- 

theatrical matters in discussing the stage in general. Hunt, 

for example, in his TI! tler essay of Ju17 7th, 183118 on 

"Late Hours at the Theatre" raises the question of "the 

supposed decline of a taste for the drama"; he asserts 

that "the taste" has rather "shifted quarters" than 

diminished "numerically speaking"s "The whole secret of the 

matter" is explained from social factors: 

"the richer classes, besides the drawback of late hours 
and the diminution of tavern habits on the part of the 
gentry, have so abounded of late years in the luxuries 
of new books, music and visiting, that they have out- 
grown a disposition to go to the theatre... the 
diffusion of knowledge has been bringing up the un- 
educated classes to the point where the others left 
off, and giving them an increase in all sorts of 
intellectual pleasures..: 

Hunt adduces the contemporary levelling of differences 

between social clauses as a factor affecting the theatre, 

while Lytton attributes its degeneration to the continuing 

strength of aristocratic principles; for both, however, 

despite the variation of individual views of society, con- 

temporaneity in the theatre, whether already realised or yet 

to be realised, implies democracy. Lytton's recommendation 

of the "Simple" in drama as the source of "dramatic interest" 

which belongs "to this age" appears in subsequent press 

criticism as the increasingly frequent reiteration that 

contemporary drama should draw on the contemporary world. 

18. , Reprinted in Vig&oXiUM D, ed. George 
Rowell (London, 1971), pp. 190-191. 
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Although its particular manifestations in stage product. 

ions were not generally agreed upon,, its relation to a 

democratic society was. The "real life" which the melodrama 

"founded on a simple domestic fable" is said to present, in 

the 1814 preface to x, he�WWoqdman'e_xut comes to be defined, 

as in Jerrold' o 1831 preface to Martha WWiilis. The Lervant 

Maid 
.j as that of Hunt's previously "uneducated classes" or 

Lytton's "the people" : 

"It is these scenes of everyday experience ± it is 
these characters which are met with in our hourly 
paths that will be found in the present drama. " 

Because the theatre was affected by contemporary factors 

outside its own immediate sphere, contemporaneity was 

considered essential to it. The democracy of contemporary 

society is equated with the treatment of the "everyday 

Oxperience" of ordinary people in the drama. "The people" 

formed the audiences to whom such a drama was directed; in 

the some way, the legitimate drama, treating characters and 

incidents drawn from a higher social level, relied on the 

patronage of an audience drawn from that level of society. 

In the eighteen thirties, critical writing began 

to diagnose manifestations of contemporaneity in elements 

of production style ass sell as in sUb ject. Talfourd, 19 in 

the 1837 preface to the fourth edition of his pseudo- 

legitimate play, ion, 20 
produced at Covent Garden in 1836 

8524 ), was a lawyer by 19, Sir Thomas Noon Taltourd (1795.!. 
rofession� His playaä (1836 , The A hen Ca tjIg 

(1837) and Glencoe #0 were modelled on French 
tragedy and used blank verse. They were produced with 
Macready in the leading roles, , 

Ion being the most 
successful. 

20. Quoted in E Playa the Net Centurr. I 
Dramas 18,0 , ed, Michael K:. ooth Oxford, 1969). 
p. 1)4. 
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attributes the popularity on stage of ghat would otherwise 

have been rejected by audiences to Macr®ady'a performance 

in the title roles 

"The consequence of this extraordinary power [of 
Macready' e acting) of vivifying the frigid, and 
familiarising the remote, wae... to render the play an 
object of attraction... " 

The "remote" and "frigid" of the legitimate drama can thus 

be made contemporary and hence acceptable to audiences 

through a style of acting which renders it "familiar", 

which brings down the "elevation of language and manner" 

of legitimate drama to the level of the ordinary people; 

euch acting democratizes the "loftier persona of tragedy". 

Similarly, the style of presentation can be rendered 

contemporary, also by making use of what is attractive to 

audiences. In addition to the "Simple". Lytton advocates 

that the drama, to be contemporary,, should rely on the 

"hagnificent", which he considers to be as "modern" in 

production as the "Simple", is in subject matter: 

"The Stage has gained a vast acquisition in pomp and 
show - utterly unknown to any period of its former 
history... The public have grown wedded to this 
magnificence,.. The astonishing richness and copious- 
ness of modern stage illusion opens to the poet a 
mighiyfield, which his predecessors could not enter. "21 

By the end of the eighteen thirties, critical 

, writing in general was prepared to consider the condition 

of the stage in terms of ite contemporaneity, whether 

thereby to deplore Its decline or to advocate its regener- 

ation, both in subject matter and production style. Since 

contemporaneity in the theatre resulted from contemporary 

21 .. Lytton, =d,,, the Enaliah. pp, *311-312. 
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society, critical approval or condemnation was ultimately 

dictated bfr the social and political attitudes of the 

individual critic; criticism, accordingly, judged the 

theatre in terms of non-theatrical and fundamentally abstract 

standards, in contrast to the theatre 
. 
itself, where the 

rraera were concerned with providing the audience with 

entertainment which would encourage their patronage, The 

critical notion of contemporaneity in the theatre derives 

from audience acceptability, but whereas the managers are 

concerned with what appeals to audiences only insofar as 

knowledge of such can be used to ensure the popularity of 

stage presentations, the critical concern is to assess the 

condition of the stages 

By the association of the current state of affairs 

in society with the conditions of the theatre, the stage 

comes to assume an importance as an index of the achieve- 

ments in non-theatrical areas; to assess the condition of 

the theatre becomes equivalent to assessing the condition 

of society in general, as much as the individual assessment 

of society by the critic influences his assessment of the 

theatre. Donners statement of the importance of the theatre 

overtly connects "the noblest dramatic p try" with "the 

most brilliant epochs of national history", but the concept 

of the relation between the theatre and society permeates 

the criticism of the mid-Victorian period at a much less 

formal level, in the kind of language used by critics in 

discussing the stage, where terminology more strictly 

appertaining to social and political discussion becomes the 

natural style of discourse adopted in speaking of the 
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theatre, With the 1843 Act, the democratisation of the 

theatres received legal sanction, and over the next twenty 

years, the contemporary theatre, redefined as the stage 

productions at the West End theatres by the consequent 

alteration in the focus of critical attention, figurer in 

critical writing as a microcosm of the wider social sphere, 

both explicitly and implicitly, 
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VII CCpnttgMoraneity in Acting 

Taltourd specifically attributes the stage success 

of to Macready'a performance in the title role, which 

had the effect of making popular on stage a play not in it- 

self particularly attractive to audiences. The criticism of 

Macready'a acting style in the eighteen thirties draws 

attention to those aspects of it, which ae tapects of pertcr- 

mance in general, are taken in the critical writing of the 

mid-Victorian period to indicate contemporaneity, in the 

same way that the contemporaneity of a play is defined by 

its reliance on domestic interest, the "everyday experience" 

of "the people". 

Macreadyls own conception of the objectives of 

acting are shown by his comments on Kenbleß and Edmund Kea1,2 

as counterbalanced by those on Talma,. 3 whom he took as his 

model, in bis Re 
,mi encee «4 Kemble"a performance in 

wow. wwnir.. ý. ý.. ý.. ý.. rýi. ýrýý. ýwý.. rw" nýr. __-__. _.. 

1. Sohn Philip Kemble (1757-1823) made his London debut in 
1783 and retired in 1817. As an actor he was most success- 
ful, in tragedy, his formality and somewhat pedantic 
manner being found especially suited to the character of 
Coriolanua. He managed both Drury Lane and Covent 
Garden in succession, and attempted a degree of historic- 
al accuracy in costuming and staging. 

2. Edmund Kean (1787/95-1833) first appeared in London in 
1814. His most successful parts were the more villainous 
of Shakespearean roles such as Ingo and Richard III. 
He was notorious for 2s scandalous behaviour in private 
life. His last appearance on stage, during which he 
collapsed, preceded his death by a few weeks. 

30 Francoisi-Joseph Talma (1763. »1826), made hin debut at the 
Combdie-Francaise in 1787. In the latter part of his 
career he concentrated entirely on tragedy, his last 
appearance being in 1826. In the theatrical speaking of 
verse, he allowed the sense rather than the metre to 
dictate the pauses, and suppressed the exaggerations of 
the declamatory style. 

4. William Charles Hacready, Rms . en , ed. Sir Frederick 
Pollock (New York), 18750 pp. 102,1 . 
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Addison's Ca ov which he saw in 1816, he found to be 

"merely sensible cold declaration" ; he objects that "his 

attitudes were stately and picturesque but evidently 

prepared" and the performance as 'a whole he condemns on the 

grounds that 

"the want of variety and relief rendered it uninterest. 
inß, and often indeed tedious w" 

Kean he approved of for his "energetic dicplayo" in contrast 

to the immobility of Kemble, r but thought him lacking in 

Kemble's "dignity". For Uacreody` Talma united the bast 

qualities of the to stylest 

"Every turn and movement as he trod the stage might 
have given a model for the sculptor's art, end yet all 
was effected with such apparent absence of preparation 
as made him seem utterly unconscious of the dignified 
and graceful attitudes he presented... There gras an 
ease and freedom, whether in familiar colloquy, in 
lofty declamation, or burst of passion, that gave an 
air of unpremeditation to every sentence, one of 
the highest achievements of the histrionic art... üis 
object wqe not to dazzle or surprise by isolated 
effects: the character vs his aim; he put on the 
man, and was attentive to every minutest trait that 
might distinguish him. To my judgement, he was the most 
finished artist of his time not below Kean in his 
most energetic displays, anc for above him in the 
refinement of his taste and extent of his research, 
equalling Kemble in dignity, unfettered by his stiff- 
ness and formality�" 

The objective of the actor, for 'Miacready, should be to 

present a character on stage as a consistent whole compounded 

fromm a multiplicity of details marking individuality, in 

euch a manner as to appear spontaneous in all the various 

aspects of character portrayed, the familiar, the dignified 

and the passionate. The actor's achievement thus depends on 

his ability to create an impression of naturalmac through 

artificial technique, and of consistency of character 

throui variety. 
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For Macready, Talmaie excellence as an actor lay 

in the synthesis he effected between the two styles of 

acting, one associated with Kemble and the other with Kean, 

neither of which alone could result in the creation of a 

complete character, The two styles are distinguished from 

each other by the different relation of each to what 

contemporary critics call "nature"; the Kembl© style 

achieves its "dignity" by rising above "nature", the Kean 

style its "energy" by being rooted in "naturell, Hunt 

describes Kemblef e style in 1@475 In terms of its "lofti- 

ness" as opposed to "humility" # of its "preparation" as 

opposed to "enthusiasm": 

"The grander emotions are his chief' otudy; he attaches 
a kind of loftiness to every sensation that he indulges, 
and thus conceives with much force the more majestic 
passions, at the same time that he is raised above the 
pathetic passions, which always carry with them an air 
of ire--kness and humility... He never rises and sinks 
as in the enthusiasm of the moment; his ascension 
though grand is care, and when he oinks it is with 
preparation and dignity,, " 

Equally, liazlitt, writing retrocpectively in 18166 on 

frs Biddonc, 7 the female counterpart of her brother Kemble, 

characterises her acting style by its elevation above "nat- 

ure" 

5. Leigh Hunt DXamatic glesavs, ed. Archer and Lowe (London, 
1894), ip. i-11. 

8. William Hazlitt, Drat F says, ed. Archer and Lowe 
(London, 1895)t POO. 

7. lira Siddona (nee Sarah Kemble, 1755-" 831) achieved 
London success on her second appearance in 1782, and 
appeared almost exclusively in tragic parts, being part. 
icularly noted for her performance as Lady Macbeth. 
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"It was something above nature. We can conceive of 
nothing grander. " 

The main defeat of the Kembie style, for Hazlitt, -very much a port3- ' 

sn of Kea-, was its very rejection of "nature" and reliance 

instead on the deliberateness and artificiality associated 
with conscious art; he writes in 18178, at the end of 
Kemble's long career, that while Kemble's "conscious grandeur 

of conception" had "all the regularity of. art", it lacked the 

unexpected bursts of nat ire and genius". The measure of 

difference between Kemble and Kean is that between "nature" 

and "art". Hazlitt's description of Kemble's performance as 

Richard III in terms of its limitations in comparison with 

Kean'c emphasises the lack of energy, animation and 

vitality: 
"his Richard III wanted that terpest and whirlwind of 

the soul, that life and spirit, and dazzling rapidity 
of motion, which fills the stage, and burns in every 
part of it, when Ur Kean performs this character. " 

Kean's Othello is "a masterpiece of natural paeeion" which 

"might famish studies to the painter or anatomist"; 
9 

as 

Richard III he is "more bold, varied and original than 

Kembld, " giving "an animation, vigour and relief to the 

part" .0 
A reliance on "nature" reeulte in an acting Style 

characterised by its energy, its spontaneity, its vitality 

and its variety, and gives the impression on stage of the 

freedom from restriction of an irrepressible force; the 

8. William Hazlitt, Dc Essays, ed. Archer and Lowe 
(London, 1895), PP"13 -1 . 

9. William Hazlitt "Kean as othelio", in VIcjo; Zj 
Dramatic Criticism, ed. George Rowell (London, 197i) t 
pp .5 -5 . 

10. William Hazlitt, D amat is Ease-vs. ed. Archer and Lome 
(London, i895 )t pP" -10. 
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acting style relying on "art" achieves grandeur through its 

immobility, care of preparation, self-consciousness and 

regularity, the effect on stage which results being that of 

consistency of conception through restraint. The main 

defect of the former style is the fitfulness of the 

portrayal of character which results, its dissolution into 

"isolated effects"; Hunt, recording in 1815 his first 

impressions of Kean as Richard III, " found him to be 

"natural only in the particular", and Hazlitt states as the 

actor's peou1 r excellence his ability to present "a 

succession of striking pictures. "12 The latter style por- 

trays a unified character, but is ultimately "uninteresting" 

because of the very regularity and eschewal of "variety" by 

which it is achieved; the usual description of Kemble's 

performances is "statue-like". 13 

The immense and immediate popularity of Kean from 

his first appearances in 1811& resulted from the current 

dissatisfaction with what Hunt, in his review of Sean's 

Richard III, calls the "artificial style"; Kean's reliance 

on "nature" seemed to furnish what was felt to be "desirable 

in theatrical representation", The transition from the 

earlier style to the later parallels the transition from 

tragedy to melodrama; with Kemble are associated the 

characteristics held to be unsatisfactory in the drama 

11, victorlip D ma c criticism, ed. George Rowell 
(London 19 1 

,r PP"51- 3" 
120 William iiazlitt, Dramatic Essays-10 ed. Araber and Lowe 

(London, 1895) , p#2., 
13. William Fiazlitt, Dramatic EssaXg, ed. Archer and Lote 

(London, 1895), PAW* 
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adhering rigidly to the legitimate pattern, the reliance on 

mules, deliberate restraint and lifelessness. A review in 

Baldwin' o London Magazine of January, 18221 
k 

criticieoa 

Byron' a SardRnaný, The Two Foscnri and Cain au typifying 

those defecto of the legitimate drama: 

"the playa appear to us 'coldly correct, and critically 
dull'. They abound in elaborate antitheses, frigid 
disputations, stately coanonplaceo, and all the lofty 
trifling of those English tragedies which are badly 
modelled on the bad imitations of the Greeks by the 
French. " 

Kean's acting style, like melodrama, rejected the restrict- 

ions of proscribed rules, and achieved a consequent potency 

of effect, appropriate to "theatres for spectators" rather 

than "playhouses for hearers" in its reliance on action 

eher than the declamatory attitudes on which Kemble 

grounded -his performances. 

Cumberland remarked on the transition in the 

theatre from the verbal to the visual in 1791, when Kemblo 

was at the height of his popularity and his powers as an 

actor; Kemble, creator of the part of Rolla in Pizarro, did 

not exclude momenta of telling visual effect from his 

performance, but introduced strongly contrasting points into 

the generally dignified and decorative manner employed, a 

technique which could still rouse audiences, even if only 

momentarily, twenty years later. bacready describes Kemble's 

last performance of Cato as "awakening no response" in an 

14. Reprinted in Romantic Bards and British Reviewers, ed. 
John o. Uaydon London, 1971, pp"27 -2 2" 
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audience who listened "with respectful, almost drorroy 

attention" to the "five acta of declamatory, unimpassioned 

verse", except for one point: 

"Like an eruptive volcano from some level expanse, 
there was one burst that electrified the house... 
Kembie, with a start of unwonted animation, 
rushed across the atag©... huddling questions one 
upon another with extraordinary volubility of 
utterance... he gasped out convulsively. an if 
suddenly r? lieved from an agony of doubt, 'I am 
satisfied. and the theatre rang with applause 
moot heartily and deservedly bestowed, " 

Such "burets" teere dismissed as claptrap by critics advocat- 

ing naturalness in acting, as artificial because carefully 

planned, part of a atyli©ed vocabulary of mechanical 

effects, owing nothing to the spontaneous impulse which 

apparently governed Kean. In the cams way that Kemble'a 

style became outmoded together with the formality of 

legitimate drama, objections to Kean'ß style increased with 

the growing disapproval of melodrama; the very energy 

which had initially contrasted so refreshingly with Kemble'o 

rigidity came to be questioned an excessive. Macready'a 

synthesis of the two acting styles is similarly the 

expression in terms of stage performance of the character- 

iotics of the "drama", which sought to capitalise equally 

on the potency of stage effect of melodrama, and the 

"dignity" of the legitimate drama. 

The concern with "everyday experience" taken ao 

indicative of contemporaneity in the "drama'' becornea what 
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Talfourd calls "the power of.. , . familiarising the remote" 
in acting. Macready suggests the necessity of the introduct- 

ion of this factor to effect his proposed synthesis in his 

list of the various aspects of character, where to "lofty 

declamation" and "burst of passion" he adds "familiar 

colloquy". The implications of a style of performance rely- 

ing on the "familiar", as the mediator between the "lofty" 

and "passion" are brought out by Hunt, in his Richard III 

review, where he Mande his conception of "the great stage- 

desideratum", which he states to be the ability in an 

actor "to unite common life with tragedy", and finds Kean 

to achieve when he succeeds in being "familiar". "Nature" 

comes to mean the ordinary, and in acting as in the "drama" 

relies on minuteness of factual detail; what Hunt looks 

for in "theatrical representation" is 

"something as natural in its way, with proper allowance, 
of cogs ae, for the gravity of the interests going 
forward, as the man who entere his room after a walk, 
takes off his hat, pinches off one glove and throws 
it into it, gives a pull down to his coat or a pull up 
to his neckcloth, and makes up the fireplace with a 
rub of his hands and a draught of the air through his 
teeth, " 

Macready's approval of Talma's attention,. 

"to every minutest trait that might distinguish 

him" implies that a consistent character 

creates an impression of individuality through the 

accumulation of details from everyday life which render him 

"familiar' "# and consequently recognisable from everyday 

experience. 

Hunt, in defining "nature" as "common life" and 

advocating its introduction into tragedy,, makes allowance 
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for a difference of degree in the kind of ordinary detail 

proper to "the gravity of the interests going forward", 

which is not identical with but parallel to the details of 

behaviour of a man returning from a walk. tacready would 

appear either to have made no auch distinction or to have 

been unsuccessful in conveying any impression on stage that 

tragedy differed from "common life" 6 "Individuality" in 

1sacready's acting style is a reduction of the wider sphere 

of tragedy to the particular sphere of melodrama, by the 

process of making a character specific through detail based 

on "common life", the "individuality" of a stage character 

is a measure of his resemblance to "our good friends and 

next door neighbours". Hunt, reviewing Macready's pexfor- 

ffiance as Uacbeth in 183115 finds the actcrts "defect" to lie 

in his failure to portray the tragic hero as something 

above the level of the ordinary sans 

"It wants in its general style and. aspect that grace and 
exaltation which is to the character what the poetry 
is to the language; which, in fact 11 t43 poetry of 
the tragedy... It wants the Royal riarrant.... that 
habitual consciousness of ascendancy, and disposition 
to throw an ideal grace over its reflections".. which 
enables the character to present itself to us aB an 
object of moral and intellectual contemplation. " 

Hunt sees Macready'o acting style as one which strips tragedy 

of all its innate characteristics; the poetry of tragedy 

in that factor by which it is raised to the higher level of 

the "ideal", which treats of the larger province of the 

"moral and intellectual". The association of tragedy with 

aristocracy is suggested in Hunts comments, where 

15.. Leigh Hunt Dr mat c Bega a, ed" Archer and Lowe 
(London, i A9 

, pp. 09-2i 2. 
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"exaltation" and "poetry" are described in terms of the 

"ascendanw of "the Royal Warrant". Macbeth is a tragic 

hero by virtue of his nobility in social terms, and 

Macready's emphasise on the "familiar" is at once incompat- 

ible with Macbeth's social elevation and with the poetry 

of the plays 

"Mr Macready delivered the words like a mere common- 
place.,. he spoke [the] words, as merely Intimating a 
fact... Mr Macready seems afraid of the poetry of some 
of his greatest parts as if it would hurt the effect 
of his naturalness and more familiar passages. " 

The "Paxºiliar" belongs to the world of "fact" and "common- 

p2. ace", and is at variance with that of the "idea '. ", 

"exaltation" and "poetry's of tragedy� Macready thus did not 

"unitecolamon life with tragedy" biet substituted co=On 

life for tragedy and reduced it to the level of 

particularity and fact, to that of melodrama. 
Uacrea&y's acting style thus effected in terms of 

performance that which the "drama" effected by its adoption 

of the material of "everyday experience"; the contemporan- 

eity of each is the result of reliance on the "commonplace", 

of the specific, compounded through the details of "real 

life", where "real" implies the accumulation of facto from 

the lives of "those characters which are met vrithiin our 

hourly paths". As arg actor, Macready was most successful, 

according to contemporary critical judgement, and most 

popular, according to audience approval, in the roles of 

the /`drama" rather than in those of Shakespeare, where his 

performance harmonised with the play performed rather than 

contrasted with it. A list of Macready's roles in "order of 

excellence" in the he_ atri. cal Journal of April 18th, 1850 
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places those of the "drama" at the head; first and second 

places are occupied by Werner, from Byron's play, and 

Richelieu,, from Lytton'ai respectively, while his Lear 

comes eighth and his Hamlet twelfth. 16 

The 2 ony between Macready's style, the "drama" 

and the taste of his audiences resulted from the fundamental 

but disguised, melodramatic mode common to all. The success 

of his performance as Richelieu, according to Marston's 

account, 
17 lay in his "familiar touches", providing "natural 

relief" which was not "incompatible with Richelieus dignity". 

part of Uacready's propensity for and success with "contrasts 

of feeling and character" and "fine variety" developed 

through the portrayal:. of a multiplicity of "traits". The 

dignified hero is made to appear "natural" through the 

"familiar", while the "variety" and "contrast" of "traits" 

in equated with comp mity of character; Marston, like 

Racready, takes, the simplifications of the melodramatic mode 

an being in essence that they are weerted to be, without 

looking beneath the immediate superfioies. Ultimate 

conviction of the "individuality" of the character of 

Richelieu in the play itself is carried by the reduction of 

the wider sphere to the personal the portrayal of the public 

world-in terms of the private, in that Richelieu is credible 

because-he is motivated not by abstract ideals but by 

personal ßepiratioaa; Uarston accordingly Praises Ltacready 

16. Quoted in E. B. V7ateon, Sheridan to P2bortson (Cambridge, 
1926), p«183, n. 1. 

17. Westland. Marston, our Recent Actors (London, 1888), I, 
pp. 38-53, 
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for avoiding 
"the errror.,.. o ` over-idealizing P. ichelieu, by 

delivering his patriotic speeches in such tones of 
exalted devotion as might have befitted Brutus. 
Uacready's apostrophes to France.... wero given with a 
aelg-ºretcrence.... that showed her triumphs to be part 
of his own. " 

Uarston, like Hunt, associates the "ideal" with "exaltation" 

and Shakespearean drama, to which he counterposea, with an 

approval lacking in Hunt's review of Macready's Shakespeare 

performance, the "familiar" and particularity of detail in 

the actor's style. The "'exaltation" of the "ideal" is 

taken not Just as being "'scvething above nature"' as for 

Hazlitt, but as something "remote" from the "everyday 

experience" of the audience, as for Talfourd; the "familiar" 

is necessary to mediate between the "ideal" and "common 

life", the latter being assumed to be the actor's and the 

drama's object of portrayal, and the interest of the 

audience, 

Uacreadytc acting style was essentially a process 

of diminishing the "ideal" to the "ordinary", the universal 

to the particular, the noble to the commonplace, the 

permanent and timeless to the contemporary and mutable, 

poetry to prose, the public to the private, tragedy to 

melodrama and the aristocratic to the democratic. That he 

did not unite "tragedy" with "common life" as ho intended 

is made clear in Lewes' analysis of Uacready published in 

On Actors and the Art of Arm i 1875.18 The characters 

in which he excelled 

18, Xict2ri Dramatic c it i. m, ed. George Rowell, 
(London,, 1971), pp*80-82* 
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"were not characters of grandeur, physical or moral.. 
They were domestic rather than idoal... He was irritable 
where he should have been passionate, querulous where 
he should have been terrible... In tenderness Uacready 
had few rivala.., in all parts (he] strove to introduce 
... familiarity of detail. " 

Uacready, by "familiarising the remote", prolonged the 

popularity of legitimate drama in an increasingly naturalis- 

tic theatreq where audiences, attuned to visual effect, 

looked to the stage for a "portrayal of life and manners". 

Instead of r©--establishing poetic drama in the mid-Victorian 

theatre, however, his style rather lent impetus to the 

increasingly dominant 'drama" , whoro familiar detail 

enhanced the impression of "reality"; the introduction of 

the material of "everyday experience" into tragedy served 

only to emphaaiee the essential and necessary remoteness 

from "common life" of legitimate drama for many critics. 

Macready's performance style, however, brought to 

life for his audiences plays like Talfourd's which in them- 

selves would have been found tedious; detail helped to 

explain the actions of the legitimate heroes to audiences 

no longer attuned to listening to verse in the theatre. The 

same purpose of making everything clear on stage underlay 

Uacready's elocutionary technique, Lewes describes it as 

"mannered and unmusical" but effective in following "the 

winding meanings through the inventions of the verse" so 

that he "never allowed you to feel.... that he was speaking 

words which he did not thoroughly understand". Melodrama, 

in substituting music for poetry, circumvented the problem 

of the spoken word, which from the beginning of the century 

had presented increasing difficulties to the actor of the 

legitimate. Kemble himself used pantomime as visual clari- 
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fication of blank verse, to ensure that the audience were 

in no doubt as to the intentions of the character portrayed; 

as King John, in the scene with Hubert, he made the non- 

verbal explicit through exaggerated facial expression. First 

rolling his eyes to Arthur, in a series of glances, 

accompanied by '" shudderings and inward conflicts", he 

prowled "tiger-like, ". to and fro" as he "eyed his young 

victim"; with the addition of gloomy frowns, his murderous 

intentions were clearly indicated, while shudders expressed 

the internal conflict of "compunction and conscience". 
" 

Kean's violence of action provided a similar orchestration 

of the verbal, which simultaneously rendered the meaning of 

the blank verse unambiguous and lent it the interest of 

visual embroidery; the formal and, for audiences, soporific, 

rhythm of the blank verse itself was broken up by his 

"transitions", sudden shifts in tone, which eventually became, 

as Iiazlitt noted, as mechanical as Kemble's even declamation: 

"Even the most commonplace drawling monotony is not 
more mechanical or more offensive, than the converting 
those exceptions into a general rule, and making every 
sentence an alteration of dead pauses and rapid 
transitions... "20 

Macready'© own originally innovatory diction also 

became, in the view of critics, a tedious mannoriaui, a pain- 

ful habit of breaking up his sentences which wan dubbed "the 

Uacready pause", Such techniques, once they loot their fresh- 

neso in the legitimate theatre, were adopted in the acting 

19. Maarten Van Di jk, "John Philip Kemble as King John: Two 
Scenea`t, in Thy tr `ote book, Volume XXIX, 1975, number 
1, pp. 22-32. 

20. William Ha^litt, The Complete 1 rka, ed. P. P. Howe 
(London, 1930), volume 5, p. 201. 
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of melodrama; stylised by repetition into non-naturalistic 

tricks, they provided the performer of melodrama with ready- 

made additions to hin vocabulary of stage effects. Melodrama, 

by midi-century, became the repository of acting techniques 

outworn in legitimate drama, from which it cobbled together 

a style relying on immediate stage effect, whether dictated 

by dramatic logic or not. From Kemble was derived the clap- 

trap turn at the and of a declamatory speech; Kean's 

violence of action and abrupt transitions were readily in- 

corporated; the rate of delivery of speech slowed down 

under the influence of "the Macready pause" s Such techniques, 

once assimilated, hardened into rule, giving molodrama, on 

stage, the formality of ballet, in the emphasis on prescribed 

gesture, facial expression, speech and movement for specific 

situations. Prescribed stock characters, portrayed according 

to prescribed conventions, played out the ritual struggle 

between vice and virtue, gratuitously and meaninglessly 

exaggerating legitimate techniques designed to promote clarity 

and naturalness into the incoherence and confusion sneered 

at by the more sophisticated critics but applauded by 

audiences. 

Melodrama on stage crudely caricatured the legiti- 

mate theatre. Macready elaborated stage businena with 

familiar touches, to make the characters he portrayed seem 

"natural"; in melodrama, endless and excessive detail 

accumulated into wild improbability, in the infinite pro- 

longation of action by expected prefatory rituals. Dickens 

dismiseivoly describes in Nicholas Nicklebp the theatrical 

conventions preceding death as 
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"a series of writhingo and twistings ... curlingo of 
the legs ... rollinga over and over.... gettings up 
and tußiblinge down again.... " 

Such energetic action Ignored the presumable physical weak- 

noes of the character; the stage business of melodrama was 

dictated by its established conventions, and not governed 

by considerations of "reality" or "nature". Melodrama, like 

the "drama", van an entertainment designed primarily to 

please its audiences, and accordingly the degree of crudity 

of technique depended not on the play performed but on the 

theatre concerned and its patrons; whereas the middle-class 

looked for restraint in the performance of their "drama" at 

the West End houses, the wildest exaggeration charactorioed 

the offerings at the suburban theatres. 

Tho performance atylca of melodrama and the "drama" 

were equally designed to make everything plain to the 

spectator in the auditorium, to remove the potential 

ambiguities of the spoken word by providing visual elucida- 

tion of character and action. The social and moral conser- 

vatism of middle-class taste reflected in the "drama", was 

supported by a criticism omphaoisin. g the moral probity of 

the stage, resulting from the association made between the 

theatre and the wider social context during the eighteen 

thirties, ending in the eventual identification of the 

condition of the theatre with the condition of society in 

general in the mid-Victorian period, In 1828, the Theatrical 

Journal reviewer of Fifteen Years presumes as self-. evident 

that the theatre should "point a moral" ; Donne in his 1054 

essay in the Punrterly Review, specifically equated the 

production of "the noblest dramatic poetry" with "the most 
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brilliant epochs of national history's. 21 Externalisation, 

the equation of appearance with essence common to the 

middle-class temperament and the melodramatic mode of 

representation, made the portrayal of moral probity on 

stage a matter of "refined manners") the quality-" prized 

by West End audiences both in social conduct and in the 

entertainments of the theatre, as signalising their differ' 

once as a social group from the lower classes and na dis- 

tinguiohinß the "drama" from melodrama. On stage, refine- 

ment was shown by restraint, the muting of "bursts of 

passion" by touches of the "familiar". The emphasis on 

manners as morals is suggested in the approval of Madame 

Vectria, whose private life was notorious, as a social 

reformer, Her achievement at Covent Garden is described in 

1542 by-one critic22 in terms of the social improvements 

effected by her entertainments: 

"What has Madame Vestrie done for the English stage? 
She has banished vulgarity, coarse manners... from 
the boardo..,. and, in their place, has evoked the 
benefits that flow from a dramatic representation 
of polished manners refinement and politeness.. 
Sure are wo that a desirable tone of refinement, 
both in manner and conversation, has been extensively 
spread in private life by the lady-liko deportment 
and acting of Madame Vestris. " 

The emphasis on restraint in the Weet End produc- 

tions received further impetus from tho influx of tranola- 

tiona and adaptätions of French playa, which increased from 

the eighteen forties, -as Shakespearean and pseudo-legitimate 

drama passed o -4t of stage currency; the theatres came to 

21. Reprinted in 17. B. Donne, saav© on the Drama (London, 
1863), p. 12ß. 

22. Quotation from the Morning Post in L. D. Watson, Sher 
to Roberttaon, (Cambridge,, 1926), p. 204. 
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rely increasingly for their programmes not on the repeated 

items of a stock repertoire, but on novelties, creating a 

demand for a constant stream of new pieces, most readily 

supplied by importation. French drama dispensed with legi- 

timate trappings and any apparent attempt to deal with 

abstract issues; whereas Vircinius makes nominal play with 

political issues, and finds room for speeches on liberty in 

its classical Roman setting, the French plays dealt overtly 

with "life and manners" in the presentation of realistic 

characters and treatment of the commonplace, Taylor' © The 

Ticket-of-Leave Man is representative of such a drama in 

its adapted form at its best. No longer remote from every- 

day experience, such a drama did not require the familiar- 

isation of the domestic touch and physical detail; instead 

emphasis on physical detail amplified the mundane into stage 

significance. Elaboration of character became the main 

point of the actor's performance, a style cultivated by 

Charles Kean, initially in playing roles from the French 

drama, in such plays as The Coroican Broth and Louis XI, 

and subsequently in Shakespeare. 

Underplaying, raG: ý, ý. than the exaggeration of the 

actor of melodrama, was the essence of Kean's style, a 

restraint associated by Lewes with the polite manners of 

refined society, lie writes of Kean's performance of the 

double role of the twins in The Corsican lrothero; 

"You must see him before you will believe how well 
and how quietly he playa them, preserving a 
gentlemanly demeanour and drawing-room manner.... 
which intensifies the passion of the part and given 
it terrible reality. "23 

23. John Forster and 0, H. Levies Dramatic Essara, od. 
Archer and Lowe (London, 1836), p. ibbe 
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The actor's naturalness of manner, equated with the sub- 

duing rather than the expression of emotion, is the quality 

particularly praised by mid-Victorian critics ouch as 

Morley and Itarston, as weil as Lewes; the writers of the 

early years of the century, in contrast, stressed the 

dignity of Komblo, which lifted his performance above 

nature, and the impulsive energy of the older Kean, identi. 

fied with a spontaneous naturalness. The drawing-room 

manner advocated by Hunt becamo the dominant stage style, a 

reflection of contemporary moves. One critic writes of 

Wigan, a leading actor under Kenn's management: 

"In delineating the keen, though ©uppreneed emotiono, 
that may actuate thorough-bred gentlemen of the nine- 
teenth century, he cannot be aurpaaood. He in the 
actor belonging precicoly to that epoch of civilieat- 
ion in which the duty of controlled foolingo hac be- 
come pre-eminently imperative, while the capacity for 
pain to perhaps greater than ©ver. "214 

The familiar detail which Macready used to set off the grand- 

eur of passion came to replace passion altogether; in the 

"drama", the actor's repression of sensationalism signifi"-- 

cantly distinguished West End plays from suburban melodrama 

and all its excesses, 

The muted effects of Kearats stylo reacued melodrama, 

in the Luico of the "drama", for the griddle-class. Dutton 

Cook suggests the appeal of his "repose" and repression of 

"all excitement of attitude and gesture" : 
25 

"he never sank to the level of conventional melodrama, 

24. The Saturday Review, XI (Feb. 23,1861 ), PJ94, quoted in 
Alan 2, Dowmc r, "NNineteenth Century Acting", PULA LXI 
0946)p Pp. 522-5769 

25. Dutton Cook, Hours with the Players (London, 1881), 
vol. II, p. 255. 
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but rather lifted it to the height of tragedy. He 
might appear in highly coloured situations, but 
he betrayed no exaggeration of demeanour; his 
bearing was still subdued and self-contained. " 

Cook, like Lewes, is impressed by the "concentration and 

intensity" which results from this "deadly quiet", its 

"curious silencing and chilling influence over the specta- 

tors"; the dangers of underplaying, however, did not pass 

unremarked. One critic comments: 

"It is quite possible that the artist, in his extreme 
anxiety to avoid caricature, may glide into the 
opposite extreme of missing character altogether... "26 

Restraint, for some critics, indicated not subtlety but lack 

of ability, a slipshod abandonment of standards indicative 

of the degeneration of the theatre following the 1 843 Act 

which deprived it of the focal point of a national theatre 

to preserve and perpetuate an established tradition. Kean 

himself, in his evidence before the 1866 Committee, criticised 

contemporary acting standards, attributing the assumed decline 

jointly to the ending of the patent monopoly, which ended the 

old system of training by apprenticeship, and the prolifer- 

ation of theatres and music halls where the untrained actor 

could readily find employment. Other witnesses shared this 

viewpoint, looking back nostalgically to the early years of 

the century. Such testimonies repeat the substance of 

similar criticisms made before the 1832 Committee exemplify- 

ing the eternal tendency to idealise the past condition of 

the theatre at the expense of the present, on which Morley 

comments. 

26. Saturday Review, XII (1861 ), p. 560, quoted by Downer, 
Nineteenth Century Acting". 
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Moro damaging evidence of the progressive decline 

of the theatre over the mid-Victorian period was found by 

disillusioned critics in what they saw as its incapacity to 

handle plays dealing with anything other than the trivial; 

concrete proof was found in the effect on Shakespearean 

drama in particular of contemporary acting style. Macready's 

familiar touches, to the unsympathetic critic, debased great- 

ness; his Macbeth was found to be 

"elaborated to effeminacy... frittered into epileptic 
starts and whining pusillanimity... the performance 
is all through made small with literalities, "27 

Kean's performance of Shakespearean roles tested out fully 

the effect of contemporary acting on legitimate tragedy; 

its dual effects are pointed out by one critic, writing in 

1862: 28 

"Ever since Macready's day tragedy has become more 
homely and we see in Mr Charles Kean a very Dutch 
transcript, graphic and real, but utterly devoid of 
regal proportions. " 

The animated and at times almost violett critical debate 

roused by Kean's Shakespearean productions and his own play- 

ing of tragic roles in the eighteen fifties focused the whole 

question of the condition of the mid-Victorian theatre, 

including the "drama" and its patrons. By the middle of the 

next decade, the West End theatre had become the exclusive 

property of one particular social group, the most fashion- 

able and aristocratically-inclined of the middle-clacces; 

its drama is typified by Robertson's plays for the Bancrofta 

27. Political and Literary Journal, Oct. 19,1$49, quoted by 
Downer,, 'rflineteenth Century Acting". 

28. Theatrical Journ! l, XXIII (i 862), pI211, quoted by Downer, 
Izineteenth Century Acting". 
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at the Prince of Wales, acknowledged by Bancroft himself as 

a class entertainment, Robertson's achievement as playwright 

gras that he 

"rendered a public service by`proving that the refined 
and educated classes were as ready as ever to crowd 
the playhouses, provided only that the entertainment 
given there was suited to their sympathies and tastes. " 

Bancroft describes auch plays as a "return to Nature", and 

Robertson was generally praised for his "realism", "truth", 

"nature" and "plausibility", all the qualities marking off 

West End plays and performances. The very achievement of 

such an entertainment, however, lay in its limitation of 

audience, theme, and performance, as Henry James noted: 

"The pieces produced there dealt mainly in little things 
- presupposing a great many chairs and tablest carpets, 
curtains, and knicknacks, and an audience placed close 
to the stage. They might, for the most part, have been 
written by a cleverish visitor at a country house, and 
acted in the drawing room by his follow inmates. The 
comedies of the late Mr Robertson... are among the most 
diminutive experiments ever attempted in the drama.., 
this gentleman's plays are infantile, and seem addressed 
to the comprehension of infants. "29 

From the late eighteen thirtice, the Went End 

theatres increasingly cultivated the early "drama" in answer 
to the critical demand that the stage should pursue a moral 

purpose as a justification of the social importance increas- 

ingly accorded to it, and to the manifest audience approval 

of entertainment characterised by restraint and unimpeach- 

able morality. The critical estimation of the stage, however, 

was also bound up with the incidence of production of the old 
legitimate drama, particularly the plays of Shakespeare, as 
both a standard by which to evaluate its achievement and as a 
vindication of its position as a social institution; the 

status of Shakespeare, unlike that of the "drama", in terms of 
dramatic achievement, was universally acknowledged, and 
in addition, the moral probity of Shakespearean drama was 
beyond question. The aesthetic merit and moral integrity 

of Shakespeare were equally attested to by esteemed 

critical authority, part and present; Coleridge, in his 

29. Quotations from Tn lish Plays of the Nineteenth Centur , 
cd. Michael R. Boo o,,, PP. 1e 
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i8ß8 lectures, had asserted "the title of the English drama" 

to be "created by, and existing in, Shakespeare" and had 

also commented on the certainty of his moral jndgemeat: 

"he never renders that amiable which religion and 
reason alike teach us to detest..., lie does not,.,. 
[carry) on warfare against virtue, by causing wicked- 
ness to appear as no wickedness... "30 

Carlyle equally in 184031 states Shakespeare to be "the 

chief of all Poets hitherto". Shakespeare peoduction 

consequently seemed to offer a means of realiaing simul-- 

taneously both the moral and artistic purposes of the stage, 

despite the lack of enthusiasm for the plays among 

contemporary audiences, which the infrequency of Shakes- 

pearean production at the West End theatres indicated. 

Although the nature of Shakespearean drama, 

epitomising as it did the inappropriateness of the legiti- 

mate to contemporary audience tastes seemed to render its 

establishment as the common cmxmw of the theatre a matter 

of considerable difficulty, Macready's performances in 

Shakespearean roles had shown the possible means by which 

such plays could be presented on stage so as to accord 

with the interests of audiences. The nominal esteem for 

Shakespeare and absence of any practical manifestation of 

it in the theatre was a commonplace, on which Coleridge 

had commented in the letter dated. 1798 Published in 

Bo ranhia Literar'ta, 32 in charging his "Defender" with the 

30. B. T. Coleridae Ilotee and Lec urea (Liverpool, 1874),, 
p. 43, pp. 6549. 

31. Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes and fern-Worship (London,, 
1959), P. 335. 

32.8. T. Coleridge, Biome iaLßteraria_ (London, 1894). p. 260. 
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accusation that "you only etend to admire [Shakespeare], ". 

The plays treated of the actions of kings and nobles, in 

a context of political and public events,, and were cast in 

poetry, ' the elements which Lytton had cited as reasons for 

substituting a drama concentrating on the "Simple" for the 

legitimate drama. The very characteristice on which the 

reputation of Shakespeare's drama rested thus appeared as 

the limitations which made it alien to audiences; the 

elevation and dignity rendered it remote from the everyday 

world where audience interest lay. Through the "familiar" 

of contemporary acting style, however, the remoteness 

could be obviated, a process which would not necessarily 

distort Shakespeare, since it gras by its "universal" 

quality that his genius most distinguished itself, fiere the 

"universal" implied an all-inclusiveness,,, Thus Flazlitt 

writes in 182033 of "Shakespeare's mind" that 

"it contained a universe of thought and feeling within 
itself, and had no one pecu3ar bias or exclusive 
excellence more than another. He was just like any 
other man, but that he was like all other men... He 
was nothing in himself, but he was all that others 
were, or that they could become.., There was no respect 
of persons with him. His genius shone equally on the 
evil and on the good, on the wise and the foolish, the 
monarch and the beggar, " 

Because of his ability to " jchangeý places with all of us 

at pleasure", 

n xh ý, 
spesýýkalikäemen@ nýo 

t 
like 

äüttýoraln ah and blood; 

The excellence of Shakesp earele characters lies in their 

33. William Hazlitt, "On Shakespeare and Milton", Le 
n he lieh Pt, III,, in The C m'n ete Wir� 

P. . Rowe non, 1930), 4t pp"ý. 
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particularity, the individuality of their recognisability 

in terms of everyday experience; they are "real" in the 

sense of being true to "common life" because the mind of 

their creator has the ability to understand all kinds of 

mau. The "universal" of great drama is here not elevation 

above "nature" but the inclusion of all nature. The thesis 

became a commonplace of Shakespearean criticism throughout 

the century. Thus Walter Bage hot, writing in 186lß, 34 takes 

as Shakespeare's achievement the creation of a multiplicity 

of characters each with a particular identity: 

"Shakespeare... wishes to give a whole er --+11 of charac- 
ters in the play of life, and according to the nature 
of each. He would 'hold the mirror up to nature', not 
to catch a monarch in a tragic posture but a whole 
group of characters engaged in many actions, intent 
on many purposes, thinking many thoughts:... his 
characters, taken en masse` and as a whole, are as 
well-known as any novelist a characters. " 

Shakespeare added "to the common stock" - 
"a new multitude de of men and women... with all their 

various natures roused, mixed and strained. The 
severest art must have allowe& many details, much 
overflowing circumstance to a poet who undertook to 
describe what almost defies description. " 

Bagshot specifically opposes the mass and variety of 

3hakespearets characters to the single figure of the monarch, 

and in equating his achievement with that of the novelist, 

defines the poet's method as one of "mang details", the 

multiplicity of traits from everyday life on which the 

actor's creation of character was also based. 

The contemporary critical interpretation of 

34s Walter Bagehot, "Wordsworth, Tennyson, and Browning or 
Pure, Ornate, and Grotesque Art in English Poetry" 

14 -It Gc Essays N to h 0=1 ed. E. mund 
. Jones London, 1956). pp. 3 20. 
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Shakespeare's achievement as dramatist accorded largely 

with critical notions of the objectives of the drama, in 

agreeing on the primacy of creating "real" characters drawn 

from ordinary life depicted through detail. The similarity 

resulted from the common ground of Shale speare criticism and 

criticism of the contemporary theatre in the denial of the 

necessity'of aristocratic material, both in the sense of 

subject matter and dramatic form, to achieve artistic 

greatness. The "elevation" of Shakespearean drama resulted 

not from remoteness from ordinary experience, 'as the form 

in which his plays were cast suggested, but from the 

inclusion of all experience, which 'only required to be 

brought out on stage by the application of the performance 

style of an actor such as Uacready to become immediately 

perceptible to audiences. 

Forster, 35 in his theatre reviews for the Fx iner 

written between 1835 and 183836 prefaces his comments on 

Macreadyts Shakespearean roles with general remarks on the 

particular plays, the effect of which is to demonstrate the 

fundamentally democratic and hence contemporary nature of 

the plays, as a preamble to indicating Macready's success 

in the interpretation of Shakespearean character. It is 

in the degree to which the characters share in the ordinary 

elements of human nature that their elevation as tragic 

35. John Forster (1812-1876) was educated at University 
College, London. He edited the Foreign Quarterly Review 
from 1842 to 1843, the Daily News in 1 t4b , and the 
Examiner from 1847 to 1655. His work includes bio. 
graphies of Goldsmith (1848),, Landor (1869), and 
Dickens (1872-1874) , 

36. John Forster and G. H. Lewes, Dramatic Fssaavre,, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), pp. 1-72. 
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heroes lies, as with Othello: 

"The sublimity of the after-suttering of Othello 
issues as much out of those kindly springe and 
impulses which make up his ordinary and. educated 
being in its tenderness, its restraint, its 
simplicity, and its trust... " 

In contrast, it is impossible to play "the exact Hamlet 

of Shakespeare"# because this would require the actor 
"to [abstract] himself from the audiencae, the actors, 

and the theatre, and, wrapped in a veil of subtle intellectual refinement, only..,. [reffe ct j aloud. " 

Such a performance,, Forster concludes, would be "pointless 

and imprecise"; the abstraction fron the level of the 

mundane concerns of common life is, far Forster, an 
imprecision contrary to the purpose of the stage, which is 

to present characters as distinct individuals through the 

traits derived from the actual world. The exceptional 

individual is thus Justified by relating what makes the 

character stand above everyday life to the ordinary and 

familiar, In considering Coriolanue, accordingly, Forster 

sate out to show the character is, as. much plebeian as 

patrician, and rather a specific individual than anything 

else: 

"Coriolanus is not an ideal abstraction of the digni- 
ties and graces, but a soldier of the early republic 
of Rome, a man of rough manners but of fiery and 
passionate sincerity.... hie style and temper are much 
the same, whether he addresses patricians or people.. 
It is the silliest of mistakes to suppose that 
Coriolanue is an abstraction of Roman-nosed grandeur - 
an embodiment of dignified contempt of the common 
people.,, He has none of the characteristics of an 
oppressor or scorner of the poor. " 

Coriolanus thus becomes a middle-class hero; the 

individuality of the Shahs spearean hero is in the end a 

measure of the extent to which by sharing the emotions of 

ordinary man he attains elevation, and similarly the 
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familiarity of the actor's style is the means by which 

dignity is achieved through the details of ordinary existence. 
His success in achieving this point of balance between 

elevation and the ordinary is dependent on his own 
individual personality, which is individual to the extent 
that it is representative of middle-class virtues. 

Contemporaneity in acting style thus emerges as' a. concern 

with finding a point of balance between the patrician and 
the plebeian, between "nobility" and what is in the end 
"vulgarity"; Forster finds the American actor Forrest37 to 

be "vulgar" in his performance as Macbeth, in that 

"all nice traits and distinctions are loat.... the 
absolute truth and identity of a character Is rarer thought oP. 00 ," 

Forrest thus loses "nobility" in portraying the character 
because he abrogates those details which show the similar- 
ities between the tragic hero and the ordinary man. 
Forrest's most striking moments on stage are described as 

"coarse effects"; he relies on 'violent contortions of 

p�tgsic l effect". Forster is objecting to the actor's lack 

of restraint. Kean's bursts of passion become in Forrest's 

performance "Yulur tricks", and the physical is associated 

with. -a-: lower and-less--discriminating class of society than 

that which approves restraint, and so_ is capable of 

appreciating nobility. 

37.. Edwin Forrest (1806-1872), a prominent American 
tragedian, was Buch criticised in the early part of 
his career for rant, His 1836 visit to London was a 
alight success; on a later visit in 18145 he was 
received with marked hostility, which he attributed to 
the machinations of Macready. 
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Failure to achieve a point of balance between 

nobility and vulgarity, elevation and'the natural, through 

restraint and the familiar, thus results in a debasement of 
Shakespeare, not a reinterpretation showing his fundamental 

accordance with the contemporary world; the point of bal- 

ance depends on the actor as the rea'esentative of middle- 

class refinement. In the democracy associated with what iss 

contenporary in tie theatre, the "people" whose everyday 

experience provides dramatic material, are the middle 

classes rather than the lower classes; it is through their 

mediation that a harmonious and stable ordering of society 
is to be reached. The process of democratisation, in the 

theatre and in societa', is consequently that of the 

proselytisation of middle class values and attitudes rather 

than a levelling of all social classes Into one homogeneous 

group. The lover classes, the "vulgar" and "plebeian", are 

excluded from incorporation into the socially dominant 

group, as in terms of the stage, it is to the less respect- 

able theatres that the forms of entertainment manifestly 

lacking the characteristics in accordance with middle 

class taste are relinquished. 

The critical concern with the moral probity and 

aesthetic achievement of the theatre coalesced with the 

aspiration of the West end theatre audiences to t'dignity" 

in stage presentations; audiences were disposed to accept 

Shakespearean productions as a vindication of their theatre 

in terms of serious purpose provided euch plays could be 

presented so as to include the same elements which made 

the "drama" acceptable, ixt the same time that the reinter. 

0 
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pretation of Shakespearean drama in terms of contemporary 

social attitudes demonstrated his fundamentally democratic 

and hence contemporary qualities. The "familiar" style of 

acting emphasised the domestic character of Shakespeare's 

plays; at the same time, the playa themselves were also 

seen as offering potential opportunities In their aettinS3 

for the other main element of stage presentation indicative 

of contemporaneity, that of the "magnificent", 
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VIII Contemporaneity in Staging 

The critical identification of spectacle as the 

contemporary factor in production style was made on the 

grounds of its manifest popularity with audiences, as with 

the "familiar" in acting style and domestic interest in 

subject. In addition, spectacle was considered to be con. 

temporary because the technical means of realising it had 

reached their highest point of development in the current 

theatre. At the end of the eighteenth century, the increased 

size of the patent houses gave new scope for visual effects; 

the new Drury Lane of 1794, which prompted Cumberland's 

remark on the transition from "playhouses for hearers" to 

"theatres for spectators" had a capacity approaching four 

thousand. Stage accommodations were proportionately magni- 

fied, and the latest in stage machinery installed, intended 

to prevent "the Zlecessity of having a number of Scene 

shifters in the way of the performance". 
' Oil burners had 

already replaced candlelight, and continued in use until 

the introduction of gas in 1817. Here Kemble, as manager, 

set out to make tall use of the resources at his disposal, 

foreshadowing in his first season the subsequent course of 

development in staging, with its dual emphasis on realism 

and on spectacle. 

The first play presented was Us th, in a now 

and lavish mounting which demonstrated Kemble'a principles 

in Shakespearean production. His biographer, James ßoaden, 

1. Quoted from the account of the architect Henry Holland, 
in Richard Leacroft, The Development of 

the Fn lieh 
Pinyhoune (London, 1973), PA 48. 
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himself a playwright and critic, writing in 1825, contrasts 

the "correctness" of Kemble's production style with the 

"error" of haphazard staging prevalent in the contemporary 

theatre, where 

"The ancient kings of England, or Scotland, or Denmark, 
wore the court dress of our oun times... The old scenery 
exhibited architecture of no period and excited 
little attention... nothing could be less accurate or 
more dirty than the usual pair of low flats that were 
hurried together... " 

Kemble proposed 

"to attend to all the details as well as the grand 
features, and by the aids of scenery and dress to 
perfect the dramatic illusion. "2 

The new production broke with stage tradition in the charac- 

terisation of the witches: 

"the witches no longer wore mittens, plaited caps, 
laced aprons, red stomachers, ruffs, etc.... or any 
human garb, but appeared as preternatural beings" 

This "atteurpt... to strike the eye with a picture of super- 

natural power" joined spectacle to "appropriate ventures": 

"Hecate's companion spirit descended on the cloud... In 
the cauldron-scene, new groups were introduced to 
personify the black spirits and white, blue spirits 
and grey. The evil spirits had serpents writhing round 
then, which had a striking effect. "3 

The success of the Macbeth production, with seven perform- 

ances,, was far surpassed, however, by that of the sheer 

spectacle of Alexander the Great, with thirty-six. In stag- 

ing Shakespeare, Keable relied for scenery on William Capon, 

whose antiquarian zeal and "passion" for "the ancient archi- 

2. Quoted from James i3oaden, Life of Kemblo, in G. C. D. Odell, 
Shnkas Bare from B©ttorton to Irvin rievr York, 1966). 
II9 p, 86, 

3. Quoted . 
from VI. C. Oulton, Continuation of Victor's Theatre 

of London, in G, C. D. Odell, Shakespeare from Bettertonto 
Irving, II, p. 92. 
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tecture of this country" produced 

"works, which were to be records as well as decorat- 
ions, and present with every other merit, that for 
which Kemble was born, - truth. "4 

Alexander, in contrast, was the creation of the current 

ballet-master at the King's Opera in the Haymarket, and 

"calculated", according to the playbill, "to chew the extent 

and powers of the New Stage"; the effect of its ingenious 

transformations and elaborate spectacle was outweighed by 

the striking novelty of Alexander'o car, "drawn by two 

elephants, and accompanied by Darius' car, drawn by three 

white horses. "5 

For the oratorios which replaced the drama during 

Lent, Keßble also anticipated nineteenth century staging 

techniques in introducing a three-dimensional not, replacing 

the wings with continuous flats and using that would appear 

to be appropriate borders, to suggest a roof. The Thespian 

Umre ine describes this "Gothic Cathedral" setting: 

"The flies .... [are] carved like the fretted roof on an 
antique pile, and the wings to the side scenes, are 
removed for a complete careen.... " 

The effect is to perfect "the deception of the scene"6; 

Kemble"e use of scenery and costume was such as to suggest 

that the stage was a self-contained world, divorced from the 

auditorium, to be observed by the spectator, rather than an 

extension of the auditorium, serving as a platform for 

14. Quoted from James Bowden, Life of Kemble, in A. B, lle ler 
A Source Book in Theatrical Hintor New York, 1952), ' 

p. 12. 
5. Quoted in Joseph Donohue, Theatre in the--A ze of Kean ? 

Oxford, 1975), p, 23. 
6. Quoted from the Thespian Magazine, March, 1794, in 

G, C. D. Odell, Shakespeare from Betterton to Irvine, II, 
p. 91. 
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declamation. 

Scenic illusion lent a now appeal to the flagging 

legitimate drama in the early. decades of the nineteenth 

century, but its attractions were consistently outweighed, 

as Kemble found in his first season, by sheer spectacle; the 

strongest combination, for audience appeal, was that of 

melodrama with spectacle, as the success of such pieces as 

The Miller and his lien attested, At Covent Garden, from 1809 

to 1821 , the annual Christmas pantomime subsidised the 

losses throughout the rent of the year7; Drury Lane staved 

off bankruptcy only by introducing Edmund Kean, who lent 

the legitimate drama the attractions of melodrama. The stage 

became an arena for visual effect, for a series of splendid 

three-dimensional pictures containing moving figures, framed 

by the proscenium; Wyatt, the designer of the 1812 Drury 

Lane, defines the proscenium as a picture frame, separating 

the "spectatory" from the "scene", "a boundary line to con- 

fine the eye to the subject within that line". 8 The intro- 

duction of gas lighting, first on the stage , and finally 

extending to the whole auditorium, by 1025 at Covent Garden, 

completed the disjunction of spectator from stage, the 

illuminated focal point before a darkened auditoriump 

In the same way that the "drama" evolved from 

melodrama, no the staging of legitimate plays bore the 

influence of practices initially designed for the more 

spectacular, sensational and ultimately denigrated form. Tho 

7, Joseph Donohue, Theatre in the Ape of Fenn, p,. 56� 
6. Quoted in Richard Leacroft, The Development of the 

English P1ay_hou_, p. 167. 
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cpoken word declined in stage importance in proportion as 

that of visual effect increased; the reviewer for Bell'c 

Weekly rRensenp. er, attending the tfacý production of the 

now Covent Garden in 1809, when the O. P., riots prevented a 

single word being heard, still found his attention fully 

occupied by what he could see: 

"of the dresses, the decorations, and the scenery, we 
cannot speak with too warn= an eulogium.... The scenery 
in particular excels in general effect and appro- 
priate detail all tie have yet witnessed ... To the 
mechanists in the management of the scenery much 
praise is due. "9 

In the staging of legitimate drama, however, in contrast to 

melodrama and pantomime, where spectacle and mechanical 

ingenuity were accepted, and expected, as integral parts of 

the entertainment, the introduction of elaborate effects was 

increasingly justified as linked to a higher purpose. 

Boaden emphasises that, for Kemble, the servant of "truth",, 

stage panoply was only a means to the worthy and of giving 

"a more stately and perfect representation of [Shakespeare's] 

plays". 
10 Once the initial novelty of melodramatic techniques 

applied to legitimate plays wore off, the general attitude 

of reviewers became less enthusiastic; the Examiner critic 

writes thus on Kembl©'s methods in 1813: 

"The Managers of this Theatre, who occasionally affect 
to be classical, regale us now and then, to prevent a 
satiety of farce and pantomime, with a fragment of 
Ahakesnasre they strip it indeed of many of its 
chief beauties; but then to make amends, they supply 
its mutilations by gorgeous ornaments and pompous shows 
.... Thus Antony And Cleopatra is acted for the sake 
of the sea-fight and the funeral procession. "11 

9. Quoted in G. C. D. Odell, Shakespesre from ßetterton to 
Irving, II, p. 99. 

10. Quoted in G. C. D. Odell, Uhakos re from Detterton to 
Irvin , II, p. 86. 

11. Quoted in a. C. D. Odell, Shakeeresre from Betterton to 
Imo, II, p. 108. 
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Hostility to ouch stage spectacle increased simultaneously 
with the dismissive attitude to melodrama; in retaliation, 
the promoters of Shakespearean show insisted on their 
antiquarian authenticity. Thus the playbill for Charles 
Kemble's 1823 Pin John revival, cuperinterdcd by Planche, 
cited a list of "indisputable Authorities" guaranteeing the 
historical accuracy of the "Dresses and. Decorations". 12 

In staging, notions of truth, reality and authen- 
ticity provided a justification for spectacle which distin- 

guished legitimate production style, and subsequently that 

of the "drena; from melodrama; visual effect was according- 
ly recommended to the respectable audiences, whose patronage 
became increasingly important to rest End managers from the 

eighteen thirties, by appealing to the same concepts under- 
lying the "drama". iyttonl3, pragmatic in his approach to 
the theatre, recognises, in the early eighteen thirties, 
the inadequacy of the ungarnished spoken word as a means of 
fixing audience attention, and emphasises the new avail- 
ability to "the poet of the drama" of "[the] most elaborate 
devices of machinery", which were "utterly unknown to any 
period of (the Stages] former history"; as a consequence, 

"[the] astonishing richness and copiousness of modern 
stage illusion opens to the poet a mighty field, 
which his predecessors could not onter... Th© poet of 
the drama hath no restrictions on his imagination from 
the dericiency of skill to embody corporeally his 
creations, and that which the epic poet can only 
describe by words, the tragic poet can fix into 
palpable and visible life. " 

The new opportunity for the theatre is that of rendering 
physically concrete what could previously only be suggested 
verbally; the new ability to render specific on stage the 

formerly intangible Lytton considers an a freedom from old 
limitations for the poet's imagination. Spectacle thus 

acts as a mediator between the "imagination" and "visible 

life" in the same way that the "familiar" unites "common 

life" with "tragedy"; both function to make what would in 
itself be remote from audiences "real" on stage in the 

sense of being recognisable from personal experience. The 

12. Quoted in G. C. A. Odell, Chnkespearefrom Botterto to 
Irving,, II, p. 171. 

13" Edward Lgttoii Bulwer, England and the English (London, 
1970)o pp. 301-313. 
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poet's imaginative facülLty is thus conceived of as a 
barrier to audience communication�, in the same way that the 

elevation of tragedy places it beyond the reach of the 

audience's sympathies; the essential qualities of artistic 

greatness thus become in the mid-Victorian, period the 

limitations which render it inaccessible, and necessitate 

the infusion of an additional factor not to raise the 

audience to the higher level but to reduce what exists on 

the higher level to proportions which the ordinary man can 

grasp. 

Fifteen years before Lytton! Coleridge had written 
14 of the object of tragedy , as that of raising the spectator 

above the confinement of his own individuality to an 

imaginative experienco of what could never be experienced 
in ordinary life: 

" Ethe elder dramatists wished to transport the mind to 
a sense of its possible greatness during the temporary 
oblivion of the worthless "thing we are", and of the 
peculiar state in which each man happens to be,,,, 
suspending our individual recollections and lulling 
them to sleep amid the music of nobler thoughts. " 

For Lytton, the achievement of the drama drawing on the 

"Simple", "the pathos and passion of every-day life" is that 

it excites "a vivid emotion in the audience", while the 

"Magnificent" produces "admiration". The ultimate effects 

on the audience of the kind of stage production relying on 
the elements of contemporaneity which Lytton recommends are 

those which Coleridge castigates as the "mere sensations" 

and "empty curiosity" induced by "our modern sentimental plays". 

14,6. T. Coleridge, BQ 3a Lraria (London, I694), Pp. 257. 
262. 
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Tragedy 

"excite Ca the minds of spectators to active thought, 
to a striving after ideal excellence, The soul is not 
stupif'ied into mere sensations, by a worthless 
sympathy with our own ordinary sufferings, or an 
empty curiosity for the surprising, undignified by 
the language or the situations 'which awe and delight 
wem; imagination. " 

In the theatre, the elements of contemporaneity' substitute 

the physically real for the imaginatively true, presenting 

the superficial instead of the essential through the 

restriction of Its frame of reference to the particular and 

the exclusion of wider relevance. Within the confines of 

the "drama". where acting, staging and subject matter 

harmonised with each other, spectacle was a consistent 

part of stage production; when transposed outside its own 

limits, and applied to Shakespearean drama, the manifest 

inconsistency between the play itself and the means of 

presentation gave rise, in critical writing, to a closer 

examination of the implications of spectacle for the 

condition of the theatre, as to whether it was in fact a 

means of regenerating the stage or one of the factors 

responsible for its decline. 

The elaborate production style employed by )2adame 

Vestris at the Olympic during the eighteen thirties in the 

presentation of light comedies, operettas and burlesques 

is approved for its consistency with the kind of entertain- 

ment offered. The New Monthly I2ajxazin reviewer describes 

the theatre in October, 1836,5 as 

"a confectioner's chop, where, although one cannot 

15. Quoted in E. E. Watson, Sheridan to Robertson (Cambridge, 
1926), p. 193. 
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absolutely make a dinner, one may enjoy a most agree- 
able refection, consisting of... trifles light as air, 
served upon the best Dresden China in the most elegant 
style. " 

It is the appropriateness of the decoration that is 

remarked; the successful application of spectacle in 

production depends on its consistency with that is produced. 

The Theatrical Observer reviewer comments on the 1834 

production of Planche'o translation from Geribe, Minister 

and Mercer, 6 
that 

"the costumes were rich and appropriate and the : hole 
mice-. en-scene was in the best possible taste. " 

"Taste" is the factor which determines the success of the 

use of spectacle; "[The] best possible taste" which achieves 

appropriateness is the possession of the middle-class quality 

of refinement. A review in the same publication of the 1841 

production of London Assurance17 at Covent Garden praises 

the "superlative grandeur" of the furnishings of a drawing 

room as evidence of its creator's refined social status: 

"the drawing room so magnificently furnished.. [was] 
such as [was] never before seen beyond the pale of 
fashionable life, and could only have been imitated 
by one used to that society. " 

The "grandeur" achieved through spectacle approved in the 

context of a contemporary play, is a function of magnificence; 

spectacle replaces the "elevation" of tragedy, achieved 

through its "poetry", which Hunt considered Macready's 

performance to debase to "mere commonplace", with what the 

reviewer calls "the moot costly arts of decoration". 

Contemporaneity in staging achieves "grandeur" to 

16. Quoted in E. B. Wateon, Sheridan to Robertson (Cambridge, 
1926), p. 273" 

17. Quoted in E. B. rfatson, Sheridan to Robertson (CanbridCe, 
1926 ), P. 274. 
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the extent that the "palpable and visible" objects it 

presents are physically "magnificent"; spectacle is the 

exaltation of the inanimate to produce "empty curiosity", 

the transposition to a superficial plane of the "awe and 

delight" of the "imagination" which results from the "poetry" 

in tragedy. The "admiration" induced by spectacle is pro- 

portionate to the degree of self-evident "reality" of its 

objects, in the same way that the credibility of a charac- 

ter as an individual depends on the traits drawn by the 

actor from "everyday experience"; thus the London Assurance 

reviewer praises the objects used for being "bong fide 

realities", not "stage properties". 

As Manageress successively at the Olympics Covent 

Garden and the Lyceum during the eighteen thirties, forties 

and fifties, Madame Veetris annticipated, in her drawing room 

Gets, the production style associated with the Bancrofte at 

the Prince of VIalee in the eighteen sixties, with its 

reliance, re=rked by Henry James, on "little thinca,.. a 

great many chairs and tables, carpets, curtains and knick- 

nacks". 
18 Planche praises her "scrupulous attention" to "all 

those accessories which form the peculiar charm of 

Theatrical Representation, by perfecting the illusion of the 

scene""; gas lighting made it necessary to furnish the 

stage with minute care by showing up the barrenness and 

imperfections obscured by oil. Realistic settings and 

properties could now be fully appreciated; "the illusion 

18. Quoted in Michael R. Booth, Fnalish Plnyn of the Nine. 
teenth ConturZ (Oxford, 1973), III, p" }1 " 

19. Quoted in A. MM. 17agler, A Source Book in Theatrical 
Htsý (Nor York, 1952), P. 3. 
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of the scene", however, was undermined by the wing and 
border system of scenery, an incongruity which Madame 

Vestris herself attempted to resolve for at least one pro- 
duction, replacing the wings by continuous flats with 

practical doors. Old staging practices, however, remained 

in general use throughout the mid-Victorian period, despite 

their manifest inappropriateness; sporadic scenic innovations, 

such as built-up set pieces, diversity of levels and 

multiple room sets, were reserved largely for special pro- 
ductions, and the old stock of conventional forest, chamber 

and garden settings continued to re-appear. The systematic 

and painstaking care of Charles Kean in the eighteen fifties 

contrasted greatly with the more usual managerial practices. 

A writer of an article on "Scenery of the Stage" in the Art 

Journal in 1853 describes contemporary staging "absurdities": 

"The scenes are still in two slides, and when they meet 
in the centre, the most delicately painted landscape 
is presented to the public eye divided by a cutting 
line... The wings,.. are often disfigured by coarse 
masses of red, meant as a continuation of curtain 
drapery to reduce the height of the proscenium. "20 

Macready, during his managements of the two patent 

houses, employed two production styles: one for special 

presentations, particularly of Shakespeare, giving fall play 

to the whole panoply of stage resources; the other, and 

more usual, style, relied on conventional stock settings. 

The elaborate techniques employed were not in themselves 

innovatory, being part of the "astonishing richness and 

copiousness of modern stage illusion" in regular use outside 

legitimate drama, in pantomime, opera and melodrama; the 

20. Art Journal, 11.8. , V0853 )t p. 228. 
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diorama used in the 1839 Henry V, production, depicting the 

voyage of the English fleet to Harfleur, was a sophistica- 

tion of the panorama introduced in pantomime in the eighteen 

twenties. The use of gauze, employed with great effect by 

Phelps at Sadler's Wells, was first introduced byAoutherbourg, 

together with new devices for thunder, wind and rain; the 

"vampire trap", for rapid appearances and disappearances, 

was called after Planche's 1820 play of that name. 

In the early Victorian period; the pantomime 
transformation scene represented the highest point of the 

stage's technical development, with its visible meta- 

morphosis of the entire scene, using transparencies, rising 

and falling gauzes, opening pieces and rising and sinking 

pieces. Lavish display for its own sake became increasingly 

predominant in pantomime from the eighteen thirties, alter- 

ing the structural balance of the traditional form, where 

the main interest lay in the adventures of the harlequinade 

characters. A writer in the Times of 1840 complains that the 

old protagonists and plot 

"are no longer the staple commodity of the piece. They 
rather act as the thread to connect a number of works 
by scenic painters and mechanics which have little to 
do with their own vicissitudes. "2,1 

Similarly, in pantomime's close relative, the extravaganza, 

the final transformation scene became the focal point of the 

whole entertainment, provoking Planche, who provided Madame 

Vestric with a series of extravaganza texts for her three 

managements to this comment: 

21 . Quoted in Michael R. Booth, En lioh Pl ýa Of the Nine- 
teenth teenth Century (Oxford, 197 V, p ßi8-49. 
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"The last scene became the first in the estimation of the management. The most complicated machinery, the 
most costly materials, were annually put into 
requicition... I was positively painted out. "22 

In staging AI idsummer Night's Dream at Covent Garden in 

1640, Uadame Vestris used the extravaganza method to obtain 

a concluding striking effect, as Planch6 relates, illustra- 

ting Oberon's words "Through the house give glimmering 
light... ": 

"It was accordingly arranged with Grieve, the scenic 
artict... that the back of the stage should be so con- 
structed that... it should be filled with fairies, 
bearing twinkling coloured lights... " 

Planehe insists on the propriety of the show, as "carrying 

out implicm. y the directions of the author, and not saeri- 

legously attempting to gild his refined gold"23; the me 

Bull reviewer, however, remarks on 

"the obtruding sense of the similarity of this scene, 
gorgeous as it is, to the finale of a ballet at the 
Opera... 

The same journal had criticised Macready's 1838 production 

of The Temeat, where scenery from the afterpiece of the 

preceding April, Einbad the sailor, was used, in similar 

terms: 

"A mimic vessel is outrageously bumped and tossed about 
... the red fire, Salamander Spirits, and trumpery 
phantasmagoria... are... altogether unwarrantable... 

For into an Easter-piece, and a very indifferent 
one, has The Torment been transformed. Ariel is 
whisked about by wires and a cog-wheel, like the 
fairies in Cinderella.... "24 

22. Quoted in Michael R. ßooth, English Plnye of the Vine- 
teenth Century (Oxford, 1976), V 8. 

23. Quoted in G. C. D. Odell Shakes eere from Wetterton to 
Irving (New York, J969). II, PA. 223-22 . 

24. Quoted in G. C. D. Odell, Shakespeare from i3etterton to 
Irving, II9 pp. 225,21 c. 
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While legitimate productions, in illustrating 

Shakespeare, approached purely opectacular entertainment a, 

using the same methods of staging, the accompanying emphasis 

on historical accuracy in illustration provided a distinc- 

tion, Planch® had supplied Charles Kemble with the fruits of 

his antiquarian researches for the 1823 King John; in 

MadameVestria' A Midsummer Night's Dream, according to John 

Bull, the "costume for the most part rest[ed] upon authority", 

Macready's historical productions were equally authentic in 

details of costume and setting, embodying corporeally, ' as 

Lytton anticipated, the creations of the poet; the palpab- 

ility of the built-up pieces, as well as their correctness, 

prompted the Times reviewer of the 18142 King! John to praise 

the "solidly constructed edifices" in particular, out of 

this "animated picture of those Gothic times". 25 Physical 

reality of setting underlined verisimilitude, in legitimate 

drama with its historical backgrounds and in the: "d»ama" 

with its fashionable drawing rooms. Maeready, in staging 

Lyttonts contemporary comedy, fonev, in 1840, showed the 

same concern with "bona fide realities" as did Madame 

Vestric in the following year; for the club scones, the 

fashionable dandy, Count D'Orßay, supplied the authentic 

details26 available only to "one used to that society". 

The verisimilitude and authenticity of mid- 

Victorian staging extended from large-scale effects down to 

the smallest details; the note of correctness in Madame 

25. Quoted in G, C. D. Odell, Shýneare i'rom Betterton to 
Irvin , II, p. 230. 

26. racread 's Reminiscences, ed. Sir Frederick Pollock 
London, 1076)p P. 4924 
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Vestris' A MiidUumraer Ninht's Dreim, the John Bull reviewer 

remarks, was carried through fron the "magnificent view of 
Athens in the first scene* to'the. " ep tarsi or hats", "straw 

baskets which hang at the back of De netrius and others". 

With audiences attentive to visual not verbal effects, and 

increasingly expectant that ouch effects should be as real- 

istic as possible, the confinement of the actors within the 

frame of the proseeiium arch, as part of the picture, was 

confirmed; the concern for totality of effect which produced 

Demetrius' hat necessitated the integration of the super- 

numeraries, not just the principal actors, into the action 

animating the picture decorated by their authentic costumes. 

The Times reviewer remarks on "the new effect" in the 

wrestling scene in Macready's 1842 As You Like It, of 

"including the space where the wrestlers encounter with 
ropes and staves, round which the courtiers and 
spectators stand, pressing eagerly forward, watching 
every movement of the combatants, "27 

In the King John production of the same year, it is again 

the attention to "the smallest minutfac" of "the decorative 

characters of the piece" that is particularly noticed. The 

crowd scene acquired a hitherto unknown prominence as 

animated decoration, paralleling that of the scenery; 

elements previously subordinated to the principal actor's 

performance became essentials in the mid Victoriain period, 

and received applause in their own right. 

The playbills of the aid-Victorian period provide 

detailed descriptions of scenery, naming the scene painters; 

27. Quoted in G. C. D. Odell, Shakespeare from Detterton to 
Imo, II9 p. 229. 
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the practice only began with the advent offoutherbourg, 

and the artists responsible for the stock scenery which 
formed a background to the eighteenth century actor's per- 
formance remained anonymous. Garrick's retension of 
Loutherbourg, and Kemble's of Capon, to decorate particular 

shows, were exceptional, In contrast, the managers of the 

nineteenth century were regularly associated with particular 

artists, whose names frequently were printed larger on the 

playbills than those of the actors and, inevitably, of the 

authors. With Macready is associated Clarkson Stanfield, a 

maritime painter who subsequently, like utherbourg, became 

a Royal Academician; William Beverley created some of the 

most sumptuous of Madame Vestria' productions; Phelps 

relied on Frederick Fenton 'while Charles Kean, at the 

Princess's, employed a team of master painters, capable as a 

body of furnishing a whole range of different types of sett- 

ing according to their varying talents. The theatrical 

scene-painter became an artist in his own right, and 

accordingly, on occasion, despite the integral importance of 

hin work to stage production, felt restricted by the arena 

offered for his talents in the theatre. 1 
outhcrbourg, die- 

satisfied with a form of entertainment in which actors 

diverted attention from the scenery, left the theatre to 

create the Eidophusikon, an attempt to construct a perform- 

ance from scenic effects alone; Stanfield turned to easel- 

painting entirely, working for Uacready only as a special 

favour, to assist the actor in his project of regenerating 

the decaying patent theatres; Telbin and drive, who worked 

for Kean, both members of scene-painting families prominent 
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throughout the century, applied thomselves to dioramas, as 
did Beverley. Telbin, indeed, projected an Lidophusil. on-like 

entertainment: 

"ho was getting restless and di satisfied with the 
result of his labours. Ila felt it was now or never to 
make a. move on his own account, and in his own way,,., 

The subject chosen was "Venice", the Venice of the 
Doges ... It was proposed to approach Venice by way of the Lake of Lucerne and the Bt. aothard Pass, the 
Swiss subjects to be treated in a way suggested by 
and in conjunction with Rossini's overture to "William 
Tell". 28 

Where the theatre relied on so many components, 
the performance of the actor ceased to be its focal attract- 

ion. The talents of an Edmund Kean could bring financial 

stability to Drury Lane; the success of his son Charles, in 

contrast, never considered by his contemporaries to be an 

actor of the sane calibre, lay in his abilities as theatrical 

entrepreneur, the manager of the show who directed, organised 

and welded together its multiple elements, At the Princess*s 

Theatre, Charles Kean consolidated the patronage of the 

respectable, and increasingly fashionable, middle-classes; 

using the techniques, resources and materials available to 

him, he restored the social and cultural importance to the 

theatre which it had begun to lose at the end of the 

previous century. His critics remained largely dubious, and 

even scornful, of his methods; his productions, however, 

fully expressed the taste and attitudes of his audience, 

and pointed out the path to stage success for his successors, 

through his "bold and masterly adaptation of modern 

28. Account by Telbiuts son, in James Laver, Dramas Its 
Costume and Decor (London, 1951), pp"210-211 . 
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materials to modern taste". 

Kean was not himself a great innovator, but built 

on existing stage methods, systematising occasional prac. 

tices Into a coherent and consistent procedure. Ellen Terry 

describes the long and exacting rehearsals for both princi- 

pals and supers as "a lesson in fortitude" : 

"Rehearsals lasted all day, Sundays included, and when 
there was no play running at night, until four or 
five the next morning: " 

New recruits were trained in elocution and deportment, 29 

Vestria, Macready and Phelps exercised a similar care, and 

Kean established it as a routine. Such discipline of the 

entire company made possible the organisation of large num- 

bers of supers in crowd scenes noted for their animation 

and naturalness; the dirt Journal comments on the 1859 

Henry V: 

"No one has succeeded so well as Ur Kean in thus 
managing to drill masses of men into natural actors, 
His crowds are not the usual stage crowds, wedged in 
a throng and moving to measured spots, They break 
forth into picturesque irregularity - they each act 
independently of the other, and all according to 
individual proprieties of feeling. " 

Equal care went into welding together the various depart- 

ments of staging; a unity of conception marked the work of 

the numerous scene-painters, technicians and costumiers, 

achieved by Kean's overall supervision. Tho Art Journal 

reviewer of the 1855 Henry VIII writes: 

"The artiets... ceem to labour in harmony, and this 
fact is apparent even in all the less important 
details of the management; the machinist and 
costumier obviously work under the direction of a 
mastermind. "30 

29, Ellen Terry, The Storv of U Life (London, 1908), 
pp"12,18-21. 

30. Quoted in Muriel St. Clare Byrne, "Charles Kean and the 
L! eininger Myth", Theatre Research, VI 0964), pp. 137- 
153. 
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Planehe praised Madame Vestris for a similar "scrupulous 

attention" to every aspect of production, and Keen's staging 

techniques� impressive though they were in their variety and 

flexibility, similarly drew on known methods. Practical 

pieces, such as platforms, staircases, bridges and balconies, 

diversified the stage level in Kean's productions as the 

usual, not exceptional, mode, of building'a scene. The 

novelty of Kean's procedure lay not in the discovery or 

invention of hitherto unknown techniques, but in the ingen- 

ious application of already existing methods to create on 

stage a production style which accorded with the temper of 

the times. The Corsican trap, specifically evolved for the 

1852 The Corsican Brothers, epitamisen Kean's abilities as 

contriver, using established methods for new effects which 

influenced subsequent stage practice. The "ghastly and 

marvellous effect of the apparition"31, rising slowly 

through the stage end, at the came time, drifting across it, 

held audiences, according to Lewes, "breath-suspended"; 

the device, essential to the production of the play, was 

necessarily installed wherever it was acted. The "new" trap 

combined a slider, by which the trap door could be pulled 

across the stage, with ccruto and a bristle trap. The scruto, 

a length of flooring made of narrow strips of wood fixed to 

a canvas back, attached before and behind the trap door, 

rolled up before the trap door as it moved while the corree. 

ponding length behind unrolled, so that the aperture of the 

slider opening remained filled; the bristles obscured the 

opening of the trap door itself, bending upwards as the ghost 

passed through. 32 Something like "completeness of illusion" 

31, 
(Phýilýdalphfä, 

P Invers and i hts I Have Known 

32. Richard Southern, "Theatres and Stages", The Revels 
History of Drama in English (London, 1975T, vi, pp. 88 90. 
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was thus achieved, in the apparently inexplicable appearance 
of the ghost. 

Other managers readily adopted Koan'o methods. 
Shakespearean production, for the rest of the century, neces- 

sarily required a wealth of splendour and archeologically 

exact historical reproduction: the Banerofts with their 

chief scene-painter journeyed to Venice in preparation for 

their 1875 The Perchant of Venice; the nucleus of Irvinge 

repertoire, as well as his production style, derived from 

Kean. Boucicault, who worked for Kean during the early years 

of his management, and provided the English version of The 

Corsican Brothers, turned playwriting into a business of 
linking together a series of striking effects, relying 

strongly on ingenious mechanical contrivances, as Kean had 

done in "illustrating" Shakespeare. In The Colleen Bac: n 
(1860), the "sensation" scene chows the underwater rescue of 
the drowning heroine; The Octoroon (1859) has a fire and 

steamboat explosion; Plying, cud (1866) brings the Derby on 

stage. Beginning with After Dark (1868), Boucicault progres- 

sively increased the number of sensation scenes in his plays. 
At the name time, he surrounded his "telling situations" 

with realistic detail, depicting the contemporary world with 

a minute accuracy paralleling Bean's historical verisimili- 
tude; Janet Pride (1855) brings on stage the Central 

Criminal Court at the Old Bailey. Boucicault's plays proved 

immense stage successes; like Robertson and Taylor, his 

basic principle as playwright was to please his audience, 

and the ways of pleasing were those tested and perfected by 

Kean, in applying the notions of contemporaneity advocated 

by the pragmatic Lytton. 
At the end of the eighteen thirties, when Macready 

came to manage the patent theatres, his reputation as an 

actor was established, and critical discussion of his 

productions centred on his abilities as showman, as part of 
the general debate over the condition of the theatre and the 

place of spectacle. For critics, concerned to determine the 

appropriateness of spectacle in staging Shakespearean drama, 

the "taste" of the creator of the spectacle was the pivotal 
factor, and he succeeded to the extent that his taste was 

representative of middle-class aspirations after refinement. 

It was assumed that the contemporary world was in the 

position of being able to make a unique contribution 

to Shakespeare b ecauae of its 
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command of technical resources for spectacular staging 

previously unknown. Spectacle could supply what Shakespeare 

lacked because of the limitations of his own times. Thus a 

review of Macready's 1838 Coriolanus production writes in 

John Bull= 33 

"The manner of its production is of itself a work of 
genius, It is the reverential yet firm filling up of 
a picture, whose outlines have been drawn by a master's hand... it is only now that [the play] has received a living comment and interpretation. " 

ßpeetaele is here considered to succeed because Macready 

has maintained a "reverential" attitude to Shakespeares, who 
is the "master"; in contrast, the came reviewer considered 
his 1838 production of The Tenroest to tail, transforming the 

play into "an Easter-piece, and a very indifferent one" 9 
because he tailed to make "scenic resource" "subservient" 

to "Ehe higher purposes of the scene". In the 1839 review 

of Jiermy V, Macready is again considered to have failed, 

the failure being attributed to his lack of "discretion" 

and gross errors of "taste and discrimination"; the 

success of the Drury Lane production of The Merchant o' 

Venice in 1841 results from the "good taste" capable of 

realising an "elegance" which accords primacy to the play: 

"all the accessories. .. were in good taste - properly 
subdued, yet sufficiently prominent, brilliant and 
elegant as the dialogue they illustrated - aiding the 
general effect without in any point interfering with 
or overlaying the poetic purpose of the dramatist. " 

Uacready's two periods of management at the patent 
theatres, at Covent Garden from 1837 to 1839 and at Drury 

33 Quotations from John Bull reviews of Macready'e product- 
ions are from G. C. D. 0dell, Sh e Be from 

(I few York, 1966 ), fl p. 21 , p. 21 , p, 22 2g pp. 22 -22 . 
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Lane, from 1841 to 1843 were the first attempts at elaborate 
staging of Shakespeare as a regular system, and occurred 
contemporaneously with the increasingly marked propensity 
of theatrical critics to relate the contemporary stage to 
the wider social and political contexts The weekly J*ohn 

Bull,, rounded in 1820 by partisans of G3 orge IV "to counter- 
act the tide of newspaper sympathy" with Queen Caroline, 

remained consistently and rapidly Tory in its political 

orientation= t¬reville34in 1830, at the time of popular 

agitation for reform, records that "John Bull' alone fights 

the battle" "to arrest the torrent of innovation and 
revolution that is bursting in on every side". 

35Its theatre 

reviewer's comments on Uacready's production are couched in 

terms verging on the political, implying the necessity of 
the maintenance of a due subservience of the democratic 

element to that Which should be dominant, the aristocratic; 

stability is the result of the deferential co-operation of 
the democratic in advancing the interests of the aristo- 

cratic 

The use of terms, which could equally appropriately 
be introduced into political discussion in critical writing 

on the theatre in the later years of the eighteen thirties 

is indicative of the identification of the condition of the 

theatre with the condition of England, and the tendency of 

-U 
Charles areville 0794-4865) held the Clerkship to the 
Privy Council from 1821 to 1859, and was thereby afforded 
exceptional opportunities for observing the inner workings 
of high political circles, recording his observations in 
a political diary which he kopt for forty years, 

35. H. R. Pox Bourne# Fnclish Newcoanerj (London, 1887), II, 
PP, 5-'10t p. 71, 
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critics to evaluate contemporaneity in the theatre in terms 

of their particular attitudes to contenporary social and 
political conditions. Thus Forster, writing in the Examiner 

........... 
on Macready's productions, demonstrates in his analysis 
hie own political stance. The scam er was primarily a 
political paper, founded by Leigh Hunt and his brother in 

1808, and had been in its early days famous for its ancom-. 

promising Radicalism; it was, at the time when Forster 

wrote theatre reviews, under the editorship of Albar 

Fonblanclue, 
6 

"a thoroughgoing Radical of Bentham's school" 

who, however, remained independent of any particular party 

alignment. Forster himself was a close friend and adviser 

of Dickens vho, founded the Daily News, which Forster 

edited in 1846. In the introductory article, Dickens stated 

the "principles" to be advocated as those of 

"progress and improvement,,.. such as«., the advancing 
spirit of the time requires. **" 

The "social improvement" of "the English people" is consid- 

ered to be bound up with "the well-doing ct arts and commerce"; 

such an inextricable involvement of the social with the 

cultural and economic points to a similar inseparability of 
"the true interests of the people" with those of "the 

merchant and the manufacturer". Accordingly the "effort" 

will be to show the "employer and employed" 

364 Albany Ponbianque (1793-1872) became the owner of the 
Ems, ner in the eighteen thirties. He was a close friend 
of Bentham, the Lolls and Grote and contributed to the 
Westminster Review from its beginning in 1823, The 
following quotation is from H. R. Fox Bourne, EDZlish 
Newspapers (London, 1887), II, p. 39. 
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"their mutual dependence, and their mutual power of 
adding to the sum of general happiness and prosperity. " 

In contrast to the conservatism of d, 

the reforming Liberalism of Forster and the ,, x mjnpr is one 

which accepts the social conditions consequent on the 

"innovation" so abhorrent to the former# Its objective 

being to improve what is already in existence rather than 

return to the previous system; stability in society is 

held to result from the union of the wealthy middle and 

lover classes through the mediation of an intermediate 

group whose characteristics are those of the "conductors" 

of the Daily1Tewa This group is "calm and moderate", acting 

with "a gentleman's forbearance and responsibility", 

exercising its "power" for what is "good and honest" and 

so preserving "self-respect" while being "reepocted" by 

those it seeks to influence j7its 
virtues are those of the 

middle class. Forster accordingly treats the introduction 

of spectacle into the staging of Shakespeare as a realisation 

of the nature of Shakespearean drama through the mutual 

assistance afforded by each to the other, brought about 

through the mediation of Macready as a perceptive and dis- 

criminating point of balance. Thus in discussing the 

Corio anus production. 
38 he stresses Macreadyre success in 

realising Shakespeare's meaning through his staging by 

integrating the decoration with the play; the "pictorial 

effects" are "in themselves most beautiful arrays", but also 

37. H. R. Fou Bourno, Fngliell M-wcoa-mra `London, 1887), it, 
pp. 140-142. 

38, Tohn Forster and G. H. Lewes, Dramatto-F, asavs, ed, Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896)0 PPA-726 
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form "an actual port ion of the lofty purposes and passions 

of the play" and do not stand "apart from it, picture-like" 

The whole pra duction Forster finde to demonstrate- "the 

power of the artist-actor to grasp the entire conception of 
the poet's genius" 

The question of spectacle in staging Shakespeare 

assumed a greater importance in the production of the 

histories and tragedies than the comedies and romances. 

Because the latter kinds of play were not considered as 

being marked by the serious purpose of the former, they were 

thus seen as closer to the contemporary "drama", where 

spectacle was generally held to be admissible in providing 

a lighter kind of drama with a physical grandeur as a sub- 

atitute for the dignity lacking in the objectives of the 

plays themselves* Spectacle here functioned in a manner 

similar to that of the historical settings of the earlier 

"drama! ', in providing an elevated superficies which, by the 

equation of appearance with essence, could be taken as 

evidence of higher purpose. In the absence of profundity 

of thought, 9 elaboration of presentation was advanced as 

serving the same purpose. Forster, for example, writes of 

The Temuest as "a daydream" produced by Iacready "with a 

grandeur of scenery and fairy flights*" The historical 

plays of Shakespeare, and the tragedies with historical 

settings, however, raised both the problems encountered by 

the "drama" in annexing historical settings of the main. 

tenance of "truth" to historical fact, together with the 

additional problem of maintaining a "truth" to Shakespeare, 

to his "poetic purpose" and "higher purposes". The problem 
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is that of harmonising the physical grandeur of spectacle, 
the "truth" to fact, with the tragic grandeur of poetry, 
the "truth" to Shakespeare; 

Forster, by identifying Shakespeare's intention 

with his own conception of the plays and with the effect 

achieved by Macreadyts style of production, circumvents the 

whole issue, by according to the middle class attitudes and 

opinions in the light of which he understands both 

Shakespeare and the historical events the status of absolute 
truths, common to the historical situation, to Shakespeare, 

and to himself. Thus in Coriola s_ Shakespeare's intention 

is to provide a stage version of Plutarch* s historical 

account, maintaining a strict fidelity to his original an 
to fact, his own addition being limited to "filling up" the 

outline already provided, Shakespeare "modelled his tragedy" 

after Plutarch, whose "original sketch" he "filled up" with 
"power and grandeur". in much the same way as the John, Hull 

reviewer found Macready to have "filled up" Shakespeare's 

"outlines". Thus Forster joins "Shakespeare and Plutarch" 

together in discussing Macready'e achievement in providing 
the theatre with "the nearest approach the stage has ever 

presented to the intention Shakespeare had in view", and 

the success of all those participants in the final prod. 

uction of Coriolan lies in the factual accuracy of 

embodiment of "the wie of Rome" of the early Republic; 

"that high. -aouled thought and temper, which, whenever 
the few great minds of the earth have since her fall 
made a stand against violence and fraud in the cause 
of liberty and reason, has oti l in the midst of them 
conjured up her image - the comfort of the battle. 
field of Hampden, the glory and consolation of the 
scaffolds of More and Vane and Sydney! " 
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Shakespeare, Plutarch and Macready variously succeed 
because they remain "true" to historical fact as Forster 

sees it; the Rome he evokes in his account of the product,. 
ion is one which matches his own conception of the middle 
class leadership which will create a unity between the 

wealthy and lower classes and thereby lead to social 
improvement for all. 

Kemble'e production of the play, with its 

representation of "all the grandeura of imperial Rome", 

clustering "fine buildings together with equal disregard 

to the proprieties of place or time", he criticises as 
"unreal"; in contrast, Macready's representation. of "the 

rude city of the rude age of the Conqueror of Corioli" is 

"truth", and the success of the whole production in its 

fidelity to Shakespeare and Plutarch is epitomised in the 

portrayal of the mob, "the starving, discontented, savage, 

cowqrdly, fickle, tumultuous Roman people". "Truth" to 

history thus emerges as being, for Forster, "truth" to his 

own historical preconceptions, which are unacknowledged 

prajecttions on to the past of his own particular values. 

This kind of "truth" to fact can thus be equated with the 

"higher purposes" of Shakespeare, since l, for Forster, the 

representation of republican Rome is a- representation of 
his own political and social ideals. Throughout his account, 
he counterpoints Macready's production as incarnating 

"Shakespeare and Plutarch" against Kemble'e "misrepresent- 

ations"; the contrasts drawn are those between the imperial 

and the republican, "gorgeous tinsel" and "simplicity", 

"ill-imitated grandeur" and "the grandeur itself"; and in 
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the character of Coriolanus, the "embodiment of dignified. 

contempt against the poor common people" and "a man.. pof 
fiery and passionate sincerity". Because republican Rome 

is, in comparison with Imperial Rome, visually less opulent, 
Foroter identifies the absence of "the gilt gimrbread of a 
Lord Mayor's show" with "simplicity", and by equating 

physical characteristics with moral qualities, the super- 
ficial with the essential, is able to define "nobility" as 

a function of the ordinary and mundane, in the same way 

that he conceives the grandeur of Shale speare's heroes to 

be rooted in their participation in the sentimentti3 of 

common life. Thus the "comparatively rude and barren city" 

generates "moral grandeur", in the restraint of its 

buildings: 

Forster+s mode of thought, which finds confirmation 

for its own partial values and attitudes by adducing evidence 
for their permanence and absoluteness in all. other spheres 

encountered, accords with that of the middle class theatre 

audiences and the melodrama which was the core of their 

entertainment, The application of the elements of contempor. 

aneity to the production of Shakespeare he considers aa, a 

means of expressing Shakespeare's meaning more vividly on 

stage; Shale spearean drama, like everything else, is 

annexed as support of his own preconceptions. Lytton, in 

contrast, sees the present and the past as separated by an 

unbridgeable chasm, the change between a time when "the 

people did not represent themselves so much as they were 

represented in their chief", and the present, when it is 

"the people" themselves who are involved in "the active 
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enterprises , of life"; accordingly the old drama is 
totally inappropriate for the present, either as a model 
for contemporary playwrights or as material for the 

contemporary theatre: 

"[to] revive the stage we must now go . forward, the 
golden bridge'behind us is broken down by the multitude 
of passengers who have crossed it. " 

The past and its drama is now too remote to be reclaimed by 
the present: 

"[a] now order of things has arisen In the actual 
world and the old rules instituted for the purpose 
of illustrating the actual world... crumble to the 
dust; " 

Contemporaneity in the theatre, for Lytton, in to be 

realised "by a bold and masterly adaptation of modern 

materials to modern taste" not "by returning to pant models. " 

"The true poet" who is thus to "revive the glories of the 

drama" thus parallels the paternalistic government which 
Lytton equally advocates, ruling in accordance with the 

interests of the people, not coercing them in accordance 

with alien interests; such an author should cultivate "to 

the highest" "the germ of a popular impulse", and thus "the 

public mind" will be "at once conciliated and exalted". 

Between the extremes of Utilitarian total 

abandonment of the past and the middle-class inability to 

distinguish past from present lie the attitudes represented 

by the John Bull reviewer and by G. H. Lewes. Contemporaneity 

for the former is permissible in the theatre to the extent 

that it furthers the Shakespearean higher purposes, which 

are seen as distinct from those of the production cty, e, 
in the same way that in the political and social sphere, 
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the forces of disruptive innovation should be harnessed to 

the perpetuation of the old system, not permitted to 

overturn it. The present differs from the past, but is a 
deterioration not an improvement, and the defects of the 

present will accordingly only be resolved by a return to 

the previo s order. For Lewes, contem roranoity in the theatre 
is, as for Forster, an application of modern techniques'to 

assist in rendering Shakespeare effective on stage in the 

present; in reviewing Charles Kean's production of Ki 

Jod for the Leader on February 14th,, '-1852 39 he states that 
"Uacready was wholly right in the principle of his revivals", 

not because there was an essential harmony between the 

purposes of Shakespeare and those of spectacle because of 
the identity of past and present, but because of the 

division between past and present. Lewes assumes the 

necessity of introducing on to the stage what manifestly 

accords with audience taste, not, like Lytton, to replace 

the old drama, but to assist In recreating Shakespeare in 

terms that will make his plays acceptable to audiences 
differing from those for whom the author originally wrote t 

"The audiences in Shakespeare's day listened with 
hungry ears to all the poetry and history, because to 
them the stage was the source of almost all their 
literary culture... wo must have some accessory 
attraction to replace that literaryand historical 
interest which origLnally made Shakespeare's historical 
plays acceptable... Scenery dresses, grot; aingo, 
archeological research, anal pictorial splendour, can 
replace for moderns the poetic and historic Interest.. " 

Like the John Bull reviewer, he sees the function of con. 

tic Fgaye, ect. Archer 39. John Forster and G. H. Lewea, D77-183* 
and Lowe (London, 1896 ), pp. 1 
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temporaneity in the theatre to be to assist Shakespeare to 

survive in the present, not because he assumes the 

necessity of the perpetuation of the past as the desirable 

currency for the present but because, although the past is 

no longer applicable to the present, it need not therefore 

necessarily be discarded, 2Noithor does Lewes assume the 

superiority of the present over the past, but acknowledges, 
that the two differs; ., and that consequently if the present 
is., to retain what °' is worth preserving, modification vie 

required. His appraisal of Thakespeare presentation and 

audience taste is non-evaluative, and rather seeks to 

eluct to than to judge, in accordance with his own 
inclination to the positivism of Conte 

. whose Positive 

Philoosotb he was expounding in a series of articles which 

ran concurrently with his theatre criticism in the Leader 40 

The discussion in critical writing of contc or- 

aneity in the theatre draws on and contributes to social 

and political discussion, and the interrelation between 

the various subjects continues throughout the debate over 

the focal points of interest in the two decades after the 

Theatres Jct, the decline of the theatre and the means of 

its regeneration, which becomes equally an analysis of 

the failings of democracy and an investigation of the 

possible alternative systems of ordering society. 

tio. II. R. Foa Bourne. lishPteweeran, i (London, 1887), ß II, p"25O. 
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IX The Criticism of Contemporaneity in The Theatre and in Society 

The theatre criticism of the mid-Victorian period, 
in relating the condition of the stage to that of society, 
runs parallel to contemporary social comment. Lewes, for 
example, despite the pragmatism of his approach, in the end 
subsumes his criticism of the theatre of the early eighteen 
fifties under the crucial question of the age, the perpetua. 
tion of the best of the past in a present where democracy 
had produced social, political and cultural situations with- 
out any precedents to supply standards of judgement. 

John Stuart Hill defines the two main camps into 
which mid-Victorian opinion divided over the social issue, 
the "Conservative" and the "Progressive", and suggests a 
possible resolution in his two essays, on "Bentham". and 
"Coleridge"1, which appeared in 1838 and 1840 respectively 
in the London and Westminster Review, which he himself 

edited. In his Aut tobiopranhv, he states the two main 
objectives he had in conducting the review: 

"One was to free philosophic radicalism from the 
reproach of sectarian Benthamism... to show that there 
was a Radical philosophy, better and more complete 
than Bentham's while recognizing and incorporating 
all of Bentham's which is permanently valuable. " 

The other was to inspire and strengthen the English radical 
camp particularly in Parliament. 2 In his two essays, he 

establishes a balance between the two main attitudes to 

contemporary society, to which he refers as the "Conserva- 
tive", represented by Coleridge, and the "Progressive", 

represented by Bentham. Neither is wholly right or wrong; 
Hill is concerned to demonstrate the partial nature of each, 
and the consequent necessity that each should assimilate 
what is best in the other. 

Although Bentham and Coleridge "seem to have 

scarcely a principle or a promise in com con", 

n[ine] every respect, the two men are each other's 

1. Reprinted in John Stuart Uill Ea s_. on Literature and 
Societ , ed. J. B. Ochneewind (London, 1965), p. 2 0-2 9,, 
290-347. 

2. John Stuart Ui11, Autobiography, (London, 1873), p. 214, 
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lcompleting counterpart's the strong points of each 
correspond to the weak points of the other" 

The difference between the two is that 

"to, Bentham it was given to discern more particularly 
those truths with which existing doctrines and 
institutions were at variance; to Coleridge,, the 
neglected truths which lay in them. " 

Their methods of procedure consequently differed; the 

"originality of Bentham in philosophy", lies in his "method 

of detail" t 

"this practice of never reasoning about wholes till 
they have been resolved into their parts nor about 
abstractions till they have been translated into 
realities.... " 

The "Progressive" is concerned with, the concrete and 

particular minutiae. Coleridgers procedure was that of 

"digging down to the root", a concern with f mdamental 

essences: 
"The long duration of a belief, [Coleridge] thought, 

is at least proof of an adaptation in it to some 
portion or other of the human mind: and if, on 
digging down to the root, we do not tind,.. some truth, 
we shall find some natural want or requirement of 
human nature which the doctrine in question is fitted 
to satisfy... " 

Bentham'e objective is to establish "truth" from empirical 

evidence: 

"By Bentham... men have been led to ask themselves, in 
regard to any ancient or received opinion, Is it 
true?.... Bentham judged a proposition true or false 
as it accorded or not with the result of his own 
enquiries... " 

Coleridge's objective is to understand "the meaning" of 

"arty ancient or received opinion". The "two sorte of men" 

represented by Bentham and Coleridge, the "Radical or 

Liberal" and the "Conservative", "seem to be, and believe 

themselves to be, enemies", but "axe in reality allies", 

The former demands 
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"the extinction of the institutions or-creeds which [have] hitherto existed... [and presses] the new 
doctrines to their utmost consequences. " 

The latter demands that such "institutions and creeds" "be 

made a reality", and reasserts "the best meaning and 

purposes of the old' doctrines. Accordingly each advances 

by assimilating what is best in the other, to complement 
hic own partial viers: 

"a Tory philosopher cannot be wholly a Tory, but must 
often be a better Liberal than Liberals themselves 
while he is the natural means of rescuing from oblivion 
truths 'which Tories have forgotten, and which the 
prevailing schools of Liberalism never knew. " 

For Hill, the present is marked bythe conflict 
between the contemporary and the traditional, to be resolved 

into stability by the harmonisation of the two. Lewes' 

theatrical criticism3 is, an attempt to maintain such 

a balance through reconciliation, in that while he draws 

on the past for his standards of critical judgement, he is 

equally willing to appreciate the contemporary theatre on 

its own merits. He-, defines the dual nature of the critics' A 

function in an article of March 15th, 1851, with reference 

to Bouc±Cault's Love in a Maze; despite his avowed-'. 

objections to it as "a comedy, or as a literary work of 

pretensions" and its failure to interest him in performance, 

he praises its "cleverness" in working up "old materials", 

and "the animation of the dialogue"t 

"My office is twofold: First, that of Taster to the 
Public,, intimating what dishes are piquant, pleasing, 
stirring, or nauseating and unwholesome; secondly, 
that of Critic Intimating what is good and what is 
bad in respect of Art. " 

3, John Forster and G. H Lewes D ,cE,,,,, Esseavs, ed. Archer 
& Lowe (London, 18965 , pp. -2280, 
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Lewes is consequently willing to accept the entertain- 

ments offered by the contemporary stage on the terms of 

their momentary value as highly enjoyable and totally 

ephemeral presentations; in the end, however, he dismisses 

them, condemning their artistic achievement and potential 

influence on the stage in general. His avowed critical 

tolerance collapses, and he turns from the theatre to 

abstract issues. Lewes' main critical concern is with the 

self-deception that results from the willingness to`see 

superficial characteristics as essential qualities, the 

tendency of the bourgeois temperament. Thus as a critic 

he bypasses the contemporary stage, using the particular 

subject nominally under discussion as a starting point 

to examine wider social issues. 

In comparing the audience reception of Rachel's 

performances in the French classical drama with her 

performance in Scribe"e Adrienne Lecouvreur in his 

article of July 13th, 1850, he accordingly seeks to 

elucidate the nature not of the performance but of the 

audience. Adrienne Lecouvreur itself he considers to be 

4, Rachel (1820-1858), stage name of Ellsa Fdlix, one of 
the greatest tragediennes of the French stage. Cho 
appeared mainly in the plays of Corneille and Racine, 
Phtdro being her coat noted part, and also in some 
modern plays. 
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"a melodramatic commonplace, admirably, constructed, but 
vulgar and prosaic to the very core; all the old 
conventional stage effects are gathered together with. 
out a spark of life to animate them, and yet placed 
with such stage tact that they amuse. $' 

No further notice is taken of the play or its performance, 

or. the wider theatrical question of the perennial-appeal 

of the conventional. InsFtead, the audience is judged 

for its reception of the play in. terms of its deviation 

from the traditional standards of what is, expected of the 

social and intellectual elite; the piece "produces greater 

effect on the Dublic d'elite", who attend the performances 

of playa in French, "one necessarily selected from the 

educated classes" #, than does Racine� This preference for 

"vulgar frippery" over "the claims of Art" provokes Lerea t 

"grief, not unallied Frith contempt",, but his concern is 

that the audience expressing such a preference should be 

under no misapprehension as to Its nature: 

"If you arc not amused by Frenclt tragedy cay ao by 
all means but submit to be told that the cause 
lies not in it, but in your ignorance.... opinione are 
free; there is no disputing tastes take your choice; 
only if you , 

A�Q choose the lower style, do not talk 
about Art. 

Lewes refrains from making a judgement on contem- 

porary society from the preference for contemporaneity, but 

judges the fallacious mode of thought which is associated 

with it, The present in itself is neither wholly good nor 

bad; the necessity is to be able to distinguish the good 

from the bad. The unthinking adherence to the past merely 

because of its status as tradition is equally fallacious; 

thus he castigates the deadening effect on the contemporary 

drama, of the use of legitimate models in Iris article of 
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August 8th, J850* Again his concern , is with uuderminßng the 
bourgeois 

self-deceptions - of uncritical/thinking which results from 

the ready reliance on the superficial,; He asserts that the 
n 

Pt 

The undiscriminating reverence for the minor Elizabethan 

and Jacobean dramatists has obscured for sour poets" the 

limitations of such plays, which are 

"as poor in construction as they are resplendent in 
imagery and weighty lines, " 

The result is the misapprehension that "Poetry [ia], enongh 

to make a drama", and the effect on the contemporary drama 

is the prevention of the creation of "a new form" to 'Which 

the dramatists must inevitably have been driven "if they 

had never known this Old Drama,, " 

Like Mill, 'Lewes' interest is in-the fruitful harmon- 

isatiop of past and. present; conservative. and progressive, 

then r±ghtly understood. The drama which seeks to reproduce 

the past is an evasion of the present, not an attempt to 

understand or improve it, He--Cites the political parallel of 

the conservative Disraeli's-"Young England! ' movements; the 

"Young Englandism of Art" is a "brilliant fallacy" of "escape": 

"disgusted with the Present, yet without faith in the 
Future, [the drama] flew into the Vast. " 

5. "Young England" was the league of a group of predomin- 
antly noble young men mho acted fairly concertedly in 
Parliament between 1842 and 18145. The core of the party 
consisted of Lord John Manners, Ambrose Phillips de 
Lisle and Disraeli. They urged that "The Youth of a 
Nation are the trustees of Posterity"; their programme 
included improving the condition of the poor restoring 
the harmony of all classes, raising the proatigo of the 
throne, and popularising a respect for Englands ancient 
institutions. 
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Alternatively, a progressive drama which accepts the contemporary 

necessity "to appeal to the public taste" and seeks "to 

move the general heart of men" by trying "to image forth 

some reflex of the world that all men know" is not 

necessarily thereby reduced to a total concentration on 

if conserva- the mund=e,, on "�d a=c -coon sind cattazo, l3 : rd 
tive elements are not totally excluded. While the contempor- 
äry drama should be 

"a reflex of our lives., �issuing out of the air we 
breathe... " 

it should also be "idealised". In an article on "Managerial 

Policy" of May 11th, 18501 he cites "fine acting, magnificent 

spectacle, or novelty" as the essentials for theatrical 

prosperity because of their audience appeal; if rightly 

used, such elements of contemporaneity, instead of only 

providing "amusement" s can be a means of achieving "Art",, 

and "the pictorial adjuncts of dress: scenery and distant 

time" provide a locus for "poetry" because it "moves more 

freely in a world of beauty and magnificence. " The poverty 
stage society 

of the/in democratic/is the result not of the elements of 

contemporaneity themselves but of the presenttc loss of 

the ability of the past to turn "amusement" to the purposes 

of "Art". He accepts the premise of the contemporary 

theatre that there "one seeks 
_amegagd 

above all else", in 

his article of June 28th, 1851, but qualifies his assent to 

the contemporary principle with the objection that amuee- 

ment itself is not "a worthy end", citing the use 'the 

dramatists of the past made of "amusement"; they "Worked 

Ihro Amusement up to Art". The contemporary theatre has 

diminished itself by its pointless rejection of the 
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objectives of the past: 

"Froze the time when the Drama ceased to claim for it- 
se1S the exalted aims of Art, and chose the lower 
aim of Amusement, the real greatness of the stage 
began to decline. " 

Lytton's advocacy of the "Magnificent"6 as a 

"source of modern dramatic inspiration" is aiuilar1r 
a critique of strict conservativism, of the pointlessness 

of copying-the external characteristics of the--past as 

opposed 'to . 
the immense potential gain-, to the present of 

adopting its spirit: 

"Not then by pondering over inapplicable ruler - not 
by recurring to past models, » not by recasting 
hacknied images but by a bold and masterly adaptation 
of modern material© to modern taste* will an author 
revive the glories of the drama, in this, he will in 
reality profit by the study of Shakespeare, who 
addressed his ages and so won the future, " 

Lytton does not, however,, envisage that the "Magnificent" 

should be turned to "a wortJ7 aim cnd end" but sees it as 

sufficiently "worthy" in itself, He considers "the poet of 

the drama" to gain in bis new opportunity "to embody 

corporeally his creations, and... fix (them] into palpable 

and visible life". and to supersede the poet of the past, 

who could "only describe by words" t, For Lewes,, "the material" 

divorced from "the exalted aims of Art" is a loss for the 

present; the effect on the audiences at the contemporary 

theatres and those "in the days of Racine" of their respect. 

ive dramas differs accordingly. While "the public" of "the 

present "demands Amusement" r it is doubtful if it "demands 

Art"; that of Racine "demanded an artistic enjoyment". 

6. Ed a rd Lytton Dulwer, F=end nd 11W. Z11 t ioh (London, 
1970),, PP. 3O1--3! 3. 
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The former leave the theatre "with aching heads and 

confused judgement", the latter "with expanding minds, 
touched to fine issues by the magic of Art". The current 
drama limits its aim to that of "effect", he writes in 

his article of July 12th, 1851; it diapenyeo with "poetry, 

character, passion, consistency" and the end result in 

nothing "but a sense of fatigue". 

In the erids, Lewes' theatrical criticism says more 

about contemporary society than about its stage. The divorce 

of the present from the past, for Lewes as for Hill, leads 

to a contemporary world that deliberately diminishes itself; 

the present will progress not by rejecting the pact but by 

assimilating "the best" from it, and conflict be resolved 

into harmony by the rejection of fixed categories of thought 

and the reliance on superficiec. Lewes' discussion of the 

decline and regeneration of the theatre is a restatement of 

till's analysis of the state of society, a confounding of 

the theatrical in the social issue which recurs in the 

critical vriting of the mid-Victorian period. 

Lewes himself aligns tho ro-adoption of the "did 

Drama" with the Young England movement, a retreat into the 

past which dill had also castigated as a fallacy based on 

delusion in an article of 1826 in the original Westminster 

Review, founded by the adherents of Bentham, to advocate 

"those principles which tend to increase the sum of 
human happiness, and to ameliorate the condition of 
mankind"7 

Mill associates the idealisation of the 'Age of Chivalryt" 

7. Quoted in George L. 1 erbitt, Benthartito Reviewinn (New 
York, 1931+), P. 35. 
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with the rigid and deluded adherence to aristocracy: 
"The age of chivalry was the age of aristocracy in its 

most gigantic strength and wide-extending sway; and the illusions of chivalry are to this hour the great 
strongholds of aristocratic prejudice. "8 

The mid-Victorian variations in the purely conser- 

vative*position are represented by Disraeli and 

Carlyle. Disraeli found in the feudal system a society 

with none of the abuses of the present, and in feudalism 

the principles which would regenerate contemporary society: 

"If we have arty relics of the feudal system, I regret 
that not more of it remains... [its] fundamental 
principle... is that the tenure of all property shall 
be the performance of its duties. "9 

The present is denounced for its encouragement of the 

"spirit of faction"; in a speech of 1844 he presents the 

effects of democracy in terms of the division of "the 

population of a country" into "a body of sections, a group 

of hostile garrisons". 
i 0 In Sybil (1845) the results of the 

1832 Reform Bill are questioned thus: 

"Has it elevated the tone of the public mind? Has it 
cultured the popular sensibilities to noble and 
ennobling ends?. " . To acquire, to ac cumulate, to 
plunder each other by virtue of philosophic phrases, 
to propose a Utopia to consist only of WEALTH and TOIL, 
this has been the breathless business of enfranchised 
England for the last twelve years... " Ii 

The passage reseembies Coleridge's rhetorical questioning 

in the On jile Constitutionof-Church Mate (1830) s 

"Has the national welfare, have the weal and happiness 

8. Quoted in George L. Neabitt, Bent_. amiteReviewinc (New 
York, 1934), P"51. 

9. Benjamin Disraeli, 12oted 8r eecheg oft 'Tate Rieht 
ji i vi DV -asva u", i. rJ. AGUUßä 

London, 1882). I, p. 50. 
10. Quoted in Walter Sickert, "Introduction" to Benjamin 

Disraeli, S3 btl_ (London, 1956). pp" vii-viii. 
11. Benjamin Disraeli, (London, 1956), p. 31 . 
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of the people, advanced with the increase of circum- 
stantial prosperity? Is the increasing number of 
wealthy individuals that which ought to be understood by the wealth of the nation? "12 

Carlyle in Past an Pre sent (18143) depicts the degradation 

of the present in similar terms; "England is full of 

wealth... yet England is dying of inanition", 13 For Disraeli, 

"there is more serfdom in England now than at any time 
since the Conquest... There are great bodies of the 
working classes of this country nearer the condition 
of brutes... "O 

Carlyle writes: 
"in thrifty Scotland Itself t in Glasgow or Edinburgh 
City, in their dark lanes, hidden from all but the eye 
of God, and of rare Benýevelence the minister of God 
there are scenes of woe and destitution and desolation.. ", ý5 

Carlyle equally denounces the competitive urge to accumulate 

and the emphasis on financial gain as the signal character- 

istic of contemporary society living by the "Gospel of 

Mammonism": s 

"We call it a Society; and go about professing the 
totalest separation, isolation. Our life is not a 
mutual helpfulness; but rather... it is a mutual 
hostility. We have profoundly forgotten everywhere 
that Cash-payment is nct the sole relation of human 
beings... "16 

A return to feudalism for Disraeli is the re-establishment 

of an order based on mutual co-operation, w1 re all recog- 

nise and perform their "duty". The objective of leadership 

is to fulfil what is recognised to be its obligations: 

12, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, On the a-9 it t on Qtthe 
Ch ch and State, ed. John Barrel ndon, 19' , p. 50. 

13. Thomas Carlyle# Past and Present (London, 1960), p. 1. 
14. Benjamin Disraeli, Sybil (London, 1956), Po-175, 
95" Thomas Carlyle, East and Present (London, 1964), p.. 5. 
16. Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present (Landon, 1960), p. 141. 
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"we are anxious to do our duty, and i; so, we think 
that we have a right to call on others� whether rich 
or poor, to do theirs. "17 

Such a system is typified by the Harney Abbey of Sybil, 

with its "capacious hospital" ; 
"a name that did not then denote the dwelling of disease, but a place where all the rights of hospitality 
were practised; where the traveller.,.. asked the shel- ter and the succour that were never denied, and at 
whose gate... the peasants on the Abbey lands, if in 
want, might appear each morn and night for raiment and for food. "18 

The prosperity of all classes under such a personalised rule 
is the basis of Carlyle'e dismissal of "Liberty"; the 

Garth of 8cottls Iva e, "born thrall, of Cedric the Saxon", 

to Carlyle 

"seems happy, in comparison with many a Lancashire and 
Buckinghamshire man of these days not born thrall of 
anybody, ". Gurth had the inexpressible satisfaction of 
feeling himself related indissolubly, tthough in a 
rude brass-collar way, to his fellow mortals in this 
earth,... Gurth is now "emancipated" long since; has 
what we call "Liberty". Liberty, I am told, is a 
divine thing. Liberty when it becomes the "Liberty to 
die by starvation" is not so divihe1*"19 

The conservative criticism of the present, which 

thinks in terms of decline from an idealised pagt,, and, 

advocates for its regeneration the return to an aristocratic 

system of duties and allegiencee, is also the basin of 

Mrs Gore's view of the condition of the contemporary 

theatre, and of that of the John Bull reviewer, in his 

insistence that spectacle maintain a due subservience to 

17, Quoted in Walter Sichel, "Introduction" to Benjamin 
Disraeli, Sybil (London, 1956), pp"vii-. viii. 

18. Benjamin Disraeli, Sail (London, 1956), pp. 58-590 
19. Thomas Carlyle, Past and Present (London, 1960), p. 2c4. 
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Shakespeare. In her 1844 preface to her' prize-winnjng 

comedy Quid pro Quo . 
2p 

written to fulfil the requirements 

of Webster's Haymarket competition, to provide a 
"PROSE COMEDY, in g Acts, illustrative in plot and charac- ter,, of modern British Manners and Customs. " 21 

She discusses the contemporary theatre in terms of the 

consequences of democracy, both as it has affected the 

patronage of the theatre and the material available to the 

dramatist. She focusses on the social dominance of the group 
brought to power by democracy; the levelling of social 
differences has removed the visible evidence of class 
distinctions and so abstracted the interest for a drama 

which seeks to portray contemporary manners: 

"Now that professional distinctions are extinct, and 
that the fusion of the educated classes has smoothed 
the surface of society to a rail-road level, a mere 
Daguerrotypic picture of the manners of the day would 
afford little satisfaction. " 

The audiences produced by such a "smoothing" have also made 
"ghat is termed... high life comedy" extinct, as "the 

experience of the past twenty years" in shoving such "a 

style of piece" "to be wholly Ineffective on the modern 

stage" has proved. The taste of contemporary audiences, 

while cutting off such resources from the dramatist, has 

further required that the entertainment offered to them 

should be marked by '"exaggeration in writing and acting". 
Democracy has thus reduced the material available 

to the drama and porverted its course of development by 

20. Quoted in English Plays of the Ne een C Iri 
Comed e edUlchael R. oath 0 ord, 197-3)# Pol be The 
pay ailed, on stage. 

21. Haymarket playbill for October 12th, 18Li3, in the 
Theatre Collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
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handing over the control of the theatres to an audience 

with debased taste. Mrs tore contrasts the existing condition 

of the theatre with that under which its regeneration could 
be brought about; 

"a new order of dramatic authors' would be encouraged 
to write, and of performers to study. " 

for the "refined pleasure" of 
"those aristocratic and literary classes of the 

community who have absolutely withdrawn their patron. 
age from the English stage.,. " 

A "regenerated" drama would be one which accorded with 
"refined" taste, the refinement aspired to by the middle 

classes, seen by Mrs tore as the prerogative of aristocracy 

and culture. The play provided to meet both the terms of 

the competition "for the encouragement of Dramatic 

Literature" and to meet the exigencies of the contemporary 

situation is what the authoress describes as a "play of the 

Farguar, of George Colman, school"; that let a return to 

the old legitimate comedy� The framework within which 

Mrs Gore discusses the condition of the theatre is similar 

to that of Disraeli's analysis of the condition of England; 

both denigrate contemporary attitudes and look back 

nostalgically to the days of aristocratic patronage, finding 

in the recreation of the past the means of regenerating 

the present. The degree of debasement of the class brought 

to power bit democracy Mrs Gore estimates by their "taste", 

the essential failing of which is its lack of refinement; 

Disraeli makes his evaluation from the conception or "a 

Utopia... ot WEALTH and TOIL". Both are commenting on the 

fundamental grossness in values, standards and taste of the 
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middle-. olaose®, to be amended by the restoration of, the 

beneficial influence of a superior alasS. For Disraeli, and 
for Urn Gore, 

"""22 

Ultimately, the restoration of aristocratic leadership 

will fit the aberrant middle classes for leadership them.. 

solves by imbuing them with a sense of superior values* 
Carlyle, similarly. places the leadership of society in the 
hands of an elite but the group is more widely drawn, and 
its role more active; he proposes a combination of 
industrialists, landed aristocrats and "natural. aristocrats", 
the men of genius, who would create 

"an array ninety-thousand strong, maintained and fully 
equipt in continual real action and battle against 
Human Starvation, Chaos, Necessity [and] Stupidity. " 

Legal force, not just influence, is required: 
"Legislative interference, and interferences not a few, 

are indispensable "23 

Carlyle as a -conservative- adopta policies from the 

progressive, camp; he can conceive of the contemporary 
figure of the Industrialist combining with the landed 

aristocrat in a paternalistic government taking positive 

action for the benefit of those governed, one which is, 

in Lytton's description, "strong not for evil but for good". 
The "Captains of Industry" are taus for Carlyle potential 

regenerators of society, and not just, as for Disraeli, to 

22, Quoted in Walter Sichel, "Introduction" to Benjamin 
Disraeli, Sybil (London, 1956), pl vii viii, 

23. E Thomas Carlyle, Paot and Present (London, 1960), 
pr "252-254, 
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be rescued from their debasement by a social leadership 

which excludes them. Thus Carlyle urges his "PluSson of 

Undershot" to 

"Arise, save . thyself, be one of those that save thy 
country,,, Cease to count scalps, gold-purees; not in 
those lies your or our aalvationo*#Lot God'a Justice, 
let pity, nobleness ana manly valoUr,.. testify them-- 
selves... It is to you I call for ye are not dead, 
ye are already half-alive... '24 

Carlyle*s interest in P1u, gson is a consequence 

of his concept of the "ilero", the "Great Wen" who 

"were the leaders of men... the modellers, patterns, 
and in a wide sense creators, of whatsoever the general 
mass of men contrived to do or to attain... " 

Thus 

"Universal History, the history of what man has 
accomplished in this world, is at bottom the History 
of the Great hen who have worked there. "25 

II[T]he vivifying influence in man's life" ie the "admiration 

for one higher than himself". The measure of the failure of 

the contemporary order is that in advocating "Democracy, 

Liberty and Equality" it 

"denies the existence of great men; denies the 
desireablen©sa of great men. "26 

In the tvrakencd Plugaon Is a potential Hero; R. H. iiome, 

the essay "Sheridan Knowles a n& William Maareade' in 11w. 

Ace27 eimilarlr casts his c cuacion of the Spirit of the 

24, g Thomas Carlyle, Pan and Present (London, 1960), 
PP " 260-264 , 

256 Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes and Hero Warghb (London, 
1959)1 p. 239. 

26. Thomas Carlyle, On Hgroea and Hero Wor hi. D (London, 
1959), pp. 249-250. 

27. R. H. IIamta, A i1e WSrtP 1112 A (London. 1907), 
PP. 301-33l . 
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contemporary drama and stage in terms of its heroes, the two chief 

representatives, Knowlos and Macready respectively. Regen- 

eration of the drama is to be wrought by the appearance of 

a Great Man; the dramatists of the present only await 
"the man, come when he may, who having the material 
means in his power, shall mould. a form congenial to 
tha present spirit of the age... the abundant existing 
dramatic generation will gather rotmd it, and the 
Drama again become popular, " 

Ron-ate estimation of the condition of the theatre 
in social terms, by 

is made/ a comparison with the past, and the triviality of 

tha contemporary drama attributed to the audiences who 

support and engender it. "The Drama should be the concen- 

trated spirit of the age". and by this definition he advances 

the ephemeral work of such authors as Jerrold, Planch¬, 

Buckstone and Oaenford for the Olympics Adelphi and Haymarket 

theatres as "the genuine offspring of the age" because euch 

a drama alone 

"catches the manners as they rive, and embodies the 
characteristics of the time. " 

Such plays are the contemporary equivalent of the drama of 

the Elizabethans and Jacobeans, but comparative3 diminished 

in status of achievement because they are written not, as 

were the plays of the elder dramatists, for "inquiring aril 

earnest minded men" but for a public those "taste has been 

perverted" into a predilection for "gaudy and expensive 

sha7a" addressed "to the external senses"� Thus "our 

modern acted dramatists" are reduced to effecting "little 

more than pastime for the hour", * 

"The acted drama of our ago is at the beat but of a 
poor kind. It has been popular because it has been 
small, and it was small because it sought popularity. " 
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Horte. *s criticisms of the present drama to a criticism of 
the debased taste of "the age"; like Levee, he considers 
the contemporary drama in terms of reduction, limitation 

and stunting, a diminishing of its potential in response 
to the paltry requirements of its audience, which is equally 
diminished b$ that very drama, 

Such,. mid-Victorian discussions of the condition 
of the theatre consistently turn from the stage itself to 
focus on audiences as a microcosm of contemporary soc- 
iety; they resolve into treatments of the signal character. 
istics of contemporaneity, democracy, and the social group 

associated with it, the middle classes, whose "taste" is 

the governing factor in the theatre as their attitudes and 

standards dictate the nature of the society they dominate. The 
social analysis was made by /hill,, in his essay "Civilization", 28 

published in the London 
he 

and Weetminater Review in 1836; /considers the consequences 

of "advancing civilization, which the state of the world 

is now forcing upon the attention of thinking minds". 

"Advancing civilisation" is the "growth of a middle class" 

whose "energies..,. are almost entirely confined to money- 

gettine while "those of the higher class are nearly extinct", 

Mill here denounces democracy, as Disraeli and Carlyle were to do, 

in terms of the secession of the aristocracy and the 

materialism of the middle classes. "(A] high state of 

civilization" also leads to "immense competition", the 

factionalism and separation equally noted by Disraeli and 

Carlyle, which in the sphere of literature is manifested in 

28, -,, John Stuart Mill s s' 00 &Jterature dS, ad. J. D. Schneewind (Lon on, 1965)p pp. -1 2. 
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the kind of paltry production found by Lewes, HCm and 
Mrs Gore in the theatres 

"Literature becomes more and more a more reflection of 
the current sentiments, and has almost entirely 
abandoned its mission as an enlightened and improver 
of them. " 

Mill's remedies are "greater and more perfect. combination 
among individuals" and 

"national institutions of education and worms of 
polity, calculated to invigorate tfie national 
character. " 

The first remedy is a deviation from the Utilitar- 

Ian philosophy of Bentham,, and more in the conservative 

spirit of Disraeli,, The laiesea-faire economics of the 

Utilitarians were grounded in competition; a writer in the 

teat finster R-evin in the eighteen twenties defends t1 

principle in trade and industry thus: 

"the legislator can do no more than guarantee to each 
individual the fruits or his own industry. Should he,., p 
give to anyone something more.., he can only do so by 
encroaching on the property of others, or, in other 
words, by discouraging Y# iir industry, "29 

in the sphere of literature, where "the age of patronage.. 

is gone" and that "of booksenere+.. has well nigh died out", 

Mill envisages a time 

"when authors, as a collective guild, will be their 
own patrons and booksellers, " 

Under the contemporary competitive System 

"it is difficult for what does not strike during its 
novelt7 to strike at all. " 

To counteract such a situation, he advocates 

29. Quoted in George L. Nesbitt, Beut2}am, Reviewi= (New 
York, 1934)9 P -37o 
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"some organized co-operation among the leading intellects 
of the age, whereby works of first-rate merit... might 
come forth with the stamp' on them... of the approval 
of those whose name would carry authority, " 

Uoxa3 proposes a similar solution to the detects of the 

theatre system, at present under the control of the managers, 

who "persist in pandering to [the] perversion" of "public 

taste"# 

"instead of enlarging the sphere of the Drama, he is 
sure to narrow it to his on exclusive standard«" 

The failure of Macready as a manager is that "he has 

produced on the stage no great or standard work, of dramatic 

genius" through his "constant errors in Judgement" occasioned 

by his innate inability to distinguish dramatic literature 

from "second and third rate plays", The remedy lies in a 

collective appropriation of the theatre by the dramatists, 

who "can alone call forth any new spirit and form of 

Drama"; once the dramatists have "a ready access to the 

theatres", "a new dramatic period", Will ensue. 

The co-operative remedy for the "evils" of demo-. 

cratic society- oimitarly recura as the proposed corrective 

for the failings of the theatre system in Donne's essay 

"Plays and their Providersr3Q published in the conservative 

Ir sere Maaazine31 in septembe', 1853" He presents the 

contemporary theatre as an arena for the "insane rivalry" 

between managers to gratify "the vulgarest of tastes", while 

the drama itself is involved in a "rivalry with literature"; 

30. All the essays referred to are reA rinted in W7. B�Donne, 
Va save on _the 

Drano (London, 1863). 

31. John Gross. The Rise and of d gf LgIlgre 
(London, 19 9' P"37. 
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since 

"we can take tea and scandal, or sup full with horrors 
at home, through the medium of our novelists. " 

the theatre must provide "something yet more stimulating" 
to compensate for 

"the disasters or heated rooms; narrow botches, crowds, 
or unjust cabmen... " 

The current "ungenerous competition" 
,# 

he writes in his 1854 

article "The Drama" for the equally conservative Oua rte 

R, 
_Q, v_iea 

2 
would be resolved by managerial co-operation; "an 

understanding among the managers of the metropolitan 

theatres" would end rivalry by assigning "to different 

theatres different classes of drama"� 

The kind of education envisaged by Mill "to 

invigorate the individual character" is one directly 

opposed to that advocated by the Utilitarians. In a review33 

of Bentham's plan of education for the middle and upper 

classes, the Chrestrommaathia, in the Utilitarian organ, the 

We, intn stet, in 1824, Dr Southwood Smith' distinguishes 

between the kind of education appropriate to "those who are 

to be engaged in the active business of life" and that 

appropriate to the "gentleman" and the "member of the 

learned professions". Whereas the study of "Latin and Greek" 

"has great value, especially as a means of exercising 

32, Tohn Gross, The R and Fall P JIM Ma Letterg 
(London, 1969 t PP. " 

ng (New 33, Quoted in George L, Nesb , tt, ý Býntýh ýv Lew 
York, i934 )t P" 78 " 

34, Southwood Smith (i 788-1861) became physician to the 
London Fever Hospital. A friend of Bentham and Chadwick, 
he contributed to the Poor Law Commission Inquiries in 
1838 and collaborated with Chadwick on the Central Board 
of Health, 1848-1854. 
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the intellectual faculties, and is conducive to the formation of a pure and correct taste, " 

and is "indispensable" to the professional man and "highly 

ornamental" to the gentleman, to the third section of the 

middle and upper classes it is "utterly useless"; their 
"main object is to become acquaited with things, and,,, to thin: only in order to act***" 

Lytton similarly approves of "Latin,, but not too much of 
it; and. arithmetic and ce33igraphy" as-the-proper studies 
for "the middle classes, by which I mean chiefly Shopkeepers 

and others engaged in trade". 35 

"Pure and correct taste" is thus seen as the 

prerogative of the non-commercial classes; refinement dis- 

tinguishes the gentleman from the tradesman, Hill charac- 
terises the middle class by their "money. -Setting pursuits". 
but advocates the kind of education which will strengthen 

and enlarge "intellect and character" for those engaged in 
"money-getting life" : 

"The empirical knowledge which the world demands, whidi is the stock in trade of money-getting life, we would le$ve the world to provide for itself; content with infusing into the gouth of our country a spirit and training them to habits, which would ensure their 
acquiring such knowledge easily, and using it well. " 

151111 a aim is 

"to put an end. to every kind of unearned distinction, 
and let the only road open to honour and ascendancy 
be that of personal qualities. " 

This is "what the progress of democracy is insensibly but 

certainly accomplishing". Education for Mill thus implies 

the spiritual and moral improvement of the mercantile 

35. - Edward Lytton Bulwer, England and the =11h (London, 
1970), p. 167. 
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classes, the section of society forming the theatre 

audiences to whose lack of refinement Mrs tore attributes 
the decline of the drama and to whose perverted taste He 

attributes its triviality. For Mrs Gore, as for Disraeli, 

regeneration requires the restoration of the social hierarchy; 

the levelling of social distinctions is cited by the former 

as one of the causes of the decline of the dramas Refine- 

ment in the theatre is not to be restored by improving the 

already existing audience, but bfr importing one signalised 

by its "pure and correct taste". Carlyle, alternatively, 

hopes for the awakening of Plugson to an awareness of 
"nobleness and manly valour" and Lewes# entire theatre 

criticism, in attempting to undermine the self-delusion of 

an audience willing to consider "Amusement" as "Art" which 

has resulted in a theatre where "the tLaate i stifles the 

guirtt alp" , seeks to bring about such an awakening. 

The demand of theatre audiences for comfort and. 

even luxury in the arrangement of the theatre auditorium 

is time an assertion by the new middle classes of their 

right to the prero, gativee of the upper classes� as the 

emphasis on restraint in the "drama" is an answer to the 

charge of "czaggoration and sensation" made atainst 

melodrama. 
"Dignity" In the "drama" is according3y' sought, through the 

adoption of elements associated with the legitimate drama, 

in the same way that the middle class aspiration to refine- 

ment and good manners is a claim to the status of t'gantle. 

man". The criticism of contemporaneity in the theatre is 

couched in terms of contraction, diminution and debasement; 
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the measure of the limitations of the middle class is that 

Shakespeare has to be reduced to the level of the familiar 

and ordinary to be acceptable. The materialism of the 

audience and its lack of spiritual awareness is represented 
by the substitution of spectacle for poetry, the emphasis 

on the physically "real" as opposed to the higher truth of 
the imagination. "Taste" is time a class quality, Thackeray 

equates that of the middle classes with-vulgarity, as 
Forster describes Forrest's lack of restraint, his "violent 

contortions of physical effect" as Uacbeth, as "vulgar 

tricks". In his article "May Gambols" in 7 raaez"e�R z ne 
in June, 1844.36 Thackeray writes time of a painting of 
"NOAMI' S ARK IN A DOMESTIC POINT OF VIM" : 

"The ark is vulgarised here and reduced to the propor- 
tions of a Calais steamer. ". All the gratneea of the 
subject is lost. *. Cthe]personagesj have little more 
interest than a group of any emigrants in the hold of 
a ship... " 

Familiarisation thus vulL; arizea and debases greatness,, 

which is, by l. mplication, as much the prerogative of a 

distinct social class as domesticity. In contrast, Mrs 

Oliphant37 describes the middle class ideal, in an article 

of Aprils 185536 published in the conservative Blackwoodto ýýnriýrrnri 

39# 
with reference to Dickens' heroes. They are 

36, Reprinted in William Makepeace Thackeray, =cal 
Pavers In-art (London, 1904), pp0207--233. 

37. Urs Margaret Oliphant (1828-1897) was a prolific novelist 
and reviewer. She contributed frequently to Blapkwo . 

38, Reprinted in Dickens Thome, Cr tics H1a e� cd� Philip 
Collins (London, 1971). pp. 327--33' . 

39. John GrooB, T Riag and P111). of the EhI! an 
Le ttýers (London, 1971 , pp. 10-1 ,º 
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"home-bred and censitive... They are spotless in their 
thoughts, their intentions and their wishes. " 

The reliance on the maintenance of social respectability is 

extreme; David Copperfield 

"is a pure, thoroughly refined and gentle-hearted boy' 
but his respectability in strong upon him.., Ho canno, 
afford to defy the world's laugh, or to scorn it... 
the class and society which Mr Dckens draws,.. is 
more exacting than that grander and gayer society 
which calls itself 'the world'. " 

Mid-Victorian theatre criticism makes no positive 

examination or estimation of the theatre itself, assuring 

its degeneration as the starting point for discussing the 

state of affairs of society. The arguments used derive from 

contemporary social criticism. The problem of regeneration 

in the theatre and in society eventually becomes that of 

striking a balance between the vulgar materialistic energy 

of the new middle-classes and the refinement of the inactive 

upper classes, between the present and the past, aristocracy 

and democracy, the legitimate and the "drama", and between 

the traditional and contemporaneity. hill's solution of 

harnoniaing the "Conservative" and the "Progressive" by 

demonstrating apparently opposed and conflicting philosophies 

to be "completing counterparts" comes to replace the earlier 

rigidly "Tory" and "Radical" proposals of mutual rejection, 

social and theatrical improvement are thus equally to be 

brought about by a cross-fertilisation of the best of the 

present With the best of the past, by reconciliation and 

assimilation instead of antagonism and rejection. For Mill, 

the resulting society will be one in which individual 

intellect and character will be strengthened and enlarged; 

for Lewes, its theatre will be one where "tho spectator's 
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soul" 3s elevated "to the poet's region"` and fixed on 
"great ideas" . 

40 

140. John Forster und G. H. Leveo, Dramatic Fslayn, Od. Archer 
and Lowo (London, 1896), pp. 151-155. 
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X The Disillusionment withDemocracy 

The theatre criticism of the mid-Victorian period 
became social criticism because of the critical tendency to 
concentrate on Y7eat End audiences in general rather than on 
particular productions; both kinds of critic were accord- 
ingly concerned with the same problem, that of middle-class 
dominance. Regeneration of the theatre and of society alike 
meant regeneration of the middle-class, through an educa- 
tive progress in which the arts in general could be instru- 
mental. Lewes' advocacy of a theatre devoted to "Art" which 
would leave its audience with "expanding minds", rather 
than merely to "Amusement", leading only to "aching heads 
and confused judgements"', is prefigured in 12i11'a state- 
ment on the importance of literature "as an enlightener and 
improver" of "the current sentiments" .2 

The traditional notion of the theatre as inculca- 
tor of moral virtues, handed on from the eighteenth century, 
developed in the mid-Victorian period into a conception of 
the theatre as a means of effecting a spiritual renaissance. 
Lillo, for example, in his dedicatory preface to The London 
)ierý , published in 1731, defines "the end of Tragedy" an 

"The exciting of the Passions, in order to the 
correcting of such of them as are criminal, either 
in their nature, or through their excess. " 

In the same vay, Johnson exhorts the audience of Irene 
(1749) in his prologue too 

"Learn here horn Heav'n supports the virtuous mind ..... . 

Learn here what Anguish racks the guilty Breast, 
In Pow'r dependent, in success deprest. 
Learn here that Peace from Innocence must flow... " 

A review of Fifteen Years of a Drunkard's Life (1828) refers 
in passing similarly to the function of the stage as being 
"To point a moral, And adorn a tale"5, and even in 1852 a 
bill advertising a revival of Jack $heDrard at the Ilaymarket6 
refers to the function of the stage as a moral educator: 

1. John Porter and G. H. Lewes, Dramatic Essnvs3, eä. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), pp. 151-155. 

2. John Stuart Hill, Rasa e on Literature and Sociot 
, ed. 

J. ß. Schneewind (London, 1965) pp. 1 -1 2. 
3.1 i htecnth Century Trat ed , ec , ? Sichael R. Booth (London, 

1965)t PP-3-6. 
I. Ibid.,, p. 69. 
5. Reprinted in The Golden Ago of Melodrama, ed. Michael 

Kilgarriff (Lon on, 1974). pp. 1 2-1 3. 
6. Quoted in J. R. Stephena, "TacI Sheppard and the Licensers: 

The Case against Vewgato Plays" in Nineteenth Century 
Theatre Research (Spring, 1973), p. Do 
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"All objectionable passages are carefully expunged.... the most scrupulous may rest assured that in "adorn- 
ing the tale" the great end of Dramatic fepreaenta- 
tion - "to point a moral" -º has not been forgotten. " 

Such assertions of the moral didacticism of the drama are 

rather a negative guarantee, in the nineteenth century, of 
its moral probity, in accordance with the demand of audiences 

for refinement in stage presentations as an expression of 

their own aspirations to refinement; the shift in the mid- 

century is to a conception of the theatre as 
"one of the strongest of all secular aids towards the 

intellectual refinement of the people"7 

Theatrical criticism and cocial criticism coalesce 

in taking as the central point of interest the regeneration 

of the individual in contemporary society, and social 

criticism comes to include theatrical criticism in adopting 

the notion of the purpose of art as ultimately social. The 

criticism of democracy still identifies its two main defects 

as competition and materialism from which is derived a third, 

the notion of the diversity of contemporary society and the 

lack of any guiding principle of evaluation. Thus the 

critic's "duty" is to expose the deceptions of that 

"Amusement" which presents itself as "Art", This "Amusement" 

itself makes it impossible for its audience to judge it 

rightly; in the theatre, for example, the multiplicity of 

effects leaves the spectator confused. Lewes denounces the 

"ririteria " which "stifles the spiritual" as 
"the glitter of processions, the clash of swords, the 

tumult of orchestras, the splendour of dresses, the 
movement, noise, screams and "grand effects" which 
dazzle and confuse us.... "8 

7. Henry h orley, The Journal of a LondonPla�gsýoer (London, 
1891}, p. 9. 

8, John Forster and G. H. Lewes, Pramatie Essays, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), PP. 151-155. 
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The exceosive employment of "effects" In the theatre results 
from the Concentration on the "material" and ft*Om competition; 
Donne ißt his Praser*B_Maga artic1e of 'September 1853 
"Plays and their Providers"9- attributes oxcesoive 
decoration on. stage to the "insane rivalry" of managers, 

competing with each other for public- attention. The elements 

of decoration themselves compete with each other in stage 

presentation for primacy of audience attention. 
Matthew Arnold equally considers contemporary 

society in terms cP multiplicity and confusion, to be 

combated by discovering the "general ideas which are the 

law of this vast multitude of facts"# In the essay "On the 

Modern Element in Literature" in 185710 he characterises 
"our present age" as having around it 

"a copious and complex presents mid behind it a copious 
end complex past.... the present age exhibits to the 
individual man who contemplates it the spectacle of a 
vast multitude of facts awaiting and inviting his 
comprehension,, " 

In a letter written at the end of the eighteen forties, he 

had already aesurted the necessity Or 

"an Idea of the world in order not to be prevailed 
over by the world's muttitudinousnese., 0 ,. "1 

1 

Without ouch an "Idea", this "confused spectacle, ' leads 

only to what is described in the 1857 essay as an "impatient 

imitation of mind", Since all these facts "have not an equal 

90 All the ea aya by W, B. Donne referred to are reprinted 
in W. B. Donne, fgAa e on Eher (London, #863). 

100 Matthew Arnold# sv erteil PrgMt eil, P, J� Keating 
(London, 1970), PP"57-5 

i a. Zhe Le rP lea ew -Arnold jokrthur fi Cur 
ed, Howard Foster very 00,19t'6)9 P*97* 
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value - do not merit a like attention"j criticism is 

required to penetrate beneath the superficial mass to 
discover the essential qualities. In "On Translating 

Honer" (1861) criticism is defined» as 
"the endeavour in all branches of knowledge,.. to 

see the object as in itself it really ie, 
12 

The 1865 essay 'The Function of Criticism at the Present 

Time"13 further elaborates this concept 'so the 
"disinterested love of a free play of the mind on all 

subjects for its own eake... It obeys an instinct 
prompting it to try to know the beat that is known 
and thought in the world, irrespectively of practice, 
politics and everything of the kind.... " 

"Its best spiritual work" is 

"to keep man from a self. -satisfaction which is retading 
and vulgarising, to lead him towards perfection by 
making his mind dwell on what is excellent in itself, 
and the absolute beauty and fitness of things�" 

Criticism, for Arnold, is the means of "strenggthening and 

enlarging" the individual of the present day. 

Contemporary democracy he characterises as the 

cult of mediocrity: 
"democracy accepts a certain relative rise in condition 

*,,, as something desirable in itselft because though 
this is undoubtedly far below grandeur, it is yet a 
good deal above insignificance. "14 

The "great middle classes of this country", Arnold writes 
15 in the 1861 essay "Democracy" t want "culture and dignity" 

12. Matthew Arnold "Selected ed. P,. 3. Keating (London, 
1970), PP. 83-8t. 

13. Matther Arnold, 8glecled Pj'oe , ed. P. J. Keating (London, 
1974), PP"130-156. 

14. Matthew Arnold, Selected Pry, ed. P, J. Keating (London, 
1970), PP. 41-54, 

15. Matthew Arnold, Selected Prose, ed. P. J. Keating (London, 
1970), PP"99-125. 
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and "ideas". Their limitations need to be resolved through 

the assimilation of the aristocratic qualities of "eminent 

superiority in high feeling, dignity and culture" which at 

the present time "tend to diminish among the highest class" 

itself. ! mold's problem, like Mill'c, is to discover a 

means of harmonising the upper and the middle classes: 

"On what action may we rely to replace, for some 
time at any rate, that action of the aristo- 
cracy upon the people of this country, which we 
have seen exorcise an influence in many respects 
elevating and beneficial, but which in rapidly 
.... ceasing? " 

As the alternative to democracy with all its inadequacies, 

Arnold proposes "State-action", particularly in the sphere 

of education; there, by giving to the "private schools" 

of "the middle classes" a "national character". 

"it can confer on them a greatness and a noble 
spirit .... It would really augment their self- 
respect and moral force; itýýwould truly fuse 
them with the class above... 

The sense of the limitations of democratic 
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society led in the theatre to the overt disillusionment in 
the eighteen sixties with the results of the abolition of 
the monopoly. Kean's statement to the 1866 Committee, that 

"the greatest blow the drama ever received was the 
doing away with th3 patent theatres « ,,,, The remedy... 
should have been, not less, but more patent theatres.. " 

16 
le foreshadowed in the change of attitude to the contemporary 
theatre apparent in the series o: 'opeeches given by Dickens17 

at the annual dinners of the General Theatrical Funde 18 At 

the first anniversary festival on April 6th, 1846 he 

celebrates the emancipated minor theatres for providing 

what the patent theatres failed to provides 
"Covent Garden is now but a vision of the pact.... the 

statue of Shakespeare is well placed over [the] 
portal [of Drury Lane] since it serves.,. emphatically 
to point out his grave,,, the oldest and most dis- 
tinguished members [of the acting profession] have been 
driven from the patent theatres to delight the town 
in [the minor] theatres.., " 

In 1849 he alludes to "the regeneration of the Drama" but 

affirms his belief in its inevitability, "that it must come 

to pass". By i 851, he is clearly dubious; his speech of 

that year is reported thust 

"he would not dismiss the hope that the Dritich Drama 
would ultimately 'look up' after a pretty long con- 
templation of its feet..., IIo doubt the Drama had its 
abuses like other institutions, but so tar from that 
being a reason why they should decry it, it was a 
reason why they should endeavour to elevate and improve 
it... he hoped that it would, and believed that it 
could, be restored to its proper position among the Arts. " 

16. Report from the Select Committee. 
_. _... 

1866, p. 231. 

17, All references to Dickens$ speeches are from T 
pe'1ea Charles D cko ^, cd. K. J'. Fic1d Oxford,, 

18. The General Theatrical Fund was an association founded 
in 1839 to provide pensions for retired actors from all theatres, in imitation of the theatrical funds of the 
patent theatres, which were limited to actors belonging 
to their regular companies. 
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Kean advocates State intervention to regenerate a theatre 
which, in the hands of the riddle-classes, has manifestly 
failed to realise the expectations entertained of it, 

The converse but allied conception to that of the 
State as regenerator of defective social and cultural 
institutions, the notion of art as education, through which 
the State can impart "culture and dignity" to those it 
grooms, is set out with reference to the theatre and 
"spontaneous pastimes" in general in Donne's essay "Popular 
Amusements", published in July, 1856 in the Wectminster, 
then considered to be a "platform of advanced opinion" 

:9 

He proposes a State whose duty is to promote the improvement 
of those it governs: 

"the State .... has a direct interest in tho well-being 
of its members.,.. [Man's] animal and intellectual 
faculties alike, demand nurture and relaxation, and 
the Government which shuts its eyes to the amusements 
of the people.... beholds only half of its proper 
functions.... " 

Consequently the State should promote "recreations" which 
"diffuse a relish for exercises and pastimes that 

promote at once health of body and cheer and content 
of spirit. " 

Dome's attitude belongs to the progressive camp, in advocat- 
ing the paternalistic government envisaged by Utilitarian 
theory; Arnold's critique of society though equally insis- 
tent on the necessity for State intervention, lead, on to a 
partially conservative position, but one tempered by 

progressive influences. The roles of criticism and of the 
State as presented by Arnold, in terms of their effect on 
individual character, are the same. Criticism's aim is the 
"perfection" of man to be achieved through imbuing him with 
a some of "what is excel2e nt in itself" which will lead him 
to transcend his own "calf-satisfaction"; that of the State 
is to impart "a noble spirit" to the individual through the 
propagation of "culture and dignity" and "ideas", 

# since it 

19, John Oroaa, The Rise end Pnfl of the "An of Letters 
(London, 19C9)9 p, 69, 
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is "practical life" that' characterises ]3 ngland, and the 

root of practical life is "very inadequate ideas" which "will 

always satisfy 
"the mass of mankind [who never have any ardent zeal 
for seeing things as they are, " 

The "practical man" is characterised byº the fixed, 

mechanical habits of thought which, confused by the "world's 

multi-Sudinousneee", are his onti resource: 

"the rush and roar of practical life will always have 
a dizzying and attracting effect upon the most 
collected spectator... " 

Because "the practical man is not apt for fine distinctions". 

the critic is thus "one of a very small circle" j-, it is in 

these distinctions that "truth and the highest culture 

greatly find their account" and consequently a democratic 

society is incompatible with a high level of culture. 20 

The present therefore can neither provide the 

"culture and dignity" nor the "ideas" necessary to it; 

criticism and the State must both look elsewhere for their 
a conservative 

resources, and consequent ly Arnold advocates/cultivation of 
a progressive 

"the ancients", an6/receptivitq to foreign influences. In 

the 1853 Preface to hie m821 he Uritee of the effect of 

"commerce with the ancients" as producing 
"in those who constantly practisre it, a steadying and 

composing effect upon their judgement, not of literary 
works only, but of men and events in general... They 
wish neither to applaud nor to revile their age; they 
wish to know what it is.,,. they want to educe and 
cultivate what is best and noblest in themselves., " 

From the study of the past are derived for the present the 

20, Matthew Arnold Se d Pro e, ed., P�J. Keatjng (London, 
1970), pp. 130-156. 

21 . Matthew Arnold, Selected Prose, ed, P�J, K Jatirjg (London, 
1970) , PP. 41-54. 
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standards and values it lacks; from "foreign thought" is 
derived "a current of fresh.... ideas": 

"By the vary nature of thingo, as England is not all the world, much of the beat that is known and thought 
in the world cannot be of English growth, must be 
Poroign... it Is just this that ve are least likely to 
know, while English thought in streaming in upon us from all sides, and takes excellent care that wo shall 
not be ignorant of its existence. The English critic 
of literature, therefore, mw. t dwell much on foreign 
thought,,,, " 22 

Like the dramatic criticism of his contemporaries, 
Arnold's literary criticism is formed by his social criticism; 
in demonstrating the limitations of democracy and the 
potential effects of literature as an agent of regeneration 
on the individual, he comes to emphasise the importance of 
education, the study of the past and the assimilation of 
foreign influences. He conceives of literature, the state, 
and the individual equally in national terms. It is the 
"Englishman" that is the focus of his attention in "The 
Function of Criticism at the Present Time"; the "English 

nation" and the "English people", in "Democracy", are to be 
benefitted by the State; "On the Modern Element in 
Literature" is concerned with the effect of the literature 

of "other ages" on "our own age and literature". Similarly 
it is in terms of a national institution that the theatre 
is considered, and its drama as an index of national great- 
ness, in comparison rrith the theatre and drama of other 
nations; writers on the theatre in the mid-Victorian 

period, however, largely deny the desirability of foreign 
influences. The predominant attitude is essentially con- 
ocrvativ©; Shakespeare in taken as the standard of drama- 
tic excellence, and the achievement of the contemporary 
theatre assessed in terms of the incidence of Shakespeare 

production. Thus Dickens, in his 1846 General Theatrical Fund 

speech, cites both the defection from production of 
Shakespeare and the concentration on foreign entertain.. 
ments as equal and related instances of the degeneracy 

22. Mattherr Arnold, Selected Prose, ed. P. 3. Keating (London, 
1970), Pp "130-15 . 
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of Drury Lane: 

"Drury Lane is so devoted to foreign ballets and foreign 
operas that it is more deserving of the name of the 
Opera Co : ique, than of a national theatre,, *" 

In his 1849 speech, he associates English greatness in 

comparison with other nations with its dramatic heritages 

"In England, of all countries on the earth, this 
interest [in the drama] is purified and exalted by 
the loftiest masterpieces of human fancy, and the 
proudest monuments of human wit. " 

Arnold� while sharing the nationalist perspective, diagnoses 

it in the "Democracy" essay as a middle class characteris- 

tics 

"The great middle classes of this country-,,,,. believe that 
the freedom and protp erityy of England are their work.. " 

Dickens himself was considered to be 1 by his contemporaries, 

both as man and author; the representative and upholder of 

middle class values and attitudes. Mrs Oliphant, for 

example, in her 1855 plackwooddIg article, 23 attributes his 

popularity to this characteristic: 

"it is to the tact that he represents a class that he 
owes his speedy elevation to the top of the wave of 
popular tavour.... he is.,,. the historian and 
representative of one circlo in the many ranks of 
our social scale... " 

The "middle class of England" accordingly "carries its 

novelist in its heart" as 

"the literary interpreter of these intelligent 
sensible, warm-hearted households, hich are the 

strength of our country, and occupy the wide middle 
ground between the rich and the poor. " 

Arnold's advocacy of foreign influence as a source 

of "ideas" contrasts markedly with the chauvinism of the 

middle classes with whose regeneration he is concerned,, It 

23, Reprinted in Dickens The Ca its a e, ed� 
Philip Collins London, 1971 )* PP*327-33 
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is to the Greek tragic stage, moreover, that he looks for 
"excellent models" for the present, in the 1853 Preface, 

in preference to the Shakespeare, that dominates the middle 
class conception of the dramatic past; his critical 

practice, in its divergence from middle class standards, 
is a practical working out of the principles he advocates 
to counter the limitations of democracy. Lewes, like Arnold, 

considers foreign influence in terms of the potential 
benefits it can render to national life, with reference 
to the theatre. In his article of December 7th, 1850, en- 
titled "The Perfection of Acting"24- he finds in Planehe'e ptatiar 

of "a French d g", The Davof Reckon, 
_ 

ina, 

"more unmixed delight - more exquisite enjoyment 
than I have for a long while received from the English 
stage. " 

He attributes the excellence of the production to Madame 

Vestrist "reliance upon Nature" in performing her role, a 

"natural manner" which "recalls the finished art of French 

comedy". He equates the "natural" with "truth", the truth 

of ordinary life; Vestris' acting is natural because she 

represented "a lady... such as we meet with in drawing " 

rooms". The "truth" in which French theatre excels is, 

however, for Lewes, one restricted to performance alone; 

in hie article of April 2nd, 18,5325 on La- Dame aux_ Came i as 

he castigates the French stage for its lack of the moral 

standards of the English; the play is an "unhealthy 

idealisation of one of the worst evils of our social life": 

21+. John Forster and G. I1. Lewes, ed. Archer 
and Lore (London # 1896) , pp. 122-1 . 

25. John Forster and G. H. Lewea, p ma c leave, ed. Archer 
and Love (London, 1896), pp. a 3. 
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"Paris may delight in such pictures, but London, thank 
God; has still enough instinctive repulsion against 
pruriency not to tolerate them. I declare I know of few things in the way of fiction more utterly wrong, 
unwholesome and immoral. " 

In terms reminiscent of Colsridge'5 denunciation of the 

"moral and intellectual Jacobinism.... the confusion and sub- 

version of the natural order of thing, their causes and 

their effects" which he found in Bertram. "an insult to 

common decency", 26 Lewes elaborates on the tendency "to con- 
fuse the moral sense, by exciting the sympathy of on 

audience" for "corruption". His objection iss to the "false 

psychology" of which George Eliot complains in Dickens' 

"melodramatic ... courtezans" in her 1856 `estminster Review 

article. 
27 The "real" is what "experience teaches us"; the 

French play is fallacious, grounded on. a deception which 

Lewes, in his role of critic, is concerned to expose. 

Donne similarly advocates in "Plays and their 

Providers" that English actors assimilate techniques from 

the French: 

"our actors might.... import a few hints from their 
foreign brothers. From the French comedians they 
might learn that the art of acting is not a mere 
outline, but a careful filling up of character... " 

Like Lewes, Donne aces in French acting technique, with its 

reliance on detail and "traits", the "truth" in representa- 

tion found by Uacready in Talaa'a acting style, where a 

character is "real" to the extent that the detail of every- 

day life is incorporated into the stage portrayal, fie is 

26. Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ßiocrnphia Literarid (London, 
1894), Pp. 262,289. 

27. Reprinted in Dickeng The Critical iferitc e, ed. Philip 
Collins (London, 1971), p. 3. 
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careful, however, to stress the relative insignificance of 

such superficial "hints" in contrast. to the fundamental 

superiority of English actors: 

"In these respects, more than in any actual superiority 
of gifts, external or internal, consist, in our 
opinion, the real advantages., of. foreign artists above 
our own, " 

The increasing reliance of the English stage on 

French material in the mid-Victorian period furnished 

apparently incontrovertible proof of Ito degeneration; the 

theatre, in turning away from its great dramatic heritage, 

was driven to foreign sources because of its incapacity 

to supply a contemporary native drama, an incapacity 

explained by such critics as Mrs Gore and Horne in social 

terms, as a consequence of democracy. The playwrights them- 

selves offered less theoretical reasons. Boucicault, in an 

1877 article on "The Decline of the Drama"28, blames the 

theatre managers for "the deluge of French plays that set 

in with 1842, and swamped the English drama of that period. " 

He describes the dramatistlo situation thus: 

"the usual price received by Sheridan, Knowles, Bulver 
and Talfourd at that time for their plays was £500. I 
was a beginner in 1841, and received for my comedy, 
London Assurance, £300.... Threo years later I offered 
a new play to a principal London theatre. The manager 
CTlebster] offered me £100 for it. In reply to my 
objection to the smallness of the sum he remarked, 'I 
can go to Paris and select a first-class comedy; 
having seen it performed, I feel certain of its effect. 
To get this comedy translated will cost me £25, why 
should I give you £300 or L500 for your comedy of the 
success of which I cannot feel so assured? '...,, I cold 
a work for £100 that took me six months' hard 'work to 
compose, and accepted a commission to translate three 
French plays at £50 a piece.... the English dramatist 
was obliged either to relinquish the stage altogether 
or to become a French copyist. " 

28. The Dolmen I3oucicnult, ed. David Krause (Dublin, 1964), 
p. 21 0 
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The playwright's financial status declined steadily from the 
eighteen thirtico, as managerial expenditure on other depart- 
ments of the stage, particularly staging, increased; the 
1832 Select Committee Report records the complaints from a 
number of authors of their financial dealings with managers. 
By the eighteen sixties, horever, the situation was improv- 
ing, as the social and cultural position of the theatre in 
general, and accordingly its economic viability, improved. 
Although Taylor received only £200 for The Ticket-of-Leave 
Man, the Banerofts paid Robertson £1, £2 and 93 a night 
respectively for Society, Ours and Caste; in 1869 he 
received £10 a night for Home at the Haymarket. Boucicault 
himself, as a highly successful playwright, insisted on a 
sharing arrangement with managers, which in the case of his 
agreement with Webster of the Adeiphi for The Colleen Barn 

and The Octoroon realised a profit of thousands. 9 

Theatre critics, analysing the situation; tended 
to ignore the purely business side of the theatre, governed 
by entirely economic considerations; Donne, for example, 
takes the incursion of French drama as a starting point for 

a denunciation of democratic society. The French drama he 

considers a threat to national identity, in t1nt it leads 
the English theatre into the representation of that is 
"unreal". In. "The Drama" he condemns "the popular drama of 
the day" which is imported "ready-made from the banks of 
the weine", because it is "in no intelligible sense of the 
term national, but.... a Parisian exotic. " Such a drama 

removes the stage from actual life; in "Plays and their 
Providers" he criticises its failure to model itself "upon 

the realities of life"; 
"our ways are not as their [the French's) wrays... the 

actor can no longer copy from the life which he sees 
.... It would be useless for him to study actual life 
for the purpose of representing sentiments that 
occur only in the teeming brains of authors. " 

Donna's association, in "The Drama", of "the most brilliant 

epochs of national history" with "the noblest dramatic 

poetry" leads to his conception, in "Popular Amusements" of 
the drama, "as a national amusement", as the "emblem and 
exponent of [a people's] Interior being" and the embodiment 

29. Michael R. Booth, "Public taste, the playwright and the 
Lair", The Revels History of Drama in English, VI 
(London, 1975)t pp. 29-5 7.. 
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of "national character"; a stage subsisting on foreign 

plays is consequently one which abrog4tes its identity as 
a nation. 

Donne attributes the incursion of French plays 
on to the English stage to the effects of "advancing 

civilisation" on English eo piety, The contemporary world, 
from which a drama based on "the realities of life" and 
deserving to be termed "national" should be derived, is one 
in which "the external and salient points of individual 

character" are levelled: 

"society has ceased to he divided into castes, or distinguished by outward and vioibTh tokens of grandeur 
and debasement. Our manners and habits have grown 
similar and unpicturesque... Our humours and distinctions 
are well-nightabolished, and the drama.... is deprived 
of its daily broad. " 

Importation from France is thus rendered necessary because 

of the impoverishment of life; the democracy of the 

contemporary world, which brought the middle class into 

prominence, thus -implies eventual foreign domination, and 
becomes a threat to the middle class that is "the strength 

of the nation. " 

During the latter part of the eighteen forties and 
in the eighteen fifties, democracy was gradually redefined 

as antagonistic to the continuance of the middle class as 

the dominant social groom rather than as furthering, its 

advancement. That section of society, the property otmners, 

enfranchised by the 1832 Reform Act, sax in the prospect 

of further Parliamentary Reform only the erosion of their 

own power by the expans ion of the electorate. since the 

tendency of democracy, by levelling a ocial differences, was 

to undermine national identity, a hierarchical society alone 
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could provide the motive and opportunity for individual 

advancement and sustain the progress of the middle-class. 

The middle-clane thus attempted to recreate an aristo- 

cratic social pattern for themselves. auch a recreation did 

not indicate a return to the past, as did Disraeli's 

feudalism, or Mrs 'Gore's proposed aristocratic patronage of 

the theatre, but a perpetuation of the present, through the 

adoption of the past. 

This disillusionment with democracy as a basis for 

the social order is reflected in the theatrical sphere in 

the testimonies of managers before the 1866 Committee; 

experienced men, such as Webster, Buckctone and Kean, called 

for a return to the old hierarchical system of organisation, 

but on an expanded basis, along the lines suggested by 

Donne in his 1853 essay "Plays and their Providers", where 

a "dramatic congress for the purpose of'adopting a claseifi- 

cation of the theatres" is propooed, by which particular 

theatres would be allotted particular "species of drama", 

By the eighteen oixties, the effects of theatrical free 

trade, presented West End managers, the representatives of 

the establishment, with more urgont problems; the new music 

halls were proving to be considerable rivals, drawing array 

large segments of their audiences and transgressing on 
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what was felt, by managers, to be their exclusive right to 

dramatic representations, by introducing scenes of spoken 

dialogue into mixed programmes of sorg, dance and music. 

Webster, for example, righteously asserts that 

"the drama should [not] be degraded by being acted before 

smoking and drinking in any ostablishment", and Buckstono 

that 
"The music halls have been a great injury to the 

theatres, especially to the half prices .... the music 
halls carried away that class of young man; so that 
the half price is hardly worth taking at all. "30 

The music halls, however, by filtering off the less respect. 

able elements in theatre audiences, contributed to the 

restoration of the theatre as a fashionable entertainment, 

directed primarily at a middle-class aspiring to arºioto. 

cratic status. The secession of the upper classes from the 

theatre left the middle-class an arena in which to imitate 

aristocratic behaviour, in the same way that the arioto- 

cratic abrogation of their social "duties" gave the middle. 

class the opportunity to behave in accordance with their 

conception of aristocratic etandards0 

The growing distaste for democracy, together with 

the hostility to 'a drama drawing on foreign resources, 

awoke a new interest in Shakespeare and the legitimate 

drama. Uorley in the Prologue, dated 1866, to his Jonrna 31 

thus follows his condemnation of the unreality of 

questions 2 
?, 

. W" %f 1 

31 , henry Uorl©y, The Journal of a London Plovgoer (London, 
1891 ), PP. 5-25. 
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Frenoli plays öä the English stage with the advocation of 

the playa of "standard English writer[s]" no an alternative. 

The reprehensible kind of antertainment. is that which is 

besed on deceiving its audiences, such as burlesque, where 

"vacuity of thought" gives itself "all the airs of wit" 

and the translations of French plays, whose "unreal 

sentiment" results -Prm their basis in French stage charac- 

ter not in "a true study of French life". He proposed 

instead a return to the old drama, but it In the old drama 

modernised by the removal of "the points of discord with 

existing ways of thought"; ultimately the drama Morley 

envisages as having the "honesty" of the 

tion "perce 
direct study oPeliPe1itselP"ýacter 

acquired from 

as opposed to the "untruth" of the French plays is one which 

is as much disguised melodrama as the "drama" itself, in 

both its historical and contemporary incarnations. The 

stage potential of Uarloweb The Jew of Valle lies for Uorley 

in its melodramatic elements; he concludes that a reworking 

of it, expunging such "obsolete stage effects" as the 

strangling of Friar Sarnardine, would provide "incidents 

even more highly spiced" than "a modern melodrama" , together 

with "the poet's energy of thought" instead of "bald 

slipshod English.. " 

The middle class readoption of Shakespeare with 

the proviso of liberty to remove from the origins play 

anything felt to be at variance with the contemporary world 

thus ws, in practice, yet another attempt to acquire 

dignity as a class through the inflation of their own values 

and standards by clothing them with a spurious aristocratic 
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appearance. Poetry was looked to this time to provide the 

elevation already sought in historical settings and the 

treatment of serious interest. Equally, the transmutation 

of the aspiration to refinement in manners into an intention 

of recreating a hierarchical aristocratic society was a 

similar manifestation of the propensity to equate external 

characteristics with essential qualities. The return to 

the past advocated by Arnold was to provide a source of 

standards of judgement for the present which it lacked in 

itself; the middle class return to the past was, in 

actuality, a demonstration of the mechanical habits of 
thought which Arnold diagnosed as characterising the present, 

and which such a return was intended to cure, in the way 

that wealth was equated with greatness: 
"In our modern world.... the whol+ oivilisation is.., 

mechanical and external, and tends constantly to 
become more so... Nine Englishmen out of ten... believe 
that our greatness and welfare are proved by our 
being so very rich. "32 

The education that Arnold envisaged his State 

would administer was intended to "confer..., greatness and 

a noble spirit" on the middle classes, and "truly fuse them 

with the class above" by imparting a "national character" 

to their schools; the kind of education the middle classes 

thought they would acquire from Shakespeare was an ability 

to imitate aristocratic manners more successfully which 

they equated all the same with "greatness" and "noble 

spirit" ,p In the end they adhered to the "inadequate ideas", 

the partial views of the melodramatic mode of thought, 

32 4,. Matthew Ar x ld, Culture and Anar) (Cambridge,, 1966), 
pp. 49-51. 
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With which Arnold found then to be catiofied; in identify- 

ing themselves with the nation, and seeing national great- 

ness as dependent on a hierarchical society, they cot out 

to ensure the perpetuation of ouch a hierarchy by rocroat- 

ing it, The reduction of national character to middle- 

clans character reinforced the chauvinism that rcjccted 

foreign influence, and the absence of an influx of "ideas" 

confirmed already inflexible attitudes. 

Morley sees the regenerated theatre as placed 

under the patronage of the "honest Englishman of the 

educated middle--class"; it is br seeking to please his 

taste that managers and dramatists will create a regenerated 

theatre, as opposed to that directed to any or all of the 

alternative patrons, 

"Ur Dapperwit in the atalla, Lord froth in tbo aide- 
boxco, and Pompey Doodle in the gallery, " 

The peculiar virtue of such a figure lies in his ability to 

appreciate "truth" gained through his combination of abstract 

and practical learning; he is 

"akin to all that is human, trained not only in school 
and college, but in daily active stir of life, to 
interact in all true thinking and true feeling, to 
habitual notice of variotioc of character, and to a 
habit of noticing its depths in real life. " 

Thia nicety or diccriziination, acquired by contact 

with everyday lif©, is not, as Uorlcy suggests, an ability 

to judge values but rather to categorise new facts by their 

correspondence to what is already known. The "honest 

Englishman" therefore will not ea3ily be deceived in the 

theatre, since his powers of observation will immediately 

lead him to nark any deviation in stage character from 

"ordinary life", the test for "truth". He alone can 
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appreciate 

"those suggestions of yet subtler [character] 
exploration which should be among the highest charms 
of good drama. " 

Uorley, like Lytton, substitutes for the legiti. 

mate standards of the conservative critics that of truth to 

everyday experience, proposing a drama based on the "por- 

trayal of life and manners". This drama would necessarily 

require reinforcement on stage from the "illusion of the 

scene" to match Morley's definition of it as an animated 

version of the novel, "wherein well-written description 

takes the place of scenery". Uorley's whole conception of 

the theatre, thus, in its patronage and drama, is a roco t- 

ing of the legitimate theatre's patronage and drama in 

middle-class terms, where "truth to life" is the object of 

the drama instead of "ideal excellence", and middle-class 

taste replaces the aristocratic. Such a theatre is attribu- 

ted with the dignity previously the prerogative of the 

patent theatres and the legitimate drama and is to be 

Founded on mutual respect between manager and patron; the 

manager la 

"to have faith in his patrons not to look down on 
them.,. Cand] give to his public of every kind of 
dramatic entertainment that which is most thorough.., 
let it be something real.... " 

The playgoer will then accordingly "have reason to respect 

his entertainers. " 

The progressive critician of 1orley, although it 

rejects tiro traditional standards of the conservative 

critic, turn a'ay also from the theatre in general die. 

cuosion; by focusing on the audience, the theatrical debate 

again becomes a natter of social analysis, with the question 
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of which section of society should provide its leaders as 

the fundamental issue. Morley shares the attitudes, the 

faith in fact and appearance as absolutee, of the middle. 

class which he sees as best qualified to form the theatre 

and society. The "dignity" which is for ºrnold the prero- 

gativo of the aristocracy and absent from the middle-classes, 

to be acquired through "commerce with the ancients", is for 

Morley the result of middle-class imitation of aristocratic 

behaviour, and is a function of reliance on everyday 

experience, not on the "great actions" with which Arnold's 

"ancients" were concerned. The middle-class response to 

their disillusionment with democracy was to adopt an aris- 

tocratic facade derived from habits of social conduct and 

equate it with the essential qualities of that class, while 

retaining the essential qualities of their own. 

Bagehot'a notion of the "picturesque", set out in 

his 1 864 essay "Wordsworth, Tennyson and Browning or Pure, 

Ornate and Grotesque Art in English Poetry"33, exactly de- 

fines the progressive notion of what art should be in a 

society dominated by the middle-class, in contrast to 

Arnold, who tempers progressive views with conservative 

standards. Bagehot's object is to adapt art to a bourgeois 

market, whereas Arnold intends by social amelioration to 

create a market for the kind of art he proposes. Bagehot, 

finds "essence" in the art which draws on "reality" rather 

than "ideas". The "picturesque" is "the characteristic 

expression, the typicai form" which it is "the business of 

33. Reprinted in E lish Critical Escars Nineteent 
Centur , ed. Edmund O. Jonea Oxford, 1956)_9 pp. 368-424. 
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the poet, of the artist" to treat. Such "types", the "essence", 

are "mirrored in reality"; the propensity of "the artistic 

mind of secondary excellence" is to care "for ideas": 

"to care for notions and abstractions; to philosophize; to reason out conclusions; to care for schemes of thought.... " 

The "picturesque" is "a quality distizxt from that of beauty, 

or sublimity, or grandeur", those generally associated with 

the "Ideal", The great artist is he who 

"finds his mental occupation... in the real world... in 
the stagnant home of his own thoughts he will find 
nothing pure, nothing Eta It 

ßagehot characterises "the real world" by its estate of 

flux and "multitudinousness"; there, 

"the face of nature, the moving masses of men and 
women, are ever changing, ever multiplying, ever 
miring one with the other, " 

Its effect on the observer is that of confusion and finally 

fatigue : 

"Dome fine countries.,, have not this picturesque 
quality ... after a time somehow we got rearied.., wo 
find dis iecto membra, but no form,.. ve go away from 
auch places in part delightod, but in part baffled; 
we have been puzzled by pretty things... " 

With the discovery of "the typo of the genus", "ue seem to 

comprehend its character" ; the "accwnulat ion" of "elements" 

is thus ccmbined into a "collected image". Bagehot's "type" 

functions in the same way as Arnold's "Idea", but is de. 

rived from the visible world, and its typicality lies in 

the degree of its ordinariness in terms of everyday exper.. 

ience. For Bagehot, accordingly, the "ideal", "the perfect 

embodiment", is dependent on its truth to the reality which 

is verifiable by empirical evidence, as for Forster the 

"sublimity" of Othello 
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"issues as much out of those, kindly springs and impulses which make up his ordinary and educated being... "2 

The "type" expresses the attitudes of a bourgeois 

public in its own terms and gives a tangible form to the 

preconceptions common to both the artist and his audience, 

The contrate image of the "picturesque" embodies the quali- 
ties of the "ideal" by clarifying the "traits" of the real 

world, which are identical to those of the "ideal", but 

"indistinct". For Bagehot, the difference between the 

"ideal" and the "real" is one of degree, not of kind; the 

"inferior specimen" found in the real world is given its 

"perfect embodiment" in the "type"* The basis of such an art 

lies in the observable facts of everyday life, evident to 

all, not in the abstract perceptions of the artist. Art, 

therefore, in the correct presentation of ordinary eaper- 

lence, and expresses the higher truths of the "ideal" 

through a strict fidelity to fact and appearances, 

Bagehot's "type" vindicates the mechanical mode 

of thought of the middle-classes with its reliance on 

empiricism and faith in appearances, The aristocratic quali- 

ties of "culture and dignity", from this vicWpoint, are only 

a matter of behaviour, to be acquired by adopting the 

appropriate social manners; to behave like an aristocrat 

is to be an aristocrat. For Arnold, in contrast, culture is 

an "inward operation", a process of education which leads to 

the re-examination of "stock notions and habits" and there- 

34. John Forster and G. L. Letwas, Dramntic Esssvs, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896). p. 15. 
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by to "perfection"35; the middle-claan conception of educ. 

action ignores fundamental values and notions of spiritual 
improvement, to rely instead on a Gradgrindian system of 

accummulatirng exmpirical facts. 

The middle-class public found this kind of edifi- 
cation in its theatre, in the portrayal of "life and 

manners" backed by scenic illusion which convoyed informa- 

tion about the real world. Audience enthusiasm for factual 

detail in presentation and truth to nature in acting gave 
impetus to a drama relying on the simple for its themes, 

staged with magnificence; the success of the mid-Victorian 

theatre lay in its exact adaptation to audience taste. 

Theatre critics Who questioned its validity as art ignored 

the essential condition for the theatre's existence, that 

it should please its patrons, and instead of judging the 

stage in terms of its suitability to its public, introduced 

abstract standards derived from the traditions of a differ- 

ent kind of theatre directed to a different kind of audience. 

Kean's Shakespeare productions, by bringing the legitimate 

theatre into direct collision with the contemporary through 

production style, accordingly became the focal point for 

the controversy between the two principle camps of theatrical 

and social criticism, the conservative and the progressive. 

The conservative critic saw in the application of the 

methods of contemporaneity a debasement of "the higher pur- 

poses of the scene"; the John Bull reviewer found Uacready's 

1838 production of The Temneet to have transformed the play 

35. Matthew Arnold, Culture and . Anarchy arch (Cambridge, 1966), 
pp. 6,7. 
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"into vn Easter-piece" because of its predilection for the 
"material". 36 This condenmnt ion - resembles Arnold's critic- 
ism of the "mechanical and external" character of "our 

modern world". 
37 In contrast Forster finds in the contempor- 

aneity of the same production something that "Chahespeare 

himself" would have approved. 
38 This critical viewpoint, 

like ßagehot's, sees the "ideal" as dependent on the 

"ordinary", and the questions raised in the debate reach 

far beyond the theatrical sphere,, because of the critical 

tendency to turn to social analysis, 

36. Quoted in G. O. D. Odell Shakeepeare from Betterto n to 
Irving (Ilew York, 1969), 11, pp"218-219. 

37. Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (Cambridge, 1966), 
p. 49. 

38. John Forster and G. H. Lewec, Dramatic Basays, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), p. 5Q .. 
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XI The Aspiration to Gentility 

Arnold defines the essential qualities of the aria. 
tocracy as "culture and dignity"; dignity results from 

culture, the "inward operation" of spiritual improvement. 

For the middle-classes who identified culture with genteel 

behaviour, dignity was a matter of social status; Thackeray 

in a letter to the Morning Chronicle in 1850, headed "The 

Dignity of Literature"t discusses the "social rank" of "the 

literary profeasion". 
1 Mid-Victorian ideas of theatrical 

greatness centred also on "dignity". Donne includes "dignity 

of thought" among the attributes of those nations which 

produce "the noblest dramatic poetry"2, and Dickens refers 

to "the honour, dignity and glory of the English stage". 
3 

Culture and dignity in the theatre accordingly meant Shake" 

spearean production; his status as the greatest English 

dramatist in the legitimate tradition, with its aristocratic 

associations, was unquestioned. 

Production and patronage of Shakespeare also 

provided an opportunity to perform, in the theatrical sphere, 

the duty abrogated by the aristocracy. The notion of social 

duty as one of the attributes of gentility was emphasised by 

Ruskin, the arbiter of taste for a middle-class unsure of 

its own. His denunciation of bourgeois limitations 

parallels Arnold's critique of democracy. In a speech at 

1, William Makepeace Thackeray, Critics er 
Literature (London, 1901), pp.. 391-395. 

2. W. D. Donne,, "The Drama", in Resava on the Drama (London, 
1863) r PP. 120-155. 

3, The S eeches of Charles Diekena, ed. K. tT. Pielding, 
oxford, 1960), P"77. 
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Bradford in`18644, he denounced the materialism of his 

audience which had actually led them to-seek his advice on 
the best style of building for a new Exchange: 

"I do not care about this Exchange, - because 7ou don't 
you think you may as well have the right thing for 4;; 

r money. You know there are a great many odd styles 
of architecture about; you don't want to do anything 
ridiculous; you hear of me... as a respectable 
architectural man-milliner; and you send for me that 
I may tell you the leading fashion.... " 

Architecture, however,, Ruskin conceived of as the expression 

of a whole way of life, not a matter of transient fashion, 

Thus he recommends that their Exchange should be 
"built to your great Goddess of "f, etting-on",., I can 

only at present suggest decorating its frieze with 
pendant purses.,. " 

The obsession with "setting-on" Ruskin dealt with in a 
lecture delivered at Manchester in the same year. 

5 He 

contrasts the urge to acquire 

"more horses, and more footmen, and more fortune and 
more public honour, and -. not more personal sou. " 

with the aspiration to become "mighty of heart, migh1rot 

mindws 
"he only is advancing in lift, whose heart is getting 

softer, whose blood warner, whosd brain quicker, 
whose spirit is entering into living peace" 

"Essential education" is one which results in "advancement 

in life" and not "in the trappings of It"; Ruskin dietin. 

4. John Ruskin, "Tr&f'f'3C"$ The C wn oP Wild 01 i vex II, in 
Works,, ed. E. J. Cook an & Alexander Wedderburn Lonýön, 
1905)p III, PP, 433-458. 

50 John Ruskin "OP Kings' Treasuries", Swam. and Lf lip es (London, 1995)t PP " 1.47. 
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guiahes the "gentleman" from the "vulgar person" in terms 

of spiritual and moral qualities, not material possessions 

and status, 

Ruskin's writings are aimed particularly at the 

commercial entrepreneur, the prototype of bourgeois success, 

who, having acquired sufficient wealth to prove his grand- 

eur, now aspired to visible demonstration of his entitlement 
to gentility. "Essential education" is especially necessary 
for "the manufacturers" whose potential power over the rest 

of society is dealt with in a lecture given at Bradford in 

18596, where he defines their "duty" as being to produce 
"what will educate as it adorns", "what is best", rather 

than "corrupting public taste" by "catching at every humour 

of the populace" or "trying to attract attention by sing- 

ularities, novelties, and gaudinesses". The truly educated 

manufacturer will in turn "make his wares educational 

instruments" and 

"become more influential for all kinds of good than 
many lecturers on art, or many treatise writers on 
morality. " 

To the middle-class, Ruskin proposed a notion of 

social "duty" as an attribute of the "gentleman', which 

emerged in practice in the middle-class concern with philan- 

thropy as a vindication of their own claims to social 

dominance. The assumption of a philanthropic interest in 

the welfare of society was an adoption of a paternalism 

similar to that of the traditional aristocracy, and an 

assumption of the duties neglected by the hereditary aricto- 

cracy. Philanthropic zeal, as visible evidence of gentleman- 

6. John Ruskin, "Modern Uanufs. cture und Design", The Two 
Paths (London, 1965 ), PP. 136-160. ý`-' 
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liners, instanced the confusion of the material with the 

spiritual, of "advancement" in "the trappings" of life with 
"advancement in life" itself, and was characteristic of the 

middle-class concern with improving their status once 

established in society. Dickens, speaking in 1856 at the 

first anniversary dinner of the founding of the Royal 
Hospital for Incurables? is reported as saying that 

"He felt it was their duty to do everything that could be done to give these poor creatures even a chance of 
recovery. " 

For the philanthropist, the prima social benefit 

was education, in the administration of which social "duty" 

would be visibly fulfilled; the arts in general, and the 

theatre in particular, were pressed into service as a means 

of informal instruction. Ruskin had asserted the importance 

of art in general as "protective and helpful to all that is 

noblest in humanity"8; the combination of education with 

adornment proposed to the manufacturer is advanced as a 

parallel to the writer's opportunity "to publish what will 

educate as it amuses". The periodicals of the mid-Victorian 

period equally stress this dual objective; the role of the 

gentleman there is indicated in a handbill announcing the 

forthcoming publication of Dickens' Household Words in 1850; 

it is 

"Designed for the Entertainment and Instruction of all 
classes of readers, and to help them in the discussion 
of the most important social questions of the tine. "9 

7, The Speeches of Charles Dickens, ed. K. J. Fielding (Oxford, 
1960)0 pp "222-225 . 

8. John Ruskin, "The Deteriorative Power of Conventional Art 
over Nations" # The Two Pgthft (London, 1965), p. 95 

9. The Uncollected Writings 
-of 

Charlee Dickens, Household 
Words 850-1859, ed. Harry Stone (London, 196-§), - i# p618. 
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3imi1ar1y, a prospectus for the qor il a7, _1ne, dated 

8eptenber, 1859 promises to combine 

"artir. los of an entertaining, with others also of a 
more solid and informing description, all, however, 
treated in an easy and agreeable style,.,. "10 

Tho theatre provided the major arena for auch 

edifying entertainment, and acquired once more ito old 
importance to the extent that it manifectly fulfilled a 

social purpose. Dickens� in his I &i7 speech at the General 

Theatrical Fund dinner" couples the claims "of the English 

stage" "to be respected as an art" with its potential as "a 

noble means of general instruction and improvement'. He 

praises the Britannia theatre12t where the interior reminds 

him of "a Fever Hospital", for its wholesomeness: 

"The air of this theatre was fresh, cool and whole- 
soae.... very sensible precautions had been used, 
ingeniously combining the experiences of hospitals 
and railway stations.,. Asphalt pavements substituted 
for wooden floors.... snd no carpeting or baize used... 

These various contrivances are an gell considered 
... as if it were a Fever Hospital; the result is, 
that it is sweet and healthful. " 

The "general air of consideration, decorum, and supervision" 

has "an unquestionably humanising influence in all the 

social arrangements of the place". The theatrical entrepre- 

neur with philanthropic intensions performs his social duty 

and vindicates his claim to gentility. At Sadler's Wells 

Dickens findsl3 an audience who "have really come to the 

10. Anthony Trollope, An Autobi_ anh (London, 1950), 
plate facing p. 133. 

11. The Speeches of Charles Dickens, ed. K. S. Fielding 
Oxford, 1960)t P-78. 

12. Charles Dickens, "Two Views of a Cheap Theatre" in The 
Uncommercinl Traveller and Reprinted Pieces (London, 
19, pp"30-31. 

13. Charles Dicken, "Shakespeare and Newgate" in The 
T1nr_nlleetet1 Wlritin 

_of 
ChMr_l an Dickens Househ 

io 

Words 
ed. Harry Stung I Lonuan, 13b3), 1, pp l, 3L 3 3L9. 
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Theatre for their intellectual profit" and a management 

which is "constantly addressing itself to the improved 

taste it has bred4 Phelps, consequently, is "a gentleman 

in spirit". 

The provision of improving entertainment for the 

lower strata of society was sufficiently straightforward, 

in that it was required principally to inculcate basic 

principles of right and wrong; Dickens thus approves of the 

Britanniata "L'ebo-Drama" because it demonstrated that 

"honesty was the best policy and we [the audience] 
were as hard as iron upon Vice, and we wouldn't hear 
of Villainy getting on in the world... " 

Sala is even prepared to tolerate the notorious Victoria 

theatr©14 because in the playa presented, 

"For all the jargon, silliness and buffoonery, the 
immutable principles of right and justice are asserted 
.... were we to sift away the bad grammar and the 
extravagant action, we should find the dictates of the 
purest and highest morality, " 

For the middle classes, this informal education implied 

notions of cultural improvement for social advancement; 

Sala lists the opportunities available to them but beyond 

the reach of the Victoria patrons, who 

"haven't been to the University of Cambridge; they 
can't compete for the middle-class examinations; 
they don't subscribe to the Saturday Review- they 
have never taken dancing lessons.., they can't even 
afford to purchase a Shilling Handbook of Etiquette. " 

Such a kind of education is directed to the advancement "in 

the trappings" of life denounced by Ruskin and excludes the 

notion of the "essential education" urged on a bourgeoisie 

obsessed with "Getting--on". The ultimata objective is a 

14. Extract from a. A. Bala, Twice round the Clock in 
E. Royaton Pike, Hunan Documents oP the Victorian 
Golden Ace (London, 196 ii , P"57. 
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visible rise in social status. The Satte day Review,, for 

example, founded in 1855, both provided and produced im- 

provement in statue for its readers; it assumed a univer- 

eity-educated readership of "scholarly gentlemen and 

gcntleianly scholar&', thus acting as a visible deaonatra. 

tion of the refinement of those who read or purchased it, 

while at the same time, since its reviewers were "mostly 

recruited direct from Oxford or Cambridge"15, it promoted 

that very refinement. 

In the mid-Victorian theatre, Shakespeare produc- 

tion nerved a similar dual purpose for its patrons. While 

the West End managers made sporadic essaya into the legiti- 

mate as part of their usual system of varying the kind of 

programmes they presented, three specific attempts were made 

in the mid-Victorian period to establish a theatre sub- 

silting mainly on Shakespeare: that of the relatively 

short-lived management of the actor James Anderson16 

at Drury Lana from December� 1849 to June 1851; 

15. John Gross, The Rise and Pall of the lTsn of Letters 
(London, 196939 P, 63& 

16. James Anderson (1811-1895) enjoyed considerable 
popularity as an actor during his career, lie made his 
London debut at Covent Garden under ]acroady. 
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that of Phelps at Sadler's Wella from 18LiI to 1862; and 

that of Charles Kean at the Princess's from 1850 to 1859. 

Anderson's management failed, his rumoured losses amounting 

to £9,000. ? The manifesto of his intentions published on 

the opening of hie management in accordance with his self- 

conceived role as reformer is an invitation to his pros- 

pective audience to join an elite, superior to common 

prejudice and discriminating in itself: 

"In this labour of love .... the lessee addresses himself 
for courage and support to those who, not ashamed of 
being out of fashion still cherish an affectionate 
regard for that art the drama]..... " 

His appeal ciao adduces the prospect of social advancement, 

national sentiment, and royal example: 

"the patronage of tthe drama] has ever by polished 
nations been valued as the surest means of reflecting 
honour on themselves, in the exhibition of their 
achieved civilisation and mental cultivation... The 
truly generous efforts which have been made in the 
highest quarter [Queen Victoria's institution of the 
Windsor Theatricals] to revive a taste for the 
legitimate drama have been productive of the happiest 
effects. The time has at length arrived when the 
English people, animated by a bright example, demand the 
restoration on the stage of their national theatre and 
drama, which is the pride of this as it is the envy of 
every other nation, " 

Lewes writes in his article of May 11th, 1850, P18 that 

"nothing could exceed the entruataem of the opening; 
and the success was immense... 

Anderson,, although he judged rightly in the grounds of his 

appeal, failed in carrying through his project; Lewes 

describes as "injudicious" his neglect of what are asserted 

to be the essentials for theatrical prosperity, "fine acting, 

17, John Forster and G. H. Lewes, Dramatic Hasavg, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896). p, 79, n"1 " 

18. John Forster and G, H, Lewes, D 9m tic i5esavg, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896). pp. -79-Bis 
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magnificent spectacle, [and] novelty"; 
"The acting was mediocre; the cpectacle... was not 

gorgeous enough to be attractivo.., and novelty 
there was none, " 

Anderson failed to attract the audience who would 
have made his venture pay: the securely established middle 
class, economically dominant and impatient of a social 
structure which denied their precedence and entitlement to 
leadership. Shakespeare required adaptation to accord with 
their taste, and the process of adaptation itself to be 

approved as a vindication of that taste. Morley, in recomm- 
ending the production in the contemporary theatre of "the 
best of our old English plays"' 

91 had been careful to 
justify their adaptation "to the modern taste" as the 

removal of local excrescences: 
"the elements of an unfading interest are to be found 

in very many of our pieces ... ouch plays could have the 
dust rubbed off, the points of discord with existing 
ways of thought removed... " 

The prospective adaptor is urged "to pare the sound old 
English apple"; the introduction of elemOnts of contempor- 

aneity in the production of Shakespeare, when approved of, 
were vindicated in general as the removal of the defects to 

which Shakespeare was liable through not having the advan- 
tago of living in the present age, The modernisation of 
Shakespeare was his refinement and enhancement; his texts, 

for example, might require expurgation because of the 
"conventional indelicacy which comes only of honest 

recognition of the whole nature of man, who has a 
body as well as a soul" 

but equally the present had rescued Shakespeare from the 

"rash meddling" of the more recent past by restoring his 

original texts, a movement in which Maeready had been 

primarily instrumental, followed by Phelps and Kean, Thus 

the John Bull reviewer writes of Macready's 1838 production 

of King Le r: 

London ma 19. Henry honey, "Proloý ", ho Journol of n 
jor from 1851 to 1866 (London, 11391 , pp. 5-25. 
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"On Thursday evening'- and the date will be marked in 
the annals of the stage - the tragedy of King Lear 
was brought out freed from the interpolations which have disgraced It for nearly two centuries... The text 
spoken was, to a word, that of the poet... "20 

In the same way, the middle-class claim to genteel status 
was not jeopardised by the insistence on contemporaneity in 

acting or staging. The resources of the present rather 

enabled Shakespeare to transcend the limitations to which 
he as subject as a man of his time; Forster writes of 
liacready's 1838 production of The Temmest that 

"Shakespeare himself might have seen his own delight- 
ful play at last pass like an enchanted dream before 
him, "21 

To Haake Shakespeare contemporary tams to realise his true 

meaning; only now did he receive "a living comment and 
interpretation"; 2 Macreadgte Performance of +Coriolanua 
likewise made 

"the nearest approach the stage has ever presented to 
the intention Shakespeare had in view, " 

23 

Spectacle, however, had to be treated carefully; an excess 

of it indicated a lack of "taste and discrimination"24 and 

pointed to the kind of reliance on "vulgar resources"j, where 

20. Quoted in G, C. D. Odell S ak am Bett rn 
Irvin (New York, 1966). I, p. 19 # 

21 . John Forster and G. H. Lewea, Dramatic is aa r j, ed, Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), p., 

22. Review of Macready's production of Cori in John 
BC I,, Horch 19th, 1838, quoted in G. C D ,0e Shakes ea e from 1e ter nI 

(New YorfC, 1966) v 11P 
23. John Forster and G. H. Lewes, Dramatic Essays, ed. Archer 

and Lowe (London, 1896). p. 62. 

24. Review of pacready's production of T enr V, JQ Bull 
June 17th, 1839, quoted in G. C. D. Ode 6 alas ear 
from Betterton to Irvin sý (N er York, 19ý is, 

22. 
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"vulgar" bears strong. social implications, that Forster 

fauna in the physical exaggeration of Forrest's acting, 25 

Stage decoration was required to maintain a due subservience 

to the text; - "accessories", it "properly subdued" and "inn 

good taste" could be "brilliant and elegant" without "over- 

lping the poetic purpose of the drama". 26 

Ruskin similarly advises his "manufacturers" to 

avoid oaoess of ornamentation, to be "refined, rather than 

splendid in . design". The "tendency to flimsiness and 

gaudiness" le cited as the "prevailing error in English 

dree®, especially among the lower orders, arising mainly 

from the awkward imitation of their superiors", while 

"the typhoid fever of passion for dress, and all other 
display, which has struck the upper classes of Europe" 

is indicative of their particular social disease, the 

abrogation of their duties; this "guilt" of "wasteful and 

vain expenses" is an undermining of "social order", and is, 

Ruskin asserts, 

"hastening the advance of republicanism more than aast 
other element of modern change. "27 

The display of wealth as proof of greatness Arnold had 

cited as an example of the "mechalnical" thinking typif3izig 

the 'middle class lacking in "culture"; 28 the equation of 

259 John Forster and G. H. Lewea. Dramatic E saug, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896) , pp. 17 0. 

26q Review of Macread3's production of The'Ugggh 
Venice, John Bull, Janwry 3rd, 1642 quo to in 
a. C. D. Odell, es re from Be t rton to Ii (New 
York, 1966), II, pp. 22 -227. 

27. John Ruskin, "Modern Manufacture and Design", The- Two 
Pat" (London, 1965) , Pli 58 and n. i .# 

28.. uatthew Arnold, Culture and Anarc, 
_,, 

hv (Cambridge, 1966), 
p. 51. 
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lack of ostentation with superior status was equally 

mechanical, and at the same time a rejection of the 

contemporary aristocracy as a pattern of behaviour, in that 

since they had deviated from the standards of taste expected 

of them, it was left to the middle classes to recreate 

that standard themselves. Restraint intheatrical spectacle 

was a tangible proof that the middle classes were perform- 
ing the "duty" that the aristocracy had abrogated, and a 
demonstration of the superiority of the claims of the 

middle class to social dominance over those of the aristo- 

cracy. Anderson's assertion of the efficacy of royal example 
in reviving "a taste for the legitimate drama" wan disproved 

in practice; like the West End managers, he found that 

Shakespeare alone did not appeal to audiences. The Winden r 

Theatricals, rather than regenerating the theatre, showed 

the obsolescence of the aristocracy as social, and cultural 

leaders. 

The Times of January 26th, 0490 29 
commenting on 

the first series of performances at Windsor considers its 

potential effect on the theatre rather in terms of a 

consequent reawakening in the aristocracy of a sense of 

their social responsibilities than in terms of the regenera- 

tion of the theatre. Whereas Mrs Gore assumed that aristo. 

cratic patronage would indubitably encourage "a new order 

of dramatic authors"30 the Times refers only in passing to 

29, Quoted in J, . Cole The L &a and Theatrical Times of lea-Kean. V S. A. (London, 109). , PP. 9.35j . 
30. Preface to Cuid Pro Quo, in English Flure of the 

iä1 :; nth Century. IIi Comedies, ed. m1c a RMBooth, 
k%)xford, 1973)t P"1 " 
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such conjectures: 
"Fancy has wandered back to the days of Elizabeth and the first James. .. and perhaps, Wandering forward, 

has augured that a new stock of dramatiets... may 
spring into existence.... 

Instead$ the reviewer concentrates on the effect on "the 

higher orders"s 
"A certain elevated class of the public, by shunning 

English theatres and skipping English critiques, 
might soon lose eight of the native drama altogether, 
But neu, the plays and the actors are Forced upon the 
attention of the higher orders from another point. He 
wbo studies the proceedings of the court, has an 
English theatrical programme thrust into his view,.. " 

The theatricals themselves originated as a 

corrective to irhat was seen as a blatant defection of 

royalty from the duty of national leadership to patronise 

English theatrical presentations, Queen Victoria's reception 

at Court of the American dwarf' General Tom Thumb, 

exhibited under the auspices of the shovman P. T. Barnum, had 
of 

already led to criticism/royal philiatinism in 1846, 

occasioned by the suicide of the neglected artist Haydon. 31 

The visit of the French Theatre Historique in the summer of 

31 9 Benjamin Robert Ha$on (1786-1846), a historical 
painter esteemed by Keats and Wordsworth in the early 
years of his career, became increasingly unsuccescful 
in later years. His exhibition at the Egyptian Hall in 
1846 coincided with that of Tom Thumb, who drew immense 
crowds while Haydon's paintings were virtually ignored. 
His subsequent suicide gave rise to newspaper comment 
on English neglect of art, and Jerrold's "The English 
in Little" t published in Punch in 1846 and 1847, a 
satire on Tom Thumb and the philistiniam of t he English 
and of royalty. Information is derived from The Auto.. 
bi h and Jss Bnam3 Robertfla 

, 
e, 

Malcolm Elvin (London, 1950Y-9-Angus asson, 'Tom Thumb 
versus High Art: Douglas Jerrold's "The English in 
Little", The Victorian i ewelette (Fall, 1972), pp. 25"º 

Tie, ear, And 26, and P. J. Barnwn, st e 
J. a. O'Leary (London, 1967). 
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18L&8 provoked an uproar of nationalist feeling against the 

incursion of foreign performers on the English stage; the 

literature of the campaign which preceded the opening of 

Monte Criato at Drury Lane specifically associated the 

Queen with the subversion of the English theatre by foreign 

companies. The Theatrical Jour, of Tune, 8th called on the 

public 

"cinglsr and collectively to set their faces against 
this new attempt to un-, nglicize our public amusements.,. " 

and in conclusion asked 
"Why does the Queen and court so cften patronize these 

foreigners and so seldom visit any English 
playhouse? " ý 

A bill calling on "Britons" to "stand by the English . 
hams" 

was circulated, in which a preference for French theatrical 

entertainments is equated with "alienated English hearts" 

and the ultimate term of condemnation is "un-English": 

"Shall the theatres royal(? ).,.. erected and patented 
for the British Drama be the means ar crushing it by 
being devoted to Italian effeminacy and French 
immorality? " 

The ensuing riot on the first night of the Drury lane 

performance is described by the Times, the spokesman of the 

traditional establishment at this time despite the 

fluctuations in the political viewpoints it expressed, 33 as 

"a long, dull, dismal, dreary display of nationality# and 

despite its condemnation of the demonstrators as "rioters 

and blockheads, covering their country with disgrace in the 

eyes of 1urope"" and the House of Lords' denunciation of a 

32, Quoted in E. B. lhateon, Sh r dan tt Robert�on (Cambridge, 
102. -; ) , p. 17. 

33. IL. R. RoX Bourne, E li ish r gg. tdrta, (London, 1887), it, 
pp. 164 f. 
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petition to restrict the "number of foreign theatres" as 

"barbarous'" and "'disgusting'" the Queen reacted promptly; 

on July 3rd, she attended the Koans' benefit performance, 

and on July 10th, that of Macready. In 2Tovember, Kean was 

appointed manager of the Windsor Theatrical". 

The aristocracy's dataobnent trim national 

fervour discredited them in the eyes of a middle class who 

identified their own greatness with national supremacy; in 

encouraging foreign domination of the English stage, the 

aristocracy appeared to be seeking to undermine at once 

both national identity and the middle class. The strength 

of such chauvinistic and clans feeling is indicated in the 

appeal made for State intervention by those principally 

involved; the Tin identifies "Dome of these zealots" as 

"persons of standing and respectability In the histrionic 

profession". Webster was the presenter of the petition 

demanding State protection against foreign actors, and 

Charles Kean was reported to have applied to the Lord 

Chamberlain for an injunction against the Th6htre 

Ilistorique. 34 In preference to the undermining of national 

institutions, the middle class were willing to invoke the 
35 

assistance of the State; Arnold, writing in 1861, felt 

it necessary to Justify State action at considerable length, 

assuming as a matter of course the antipathy of the middle 

classes in particular to any dxtension of State power: 

3L,. Account and quotations in The Life-of Charles Janes 
Ma hews ý ed. Charles Dickens Bondon, 1679). ii, pp e 167--178. 

35. Matthew Arnold, "Democracy" in Selected ose, ed. 
P. J. Keating (London, 1970 t PP+99.4 "5. 
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"With many Englishmen, perhaps with the majority, it 
is a maxim that the State, the executive power, ought 
to be entrusted with no more means of action than 
those which it is impossible to withhold from it. " 

The disposition 

"to view with jealousy the development of a consider- 
able State-power... has,.. found extraordinary f<a, vour 
and oupport... from the middle-classes,.. " 

The actors involved were obviously not without a degree of 

self-interest in requesting State regulation; the 

demotion of the aristocracy from its position of social 

dominance, however, is attested by the readiness with which 

the Queen submitted to the force of middle-class opinion. 

Her gesture of reconciliation and compliance was an instance 

of aristocratic conformity to middle class standards, a 

reversal of the previously existing situation in which the 

middle class were expected to follow the example of the 

contemporary aristocracy. The plays presented at Windsor 

were, as the Times commentator remarked 

"The same that may be seen at the Haymarket and the 
Lyceum; the actors in the Rubens Room are precisely 
the same individuals vho appear on the public boards... " 

The royal reception of their middle-class entertainment is 

approved by the writer because of its approximation to 

that of the general theatrical public, and it is in 

solidly mercantile terms that their response is assessed: 

"the Courtly assembly seems to have laid aside that 
frigidity which is usually the characteristic of 
private theatricals and to have applauded with the 
zeal of a money-paying public, thoroughly pleased with 
the return for its outlay. " 

The aristocracy whose prestige the middle class sought for 

themselves was the aristocracy of tradition, apprehended in 

mechanical terms, not the contemporary discredited 
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aristocracy; at the same time, the middle-class attempted 

to exact from the aristocracy a compliance with their own 

habits of conduct. The Queen, in re-assuming her duty as 

monarch to patronise the English theatre and drama, did so 

by conforming to middle-class practice. 

Working out in the suburbs of Islington, far from 

the traditional theatrical centre, Phelps Uraa largely cut 

off from the patronage of the aspiring middle-class; nor 

did he intend to attract such an audience. However, his 

mnnngenent succeeded in attracting sufficiently large aud. 

iences with productions of Shakespeare to render his theatre 

a viable financial proposition over a sustained period of 

time, thus realising one of the objectives stated in his 

opening announcenent36, 

"the hope of eventually rendering [5adler's Wells] 
what a theatre ought to be -a place for justly 
representing the works of our great dramatic poets. " 

His productions paid the necessary attention to spectacle 

while retaining it within limits that satisfied his contenm- 

poraries; Morley, for example, implicitly counterpointing 

genteel with mercantile values, finds evidence of Phelps' 

"pure taste and right feeling" as opposed to "costliness" 

in the 1853 A Ifidsummer Ni ht's Dream: 

"hfr Phelps has never for a moment loot sight of the 
main idea which governs the whole play... The scenery 
is very beautiful but wholly free from the 
meretricious glitter now in favour; it is not so 
remarkable for costliness as for the pure taste in 
which it and all the ctagc-arrangements have been 
planned, " 37 

In realising his second major aim, however, that of demon. 

36. Quoted in Raymond Bander and Joe Mitchenson, The 
Theatres of London (London, 1963), P. 27. 

37. Henry Morley. The Journal of a London Pa oer from 
ýto 1866 (London, 1691), p. 57. 
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strating that 

"each separate division of our immense metropolis... 
may have its own well conducted theatre, within a 
reasonable distance of. its patrons" 

Phelps was unsuccessful. In the end, the financial viability 

of his project was maintained not by local audiences, but 

by an incursion of patrons from outside, the mid-Victorian 

equivalent of the old pittites: 
"The literary men of London .... the youngor members of 

the Inns of Court, and.... those denizens of the West 
in whom poetic taste still lingered, " 38 

The Sadler's Wells management wan intended as a recasting 

of the obsolete concept of a "National" theatre associated 

with the monopoly, in contemporary terms, for a time 

"when stages which have been called "National" are 
closed, or devoted to very different objects from that 
of presenting the real drama of England, and when the 
law has placed all theatres upon equal footing of 
security and respectability. " 

The resultant theatre firer audiences from the Islington 

lower-middle und upper-'workini-classes, together with the 

least socially-conscious of the middle-classes from outside 

the neighbourhood; they found there an ideal to which they 

responded enthusiastically, Marston describes the theatre 

an "a sort of pilgrim's shrine": 

"[in] the audience itself there seemed a parallel... 
between the adherents of the poetic school and the 
adherents of a proscribed faith in religion. A respect- 
ful., almost solenn hush pervaded the house during the 
less exciting scenes of a play..., I have heard the 
execution of some passage in a tragedy hailed with 
something of the excitement which might have followed 
a political manifeato.... It was felt that there was 
a Cause, scarcely less than sacred, to anpport, and 
that Phelps was its apostle. " 

on the other hand, Phelps' theatrical philanthropy, admired 

38. WQatland Uaraton, Our Recent Actors (London, 1888), II, 
pp. 35.37. 
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by Dickens, only acted as a deterrent on the original aud- 

ience, "as ruftianly.... as London could shako together". 

The Dickens article states as Phelps' achievement that he 

"reclain[ed] one of the lowest of all possible audiences"; 

howovor, an it becomes clear from the article itself, 

Phelps rather expunged its undesirable elements: 

"The friere of f'ish.... and other coatermonger-scum,,,, 
there first removed .... by the aid of the police.... 
children in arms were next to be expelled, " 

With the checking of "outrageous language" through the it ple- 

mentation of "an old Act of Parliament", the "purification 

of the audience and establishment of decency" were completed. 

Phelps' venture cleared Sadler's Wells of its 

original audience, giving the theatre over to new patrons 

altogether: tfarston's "Islington paterfamilias" and Dickens' 

"staid and serious people of the neighbourhood", together 

with Uorley'o "honest Englishman of the educated middle- 

class". His productions appealed to a public already pre- 

disposed to the kind of entertainment he provided, who had 

not previously patronised the theatre regularly, rather than 

creating a different taste among established playgoers. 

Middle-class philanthropy, in the end, had little effect on 

those not already sympathetic to the middle-class values in 

which it vac grounded. The Mechanics' Institutes, seat up 

for the benefit of "the lower classes of society", to instil 

the bourgeois virtues of a 

"taste for rational enjoyments.,,. habits of order, 
punctuality and politeness" 

through lectures and books39 similarly attracted a--different 

39, Quotation from J. Judson, Tho IIistory of Adult 
Education (1851) in Richard D. Altick, The lash Common 
Rood er eist (Chicago, 1967), pp9189-192. 
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social class from that originally envisaged; Dickens, at a 

reading given for the Chatham L ochanicc t Institute in J860, 

is recorded as expressing the 
, hopsa that 

"a time would core when a for mechanics might be found 
in a Mechanical Institute. " 40 

31iddle-blase philanthropy, conceiving of working-class 

advancement in its own terms, appealed in the end to the 

already converted instead or making new converts. 

The Sadler's Wells productions articulated the 

ideals of a section of society, receptive to middle-class 

attitudes but not primarily concerned with social advance- 

ment, in contrast to Kean's audience in the test End. 

Phelps' approach to the staging of Shakespeare restrained 

the use of decoration, while still relying fundamentally on 

spectacle as a means of making the legitimate drama accept- 

able to his audiences. Kean, at the Princess's, in contrast, 

placed greater emphasis on decoration, and provoked the 

charge of "vulgarity"; the criticism he drew was both pro- 

longed and intense, being, at root, a criticism of the 

values of the class who patronised his theatre, and of their 

pretensions to gentility. 

240. The Speeches of Chorlee Dickens, eä. K. JJiolding 
Oxford, 1960), p. 298. 
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XII Kean as Manager .. r 

When Charles Kean (111-1868)' undertook in 1850 
the management of the Princess's Theatre, one of the west 

4 houses which came into prominence after the 1843 Act, 

he had been a noted actor in the leading roles of the 

legitimate repertoire for over ten years. His theatrical 

career began at Drury Lane in 1827, after he had been 

obliged to end his education at Eton when his father 

Edmund Kean's finances collapsed. His initial stage 

appearances were unsuccessful; disadvantageous comparisons 
were drawn with his father. During the eighteen thirties, 

he played mainly in the provinces, until he finally 

achieved public recognition with a series of performances 

at Drury Lane in 1838. In 1842 he married Ellen Tree, 

considered one of the best actresses of the time, and 
together they toured America in 1845 and 1846. From 1848 

to 1859 Kean supervised the Windsor Theatricals, and in 

1857 he was elected a Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries 

in recognition of his archeological researches for the 

Princess's productions. After relinquishing theatre manage-. 

ment, he and his wife played London and provincial engage- 

menta, and made a tour of Australia and America between 1864 

and 1866. 

The Princess's, 2 built in 1830, had been in use 

J. Information derived from J. W. Cole, The Tf an 
Theatrical Times of Charles Kean FA ndon, 1859 
an he DIctIonary of anBa London, 1917 , X, p. 11143. 

2. Information on the Princeso#a Theatre is derived from 
groll 8herson, Lo ; 'a Lost Thea s of the Nineteenth 
C (Londont 1925). pp. 13 -1 3 anRa3'mon ManL er 
an Joe Uitchenaon, The Lost Thoatreo of_Londoli (London, 
1968), PP"336-343. 
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as a theatre since 1840; its interior was already 
luxuriously appointed when Kean took it over. An architect's 
description of 1842 states the "decorations" to be 

"principally in the Louis Quatorze style, than which for richness and boldness of relief, none is better 
adapted for the enbellishmentc of theatres... "3 

Kean's own renovations in 1857 eschewed "richuesa" for 

restraint. The Tee describes the improvement thus: 
"The chief defeat, which consisted in a predominance 

of hot heavy colour, is rectified by the adoption of 
a light renaissance style, in which French White and 
Gold predominate. "5 

Orchestra stalle, the most expensive type of seating offered 

with the exception of the private boxes, had already been 

introduced before Kean became manager; prices were similar 
to those of the other west End houses, ranging from stalls 

at six shillings to gallery at one shilling. The arrange. 

ment of the theatrical interior and the system of theatre 

operation, With performances commencing at seven and half. 

price at nine, -r-resembled that of the other 'Test End 

houses, designed to attract predominantly middle class 

audiences, Bean's patrons would appear to have shown a 
6 

3. Quoted in Thomas Marshall e of the Most Celebrat d 
Actors end (London, 1846), p* 7.3. 

4. Oxenford, the Times reviewer, wrote tinder a specific 
injunction to avoid controversy, Which results in a 
curiously ambiguous tone through his procedure of 
providing descriptions without making overt evaluation. 
Information is derived from Edmund Yates, His Reco ect. 
ions end Exneriencea (London, 1885), pp. 219-"21 2. 

5. Time, October 6th, 1857. 
6, Playbills for Princess's and West end theatres over the 

eighteen fifties in the The re Collection of the 
Victoria and Albert Museum. Details of the o eetion are 
included in the Bi 1 ography p. 307 
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preference for lack of ostentation, the restraint 

associated with gentility, in auditorium decoration in the 
latter part of the eighteen fifties, as opposed to the 
deliberate opulence employed at the beginning of the 

eighteen forties. He is also recorded as making provision 
in 1855 for those who dined at a fashionably late hour; 7 

the Times refers to 

"the custom established at The Princess's of accommoda- ting the "late" diners by the performance of a little 
piece that defers until 8 o'clock the grand drama of the evening... "8 

The Times reviews throughout the decade generally conclude 

with a reference to "hearty applause" and "repeated calls" 
For the actors and frequently remark on the "crowded" 

state of the house; 9 
a Writes in the Theatrical Journal of 

1853 recommends Kean to issue 

"a certain number of checks sufficient to occupy all 
seats and standing room.... which would do away with a 
great deal of the crushing... such as is to be found 
frequently at nearly all the theatres in London - the 
Princess's more especially than any other, " 10 

The account in the Tm of the last night of Kean's 

management remarks on 

"the strong fee ing that manifested itself through all (the] visible signs of enthusiasm... One spirit animated 
the mass that filled every available part of the 
edifice... that spirit was a sentiment of real gratitude 
and admiration*"11 

7, Sala, for example, describing a visit by Queen Victoria 
to the opera in Twice Rd the Clock. (1859), noted that 
the performance began at eight* The passage is quoted 
in F. Royston Pike, Hn Documents of th Vt ri 
Golden (London, 19 , p. 5.3. 

8, Times, February 23rd, 1853, 

9. Times, March 22nd, 1851 ; February 25th, 1851 = June 
16tht 1852, 

10. Theatrical Jod, September 7th, 1853, 
11, Times, August 30th, 1859. 
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Kean began his management in partnership with 
the actor Keeley and his rife, and continued as sole 

manager after the first season. The Xng John production of 
1852 was his first major Shakespearean product ion; it 

remained on the bills from February until July, and was 

subsequently revived In 1858,12 the other main success of 
the second season, The Corsican Brothers, a French adapt- 

ation, was reintroduced intermittently throughout Xean's 

management, and was in all performed well over two hundred 

times. In the 1852 to 1853 season, elaborate productions 

of Macbeth and Byron's Sardanaoalua were presented; the 

latter play remained on the bills from June, 1853 till 

February 1854, and Macbeth from February J853 till the and 

of the season, with revivals in 1858. The French Faustand 

Marguerite and Richard III were the chief attractions 

offered in the fourth season; whereas the French play 

continued to be presented well on into the following season, 

Richard III, in the Cibber version, was withdrawn after 

nineteen performances. The preference for Cibber rather 

than Shakespeare was strongly criticised; the reviewer for 

the Athenren, which became the Saturday Reyieww e main rival, 13 

writes 

"we cannot.... permit the work of the usurping playwright 
to be restored to the arena of the stage with... the 
32regtigo of a triumph, " 14 

12. Princess to Theatre playbills, 1850-1859, in the The g 
Collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum, an 
J, W. aoie, T ! le lire ana Tn a&r1Cc. L r mee or Care Keg 
F (Lon on, 1659). 11* 

13.1I. R. Fo$ Bourne, English New tape s (London, 1887), II, 
pp. 250,295. 

14. Athe_�_ neuen, February 2nd, 1854, 
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Louis X7, again from the French, and ifenrv vii=, introduced 

in the 18514 to 1855 season, were both extremely successful, 
Louis after a lengthy initial run, was intermittently 

reproduced during the remainder of Kean's management, 

while Henr played for one hundred successive 

performances, an unprecedented record in Shakespearean 

stage presentation' -9., and continued on into the sixth 

season, to be replaced by The W}teraTale, which played 

every night from April till the end of the season in August. 

The seventh season opened with Sheridan's adaptation of 
Kotzebuets za o, only moderately, successful in 

comparison with the other main production of that year. ,j 
Midsummer Pi iýzht'a Dreamt which ran initially from October, 

1856 till March, 1857. Richard Yl and the Ted were 

also elaborately staged during the same season, with similar 

success, The Merchant of Venom, introduced in the eighth 

season, ran consecutively from June till October, 1858; 

the Lea production of April of the same year, In contrast, 

Was withdrawn after two month's intermittent presentation, 

This production was relatively unspectacular, and though 

praised by critics for its 

"subordination of the mechanist and the painter to 
the poet and actor"16 

it failed to attract sufficiently large audiences to justify 

a 3. engt2-y run, Kean's last production, fies,, nr, V, ran 

consecutively from March till July of 1859, 

15. J. W, Cole The Lie and Theatrical T imp X 2f Charles 
Kean. F. &. Lon on, 19,13: # p, 6155.6 

16., Iljusstrated London hews, April 214th, 1858. 
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Keanes major productions, almost without 

exception, drew strong support from the predominantly 

middle class patrons or the West End theatres; during the 

eighteen fifties, this section of society began to imitate 
the social habits and taste of the aristocracy, a tendency 

reflected in the cyatem of programming adopted at the 

Princess's and the change to a more subdued style of 
auditorium decoration. Bean's management succeeded in 

making Shakespeare the staple fare of the contemporary 
theatre and the Princessts, as much as Sadler's Wells, 

came to represent an ideas. for Its patrons, as the Timeg 
description of the audience "feeling" on the last night of 
the management above: 

"The great magician. .. was breaking his wand in the 
presence of his admirers, and there was something 
almost painful in the excitement.,,, "17 

In attending the Princess's productions, audiences at 

once showed their gentility, by watching a kind of enter. 

tainment associated with aristocracy� and increased their 

knowledge of genteel behaviour. 

Kean's purpose as manager was an avowedly 

philanthropic one; he evaluated the theatre in terms of 

. ts social utility as a means of improving audiences. In a 
letter written in 185618 he equates the "elevation" of the 

stage with its use as "a most valuable agent in national 

17. T1me, August 30th, 1859. 
18. Letter dated September ß 0th, 1856 to Colonel C. B. Phipps, 

Keeper of the Privy Purse with Whom Kean had dealings 
in the staging of the Windsor Theatricals, in William 
G. B. Carson, Letter of xi and Zar Charle Kean rel t 
t their American` t. Lou s, 1945). p. ß 9f 
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instruction": 
"The Stage might be rendered a most important machine, both in a political and social point of views- no one 

, 6... will deny how necessary it is to guide into a 
wholesome channel, the minds of the middle classes, 
who are especially operated on by theatrical 
exhibitions. " 

To realise this aim, Kean combined the presentation of 
Shakespeare with historical accuracy in miss-en-scene; the 
audience is to be instructed by being provided with factual 
information about the past. In his curtain speech on the 
last night of his management19, he states his intention "to 
make the theatre a school as well as a recreation" through 
blending "historical accuracy" with "pictorial effect". His 
intentions as theatrical entrepreneur prefigure Ruskin's 
injunction to the manufacturer, to produce "what will 
educate as it adorns", as the social duty of a gentleman; 
the means adopted, however, accord rather with the mechan- 
ical middle-class conception of education as the assimila- 
tion of facts. Stage spectacle is thus justified if in 
accordance with archeological evidence, as a means of in- 
fusing "instruction" with "amusement". Kean's whole speech 
is directed to vindicating his employment of "ornamental 
introductions" on the basis of their "truth", "truth" being 
fidelity to factual evidence, the minute reproduction of 
details drawn from unimpeachable archeological authorities. 
In presenting Shakespeare, "every detail is studied with an 
eye to the truth"; in Henry VIII, 

"Every incident introduced is closely adopted from the 
historical descriptions recording those very events 
as they actually occurred above 300 years ago" 

The English army in Henry V were "clothed and accoutred in 
the exact costumes and weapons of the time". Kean asserts 
his integrity as a theatrical philanthropist on the grounds 
that 

"in no single instance have I ever permitted historical 
truth to be sacrificed to theatrical effect, " 

He discounts "more .... show and idle spectacle" as a worthy 
object of the stage, insisting instead on its educational 
potential. 

19. Reported in the T irres, August 30th, 1859, 
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In the prefatory discussions printed on the fly- 
leaves of the playbills for each of his legitimate produc- 
tions 20 

. Kean presents Shakespeare's plays as historical 
narratives; the playwright's achievement is considered as 
proportional to the strictness with which he adheres to the 
truth of historical fact. Henry VIII is notably successful 
because it might possibly be based on eye-witness accounts: 

"The poet, who came to London in very early youth, 
might have formed the personal acquaintance of more than one grey-headed elder, who remembered the trial.. "21 

The Winter's Tale is correspondingly defective, with its 
lack of "any specific date" and "chronological contradic- 
tions", and necessitates the selection of a specific histor- 
ical period and the removal of "all prominent incongruities" 22 

In the same way, Kean commends his employment of spectacle 
in production to his audience in proportion to the apparent 
degree of veracity of his sources; the availability of 
"the evidence of an eye witness" for the staging of Henry V 
gives it an exceptional merit. 

23 

" Kean's guiding principles are modelled on the in- 
junctions of those critics, following on from Arnold, who 
assert throughout the mid-Victorian period the urgent nec- 
essity of effecting some kind of spiritual and cultural im- 
provement on the increasingly dominant and materially-minded., 

_ 
middle-class, to fit them for the social position that their 
economic strength made inevitable. In putting theory into 
practice, however, he recasts abstract ct'itical recommenda- 
tions in the terms of the middle-class who are his patrons; 
the appeal of his productions, in contrast to the failure of 
Anderson's, is the result of his awareness of the taste, 

values and attitudes of his audience, In his 

philanthropic attempt "to render the stage a medium 
of historical knowledge" 24 Kean adopts the techniques 

20. Princess's Theatre Playbills, in the Theatre Collection 
of the Victoria and Albert Museum. 

21. Playbill for King Henry the Fichth, May 16th, 1855. 
22. Playbill for The Winter's Tale, April 28th, 1856. 
23. Playbill for King Henry the Fifth, March 28th, 1859. 
24. Playbill for King Henry the Fifth, March 28th, 1859. 
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oP the entrepreneur to make knowledge palatable to his 

audiences. ilia role as manager is to eels the "dramatic 

histories"25 of Shakespeare to his public, to act as "a 

medium between our national poet and the people of 
England". 26 In his prefaces, accordingly, he is concerned 

throxChout to point out to his prospective patrons the 

particular merits and attractions of what he has to offer; 

the underlying implication is that historical information 

is not, by itself, of sufficient intone ,t to theatre 

audiences without additional enhancement. "Instruction" 

requires to be combined with "anuxsement" , while "amusement" 

itself in turn acquires a new value by being pressed into 

the service of a higher purpose, The preface to King John 

thus concludes with an assurance that the entertainment 

offered has both a worthy purpose and a pleasing character: 

"history, heightened by the charm of than, root exquisite 
poetry, and combined wich pictorial and correct em- 
boUta went, tends to promote the educational purposes 
for which the stage is so pre-eminently adapted... to 
convey Information through the medium of refined 
amusement "27 

Poetry is a form of embellishment; by converting 

"the histories of several of our English Kings into a 

series of grand dramatic poems", "Shakespeare has set 

history to the strains of poetic music", The suffering of 
the historical Constance is "adorned and enhanced by poetic 

imagery". 28 The function of the poet in relation to history 

is to present "retrospective truth, encircled by a halo of 

23. Playbill for ling Henri he 1'i_ fth, Sarch 28th, 1859. 
26*. Playbill for Tho haut of Venice, Tuno 12th, J8580 
27, Pla Tbill for King J 

,,, 
October 4 8th, 1058. 

28. Playbill for King Johns October 18th, 1858, 
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of poetic genius", to combine "accurate statement of tact 
29 with beauty of language". Thus in his "dramatic history". 

Sen V, 

"Shakespeare, .. has closely followed Holinahed; but the 
light of his genius irradiates the dry pages of t1 
chronicler. "30 

Truth to fact is the predominant consideration of the poet 

as presented by Kean; poetry, like spectacle, can only be 

recommended if the authenticity of What it adorns can be 

guaranteed. History is adorned by poetry; in turn, poetry 
itself can be adorned by "scenic illustration" but only "if 

it have the weight of authority'. "Proper dramatic effect" 
in stage presentation requires archeological authenticity; 

thus Kean states that until the site of the ancient fineveh 

was excavated, and accurate information obtained, 

Sardananalue could not be effectively staged in the absence 

of knowledge of "Assyrien architecture and costume". 31 To 

give "full effect" to l®nr7 VIII on stage, 

"information has been sought from every source which 
could contribute to the realization of,.. the domestic 
habits of the English Court, three hundred years ago. "32 

Throughout his prefaces, lean as entrepreneur is concerned 

to convince his patrons that his "Historical Illustration" 

is-securely grounded on undisputable authorities; in the 

P ichard 2x preface he acknowledges at length the assistance 

of numerous "men eminent for their antiquarian knowledge", 

all fellows of the Society of Antiquaries, to guarantee 

29. Playbill for King Richard the eon:, March 12th, 1857. 
30. Playbill for King Henry the Fifth, March 28th, 1859. 
31. Playbill for S ardanavalus, June 13th, 1853. 

32. Playbill for King Henry the Eighth, may 16th, 1855. 
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"the truthfulness and fidelity of the entire picture". 33 

The object of the entrepreneur is to display the 

commodity in as attractive a light as possible to appeal 
to the prospective buyer; the proof that he has correctly 

gauged the taste of the market is the purchase of his wares. 
Thus Kean repeatedly refers to the commercial success of 
his productions: 

"An increasing taste for recreation wherein instruction 
is bnded with amusement, has for some time been 
conspicuous in the English public... Repeated success justifies the conviction that I am acting in accord. 
ance with the general feeling. " 34 

In his curtain speech, he finds "conclusive evidence that 

his views were not altogether erroneous" in "the reception 

given to the plays,,, combined with the unprecedented number 

of repetitions", Where "Public Approval"35 is the object, 

public taste must be fully understood, and the aspects of 
the productions Kean emphasises in his prefaces are those 

which he considers most likely to appeal to audiences. 

8hakespearets plays are recommended as historical narratives 
decorated with poetry; history itself as educational fact; 

and spectacle as accurate historical information. Kean's 

conception of what "the public require js]" in the theatre is 

"scrupulous adherence to historical truth in costume, 
architecture and the multiplied details of action... 
when employed in the service of-the monarch of 
dramatic poetry. 't36 

The hind of theatre he envisages to accord with the taste 

33,, 
-Playbill 

for King Richard the second. March 12th, 1857. 
34. Playbill for King Richard th ;8 eccond, March 12th, 1857. 
35, Playbill for Ring Henry the Fifth, March 28th, 1859. 
36. Playbill for King nrv the Eighth, May 16th, 1855. 
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of West End patrons is one relying on Shakespearean drama 

presented with pictorial embellishment "sanctioned by his- 

tory.... in every minute particular". 
37 ilia productions pre- 

sented a picture of the "life and manners, ' of the pact, 

with an authenticity of detail which fleshed out the 

"illusion of the scene". 

Kean, as the manager of a West End theatre, was 

as much dependent as Webster at the Haymarket on "the will 

and pleasure of our sovereign the public". 
38 He draws on 

the bourgeois faith in tact and appearance. As an entrepre- 

neur, selling Shakespeare to middle-class audiences aspir- 

ing to genteel status, he dignifies spectacle by presenting 

it as an integral and necessary part of a theatre directed 

to the serious purpose of education through staging the 

"dramatic histories" of Shakespeare. The entertainment pro- 

vided thus capitalises on what is known to appeal to aud- 

ience taste, but inflates it to the level of the more re- 

fined entertainment associated with a higher social class. 

The audience, assured that theatrical show is essential to 

genteel entertainment, can enjoy what is essentially pagean- 

try behind a facade of Shakespeare, history and education. 

Kean as manager shares the attitudes of his audience; he 

similarly inflates his own basically mercantile role as 

entrepreneur to the more genteel one of philanthropist by 

avowing his concern with improving his audience. In the 1856 

letter39, he deplores the aristocratic lack of interest in 

the social duty he himself is fulfilling: 

37. Speech reported in the Times. August 30th, 1859, 
38. Webster's speech from the stage on relinquishing 

management, March 11th, 1853, quoted in rl. Macqueen-Pope, 
1iaymarkett Theatre of Perfection (London, 1948), p, 281. 

39. Letter to Colonel Phipps, in William G. L. Carson 
Letters of Mr and Urs Charles Kean relatincr to ýhwq-, 

. t, Ouia p1 y4; ), P. 19. 
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"the Aristocracy visit the Princess's « and express 
their admiration at the show, but they come... 
unaccompanied with that reset and cordial tv of 
feeling, which, I think, ought to wait on a great 
ob ject... I caxmot.... understand rhy... interest in the 
Drama ... is not exhibited from.,. inf'luential quarters... " 

At the same time, he states his personal aim as self. 

advancements 

"I seek reputation -I look tor,; tame -I seek to 
establish a n�ame.,, as having achieved something by 
perseverance, Weal and energy towards the elevation 
of an art of which I am proud... " 

Philanthropy thus becomes a form of self-advertisement, an 

entrepreneurial technique for presenting one's self as a 

gentleman; Kean as manager is finally as much concerned 

with the elevation of his own social status as are his 

patrons. 

Kean's productions, the commodities synthesised 

by the entrepreneur from his knowledge of the market, are 

embodiments of mid-Victorian bourgeois taste modified to 

accord with the conception of dignity of theatrical status. 

Shakespeare is adapted to harmonise with middle class 

standards and values while those elements of the original 

playa considered integral to dramatic greatness, and by 

extension representative of the qualities of gentility, are 

retained. Critics recognised the consistent contemporaneity 

of Kean's productions, in the employment of modern tech. 

niques to meet modern demands. The Times reviewer, through. 

out the eighteen fifties, emphasises the Princess's 

productions as particularly representative of the charac. - 
teristics of the current theatres 

"That perfection of decorative art which many managers 
have applied now and then, [Kean)-has applied always.., 
The present age, as far as theatricals are concerned, 
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may be called the age of decoration, and its 
peculiarity has probably reached its culminating 
point in the Princess's Theatre, " 40 

The "decorations" employed, in Pr, for example, "are 
in a style of splendour completely novel. " . 

41 to Kean's 

reliance on the contemporary elements of decoration, 

novelty and antiquarian information is attributed his 

appeal to contenporary taste and consequent success in 

popularising Shakespeare. Thus 
"Plays that had never been known to draw money within the memory of man were represented for, perhaps, a hundred successive nights at the Princess te... "42 

Kean's novelty is a rejection of the past as well as a 

reliance on the techniques of the present: 

"The audiencee.., at the Princeae'a... believe that old traditions, old exits and entrances, old methods of 
grouping will not be followed.. *"43 

His responsiveness to current interests is his distinguish. 

ing characteristic as manager: 

"he has sought to make his stage a Vehicle of arch- 
eological instruction, and thus keeps pace with that 
tendency of the day to obtain the, most accurate 
information as to the life and habits of the past. " 44 

The criticism of Keants productibna is, because of their 

peculiar]y representative quality as the entertainment of 

a particular social class, a criticism of the attitudes and 
beliefs of that class itself, as reflected to their 

theatre. Morley, for example, readily, extends his denun- 

top. Times, June 'l 6th, 1832, 
41. Times, September 2ad, 1856. 
42. T imee, June 16th, 1859, 
43" Timea, February 15th, 1853. 
44, Times, Uay 21st, 1855. 
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elation of "a defect of tagte" in the production of 
Isfid 

�mer 
Niah_t! eDream to the audience : 

"It is evidence enough of the depraved taste of the 
audience to say that the ballet is encored. " 45 

The ctitical doubts about Kean's productions as 

presentations of Shakespeare's playa are doubts about the 

taste of his audience. The debate over the place of 

spectacle in staging Shakespeare initiated by Macready's 

work at the patent theatres is continued with reference to 

the nature of the contemporary public. Donne, in his 1855 

article "The Drama, Past and Present% states the issue 

for the mid-Victorian period: 

"Do managers employ all this care and cost upon 
Shakespeare because the public regard him as the roof 
and crown of $ramatic poets or because, from the 
historical interest and ampfitude of his plays, they 
coincide,.. with the present taste for acenical pomp 
and circumstance? " 46 

The hostility and partisanship of certain critics derives 

from social not theatrical preoccupations. The Illustrated 

London Newe, for example, which 

"surpassed all rivals as a sixpenny paper for middle- 
class reading" 

with a circulation of 110,000 in 1855, consistently 

supported Kean; in contrasts Ll v8! WeekIZ Xeweu, aaDeM, 

"Radical" in its "teaching" and selling at threepence, 1? 

45" Hon' Morley, The Journal of a Lond P1a or (London, 
1891 

), 
PP-133-1 34* 

46. ti'W. B. Donne, Essays on the Drama (London, 1863), p.. 188. 
47. ü. It. Pox Bourne, Fnal i sh ? Ter n (London, 1887). 11 # 

p. 227. 
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under the editorship of Terrold 8 denounced the primacy of 
spectacle in the production st 

"we think there ought to be something higher in the 
development of the drama, than the art of the painter, 
and the handiwork of mechanice... the scenery and 
furniture have been made of the first importance... " 

Kean is labelled "the Barnum of tragedy" and his theatre a 
"furniture warehouse"; 

49 the criticism of Keen as an 

entrepreneur, turning art into a commodity, eatenda to 

the commercial values of the middle class. The estimation 

of Kean's achievement in turning to such effect the avail- 

able resources of the stage as to win a new importance for 

the theatre, througft his ability to gauge exactly the taste 

of his audience, becomes clouded in contemporary commentary 

through the critical tendency to turn from appreciation of 

what was actually placed on stage to the wider social issue. 

48. Jerrold and Kean quarrelled over the production of 
Jerrold's play, The Heart o t3 d, in 1853. Cole 
attributes the vituperative criticism of 1 d's and 
Punch to Jerrold's malice, and contradicts the 
assertion of Jerrold's son that after the production of 
the play "my father never wrote a lins about Lir Kean or 
his management". The information is derived from 
J. W. Cole, The Life and Theatrical Times of Charles Kean. 
1'. 8. A. (London, J859). II, pp. 92-93t an Blanchard. 
Jerrold, The Life and 'Damgins of Dourýlss Jerrold (London, 
1859)" P. xi. 

49. Lloyd's Vie kly? 7ewsn, ýer: May 27th, 1855; July 8th, 
1855* 
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XIII The Productions 

Kean's Shakespeare presentations are adaptations 
of texts written for a theatre based on the spoken word, 
where the actor was placed in close proximity to his aud- 
ience, to the requirements of the mid-Victorian period; 
the visual aspects are emphasised for the picture stage, 
and the portrayal of life and manners built up and presented 
with maximum care and attention to detail, to further scenic 
illusion. Throughout his prefaces, Kean refers to his pro- 
ductions as "a series of Historical Illustrations". He 
treats all Shakespeare's plays, whether tragedy, history or 
comedy, together with Sardanr palus and Piizzarro, as "drama. 
tic histories", distinguished solely by their respective 
"epochs"; consequently he selects plays for production on 
the basis of the potential stage effectiveness of the 
setting employed. In the preamble to Henry VIII, he makes 
his requirements clear: 

"I have selected Shakespeare's KING HENRY THE EIGHTH t as offering a marked contrast to the remote and 
gorgeous antiquity of SMWAIMPALUS, the barbaric 
wildness of MACBETH, the feudal pomp of KING JOHN.., " 

Pizarro similarly is "a fresh chapter in the pages of the 

past" permitting "much that is novel in the accompanying 
arrangement s". 

2 The original Shakespearean texts are accord- 
ingly modified into the required historical narratives; the 

plays as staged resemble the French adaptations, The 
Corsican rothers, Faust and 11arguerites and Louis XI 

rather than Shakespeare. 
Kean's method of preparing Shakespeare for the 

stage is demonstrated in his first major revival, King. John 
(1852); the text required for performance is abstracted 
from the original by cutting, not alteration, in accordance 
with the "general conviction" acknowledged by Kean in the 
Richard III preface that the plays 

"should be represented, co closely as possible, in 

I, Playbill for King Henry the Eimht} , stay 16th, 1855. 
2. Playbill for Pik , September lot, 1856, 
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conformity with the ascertained text oP the Poet.. "3 

The published acting version, "as arranged for representation 

at the Royal Princess's Theatre"�4 omits approximately a 
third of the original, by the excision of everything not 
immediately relevant to the plot and the curtailment of the 

roles of Paulconbridge, Pandulph and Philip of Prance. The 

parts of icing John and Constance are left relatively intact, 

and the play as staged becomes a series of events linked 

by the recurring figures of the protagonists. Lengthy 

stage business replaces the original dialogue; the stage 

directions call for processional exits and entrances wherever 

possible. Thus, before the first words of the play are 

spoken, 

"Nortolk... Exits and returns immediately ushering in 
the French Herald, 6 French Barons and Chatfllon.., p who all bow to the King on their entrance. " 

In the subsequent Shakespeare productions, the amount of 

original text decreases and the stage business proportion. 

ately increases; the acting version of R3___chard_ 12 (1857), 5 

for examples, omits nearly half of 1akespoare'a piay,, still 

leaving a performance stated in the T041 es to have "occupied 

Pour hours with solid uninterrupted magnificence", The 6 

principal piece of business introduced Is the "Historical 

Episode" inserted between Acts III äud IVt depicting 

3, Playbill for E, iAn chard the Thi_rd* February 20th, 
4, Kind. as. arranged for ! oProsenta, t ion at the Ro 

so 

1854. 

6. Times, April 13th, 1857w 
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"the triumphal entry into London of the "mounting" 
Bolingbroke, followed by the deposed and captive King, "in grief and patience". "7 

As a series, the productions show a progressive alteration 
in the balance between the verbal and the visual, between 
Shakespeare's poetry and Kean's spectacles culminating in 
the total submergence of the original plan in the 1859 
Henry V production. 

8 Kean's emphasis on "illustration" is 

made explicit by the emendation of the prologue to Act V, 

where 
. *.. and omit "All the occurrences, whatever. ch'inc td, 

Till Harry's back return again to Franca" 

becomes 

All the occurrences..,. " 

Keante Shakespeare productione take the form of 

a series of tableaux joined by a straightforward narrative 
dominated by one principal character. The Cors c Brothers 
(1852) is similarly constructed round the tableaux which 

conclude each act; 9 the dialogue in Act It for example, 

serves only as preparation for the appearance of the ghost 

of one of the twin brothera who are the playa protagonistat.. 
"LOUIS DEI FRAINC1I has gradually appeared rising 

through the F1oOr... with blood upon his breast... " 

The ghost introduces the tableaux: 

7. Playbill for Xing Richard the Second, March 12th, 
8. Bing Henry the Fifth. with historical and 8=1ans 

9ý Dion Boucicault in 

otn k London, 7 9731 p PP.. 31-70. 

i 857. 

0 
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"the back of the scene opens and discloses a glade in 
the forest of Fontainebleau. On one side is a young 
man wiping the blood from his eword... On the other 
side, LOUIS DEI FRANCHI extended on the ground 
supported by his two seconds and a surgeon. Act drop 
slowly descends. " 

II. 1 is conducted during a "Masked Ball at the [Paria] Opera", 

and closes with "Music, Gallopade and Polka.., "; the final 

act ends with a duel and the re--appearance of the gloat: 
"CHATEAU-RENAUD and FABIEN DEI FRAVCHI close in mortal 

confl. ict... FABIEN plunges his weapon into [CHATEAU- 
REI1AUD M e7 breast.... LQUIS DEl FRANCHI appears rising 
gradually through the earth..,. " 

In the same manner, the Shakespeare productions, whether 
historically based in the original or not, more from effect 
to effect, with a minimum of words. The Te est 0857). 10 

for exam te, opens with "A Ship in a storm"; during the 

course of the second scene 

"the waters abate, the sun rises, and tides recede, leaving the yellow sands*.. " 

Act III employs a transformation: 

"The scene in gradually transformed fyrom barrenness to 
luxuriant vegetation, after which, enter many strange 
shapes bearing fruit and flowers, with which they form 
a banquet and disappear. " 

At the end of the not the "Shapes, etc,, reappear. Dance. " 

Act IV is chiefly occupied with the ? iasque of Juno; the 

production conclades with the departure of Prospero from 

the islands 

"The ship gradually sails off. Island recedes from the 
stage, and Ariel remains alone in mid air... Distant 
chorus of spirits. " 

The dialogue of the first two scenes of Richard ir is 

10. 
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reduced to the minimum 'necessary to prepare for the 

tournament of the third; the advance of Bolingbroke's army 

across "The Wilds in Gloucestershire" concludes the second 
act; the third culminates in the "Historical Episode"; 

the sparse dialogue remaining in Act 5 is filled out by a 

protracted struggle between Richard and his eight assassins, 
in the course of which he kills four; and the final curtain 
falls on Bolingbroke and the Lords grouped round Richard's 

bier. 

The dramatic atructnre of Shak®cpaare's plays is 

reduced to melodrama as defined in the preface to The 

Woodman's Hut (181ä)t11 

"If it err in having too much action, it has a counter. 
balancing advantage in not being clogged by excess of 
speech..,. Melo-drama.., places characters in striking 
situations, leaving the situations to tail for them. 
selves, and carefully voids encumbering them with 
language" 

Kean's presentations, individually and as a series, also 

show the continual search for novelty in the contrivance of 
"striking situations" of melodrama; he is additionally 

encumbered, however, by his avowed allegiance to "accurý+ 

not ! he. 12 Spectacle requires the Justification of 

historical truth; thus he writes to GeorZe Godwin, an 

architect and antiquarian, about The er'ss 'ais (1856): 

"I am very anxious about this said Palace of Poliuenes 
I should like to make a grand display in this 

situation but cannot find a cause -a Banquet rould 
not do as Leontee has one in first Act,.. Can you 
txink of any =son for an effect... "13 

11. Quoted in Michael R�Booth, English )ielodrama (London, 
1965), PP+38-39. 

12. Pla; rbi11 for King Henrv the 
-P 

tth, March 28th, 1859. 
13, uoted in 0. J Carlisle, Shakespeare from the Greenroom (London, 

1970), P*27. 
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His search failed on this occasion, and he was obliged to 

rely on the "Festival of Dionysian which followed two 

scenes later in Iv. 4014 "contrast" within the "series of 
Historical Illustrations" is stressed in the Hen II 

preface as much as the magnificence, of particular settings; 
by the middle o- the decade, his prefaces recommend his 

productions to audiences as much for their novelty as for 

their accuracy of "scenic display". The W ert Tale 
"employs many now accompaniments" tip while the revival of 
The Tem»eet "impart tai a generally new character" to the 

original play. 
16 

Since Kean defines "proper dramatic effect" in 

"Historical Illustration" as a matter of authentic 

archeological information, 17 
novelty in stage effect is 

proportional to the quantity of factual detail incorporated 

in spectacle. Historical truth is attested in Bean's 

productions by the accumulation of data drawn from Incon- 

testable authorities in the a ame way that the truth to 

"everyday experience" of melodrama is a function of the 

quantity of concrete objects from the "real world" which 

surrounds it. As the spectacle introduced into the original 

plays grows more elaborate, so the quantity of documentation 

required increases; the footnotes in the acting version of 
Kin , citing authorities for details of costume and 

14" 

15, Playbill for The Winter's Tale, April 28th, 1856. 

16, Playbill for The Tempel , July Ist, 1857. 

17. Playbill for Sardanenaý. June 13th, 1853. 
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architecture, are expanded into the "Historical Notes" 

appended to each act in the later printed texts, which 

supply supporting evidence for whole scenes as Kean moves 
from dapicting the events of the original play to inserting 

additional "episodes". The "Historical Episode" of Hen , 
for example, is followed by copious extracts from a 

translation of 
"a Latin US., accidentally discovered in the British 

Museum, written by a Priest, who accompanied the 
English army... " 18 

The water colour drawing prepared from this episode as 

staged19 bear out the minutiae of the quoted description, 

from the "Mayor and Aldermen in scarlet" to the 

"innumerable boys representing angels, arrayed in 
white, andl with... glittering wings, and virgin locks 
set with precious trigs of laurel.., "v 

The Pz production (1856)20 is backed by massive extracts 

from "Prei cott's 'Hietorst of the conquest of Perus" and 

references to "Rivero and T, schudi's 'Peruvian Antlquiti©s'" . 
The notes to the text of The Uerchent cif ; Venice (1858)21 

similarly recount the entire history of Venice, drawing 

chiefly from an unattributed "Sketches or venetian History" , 

supplemented by incidental information about social customs 

and architecture, as corroboration for the stage production's 

"faithful representation of the picturesque city" . 
22 

M, Playbill for King Henry the Fifth, March 20th,, 1 859. 

19., Theatre Cein of the-Victoria and Albert Museum. 
Details of the Collect on arc given in the Bibliography, 
P 307 

20. 
91 JJU1S 

21. The M rcn t or ve ce win nzszor eaz and l to 
ns Kean F 8' (London, 10.56), 

22. Playbill for The Merchant of Venice, June i 2th, 1858. 
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The process of turning Shakespeare's plays into 

melodrama requires the simplification or all complexities 
and the removal of inconsistencies; to avoid potential 
ambiguity the indefinite is rendered concrete, since the 

objective of melodrama is to confirm, not analyse� audience 

preconceptions. Lea (1858) thus becomes 

"The story of King Lear and hic-three daughters ... a 
... picture of filial ingratitude and paternal despair 
aggravated into madness. " 23 

The resistance of the original text to reduction to domestic 

fable Is evidenced by the exceptional amount of cutting 
and rearrangement required* 

24 In 1II. 4, for example, Kean 

follows the Shakespeare text up to the entrance of Gloucester, 

at which point the trial of Goneril from 111.6 is inserted; 

Gloucester then enters and the remainder of the scene 

interweaves lines fron III. l and I11.6,111.5 and 111.7, 

dealing respectively with Edmund's treachery against his 

father and the blinding of Gloucester, are omitted, in 

accordance with Kearats minimaliaation of the Gloucester sub. 

plot and modification of words and phrases in the interests 

of propriety, The quantity of excisions and reorganisation 

necessary to extract an acceptable acting version from the 

Shakespeare play results in incipient confusion; by IV. 2 

a footnote explaining C¬onerilts motives and intentions is 

required. The play as staged is a simple narrative of the 

misfortunes of Lear, enlivened by auch "striking situations" 

as the storm on the heath and the duel between Edgar and 

23. Playbill for King Lear, April 17th, 1858. 
24. Kiesar. with Ntes by Charles Kean. P. S. A. As first 

1: 11c1. 
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Edmund in the final scene; everything not immediately 

germane to Lear's domestic story is excluded. The story 
itself is sip1Jd with a "definite epoch as the supposed 
time o= action" ae opposed to that of "the , rthical age to 

which Lear belongs"; 25 the setting for IV. 6 of the 

original text, "The Country near Dover", shows "a Roman 

road and an ancient obelisk" in Kesn'a version* Lear becomes 

a particular individual living in a particular place at a 

particular time, "the Anglo-Saxon era of the eighth 

century"; the indefinite iss made specific, and Lear, as 

staged by Kean, has relevance only in individual and local 

terms. Particularisation of chronology and locality also 

ensures visual consistency; "uniformity of character in 

the accessories" and "regulation of the scenery and dresses" 

is possible in Kean's Lear, but not in Shekespeare's. 

The verisi 2litude of melodrama results from its 

equation of truth with empirically verifiable fact. Keants 

productions consistently assign specific locations to each 

of Shakespeare's scenes; the first scene of hin Richard III 

for example, takes place in "London -º Privy Council Chamber 

in the Palace of Vlestminster", and the scenic specifications 

which follow give rise to a proliferation of notes document- 

ing the archeological detail called for by the particular- 

isation of setting. The direction that 

"The vralla and roof er© decoratod with the badges and 
cognisancoc of Richard the Second" 

leads to a heraldic discussion which adduces es evidence 

"the wall ovor the door leading to the Iaat cloisters from 

25. Playbill for Fing Lear,, April 17th, 1858, 
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the South aisle of Westminster Abbey". The - truth of fact 

which results from the substitution of spectacle ibr poetry, 

when expanded beyond its immediate frame of reference, 

leads only to further facts, In showing that 'Makeapeare 

omits, Kean identities spectacle With poetry; the 

"Historical Episode" in Richard 11, for example, 

"embodies in action what Shakespeare has so beautifully 
described in the speech of York to his Duchess... "26 

Since spectacle, like poetry, is a means of embelliahing 

fact, Kean uses the original text to suggest tableaux. In 

the conclusion to IV. B of Henry on Henxyws words, "Do 

we all holy rites... ", 

"Curtains of the Royal Pavilion are drawn aside, and discover Altar and priests. " 

The scene closes with 

"Organ musk; all kneel, and join in song of 
thanksgiving. " 

In melodrama, the verbal is made concrete in spectacle; 

the literal meaning of the text is spelt out through detail, 

rendering it totally unambiguous. Thus the patriotic 

fervour of the IV. 3 "et. Criapin's" speech is emphasised 

by the accompan ing stage business; the rater-colour 

drawing of the scene in action prepared from the production27 

shove Henry in the centre of an army flourishing their 

weapons, as the national hero, the leader and inspirer of 
his c ountryf e forces and the focus of English enthusiasm. 
Sean's tableaux embody in theatrical form Bagehot's concept 

of the "picturesque". 28 drawing on the truth of fact,, 

26. Playbill for K nr, Richard the 8ecor dJ, March 12th, 1857. 
27, he C1 ec on of the Victoria and Albert Mue um. 
28. Walter BCgehoc, Wordsworth, Ten eon and Browning" In 

a Nineteenth Ce tt , cd, 
. Jones (Londoný-1952)v pp. 2- . 
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Bagehot's "real world", to create a "summary scene" which 
is the "full development" of what is otherwise "indistinct,,, 

The adaptation of Shakespeare for middle class 

audiences melodraniatises the original while retaining the 
theatrical dignity of dramatic poetry by reinterpreting 

poetry as embellishment of facts spectacle, indicative 

of contemporaneity in staging, is in turn dignified by being 

associated with historical truth, and the distinction 

between truth as an accumulation of factual c' a and truth 

as essence, Arnold's "general ideas which are the law of 
this vast multitude of facts"29 is ignored. The meaning of 
Kean's productions for his audiences is embodied in his 

tableaux, the picturesque "types" which organise disparate 

historical f acts; the tableaux reflect bourgeois attitudes 

to history. 

In dealing with the history "drawn from our own 

annals" 
30 Kean aharea the bland progressivism of his con. 

temporaries, His attitude is the simple-minded optimism of 

the mid-Victorian bourgeois, convinced of the superiority 

of the English nation, its civilizing mission, its undimmed 

and ever expanding progress down the ages to the assured 

fulfillment of a glorious present and a yet more glorious 

future. His productions are redolent with the euphoric 

self-congratulatory patriotism of the boom years of British 

capitalism, exemplifying on the stage, the calm certainty 

29. Matthew Arnold, "On the Modern Element in Literature" 
in Selected Prose,, ed. P. J. Keating (London, 1970), P"59. 

30. Playbill for Kinn Richard the- econndd, March 12th, 1857. 
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enunciated by Macaulay in the opening pages of The Hiietor 

of Bn1and (1848): 31 

"the general effect of this chequered narrative will be 
to excite thankfulness in all religious minds, and 
hope in the breasts of all patriots. For the history 
of our country during the last hundred and sixty years 
is eminently the history of physical, of moral, and of 
intellectual improvement... no man who is correctly 
informed as to the past will be disposed to take a 
morose or desponding view of the present. " 

In Kean's Ricer I, accordingly, contrary to hie habitual 

practice of excising everything not directly relevant to the 

narrative, he permits Gaunt'a "This England" speech in II. 1 

to remain, but in a modified form, excluding such references 

to present decline as 

"This England, that was went to conquer others 
Hath made a shameful conquest of itso? f. " 

Even the plays 'which äo not employ specifically 

English historical settings present images gratifying to 

national pride. The entire production of Sardana pal" is a 

celebration of national achievement, Layardle excavation 

of Ninevehs32 

"In the production of Lord Byron's Tragedy of 
'8ardanapalus' I have availed aWselt of the wonderful 
discoveries mah within the last few years, by Layard, 
Botta, and others, on the site of the ancient Nineveh... 
I consider myself fortunate in having been permitted 
to link together the momentous discoveries of one 
renowned Englishman with the poetic labours of another. "33 

The Winter' e Tale and A Midsummer Nick t! e Dream use ancient rrýrýrýý 

31. T. B. MacaulaI, The Tiistorv o England (London, 1966), 
PP"1-3. 

32. Sir Austen Henry Layard (1817-1894) excavated the Ninevah 
site in 1846 and published an account, Ni. nevah and t 
Rem a ins , 1849-1849. Sculptures from the site were 
transferred to the British Museum in the early eighteen 
fifties. 

33. Playbill for BardanaPalus, June 13th, 1853. 
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Athens as an image of the achievements of civilisation. 

In the latter play Kean rejects the time of Theseus when 
"the, buildings existing in. Athens... were most probably 

rude in construction... Such edifices could have 
nothing in common with the impressions of Greek 
civilisation that exist in every educated mind" 

Instead, he chooses to represent the city 

"at a time when it had attained its greatest splendour 
in literature and in art - when it stood in its pride 
and glory, ennobled by a race of illustrious men, and 
containing the most beautiful objects the world had 
ever seen" 

Athens as presented on stage is specifically associated 

with the Christian era; in his preface Kean describes the 

setting used for the opening scenes 

"The Acropolis, on its rocky eminence, surrounded by 
marble Temples, has been restored together with the 
Theatre of Bacchus, . near which stands that memorable 
hill from whence the words of sacred truth were first 
promulgated to the Athenian citizens by apostolic 
inspirat ion. "34 

The WinterOs Tale production also enys the image of Greece, 

paralleling mid-Victorian England with Athens "at the summit 

of her political prosperity". "Assuming that the civilisation 

of Athens was reflected by Syracuse", Kean 

"places betbro the eyes of the spectator, tableaux 
v vent of the private and public life of the ancient 

ree a, at a time when the arts flourished to.., 
pertoction..: 35 

The refinement of Leontes' court is contrasted with the 

uncouth rusticity of the Bithynia of Asia minor substituted 

by Kean for the anachronistic Bohemia of the original play, 

1.2 displays the festivities at Syracuse: 

"Banqueting room in Palace ... guests, crowned with 
Chaplota, discovered reclining on couches, after the 

34. Playbill for A )Udsummer Niczht', eDream, October 15th, 
1856. 

35* playbill for The Winteras Tale, April 28th, 1856. 
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manner of the ancient Greeks... cupbesrers, slaves, 
female water carriers, and boys, variously employed. 
Musicians playing Hymn to Apollo. After which enter 
36 youths in complete armour, who perform the 
evolutions of the Pyrrhic Dance, " 

The Bithynian setting provides a dance of Satyrs in IV. t}= 

"Re-enter shepherd with i2 rustics, hablted like Satyrs; 
accompanied by a crowd of peasantry who dance wildly 
and indulge in all the extravagant merriment of a 
Dionysia... " 

In the preface to he : eß, 
36 the island of the play is 

associated with the discovery of America, 

"the first revelation of a new hemisphere to the eyes 
of astonished Europe,.. " 

Macaulay, itemising the manifestations of British greatness, 

cites America, where 

"the British colonies rapidly became for mightier and 
wealthier than the realms which Cortex and Pizarro 
had added to the dominions of Charles the Fifth" 

Kean's production glorifies the Englishman as coloniser. 

Under Prospero's dominion, nature is subdued and turned to 

man's advantage; he calms the storm of the opening scene, 

and tranc'crms "barrenness to luxuriant vegetation" in 

111.3. Harmony and order are established; the "divers 

Spirits" used to dhaotise Caliban in IV. 1 are liberated, 

and Prospero j having civilized the barbaric, leaves the 

islands 

"Night deecende. The Spirits, released by Prospero, 
take their flight from the island,. oLforning breaks, 
and shows a ship in a calm... " 

In the prefaces to the English historical 

productions, Kean calls attention to those events of the 

past foreshadowing the contemporary triumph of post Reform 

36. Playbill for The Tesaýest, July lot. 1857. 
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Bill bourgeois democracy and its'expanding economy. His 
discussion of Henry VIII focuses on the Reformation; the 

appeal of the play for his audience lies in its treatment of 
"a period and chain of events... intimately, associated 

with our strongest national feelings and above all, 
productive of that wonderful and controlling change in the destinies of England - TIC REFORMATION., " 

The KIzAR John preface similarly emphasises the signing of 
"the Great Charter of English Freedom" "by which the liberty 

of England was founded". Bean's values are conspicuously 

part of the conventional wisdom of his age. The attitudes 

he brings to his theatre productions can be most fully 

understood as extensions of the current optimism expressed 
at its most typical by Macaulay - whose intention in 

, 
the 

History is to relate 
"hoer, from the auspicious union of order and freedom, 

sprang a proap erity of hic h the annals of human 
affairs had furnished no example j, bow our country... 
rose to the place of umpire among European powers; how her opulence and martial glory grew together.,, " 

The events of the past are thus understood in terms of the 

standards and values of the present; the unswerving optimism 

of such an attitude was not, however, without its critics, 

and the criticism could, with equal relevance, be applied The conservatively-inclined 
to Kean's own work. /Carlyle, for euaiple, in Past awn 

Present (1843) measures the degeneracy of the present by 

comparison with the order of the past, and Arnold urged 
"commerce with the ancients" to produce 

"in those who constantly practise it, a steadying and 
composing effect upon their judgement.., of men and 
events in general. "37 

37, Uatthew Arnold, 1853 Preface to Poems, in, 9elec ted Prose, ed. P. J. Keating (London, 1 "o. P"5 . 
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Arnold criticises Macaulay as "the great apostle of the 

Philistines", using "Philistinism" to epitomise "the 

genuine British narrowness" that has made them 

"of all people the most inaccessible to ideas anus the 
most impatient or them... " 

Uacaulay's work, like Xean'a, is popular because it 

presents the truth of fact that tondune preconceptions 

common to the author and his readers: 
"beyond the apparent rhetorical truth of things he 
never could penetrate; for their vital truth.,,. he 
had absolutely no organ*, , as Lord Macaulayt s ovrn 
generation dies out, as a new generation arrives, 
without those ideas and tendencies... which Lord 
Uacaulay so deeply shared and so happily satisfied, 
Will he give the same pleasure? " 

. 38 

The bourgeois attitude to history 'sees it as an 

accumulation of indisputable facts; the historian, like 

the theatre manager, thus becomes an entrepreneur, 

concerned not with understanding historical events, since 

their meaning is already agreed, but with presenting them 

as attractively as possible, to appeal to the taste of the 

prospective market. Kean's preoccupation is with staging, 
not textual interpretation. His preface to Macbeth39 focuses 
exclusively on the difficulties of stage presentation and 
makes no reference either to the play or to the historical 

events it depicta* 

"The very uncertain information, which we possess 
respecting the dross worn by the inhabitants of 
Scotland in the eleventh century renders any attempt 
to present this tragedy attired in the costume of the 
period a task of very great difficulty. " 

38. Matthew Arnold, "Essays in Criticism (1665)", in 
selgeted Prose, cd. P. J. Keating (London, 1970), 
pp 3,173-1714. 

39. Playbill for ub, November ist, 1858*. 
4 
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Macaulay likewise in his 1835 Edi� ur h Revue article on 

Sir James Mackintosh's Hin orv ofthe Revolution in England. 

In praises the author chiefly for the "vivacity and 

colouring" of his style: 
"A history of England, Irritten throughout in this 

manner would be the most fascinating book in the 
English language. It would be more in request at the 
circulating libraries than the last novel. " 40 

Uacaulay'. *`%)root of success, like Kean'o, is public demand; 

in a letter of 18141 he 'rites, referring to rrbg Iriglorv of 

En an4: 

"I shall not be satisfied unless I produce something 
which shall for a few days supersede the last 
fashionable novel on the tables of young ladies, " 41 

John Morloyten2 analysis of Macaulayts readers in an article 

written in 187643 could be equally well applied to Kean's 

audiences: 
"Ifacaulay came upon the world of letters, just as the 
middle classes... were expanding into enormous 
prosperity... His essaya... zase an incomparable manual 
... for a busy uneducated man who� " wish [ea) to know a 
little about the great lives and great thoughts... 
that have marked the journey of man through the ages. " 

The means adopted by Kean and Macaulay to appeal to con. 

tenporary taste correspond closely; Macaulaytc style, 

like Kean'a spectacle, made historical facts vivid. John 

40, T . B. Macaulay, i and Hi i al Ee e (London, 
1963), It ppa2 -. 

141. Reprinted in Sir George Otto Trevelyan TL fe and 
Letters of rd-Macaulay (Oxford, 1961), it, p' 1. 

42. John l! orley (1838-1923). became editor of the port.. 
Dight1v , which he saw as the champion of the 
enli tene minority in 1866. In 1877 he gas put in 
charge of the 11g- Men of Let ere series. He later 
entered politics. 

43, Reprinted in John Morley, Vt ne nth Century Faaay , 
cd. Peter Otanaky (London, --1970) pp. 73-º97. 
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Morley writes: 

"whatever [uacaulay's] special subject, he contrives to pour into it... a stream of riche graphic, and 
telling illustrations... " 

Kean'c 1erm. Y 1 production (1859) embodies most 

fully the "stock notions and beliefs" of his audience, 

exemplifying the bourgeois projection on to the past of 
their own preconceptions, and at the same time demonstrat- 

ing tie limitations and ultimately distortions of the 

"truth" compounded from factual detail. The play as presented 

is a series of tableaux glorifying the greatness of England, 

moot fully represented by Henry himself, and offset by the 

degeneracy of the French. Kean presents his own view of 

the events of "a most honourable era In English history" in 

his preface: 
4 

"The period... is flattering to our national pride.., 
there are few amongst us who can be reminded,,. of 
Crecy, Poictiers and Agincourt, without a glow of 
patriotic enthusiaam... The play ie.. q, a lay of the 
minstrel pouring forth a paean of victory. The gallant 

. 
feats of our forefathers are brought vividly befcre 
our eyes*. *reminding us of the prone©a of Englishmen 
in early days, and conveying an assurance of what they 
will over be in the hour of peril" 

Visually, the production emphasises the completeness of the 

French defect; the siege of Harfleur conclui eye thus s 

"Soldiers shout. Governor and others come from town and 
kneeling, present to Henry the keys of the city.., 
March. The English army enter the town through the 
breach. " 

The stage direction on each appearing of the French Herald, 

Mount joy, specifies that he "uncovers ani kneels" before 

Henry. The simple piety of the English is contrasted with 

1414. Playbill for King He= the Fifth, March 28th, 1959. 
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the moral reprehensibility of the French; two tableaux 

are interpolated into the Chorus description, in the 

prologue to Act IV, of the armies on the night before 

Agincourt, showing respectively the 

"interior of French tent with Dauphin, Constable, 
Orleans, and others playing at dice" 

and the 

"English camp;, group of soldiery praying. " 

Through spectacle; - Kean both underlines the original text 

and supplements it at those points which seem to him most 

significant; the tableaux embody selected facts, discarding 

those not in accordance with the attitude to the events 

presented in the production. 

The acting version of the text similarly distorts 

Shakespeare's play; following his usual practice, Kean 

reduces the original to a straightforward narrative. The 

lines he excludes are those which detract from the 

depiction of Henry as hero and the campaign as glorious« 

Thus II. 19 where Falstaff's sickness is announced and 

attributed to the King's rejection, is omitted. All refer. 

ences to the brutality of war are excised: Henryts discourse 

on treason in II. 2 and Exeter's speech in 11.4 on the 

effects of "hungry war" disappear; he cute out the killing 

of the baggage boys and the French prisoners in 37.6 and 7. 

By a combination of visual emphasis and verbal suppression, 

Kean abstracts a play which conveys his own preconceived 

notions about the Agincourt of the historical past; his 

view is shared by Macaulay who writes of this periods 

"The greatest victories recorded in the history of the 
middle ages were gained... Victories indeed they were 
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of which a nation may be justly proud; for they are to be attributed to the moral superiority of the 
victors. "4. 

The "Historical Episode" celebrates Henry's triumph as a 
working out of God's purpose fcr England; the preface 
describes Henry as 

"the chosen instrument of heaven crowned with im- 
perishable glory... His bearing to invariably gallant, 
chivalrous, and truly devout... Ever in the true feeling of a Christian warrior, placing his trust in 
the one Supreme Power, the only Giver of Victory; " 

The English subservience to God is rewarded by victory over 
the French; the "anonymous chronicler's" description of 
the King's entrance into London, laboriously recreated on 

stage by Bean, presents it in terms that would be appropriate 

for his entrance into heavens 

"A company of Prophets-.,,, sang with sweet harmony ... a 
song of thanksgiving... twelve kings, martyrs and 
confessors... chaunted with one accord at the King's 
approach... round about angels shone with celestial 
gracefulness, chaunting sweetly..; 

Keane Henry V provided his audience with 

consolation for the recent humiliations of the Crimean War 

and the Indian Mutiny; the production affirms England's 

martial and moral superiority, playing on chauvinistic 

hostility to the French, and provides the kind of "gratifi. 

cation" Coleridge's "Defender" found in "modern sentimental 

plays", the precursors of melodrama= 

"Fortune is blind, but t1 poet has his eyes open and is, besides, as complaisant as Tortun Is capricious. He makes everything turn out exactly as We would wish it1"46 

45, T. B. lfacaulayg The History o! viand (London, 1966), p. 14 
46.8. T. Coloridge, Blq= a Ltteraria (London, 1894), 

Pp"361-362" 
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The truth compounded of factual detail conveyed through 

spectacle in Kean's productions is contradicted by events 
in the world outside the theatre; the picturesque "type" 

does not embody "reality" but distorts it. Kenn's product- 
ions, grounded on melodramatic techniques, become subject 
to the criticisms made of melodrama, to the charge of, for 

example, the kind of "pernicious fallacy" George Eliot notes 
in Dickens, when the critic is hostile to the viewpoint 

presented. Kean"o theatre, like that of the "Defender", 

evokes a "sympathy" in audiences that is, for the hostile 

commentator, "a gross self-delusion", directly contrary to 

"what experience teaches us"q and based on the "confusion 

and subversion of the natural order of things". 

Man's theatre provides audiences with a version 

of "reality" preferable to that of the World outside the 

theatre; it is both totally consistent, and unlike "every. 

day experience", supports "stock notions and beliefs". 

8hakeopeare's plays are used to vindicate the bourgeois 

attitudes shared by the manager and his audience; criticism 

of Kean's productions is thus a criticism of the standards, 

values and modes of perception which imbue them, and not of 

his stagecraft, while his treatment of the poetry of the 

original texts an embellishment of fact raises for critics 

a further issue which also divided the conservative and 

progressive camps, the wider question of the nature of 

poetry in the contemporary world. 
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XIV The 

In On Heroes and Hero Worahia, Carlyle sets out 
the notion of poetry as a means of penetrating beneath 

surface appearance to essential qualities; the poet reveals 
"the sacred mystery of the universe... of which all 
Appearance... is but the natures the embodiment that 
renders it visible. "I 

Leigh Bunt, writing in 1844 on "What is poetry? ", similarly 

preeenta poetry as a means of reaching a higher truth than 

those of "fact" or "science"s 

"poetry begins where matter of fact or of science 
ceases to be merely such, and to exhibit a further 
truth... "2 

Wordsworth in the "Preface" to the 1800 edition of L ical 

Bai ad opposes "Poetry" to "Matter of Pact, or science", 3 

and his distinction is repeated by Ui11 in the 1833 essay 

"Vihat is Poetry? "4 Coleridge, criticising the defects of 

Wordsworth's own poetry in Bioarauhia Li, teraria, 3 discusses 

its "matt er-ot-tactness", which he defines as 

"First, a laborious minuteness and fidelity in the 
representation of objects, and their positions.., 
secondly, the insertion of accidental circumstances, 
in order to the full explanation of his living 
characters, their dispositions and actions,,, " 

1. Thomas Carlyle, On Heroes and Hera 
orWorshiD 

(London, 1959) 
p. 313. 

2. Leigh Hunt, "What is Poetr ", in Engllsh C itira 
Fs ae ?te een Century, ed. Edmund D. Jones (London, 
1956)t P" " 

3.17113. iam Wordsworth, "Poetry and Poetic Diction" in 
Frw, llsh Critical Rean-ve N ete th Century), e&. Edmund 

. Jones London, 1956). p. 10, n. 1. 
4. T. o. Uill, "What is Poetry? ", Essays on Lit rature and 

Soci©t , ed., J. B. Sahneewind (London, 19 , p. 1OT. 
5.8, T. Coleridge, Biograohia Literarla, (London, 1894) . 

pp. 214-220. 
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This "accidentality" is incompatible with "the essence of 

poetry"; "matter-of-factness" is properly the province of 
the historian, whose kind of truth he defines by quoting 
from Davenant as "that truth, narrative and past" which is 

"a dead thing", The poet's truth, in contrast,, is 
"truth operative, and by effects continually alive... 

who hath not her existence in matter, but in reason. " 

The conservative Coleridge's own mode of thought, as analysed 

by Mill6, is that of the poet, who searches for meaning by 

"digging down to the root"; the progressive Bentham's is 

that of the historian, the "method of detail": 

"this practice of never reasoning about wholes till 
they have been resolved into their parts, nor about 
abstractions until they have been translated into 
realities***" 7 

Keane production style applied the "method of detail" to 

poetry, in fragmenting Shakespeare's plays into a series of 
In Coleridge's terms, 

concrete and particular images. /the "dead" truth of "matter- 

of-factness" was thus imposed on the "living" truth of 

reason, and his productions condemned for so doing from 

the conservative critical viewpoint. 

Whereas 1Laraton praises Uacready's performance 

of Richelieu in terms of "familiar touches" and "traits"., 

and the consequent avoidance of the "error" of "over. 

idealizing", 
8 Lewes, reviewing Kean's 1852 production of 

King-Jo ,9 condemns the application of the "method of 

6. J. S. Mill "Coleridge", Essays n Lite, ra&urendSoa ett i, 
ed. J. B"Schneewind (Lon on, 1965)# p. 292. 

7. J. s. Uill, "Bentham" Essays on Literature and society, 
cd. J, B. Bchneewind (London, 1965), 9 p. 252. 

8. Westland Uarston, Our Recent Actors (London, 1888), It 
pp"38-53. 

9. John Forster and G. ii. Lewea, Dram io Essays, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), PP. " 
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detail" to the performance of Shakespearean roles as a 

distortion and diminution. In Mrs Kenn's portrayal of 

Constance 

"in a domestic light stripped of all the elevation 
and grandeur of poetry" 

he finds an instance of the transposition of the wrong 

"order of truth" into tragedy. "The chasm which separates 
tragedy from domestic drama" is that between 

"the impassioned grandeur of ideal sorrow and the 
prosaic truth of domestic roe [, ) " 

between Constance and "a widow de in rue st. Dents". Lewes 

contrasts the "truth" of everyday life, of "matter-of-Pact", 

with that of poetry; he defines the debasement of tragedy into 

domestic drama as a process of making it middle class, of 

portraying a queen as a bourgeois housewife. Lewes objects 

likewise to Bean's "unkingly, Unideal presentation! ' of 

King John and to the ignobility of his Macboth (18553). 10 He 

admits the effectiveness of such a style of performance 

on audiences, but condeaais the effect as one addressed not 

to the understanding but to the senses: 

"I venture to doubt whether the effect was such as any 
poetic or cultivated mind can on reflection approve. " 

Ultimately, Lewes dismisses the Macbeth performance as 

falsification from the actor's inability to understand 

Shakespeare; he takes 

"the literal and unintelligent interpretation, so that 
almost every phase of the character is falsified. " 

"clatter-of-Fact" is associated with the superficial intellect 

of the middle classes and the appeal to the senses; 

10. John Forster and G. H. Lewe©, D, 1sma l, c 'Essays, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), pp. 232-2 O. 
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Shakespeare with grandeur and nobility, and the higher 

truth of poetry which goes beyond curfaco appearance; 

detail thus in tho end becomes deception, and the verifi- 

cation of the "dead" truth of fact the distortion of the 

"truth operative" of poetry, 

In contrast, Marston mites of the detail of 
Kean'a acting style in the 1857 Richard II as achieving 

"that poetic truth which is the inmost reality". Kaan's 

performance, as described, is a portrayal of external 

characteristics, which Uarston calls "realistic peculiar- 

ities". "Poetic truth" here is the truth of "matter-of- 

factness", the "perfect embedment" of the "picturesque"; 

appearance in equated with essence. Character, when created 

from an accumulation of traits of behaviour, through "a 

laborious minuteness and fidelity in the representation", 

becomes a matter of idiosyncrasies. Similarly, Uarston 

writes of Zcan'o performance as Wolsey in the 1855 Henry 

vIII as the portrayal of an "individual" through 

"the quaintest reali ® of detail, sometimes embracing 
the minutest peculiarities of a character .,. "11 

The truth thus expressed is a particular truth, the 

empirical truth of factual evidence. The higher truth 

ascribed to poetry as opposed to history or science is 

claimed to be superior because of the universality of its 

application; Coleridge, in criticising Wordsworth, writes 

of the " unelesenese" of introducing "minute matters of 

11. Voatlnnd Eiaroton, Our Recent lectors (London, 1888), 
p. 198. 
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Pact" into 

"a poem of the loftiest style, and on subjects the 
loftiest and of the most universal interest... " 

Detail in acting style waß required, like 

decoration in staging� to bo restrained, The reviewer in 

the I ZuatratedLondon Vers, comments approvingly on Mrs 

Kean's performance as Katherine in 1Henry VIII in "the 

dying scene" as "the very poetry of suffering',, expressed 
"not by violent contortion of face or gasping spasms, 
but by the wandering eye and hesitating speech... '112 

Poetry here is associated with the refinement of good 

masmers, the gentility aspired to by the middle classes; 

it is also an attribute of emotion, a means of embellishment, 

and lacks any definite quality in itself. In the same ray, 

an excess of "non-ideal elaboration" is related to the 

vulgarity of trade. John Oxenford, the Times dramatic 

critic, raises the point whether the "excessive realism" 

of Keants FWolsey can be considered "art'". The Wolsey Kean 

portrays through a multiplicity of detail Oxentord describes 

as "a parvenu", "the butcher's son" rather than "an 

intrinsically awful personage". 15 Donne, in his 1855 article 

on "The Drama, Past and Present", 14 
urges that "actual 

truth" be kept subservient to the "imaginative" truth of 

"art"; in Mrs Kean*s "close imitation of the presence of 

sickness" in her performance as Katherine, he Finds "the 

real over-powered the ideal". The limits, of art are the 

12. Illustrated Cordon N�gw$, May 19th s, J8550 
13. T 

. s, Lay 21st, 1855. 
14. WW. B. Donne, Rasa-Zig on the Dr__ ama (London, 1863), pP. 187- 

206. 
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limits of good taste, the class quality of gentility. 
The poetry which embodies "truth operative" 

raises particular fact to the level of the universal; it 

synthesises individual details into a unity greater than 

the parts which compose it, and appeals to the higher 

faculties, The history which deals with "dead truth" sees 

poetry as the decoration of fact, a means of making indivi- 

dual details attractive to appeal to the senses. Where the 

function of poetry is held to be the embellishment of fact, 

its role can be performed equally well if not better by 

visual rather than verbal means, since the impact of the 

visual an the senses is immediate and totally excludes the 

intellect. The visual is free from ambiguity, whereas the 

verbal requires the exercise of the understanding, and 

permits possible misinterpretation. By employing spectacle 

in staging and detail in acting Kean emphasises the facts 

which the poetry of the original Shakespeare text synthe- 

nises and universalises into "truth operative"; poetry 

becomes redundant in Kean's productions because the function 

attributed to it is being more effectively fulfilled by 

alternative means. In auch a style of staging, appearance 

is essence, in that essence is conceived of in terms of 

what can be conveyed visually; consequently it is particu- 

larly suited to conveying information to the "mechanical" 

mind of the middle classes. Detail and spectacle, however, 

in being governed by the requirement of restraint imposed 

by the audience for whom they are adopted, in fulfilling 

their function become obsolete; their objective is to 

create maximum impact on the senses, an impact which is 
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weakened by repetition. If further developed to increase 

their effect, the result is exaggeration, which is rejected 
by audiences. Detail and spectacle, accordingly, require to 

be constantly renewed to provide further stimulation. Kean's 

methods of presentation admirably fulfilled his objectives, 

blending what his audiences acknowledged as education with 

amusement, and avoiding the tedium of repetition through 

constant novelty. The criticism of his treatment of Shako- 

spearean poetry derives not from the productions themselves, 

but from tbndemnation of the taste which applauds then; 

thus Ruskin characterises the restless, continual pursuit 

of amusement of those obsessed with "the trappings" of life 

ss the unheclthy hunger, eternally dissatisfied, for 

constant novelty: 

"the necessity for this amusement is fastening on us 
as a feverous disoawe of parched throat and wandering 
eyes - senseless, dissolute, merciioss... "15 

Lewes similarly cites "novelty" as one of the essentials for 

theatrical prosperityI6, and Bagehot deacribea the "showy 

art" vhich app©ale to the literary taste of "the middle 

class": 

"not that which permanently relieves the eye and makes 
it happy whenever it looks, and as long as it looks, 
but arin, art which catches and arrests the eye for 
a Aodmont, but which in the end fatigues it. But 
before... tho fatigue... arrives, the hasty reader has 
passed on to some now excitement, which in its turn 
otimu)tes for an instant, and then is passed by for 
ever. "17 

15, John Ruskin "OP Kings" Treasuries", Sessme and Lilies (London, 195), p. 34. 
16. John Forster and G. H. Lewes, DrSMatic Essem: ed. Archer 

and Lore (London, 1896), p. 80. 
17. Walter Bagohot, "Wordsworth, Tennyson and Browning" in 

Fn ich Critical Fsnn itinoteenth Gentür , ed. 
Edmund D. Jones (London, 1956). p. 420. 
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The Times account of Kean's 1858 performance as 
Lear convoys an impression of the actor's continual pursuit 

of additional and fresh detail with which to embellish his 

performance; Kenn's "elaborate delineation" of the 

"individual qualities" of Lear is described thus: 

"not a moment's rest does he allow himself, but through- 
out the piece he is constantly presenting some new 
trait that will give additional reality to the part. 
Evidently considering that Lear's nature is summed up 
in his confession that he is a "foolish, fond old 
man", he works out all these adjectives in their 
fullest significance. All the details... he produces 
with the most searching minuteneso... Ttothing could be 
more powerful or intense than the curse at the end of 
the first act... his cursing electrifies the house. "18 

Where poetry is opposed to "matter-of-fact", Kean's "method 

of detail" in acting is found manifestly at variance with the 

original Shakespearean character. Alternatively, in roles 

in the French adaptations, the correspondence between per- 

formance style and role is praised. The "method of detail" 

harmonisce with melodrama; the, limitations and super- 

ficialities of each promote their shared objective of 

maximum audience effect. Thus Lewes sums up the course of 

Kean's acting career: 

"born with a decided aptitude for melodrama, he 

18, Tiriea, April 19th, 1858. 
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exercised himself as a melodramatist in Shakespeare... 
in The C i, an Brothers he is excellent... He has 
found his ve .. Let him peril it no more by 
Shakespeare.. *"19 

He discusses the effectiveness of the production of The 

Corsican Brothers (1852)20 in arousing a physical reaction 

in the audience through the "reality" created by the use of 

restrained detail; Kean's performance preserves 
"a gentlemanly demeanour... which intensifies the 

passion of the part, and gives it a terrible reality" 

before which the audience sits "breath-suspended", Oaentord 

in the Times similarly associates "effects" and the nrousai 

of "intense interest", praising Kean'a performance as 

"striking". 21 Marston's description of Kean's performance 

in the title role of Louis XI (4 855) 22 
amounts to a catalogue 

of details; his first entrance is described thus: 

"the askant and furtive look, the figure bent slightly 
forward, the slow and wary step, the hands closely 
locked... 

Such "realism of detail, sometimes enbracing the minutest 

peculiarities of a character" is equated with "truth to 

nature", arousing "deep interest" in the audience. The 

"interest" excited, both by The Corsican Brothers and by 
Louis XI, is, from a hostile vievrpoint, its own con- 
demnation; it appeals to the "insane taste" to 

which Bagehot attributes a delight in "grotesque art". 
23 

19; John Forster and G. H. Lewes, D rramattic F ea s, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896), p. 1 6. 

20. John Forster and G. H. Lewes, Dram: ý_ticý Eiaa e, ed. Archer 
and Lowe (London,, 1896), pp. i 85-189, 

21, Times, February 2nd, 1852" 

22. Testland Marston, Our Recent Aators (London, 1888), I, 
pp. 192-197" 

23. Walter Bagehot, "Wordsworth, Tennyson and Browning" In 
Engligh Critical Essays (Nineteenth Century) ed. 
Edmund D. Jone© London, 1956) p pp. 0 13. 
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which deals 

"not with normal types but with abnormal specimens... 
not with what nature is striving to be, but with 
what, by some lapse, she has happened to become. " 

Thun Uarston comments on the "fascination" of the part of 

Louis: 

repulsive, but never to be forgotten, its sudden and 
terrible fascination for the audience was something 
like that felt by a wayfarer of old when lamp or 
torch on the road abruptly disclosed to him the erect 
gibbet and its hideous burden. " 

Oxenford refers to the "pleasing trepidation" and "pleasing 

horror" induced by he Corsican Brothers, and Cole, in his 

biography of Kean, includes a selection of congratulatory 

letters written to the actor on his performance-as Louia24, 

which uniformly describe the writers' reactions in term of 

physical sensations, ranging from "cheeks burning with 

excitement" to the extremities di tailed by Isabella Glyn, 

who acted with Phelps: 

"I felt white with excitement... I could scarcely 
breatho... your entire dying scene... nakea my flesh 
creep now only to think o: C it. " 

Chile praising The Corsican Brothers as a stage 

production, und acknowledging the effectiveness of Kean's 

performance, his preservation of a "gentlemanly demeanour" 

which intensifies the terrible, Leven turns his review into 

a denunciation of the morality behind melodrama, and the 

society which approves it; his condemnation reiterates the 

24. J. W7, Colc, The Life and Thentricel Times of Charles Kean 
F. S. A. (London, 1859)T, U. PP. 12 -131 . 
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conservative critiques of democracy. The final duel Lewes 

finds "chocking", although it employe technictues no 

different in kind from those previously praised: 

"represented with minute ferocity of detail # and with 
a truth on the part of the actors, 'Which enhances the 
terror, the effect is so intense, so horrible, so 
startlinS that one gentlemen indignantly exclaimed 
un, -F li s" 

The kind of condemnation Lewes makes of Kean's "vulgar lust 

for the lowest sources of excitement" is similar to that 

which he mokes of the equally "un-English" La a aux 

Came line, 25 the "unhealthy idealisation" of corruption in 

which "Paria.. *delight (sJ". The limit of restraint assoc- 

iated with good taste and gentility requires that the present- 

ation of "reality" be pleasing and refined; the subject 

of he Dnm z Came as is drawn from the "horrible 

realities" of the hospital, "which Art refuses to acknow- 

ledge as materials'"! Where the "reality" is gross, 

"the bans excuse that "such things are", is no 
justi ication... " 

The facts which compose "reality" are to be selected to 

accord with refinement. 

The "gentlemanliness" of Keants performance is a 

matter of "demeanour" + of manners; his "vu188r lust for 

the lowest sources of excitement", in contrast, is a "moral 

mistake", and is, in the end a consequence of "the fatality 

of melodrama" ; its "secret weakness and inevitable 

25. John Forster and G. H, LeWes, D tmat e Fc sa , ed, Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1896). pp. 2L 2. 
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failure" lies in its appeal 
"to the lowest faculties, the avenues to which are 

very limited, consequently the influence is soon 
exhausted... " 

The fascination of grotesque art I3agehot describes as "an 
unhealthy insane attraction". Vulgarity in art is a moral 
deviation characterised as disease; Ruskin similarly 
writes of "the necessity for... amueement" of "true inbred 
vulgarity" as "a feverous disease "26. Melodrama is 
directed to gratifying "the senses", in which it "know[s] 
no limit". Once beyond the bounds of "Centlemanliness", 
it seeks to gratify by increasingly potent "stimulants"; 
Lewes describes the decline of the French Thdr tre Motor- 
ique company27 into ? 11'bankruptcy", which carries both a moral 
and financial implication, as a career leading "downwards" 
through 

"scenery, dresses, acting, terrors, tears, laughter, 
the clash of swords, the clatter of spurs, the spasms 
of agony, the poinards, the poisons, the trap-doors, 
and moonlight effects... " 

The "vulgarity" which craven sensation is 
Coleridge's "moral and intellectual Jacobinicm"26 which has 

"poisoned the taste, even where it [has] not directly 
disorganized the moral principles,.. " 

"Vulgarity" in the mid-Victorian period signalises the 

parvenu, the villain of the later "drama", who represents 
bourgoic ambition without the dignity of gentlemanly refine. 
ment, Kenn's performance as Wolsey is condemned by Oxenford 

as misrepresentation in its debasement of the greatness of 
"an intrinsically awful personage" into the parvenu 
vulgarity of a "butcher's son"; the parvenu becomes, for 
the critic hostile to bourgeois attitudes, the threat to 

established society, The mid-Victorian denunciation of vul- 
garity accordingly reiterates the changes of earlier critics 

26, John Ruskin "OP Kings' Treasuries", Cesome and Lilies 
(London, 1995). pp. 1-47. 

27. The Th6Atre Dietorique a built and financed by Dumas 
pare. The play from 'which The Corsican Brothers wi$ 
translated, Len Freres Cornea, was first performed 
there. The theatre failed in 1850, 

28.8. T. Coleridge Bio n hia Literaria, (London, 1894), 
pp"259-262,289-2. 
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against Jacobinism. Ruskin characterises "vulgarity" as the 
"want of sensation... a deathful callousness... It is in 

the diseased habit, in the hardened conscience, that 
men become Vulgar... 

"Jacobinism" leaves the feelings 

"callous to all mild appeals, and craving clone for 
the grossest and most outragcous stimulants. " 

Equally Wordsworth, in the 1800 Preface, 29 writes of the 

craving for "gross and violent stimulants", "this degrading 

thirst after outrageous stimulation" consequent on the 

bluntixg of "the discriminating powers of the mind". Ruskin 

distinguishes between "a gentleman" and "a vulgar person" 

in terms of the ability to judge by reasoned principles. 

The feelings of a gentleman are 

"constant and just, results of due contemplation, and 
of equal . hought. '; 

Such feelings are akin to the "culture" Arnold advocates 

in Culture and Anarchy 

"a pursuit of our total perfection by means of getting 
to know... the beat which has been thought and said in 
the world; and, through this knowledge, turning a. 
stream of fresh and free thought upon our stock 
notions and habits, which we now folloT7 staunchly but 
mechanically. ... "30 

Wordsworth sees as the causes for "this degrading 

thirst" 

"the great national events which are daily taking place, 
and the increasing accumulation of men in cities, 
where the uniformity of their occupations produces a 
crating for extraordinary incident... " 

29. llilliam Wordsworth, "Poetry and Poetic Diction" in 
Fn h Cr ti nEae i1 eeh Cen ur , ed. 
Edmund D. Jones ion on, 1956), p. . 

30. Matthew Arnold, Cu ltge and Anarchy (Cambridge, 1966). 
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Like Coleridge, he relates the "disease" in artistic taste 

to social and political discontent, which is equally 

considered in terms of disease by the paternalistic middle 

class philanthropists. The unhealthiness of melodrama is, 

in the end, the unhealthiness of the democratic society of 

the middle classes; the d'acobin desire is to confuse and 

subvert "the natural order of things" in, the came tray that 

for Bagehot grotesque art is a perversion of "natur-al's 

"it is a principle that if 're put dot7n a healthy 
instinctive aversion, nature avenges herself by creat- 
ing an unhealthy Insane attraction. " 

Buch an attraction he describes as a delusion; the basis 

of melodramas of Vulgarity, is finally deception, the 

"miserable fallacy" George Eliot finds Dickens' novels to 

encourage, 

"that high morality and refined sentiment can Grow out 
of harsh social relations, ignorance, and want... 31 

Ielodrama is fallacious because it is not, as it claims to 

be, grounded in everyday experience, but contrary to exper- 

ience; Coleridgets "Jacobinism" represents 

"the qualities of liberalitl, refined feeling, and a 
nice sense of honour (those things rather, which pass 
among you for such) in persons and in classes of life 
'where experience teaches us least to expect them... " 

The "reality" of melodrama, its truth of "mattem-of-fact", 

is consistent not with the actual experience of its 

audiences but with their preconceptions and aspirations. 

The world of The Corsican Brothers,, accordingly, is one 

ruled over by "destiny" 32 poetic justic is meted out in 

31.4 Quotation from George Eliot, "The Nat ..;; al History of 
Q, Orman Life" # Westminster Review (July 1856) 9 in 
Dickens. The Critic-91L H to e, ed. Philip Collins 

London, 1971), p. 3. 

32, Timest February 2nd, 1852. 
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the end, as in Louis XI, The "amusements" characteristic 

of Ruskin's "vulgar person" also provide confirmation of 

the fictions and fallacies most gratifying to him: 

"The justice we do not execute, we mimic in the novel 
and on the stages for the beauty we destroy in 
nature, we substitute the metamorphosis of, the pant- 
omime, and.. *for the noble grief we should have borne 
with our fellowa... we gloat over the pathos of the 
police court, and gather the night-dew of the grave«"33 

As a theatre manager# operating a commercial 

venture, Kean took "public demand" as his main directive, 

and thereby aroused the hostility of critics antagonistic 

to the bourgeois attitudes his productions embodied. In 

taking the appeal of novelty into consideration in staging 

Shakespeare, he fell a victim to anti-bourgeois social 

criticism. Kean's criterion of selection in producing 

Shakespeare is the opportunity offered for novelty of 

staging within the "Series of Historical Illustrations"; 

his "endeavour" in tim 1857 production of The anent is 

"to impart a generally new character" to the play,, 
34 As a 

series, Kean's productions provide his audiences with a 

theatrical equivalent of the tourism Ruskin describes as 

exemplifying the lack of reverence for nature of "true 

inbred vulgarity". Such tourism is a feverish pursuit of 

sensation in which nature is abused and degraded, as 

Shakespeare is by Kean's productions: 

"You have put a railroad bridge over the fall of 
Schaffhausen. You have tunnelled the cliffs of 
Lucerne by Tells chapol... thore is not a... foreign 

33. John Ruskin "Of Kings' Treasuries", Sesame and Lilies 
(London, 1995), P.! 0" 

34. Playbill for The Tempest, July ist, 1857. 
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city in which the spread of your presence is not marked among its fair old streets and happy gardens by a consuming white leprosy of new hotels and perfumers' shops. " 

The advance of the tourist is the advance of disease, the 
"stimulants" he seeks grow increasingly "outrageous" t 

"the Alps themeelves,,. you look upon as soaped poles in a bear-garden, which you set yourselves to climb, 
and slide down again,, with "shrieks of delight". When 
you are past ehrieking,,. you fill the quietude of their 
valleys with gunpowder blasts, and rush home red with 
cutaneous eruption of conceit, and voluble with 
convulsive hiccough of self-satisfaction, " 35 

Keanta productions show a similar feverish search for 

novelty, and ever-increasing ingenuity in the engineering 

of new stage effects. As Kean advanced from the relative 

restraint of the 1852 K pIM, where decoration was 

limited mainly to archeological correctness in settings 

and costumes, to the insertion of battles, banquets, angelic 

visions, tournaments, classical allegories and masques, 

ships sailing out to sea and "Historical Episodes" , 
36 

so the 

tone of critical reaction grew more decided. The criticism 

of Kean's staging, as of his acting, divides into two 

opposing factions, depending ultimately'on the particular 

estimation of the standards and values of the middle class. 

Praise takes the form of catalogues of the visual effects 

presented, accepting them with approval 
for their own sake; such reviews are them- 

35. John Ruskin "Of Kings * Treasuries". Sesame and Lilies (London, 19&5), PP. 33-34. 
36. K_ený published texts, cited in the notes to Chapters 

give details of the stage effects employed. Descriptions are provided in J, w. Cole The L fe nd Theatrical Times of Chafes Kean, F. S, A. n n, 1859), II.., 
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selves accumulations of details,, like the productions they 

describe. Critical objections employ terms similar to 

those used to criticise bourgeois attitudes; references to 

diminution and reduction, superficiality, perversion, 
distortion and ultimately deception recur, 

Thus Lewes, writing on the M cb production, 

assigns Keants abilities as producer to the lower level of 

melodrama; the manager "falls short of poetry": demonstrated 

particularly by his mechanical deployment of effects. The 

witchest for example 

"Exhibit a fatiguing wianimity..,, one thinks they are 
puppets moved by mechanism - living marionettes. " 

Such a "mistake" is "a gross violation of the poet's mean- 

ing"; the Sardana a2 s (1853)37 production is also discussed 

as distortion, an "evading" of the poet's meaning which 

amounts to direct contradiction. Kean utters the words of 

the speeches "in tames directly contrary to the sense... 

as if [they] were a stolid assertion of matter of fact" 6 

Accordingly, the lower truth of fact supplants the higher 

truth of poetry; °: "truth of archeology supplants truth of 

human passion", "Drama" becomes "a Magic Lantern", Byron 

"a pretext for a panorama", and the Princess's Theatre "a 

Gallery of I11ustratine" . Poetry is subordinated to 

spectacle; "the lower appetites" are sated rather than the 

"higher faculties" stimulated. The and effect is *over- 

powering weariness",, Lewes' criticism of Kenn's theatre 

brings into play the kind of language used by Bagehot and 

37. John Forster and G. H. Lewea, mt Essays, ed. Archer 
and Love (London, 1896), pp. 

ý 
. 
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Coleridge to indicate the fundamental fallacies on which 

contemporary democratic society and its entertainment is 

based. The nature of the difference between Kean' a 

productions and the original plays is that between the 

"truth operative" of the drama and the "dead" truth of the 

panorama; the former raises particular fact to the level 

of universal truth, the latter depicts factual details, and 
the critical reactions differ in the sane way. Lewes# 

method is to relate the particular production to a wider 

context# thereby coming to a conclusion which reaches 

beyond the immediate point of discussion; that of, for 

example, the Illustrated d Lonc on , 
rem: reviewer is to provide 

a catalogue of factual details only, as in the account of 

the 1854 R jchsrd III: 

"the white rose and the red the green dragon and the 
dun cow, offer u rnjstakeabf e contrasts - red shirts 
and blue leggin, ecclesiastical robes, military 
cross-boxe and long bows, leathern jerking and blue 
breeches, arbalects, battle-axes, halberds, glaivea.. "38 

The Illustrated London Newg shares the attitudes 

of Kean amd his audiences; its criticism is quantitative, 

estimating the success of a production in terms of the 

amount of detail employed, Thus the reviewer praises the 

1858 Lea, with its "accessories too numerous to record 

or to remember". 
39 The Art Jour 

_ 
is similarly is greased 

by the "elaboration" in Biohard It: 

"it was difficult at the time of representation so to 
detach the mind,, as to enable it to see how every 
accessory... was an historic note" 40 

38. Illustrated London N'ewe, February 2nd, 1854 . 
39.. Illt}etrated London NewI2 

.9 
April 24th, 1858. 

40. Art.. Journal, 11.8. III (1857), p. 256. 
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The "accessories" are listed approvingly by the Cgu 

nal: 

"Real - an real... ermour gold, tissue, silks... banners, horses , houses "4, 

In such reviews, no distinct ion is drawn between drama and 

exhibition, the display of concrete objects; criticism is 

based on mercantile standards,, and the theatre considered 

as a warehouse where the manager's commodities aro set on 

show. Accordingly, public reaction is taken as the final 

test of success or failure; "the supreme and ultimate 

court of appeal in dramatic lave" for the Il lustratedLondgn 

News is "the playgoing public" . 
42 

Kean ts entr epi'eneurial 

approach to the theatre is reflected in a criticism based on 

market appeal rather than abstract--. standards and social questions. 

The L1 d'e articles, in cmtraat, condemn Kenn's 

productions as exhibitions which obliterate Shakespeare; 

The Winter, Tale production 

"wag Shakespeare not illustrated, but painted out. The 
whole thing was a moving panorama. We confess that we 
prefer a moving play, " 43 

The reviewer objects to the debasement of drama into 

inanimate show; he gives "the highest praise of 'Henry 

VIII' an a piece of stage furniture": 

"Mr Kean is a great, a very great, upholsterer� His 
Oxford Street neighbours Messrs Jackson and Graham, 
had better look well to their 

garlands in their carpets 
and hearth-rugs... we would rather... have Shakespeare 
acted� than Shakespeare merely furnished. 44' 

41 . Court 
_Jou na lv . March lath, 1857. 

42. illustrated London Neve, MAY 19th, 1855. 
45, 

_ 
lo d' e Weekly rlersvaper, August 31st, 1856. 

44'o Lloyd's Weekly New $Aapex; I, May 27th, 1855. 
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The Princess's is repeatedly referred to as "a theatrical 
denigrated 

furniture warehouse" 5 and Kean/as an "upholsterer" , who 
makes "costume, scenery and mechanism paramount to poetry 

and action". Kean Is mocked as a tradesman, who 
treats poetry as a commodity to be, attractively decorated; 

his productions are talaitications of Shakespeare,, 

"spurious pieces in which the hole function of the 
dramatist [iej to act,, as showman to the tailors and 
scene-painters. " 

Kean markets upholstery, not drama; he uses plays as 

occasions for display, and in substituting spectacle for 

Shakespeare "corrupts the taste of the spectators" by 

pandering to their lower appetites, "by satiating them with 

Bauds"« Kean is condemned as an entrepreneur concerned to 

gratify, not improve, his audience; the mercantile 

opporttiam which uses Shakespeare as a "clothes-peg" 

devalues and degrades poetry in t1 eyes of the public; 

Kean weakens his audiencets 

"sense of the moral dignity and beauty of the perPor. 
mance by associating it with extraneous exhibitions 
which dazzle the eyes and lull the judgement,, " 46 

Poetry is opposed to decoration; its debasement In the 

theatre debseee the audience. A retrospective article on 

"The English Stage" in the Quar,,,, rterly; Revue written thirty 

years later47 likewise associates the distortion of drama 

through the employment of spectacle with the corruption 

of the audience; referring to Kean's Shakespeare 

productions the reviewer writes: 

45, Lloyd's Weekly New3Aai er, June 10th, 1855. 
46. L1 öte Week vNewsuaper, November 9th, 1856, 
47. Quarterly Review, clv (April 1885), pp. 354-388. 
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"Just in proportion as the scenery and the pageant became more and more splendid... than interpretation got 
further and further from the poet' e intention and 
meaning,,. An unhealthy appetite for mere scenic dis-- 
play [vas] created... " 

The critical denunciation-, of.. Kean as entre- 

preneuriclooks'forward"t"to Ruskih-'s 1'859'-address to the 

manufacturer: 

"your business.,. is to form the market as much as to 
supply it. If ".. you- catch at every humour of the 
populace... if... you try to attract attention by 
singularities, novelties and gaudinesaes... the whole 
of your life will have been spent in corrupting public 
taste... in retarding the arts, tarnishing the virtues 
and confusing the manners of your country... if... you 
will produce that is best, .. tho arts of England may 
have, for their task, to infcrm the soul with truth, 
and touch the heart with compaooion. "48 

fpy4! A condemns the extension of bourgeois mercantile 

attitudes to art, the substitution of commercial for 

aesthetic values which debases Shakespeare in the same way 

that Ruskin's tourists debase nature: 

"the spread of Your presence ia... marked... by a 
consuming white leprosy of new hotels... " 

Bourgeois values are seen as hostile to the development 

of art, dictortng poetry into display; in contrast, art 

flourishes under the kind of approach advocated by Ruskin, 

based on the philanthropic concerns associated with gentility. 

The criticin of 1acaulay is likewise divided; 

The Hietom is praised for its agreeable decoration of 

fact which lends "truth" the attractions of the "fictitious". 

An article in the Pdinbrah Review, which published 

ILacaulaytc essays, discusses the "singular felicity of 

style" which lends novelty to his subjects 

48. John Ruskin, "Modern Manufacturers and Design', The Two 
Paths (London, J965)0 pp. 159-16o. 
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"Even on the most beaten ground, his power of 
picturesque description bringo out lights and shadows 
.,. never remarked... betore... We... close thsh volume 
as if a vast and glowing pageant had just passed before our eyes. " 49 

Critical condemnation also focuses on style# and while 

admitting its effectiveness denounces it as rhetoric which 

distorts history. Arnold writes of Macaulay as 

"a born rhetorician... beyond the apparent rhetorical 
truth of things he never could penetrate... "50 

Lockhart51 In an 1849 letter52 criticises Uacaulay as "not 

over honest in scope and management". He liste The H3storl's 

misrepresentations, and continues: 
"I own that I read the book with breathless interest..,. 

I doubt if Uacaulay's book will, go down as a standard 
addition to our isýar co library, though it must 
always keep a high place among the specimens of English 
rhetoric. " 

The criticism of Macaulay like that of Kean, is ultimately 

a criticism of the bourgeois standards and values their 

work embodies. John Morley equates Macaulay's "predilection 

for strong effects" with "vulgarity" and the dietortion of 

the "spirit of truth" t 

"Ue. caulay was so often content with an effect of an 
essentially vulgar kind, offensive to taste, discordant 
to the fastidious ear, and worst of all, at enmity with 
the whole spirit of truth* it h. 53 

149. Quoted in the Introduction to T. B. Uaeaulcy, The Hietor_v 
of Fn land (London, 1966), Is pp. vi-vii. 

50. Matthew Arnold, "Essays in Criticism 1 1865" Selected 
Es a, ed. P. J. äeating (London, 1970), p. 173. 

51a. John Gibson Lockhart (1794-1854) son-in-law of air 
Walter Scott whose biography he irrote was concerned 
with the early conservative 3 . ackwood' Ma j ne and 
subsequently became editor of the equally conservative 
Qunrterly Review, 

52. Quoted in T Ile Cr ký er PUera, 1808-1857, ed. Bernard 
Pool (London, 1967), pP. 220-221. 

53* John Morley, Nineteenth Cn ;u Ea, ate, ed. Peter 
atanekq (Lon o, P* 949 
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In literature, rhetoric is the signal characteristic of 

contemporaneity, as spectacle Is in the theatre; the 

bourgeois values expressed in the "predilection for strong 

effects" restrict art to the level of the truth of "matter- 

of-'fact". Coleridge's concept of pootry as "truth operative", 

dealing with "subjects the loftiest and of the most 

universal interest" is alien to contemporary democratic 

society, which insists that poetry has no intrinsic value, 

only a decorative function if allied to fact. Implicit in 

the criticism of Seance productions is the question of the 

nature of art in the contemporary world, w ether artistic 

greatness is possible in a society which derives its values 

from commerce. 
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XV Art and The Social and Cultural Background 

The middle-class society which derived its power 

and prosperity from trade and industry was essentially 

urban in character. During the years of economic develop- 

ment between 1801 and 18511, the population of London, for 

example, increased from 957,000 to 2,362,000, and that of 
Manchester from 70,000 to 233,000.1 Urban concentration 

significantly altered the theatre public. The working-class 

districts in the East End and south of the river expanded 

with the acceleration in provincial immigration; the 

consequently increased demand for entertainment resulted in 

the building of local theatres in the eighteen twenties and 

thirties and also affected the composition of audiences at 

the rest End houses, where the patronage of the rising 

middle-class became increasingly necessary for financial 

viability. Macready's managements at the patent houses were 

the first deliberate attempts to restore the theatre to a 

position of social and cultural importance by attracting 

the fashionable and educated classes who had largely 

neglected the stage from the eighteen twenties, as the 

patent houses grew more rowdy and diereputcble, together 

with the respectable middle-class, a potential new source of 

profit. Where : acrendy failed, however, Kean succeeded, 

creating a kind of entertainment v^hich appealed sufficiently 

to the moneyed and educated classes to establish play-going, 

by the end of the eighteen fifties, as a habitual part of 

fashionable life. 

1, Chart of "The Growth of Towns, 1801-1931"s in G DH, H. 
Cole and Raymond Postgate, The Common People, 1746-1946 (London, 1966). P. 451. 
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Urban life also affected the temperament, taste 

and attitudes of the new twiddle and working-class city 

dwellers, and the kind of art they fostered. Wordsworth, 

writing in 1800, attributes the blunting of "the discrim- 

inating powers of the mind" and the consequent craving for 

"gross and violent stimulants" to urban growth, to 

"the increasing accumulation of men in cities, Where 
the uniformity of their occupations produces a 
craving for extraordinary incidents ... "2 

City life produces the taste for what Bagehot calls "grote- 

sque art" through both its monotony and its confusion; 

individual powers of judgement arc weakened. In The Prelude 

(1805)3 Wordsworth describes the sense of disorientation 

and bewilderment induced by crowded streets, a "spectacle" 

that is 
"...... a hell 

"For eyes and ears: what anarchy and din 
Barbarian and infernal: 'tic a dream 
Monstrous in colour, motion, shape, sight, sound. " 

The imagery used derives from the theatre; in the new and 

spectacular productions of the enlarged patent houses, 

visual effect supplanted the spoken word, and "what is done 

on stage", according to Coleridge's "Defender", became the 

essence of dramatic representation. In what Wordsworth 

calls this "moving pageant", the individual loses his bearings: 

"..... all the ballast of familiar life, 
The present, and the past; hopes fear; all stays, 
All laws of acting, thinking, speaking man 
Went from me.... " 

2. William Wordsworth, "Poetry and Poetic Diction", in 
English Critical_l Rssnys (Nineteenth Century), ed. rund 

3. William Wordsworth, The Prelude, books vii and viii, 
cd. Ernest do Celincoir t (London, 1966). 
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The ultimate effect is fatigue; "the picture Wear[ieej 

out the eye. " Writing over halt a century later, Arnold 

urges the "possession of the genera. ideas which are the 

law of this vast multitude of facts" as "deliverance" from 
the "immense, moving, confused epectacle". 

4 
Again, the 

language used suggests. the theatre. Wordsworth's solution 
is the same; the "unmanageable sig1t". 

.......... is not wholly no to him who looks 
in eteadsrneee, who bath among least things 
An under-sense of greatest; sees the parts 
As parts, but with a feeling of the whole" 

Individual character is eroded bye the dull sameness of 

city life # and degraded by the meanness of the pursuits 

of commercial existence: 
"The slaves unrespited of low pursuits , Living amid the same perpetual flow 
Of trivial ob jettet melted and reduced 
To one identity.,,, " 

To the criticism of urban society, Wordsworth Joins the 

sense of fear, i spired by the nnonymus,, amorphous mass 

of the city crowd, which Was the predominant bourgeois 

reaction to the urban situation for half a century; 

potential disruption is always at hand, foreshadowed in 

.... times, when half the City shall break out 
Full of one passion, vengeance rage of fear!, 
To executions, to a Street on 

lire, 

Hobs, riots or rejoicings. " 

During the years of Chartist agitation, the city 

crowd was men as a potential17 revolutionary mob; to 

the m1ddle class, destruction of the social order seemed 

always imminent In the presence of the alien mass of 

unknom men em'ging through the city stbeets. Wordsworth 

4. Matthew Arnold, "On the Modern Element in Literaturei 
in ßelected Prose, ed. P. J. Keating (London,, 1970). P"39. 
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remarks the isolation o the individuals 

"How often in the overflowing streets Have I gone forward with the Crowd, and said 
Unto myself# the face of every one 
That passes by me is a mystery. " 

Engels, writing in J81140, attributes this alienation to 

the stunted toml nature which results from exclusive 

concentration. on material ob Jectivee s 
"these Londoners have been forced to sacrifice the 
beat qualities of their human nature, to bring to 
pass. all the marvels of civilisation which crowd 
their city... The very turmoil of the streets has 
something repulsive something against thich human 
nature rebele. The hundreds of thousands of all 
classes and ranks... croad by one another as though 
they had nothing in common... The brutal indifference, 
the unfeeling isolation of each in his interest 
becomes the more repellant and offOncive, the more 
these individuals are crowded together... this narrow 
self-seeking is the fundamental principle of our 
society overywhere... tbe social war the war of each 
against all, is here openly dcclarec ... "5 

To the bourgeoisie, this "social warn was one between them- 

selves and the working-class; in Chartism they Hair a 

malevolent urge to overturn the established order of society 

and disrupt the stability on which commerce, and consequently 

their own continued existence as the dominant social class, 

depended. A writer in B Qn , 
te in J839 states that 

"Universal auftrage in realitq - means nothing else but 
universal pillage... ' hhet the working class understand 
by political power is just the means of putting 
their hands in their nei tourst pockets.. *"6 

The Annual-Register of the eame year defines Chartism as 

expressly directed against the addle classes t 

5. Frederick Engelc, The C di Of 119 17MUZZ 212 213 
Tn and (London, 1969), PP+ -- . 

6, Quoted in Class d CSz, '" in lUnet e h-CQnt= 
Enýz j 815 :_ Oft, ed. P. Hol' e Lon n, 1973), PP. 215-216. 
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"The hostility of the Chartists is directed* **against the capitalists in general. The movement is... an 
insurrection which is expressly directed against the 
middle classes. A violent change in the system of 
government is demanded by the Chartista... Por the 
purpose of producing a hitherto non-existent condition 
of society, in which wage labour and capital do not 
exist at all. " 7 

With the 1848 defeat of Chartism, and the rapid 
expansion of the economy in the years that followed, the 
bourgeois attitude to the city altered. As the middle-class 
grew more confident of their social and economic position, 
a new dominance reflected in the response of the arts in 

general to their tastes and attitudes, so its critics became 

more vociferous. Ruskin, writing in 1849, takes the shoddi- 
ness and ugliness of urban building as an index of the 

lack of social stability and individual contentment: 

"I cannot but think it an evil sign of a people when 
their houses are built to last for one generation 
only... the roots of our national greatness must be 
deeply cankered when they are thus loosely stuck in 
their native ground... those comfortless and unhonoured 
dwellings are the signs of a great and spreading 
spirit of popular dis content*, *they mark the time 
when every man's aim is to be in some more elevated 
sphere than his natural one... 8 

Thornton, the manufacturer in Urs Qaskell's North and 

South (1854_1855), in contrast, takes an inverted pride in 

the uglinoaa of the industrial city ae an index of the 

vigour and enterprise of its comiercial life: 

"I don't set up Milton so a model of a tOWn... Wethe 
been too busy to attend to mere outward appearances... 
we do not look upon life as a time for enjoyment, but 

as a time for action and exertion. Our glory and our 
beauty arise out of our inward strength, which makes 
us victorious over material resistanc©, and over 
greater difficulties still. " 

Thornton's vindication of the city is an enunciation of the 

bourgeois reverence for entrepreneurial energy, which finds 

7. Quoted in U. ßeer, A History of British Socialism (London, 
1940), p, 45. 

8. John Ruskin, The Seven Lnnrnn of Architecture (London, 
1956), pp. 183-184. 
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value only in utility and equates material advancement 

with spiritual mprawment. Thus he rej to the pant, 

timlea® it can be shoves, to be relevant to the present: 
"If we do not reverence the past, ,,, it is because we 
meant something that can eppl, y to the present more 
directly*" 

The steam-hammer, for Thornton, aymbälj. aea contemporary 

greatness in its "grar4eur of conception"; it in the 

"practical realization of a gigantic thought", 9 
a palpable 

vindication of bourgeois standards and values, The 

Ecgnom, tst, which propounded. "rufe views on financial 

questions and their social and political bearing "O in a 

aeries of articles at the beginning of 1851 uiznilar1 r 

asserts the greatneec of the present, a reatn©ae which 3e 

moral as weil as x. aterial; the theme is that of L2acaulay 

and of bourgeois eelfwcongcatulations 
"We look upon the past... es a eeriaa of ste)ping stones 

to that high and advanced »oeitiorl which we actually 
hold, and gern the future, we hope for the realization 
of those dreams, almost of perfe±ibility, which a 
comparison of the Past with t1 Present entitles us to 
indulge in. " 

Statistical evidence fpr "astonMing progress". a progress 

which Sncluaes "the general tone or morals 'in the sidle 

and higher classes"# is adduced: 

"In i 800 the poor, man paid from 6d4, to a shilling for 
each letter he received it now costs him only one 
pexmy... in 1816 we had 15 

steanboats. yin 1840 we had 
1,253... in .... our progress has been 
most stupendous... n 1629 the first railway. .. opened 
at the modest speed of 20 miles an hour... in 1850, it 
is habitually forty' miles en hour, and . eeyentt for 
those who like it*" Ii 

5. Elizabeth GaskeU, IIlorth-SI auth ( ndon, 1970), 
pp. 413-4ß Z+r 122 

10. H. R. Fox Bourne, E lieh NeýssýsaAere (London, 1887), II,, 
p. 131 . 

1 Fconon st, January 18th, 1851 ; January 25th, 1851 ; 
February i at, 1851. 
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In Cull d An . , chv, Arnold criticises this attitude, 
which takes as "the criterion of marls well-being" "the 

cities he has built, and the manufactures he has produced"; 
London epitomises the limitations of the mechanical pursuit 

of "trade, business and population": 

"our it which we have builded for us to dwell in... 
with its unutterable external hideouaneaq, "12 

For Arnold, as for Engels and Ruskin, the 

ugliness of the city and the meanness of city life are 

indicative of the spiritual. malaise of urban eo ci©ty. To 

the prevalence of commercial standards and values, Arnold 

attributes the poverty of modern poetry; in the Preface 

to the 1853 edition of his Poems13 he denounces the "false 

pretensions" of the present, which asserts "its special 

fitness" as 
"an age commissioned to carry out the great ideas of 

industrial development and social amelioration" 

to supply the material of poetry. Modern poetry, in 

contrast to that of the Greek "antiente", decorates rather 

than develops its subject, that is, the "action" it presents; 

it is concerned not with "the action in itself" but with 

"the separate thoughts and images which occur in the 
treatment of an action... with us, the expression 
predominates over the action. " 

in Greek poetic drama, 

"the action itseli'... Was to stand the central point 
of interest... no accessories were for a moment to 
distract the spectator's attention from this... " 

12. Matthew Arnold, Culture and arc. v (Cambridge, 1966), 
pp. 186-187. 

13" Matthew Arnold, Selected oe , ed. P. J. Keating 
(London, 1970) , pp .1 --514. 
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Modern poetry and critics 

"direct their attention.... to the language about the 
action, not to the action itself. " 

The "truth" of contemporary poetry is that of Coleridge' e 

"matter-of-tact", not Davenant's "truth operative" # the 

"further truth" which for Hunt begins "where matter of fact 

or of science,, ceases. " 

Arnold's Preface argues against the contemporary 

insistence that poetry should take its subject matter from 

the present, He quotas from an 1853 article in the 
specctator,, at that time "not primarily knoi as a literary 

review" but concerned with "politico, from a radical 

standpoint", as representative of hhl 

"a class of critical dicta.,. calculated to vitiate the 
judgement of readers of poetry, while they eaert... a 
misleading influence on the practice of those who 
write it. " 

The article urges "the poet' to 

"leave the exhausted past, 
matters of present import, 
interest and novelty. " 

and draw his Bub jeeta from 
and therefore both of 

The writer's aim ie entrepreneurial, to "fix the public 

attention"; the techniques advocated are those Which 

Ruskin denounces in manufacture, of 

"catch[ing] at every humour In the Populace.! t 
attract fing] attention by aingularitiea, novelties, 
and gaudinesaee.... "1 

For Arnold, poetry should not only "interest, but also 

in spirit and rejoice the reader"; truth of "matter-of-tact" 

is not aut. ioient for poetry: 

1 4. John Gross. T RjgS aF Man or L er 
(London, 1969), p. 2 " 

15. John Ruskin, "Modern Manufacture and Design'", ? 
Fat (London, 1965)9 p. 159. 
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"A poetical work is not yet justified-when it has 
been shown to be an accurate, and therefore interest- 
ing, representation... " 

The characteristics of a modern "action", as the subject 

of poetry, which appeal to the reader are "modern 

language, familiar manners, and contemporary allusions". 

These appeal only to "our transient feelings and interest", 

gratifying the "rhetorical sense" and "curiosity'", while 

leaving "the poetical sense ungratified". The attraction 

of modern poetry is akin to that of melodrama as described 

by Lewes: 

"Uelodrame appeals to the lowest faculties, the avenues 
to which co very limited, consequently the influence 
is soon exhausted; whereas Drama appeals to the 
highest faculties, and t avenues are Infinite, 16 

For Arnold, poetical works "conceived in the spirit of the 

passing time... partake of its transitorifess", and cannot 

attain the "grandeur" of "unity and profoundness of moral 

impression" of the poetry of the "ancients". This 

"transitoriness" is characteristic of the "showy art" 

which Bagehot contrasts with "pure art"; the latter 

"permanently relieves the eye and makes it happy whenever 

it looks"; the former "catches and arrests the eye for a 

moment,,, and then is passed by for ever, "17 

The "business" of the poet,, as defined by Arnold, 

"is with,.. essentials... with [the] inward man", not with 

"externals", Poetry ahould therefore take no its subject 

16, John Forster and G, Li. iewes. DC_ama, g Es sa , ad* Archer 
and Lowe (London, 1696) , P. 188, ß 

17 , Walter Bagehot, 
_ 

"Wordsworth, Tennyson and Browning" in 
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"great human action" 
,, which appeals to those 

elementary feelings which subsist permanently in the 
race, and which are independent of time. " 

The poet should be subservient to his sub jest, and "permit 

its inherent excellencies to develop themselves", without 
"interruption" from the ! 'intrusion" of "occasional bursts 

of fine writing"., Such a poetry is alien to "the practical 

man" of the pre8ant, satisfied with "very inadequate 

ideas"; Is the present can neither supply nor appreciate 
"great actions" : 

"an age wanting in moral grandeur can with difficulty 
supply euch, and an age of spiritual discomfort with 
difficulty be powerfully and delightfully affected 
by them. " 

Poets consequently cannot achieve the "grand results" of 

the "old artists" 
"by inflating themselves with a belief In the pre- 
eminent importance and greatness of their own times. " 

In the Preface to the 1854 editions of his _, o, , 
', " Arnold 

attributes the "incredible vagaries in literature, in art, 

in religion, in morals" in the oontemporary world to "the 

great vice of our intellect,,, that it. is fantastic, and 

wants sanity'. Cultural and spiritual life is permeated by 

the commercial spirit; it results in what Bagehot calls the 

"In taste" of the "middle class" for "SroteaQue art", 

for the "dressy" and "exaggerated literature" which are the 

"curses" of the time* 20 The bouurgooia preference for 

18. Ldatthew Arnold 
Present Time" 
(London, 1970), 

19. Matthew Arnold,, 
(London, 1970), 

20. Walter Bagehot, 
En 2 ndh Critica 

d D, Jones 

"The Function of Criticism at the 
n; e "ed . rg g, ed. P. J. Keating 
PA 47* 
S er d Prgal, ed. P�J. Xeating 
pp. 5-5» 
"Words ýrorth, Tenmyeon and Browning" In 
E ea 2ý ne e th Cnýr___, ad, 
on on, 1956)-, P, 413, 
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commodity art that gratifies the "lowest faculties", 
indexes the moral defectiveness of the present; the 
"inadequate ideas" and "false pretensions", which complacently 
equate "industrial development" With "great human action", 
lead to the proposal that poetry should "draw [its] subjects 
fron natters of present import", 

For Arnold, the only resource against the "false 

pretensions" of the present lies in "the contemplation of 

some noble action of a heroic time". in the "commerce with 

the antiente" which produces 
"in those who contently practice its a steadying and 

composing effect upon their judgement, not of literary 
works only, but of men and events in general. " 

The past supplies the "general ideas" Which bring 

"intellectual deliverance" from the "immenses, moving, 

contused spectacle" of "our present age". 
21 Modern poetry 

discounts t] "exhausted past"; Elizabeth Barrett 

Browning, celebrating "this live, throbbing ago" in the 

opening to Book V of Aurora LeUxh (1857), refuses, like 

Thornton, to "reverence the past": 

"I do distrust the poet who discerns 
No character or glory in his times, 
And trundles back his soul five hundred years 
1 ay, if therese room for poets in the 'World 
1 heir sole work is to represent the age***"22 

A "bellet in the pre-eminent importance and greatness" of 

the present denies intrinsic value to the past, but finds 

21, Matthew Arnold, "On the Modern Element in Literature", 
611 cted P rose, ed. P. J. Keating (London, 1970), PP. 

22. jh2 P Bgak of i Verge,, ed. George Macbeth 
(London, 1969). PP. 5 -5?. 
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it useful as a point against which contemporary progress 
can be measured; the past is seen in terms of contemporary 
conventional values. The "great actions" of the past 
interest Uaeaulay and Kean as precursors of the "greatness" 
of the present; the factual "traits". of Koan's tableaux, 
Bagehot's "types", in "full development" are the "perfect 

embodiment" of current bourgeois attitudes. The critical 
responses to Arnold's Preface, in the sane way, refute his 
rojoction of the present by defining "great human action" 
in terns of the entrepreneurial energy which is equated 
with "moral grandeur". 

Arnold's critique of modern poetry is, like the 
theatre criticism of the came period, a critique of the 

standards and values of the society which fosters it; the 

reply to his moral charges against the present is grounded 
in the very attitudes that he criticises. The issue is 

understood in material terms, as a matter purely of the 

external appropriateness of everyday life to poetry. The 

critical defense of the theatre finds proof of its achieve- 

ments in its technical proficiency in embellishment; the 

Illustrated London News accordingly praises Kean's production 

of Shakespeare by listing his most striking stage effects, 

and ignores the question of the suitability of presentation 
to play. Similarly,, Charles Kingsley makes no distinction 

between commercial progress and spiritual advancement; in 

a review of Arnold's Poems in Fraser'e Magazine in 1851 23, 

he proposes a poetry that celebrates the industrial achieve- 

ments of the age, the very kind of poetry denounced by 

Arnold. Kingsley asserts the poetical potential of "the 

real world" as a source of "great human action": 

"There are the elements of poetry around us now, if 
we could but see them.... There ie poetry in Australian 
emigrations, Britannia tubular bridges Solent steam. 
reviewa.... Thero is poetry in nature atill..., the 
microscopist and the geognoat are daily revealing 
Wonders to which those of Ariooto and Sponsor are 
bald and tawdry... " 

23. Reprinted in orin, n,, _s,,, , ed. Isobel Armstrong 
(London, 7 972 ýi'3-1 

ý 
)t p 
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Like Thornton, Kingsley sees in the ateamhammer a "grandeur 

of conception" and identifies it with moral grandeur, The 

present is held to be morally justified by its entrepreneur. 
ial energy; commercial values equate a connorcial aptitude 

with "oral worth. Kingsley considers that conten orary 

achievements deserve celebration in poetry; the facts of 

everyday life ou -; oquir© the right kind of presentation, 

and become "truth operative" In the hands of 

"a poet who cc ct see the present�., rho understands the 
age in which he lives. " 

The kind of poetry advocated is thus essentially embellish-' 

rnent; ord ry experience# if properly dtsplayed$ appears 

as "great human action"" such a poetry is exemplified in 

Ebenezer Elliotts`4 Steam at 'hetfiel4 (040)t 

"Watt: and his million-feeding engines t 
Stemm-miracles of dams-deity. 

h, O there is glorious b==nt in this 
Tempestuous music of the giant, steam 
Itýstuns 

our wondering souls... 
Engine of Watt; unrivalled is thy sway, " 25 

Poetry is decoration of actual experience, presenting the 

"real world" in an attractive light$ gratifying the bourgeois 

reader by confirming his complacent and self-congratulatory 

attitude to the contemporary world. 

214. Ebenezer Elliot (1781-'i 849) worked in the iron trade 
in Sheffield from 1821 to 1 2, His verse attacks the 
Corn Laws and landed interest, praising earnest 
industriousness and the mechanical ingenuity of the 
industrial cities. 

25. Quoted in Tefte City iij e nth Q tu 
1r tß, e de . Cp eman on on, 1973). pp " 0.3. 
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I 

The progressive critic starts with the practical 
asounption. that the poet's primary objective is to be read, 
and that poetry should be adapted to its prospective market. 
Thus Clough 26,, 

reviewing Arnold's Poems in 185327 discounts 
"literary value" as an end in itself; he equates, in a 
manner familiar from the proponents of contemporaneity in 
the theatre, commercial and aesthetic success in assuming, 
with the Spectator writer, that poetry should "fix the public 
attention" o While 

"poems after classical models.. *have undoubtedly a 
great literary value.. , people much prefer Vanity Fair 
and Bleak house. " 

The popularity of the novelist results fron his treatment 

of 

"those positive nattors of fact, which people, who are 
not verso-trritoro, ruße obliged to have to do With. " 

He contrats the poet to rejects the present with the 

novelist in terms similar to those later employed by I3agehot, 

in his poetical hierarchy of "the greatest artists" 

concerned with "the real world" and "the artistic mind of 

secondary excellence" which "cares for ideas"28: 

"while the poets... areotuidYýiýß ancient 
conmon 

novelist 
comparing, thinking, 
tolls a plain tale, often trivial enough... ond 
obtains one reading at any rate... " 

For Clough, poetry, "to be widely popular", should be the 

novel decorated; its subject matter should be 

"general Canto, ordinary feelings, the obvious rather 
than the rare facts of nature.,. the actual, palpable 
things with vrhich our every-day life is concerned. " 

26, Arthur Hugh Clough (1819--1861) was a friend of Arnold 
at Rugby and Oxford. His review continues hin private 
debate with Arnold on the nature of poetry, evident in 
the Letters of ! ntthew Arnold to Arthur MM, h Clough. ed. 
H. F. Lowry (London,, 1966)o 

27, Reprinted in Victorian Scrutinies, ed. Isobel Armstrong 
London, 1972)p pp. 1 73-1'8-9* 

28. Walter Bagehot, "Wordsworth, Tennyson and Browning", in 
English Critical E3eQ N. neteenth Centur , ed. 
Edmund D, Jones (. ondon, 195 p. 374. 
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Poetry can display "obvious facts" more attractively than 

they are found in "every-day life"; it can convert them 
"into beauty and thankfulness, or at least into.. * some feeling ... of content" 

and "console us with a sense of significance". Such a 

consolation is Coleridge's "Defender's" "gratification"; 

Clough's proposed poetry, like melodrama, falsifies the 

"facts of nature" by embellishing them so that they accord 

with preconceived aspirations. Lewis Carroll's description 

of his reaction to the "vision" of Queen Katherine in IZ2.1 

of Kean's Henry VIII production29 similarly assigns to 

poetry, and to the spectacle thich replaces poetry in the 

theatre, the purpose of transforming reality into something 

more pleasant: 
"I felt as if in a dreaino.. It Was like a delicious 
reverie, or the most beautiful poetry. This is the 
true end and object of acting - to raise the mind 
above itself, and out of its petty cares. "30 

Where poetry is embellishment, "olevation" is evasion; 

Clough's poetry, like Kean'a theatre, is ultimately a 

distortion of the "palpable things" it takes as subject, in 

competition with the novel. 
Koan's success in the theatre resulted from his 

ability to create a stage equivalent of the popular art 

envisaged by the progressive critic. The kind of poetry 

advocated by Kingsley and Clough employs Bagehot''s "types" to 

express a "further truth" by transmuting factual data from 

"the real world". "Obvious.,. facts" are made into poetry by 

being attractively presented; this enhancement of the "palpa- 

ble things with which our every-day life is concerned" is claime4 

29. King Henry the Ri17, hth. arranged for reireaentat ion by 

30, The Life and Letters of LoydoCarroll 
, ed. Stuart 

Dodgson Collin wood London, 1889 ! p, 60. 
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to be the discovery of "general ideas". For Kingsley and Clough, 

therefore, truth of "matter of fact". it suitably presented, 

becomes "truth operative". Such a poetic theory equates 

external characteristics with essential-qualities, in 

contrast to that of Arnold, or e~ le, for whom the two 

are in opposition; "attractive accessories" only obscure 

"the action itself", according to Arnold, whereas for 

Kingsley and Clough "attractive accessories" are identified 

with "the action itself". The antithesis iietween the two 

poetic xaodee is representative of that between Millis 

"conservative" and "progressive" , exemp2ified respectively in Coleridge 

and Bentham; the former is concerned with understanding 

phenomena by "digging down to the root", and the latter 

with establishing truth or falsity by the "method of detail" *31 
abe, itrogressive! ' attitude is that of the middle-class, t ho equate 

the signal characteristic of the present, industrial achieve. 

vent, with the inner quality of moral excellence; the 

critics of this attitude are "conservative" in looking to the past 

not for anticipations of the present but for standards by 

whia h to judge it. 

The equation of essential worth with apparent 

worth derives from a commercial standard of evaluation, 

where market price depends on appearance� The commercial 

spirit results in an art employing all available devices 

to catch the public attention; the "types" which appeal to 

the public are those tbich accord with public taste, and 

31. J. 3. Bi21, 'Bentham" and "Coleridge" in E sa s. ýo 
and S ciot , cd, J. B. 5chncew r d. ct York, 

1965)p pp. 0. - o 
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the "type" therefore distorts what it presents, 
to match public preconceptions, and celebrates bourgeois 

commonplaces by falsifying reality, in the same way that 

Jean's tableaux distort Shakespeare through selection and 

suppression in the preparation of the text for pboduotion. 

Commercial life is consequently hostile to an art which 

aims to present "truth operative", not because trade is 

prosaic, but because its ethos exacts from art a compliance 

with its own values, requiring not essential truth but 

confirmation of preconceptions. 

The criticism of Thackeray' o VenitY' Fair, one 

of Clough's prototypes of popularity, attacks the novel 

for its refusal to comply with the bourgeois demand that 

reality in art should be pleasing; facts unadorned are 

not attractive. In an 1848 article in the ar eziy 

Rev , 
32 

which at this period had no noticeable political 

bias but was hallowed with the respectability of time#33 

the writer calla for relief from "that humdrum course of 

daily monotony" which Thackeray portrays: 

"We almost long for a little exaggeration and 
improbability to relieve us of that sense of dead 
truthfulness which weighs down our hearts. " 

The "reality" of the novel is also required to be refined. 

A reviewer in e'raser's Magazine praises Thackerayte truth 

to "every-day" life", conveyed through factual details "he 

32, Reprinted in Tha ke he Critical Heritage ed. 
Geoffrey Tillotson and o awes ondon, 

1968), 

pp"77-86. 
33. John Gross, The Rise and Fal Pe Ma P Lgtter 

(London, 1969). p. 7« 
34. Reprinted in Thack re The Crit lH, ad 

Geoffrey Tillotson and Donald wes London, 19685, 
pp. 62-67. 
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seizes upon the small detaiie... with a minuteness, 
precision and certainty"; in its depiction of "egotism, 

faithlessness, and low depravities'", however, the novel shows 

a "detect... in the artietical management of the subject" t 
"we pant for a little clear air in this postiteroue 
region,.. Uore light and air would have rendered it 
more agreeable, *. " 

Bleak House, in contrast, is condemned for excessive 

embellishment of reality, a lack of restraint which Is 

associated by reviewers with vulgarity. Thus the reviewer 

in the Atb neum, 
35 

a periodical directed to a SatUrAM 

R�eviewl readerehip, 36 
charges Dickens with "exaggeration"" 

a Predilection for "coarse de icoe" which loads him to 

portray "eccentrics: Beälamites, ill-directed and dic 

proportioned people. " 

Aesthetic merit, according to bourgeois standards, 

is dependant on observance of the rules it prescribes; 

the rejection of the limitations imposed implies a rejection 

of the bourgeois values which dictate theme The Times 

denunciation of the Pre-Raphaelites' refusal to comply with 

the "known laws" of art37 is a defense of the class 

conventions jeopardised by a kind of Painting which over. 

turns the established prescriptions: 

"Their faith seems to consist in an absolute contempt 
for perspective and the known laws of light and shade, 
an aversion to beauty in every ohape.... seeking out 
every excess of sharpness or deformity. " 

35 " Reprinted in PlglkLena, Cr; ticfll Re , ado 
Philip Collins non! 1971)s, pp. 2 -2 . 

36. Gross John j RjgS and Pa Y of Ihe MZ tt 
(London 

, p. 25. 

37" 1130-8. May 7th, 1851 
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Pre-Daphaelite painting is neither refined nor restrained; 

the reviewer employe the metaphor of disease, used to 

characterise social disorder, to express his sense of out- 

rage. A "strange disorder of the mind or the eyes" leads 

the Pro-Raphaelites to waste "their talents on ugliness and 

conceit,.. offensive jests"; their "morbid infatuation" is 

a sacrifice of "truth, beauty, azit genuine feeling to 

mere eccentricity". Such an art, for the atheneum reviewer, 
38 

is "perversion"; his criticism echoes Coleridge's 

denunciation of the "Jacobiniam" which in its "confusion 

and subversion of the natural order of things" craves for 

"the grossest and. most outrageous stimulants" ; 
39 

"Their ambition is an unhealthy thirst which seeks 
notoriety by means of mere conceit. Abruptness, 
singularity, uncouthness, are the counters by which 
they play for game. Their trick is to defy the 
principles of beauty and the recognised anions of 
taste... " 

This "uncouthness" appeals only to the vulgar, Begehot's 

"half educated" whose natural predilection is for "ehovy 

art", the "insane taste" which is gratified by "grotesque 

art" t40 
"Eccentricities of any kind have a sort of seduction 

for minds that are intellectual without belonging to 
the better orders of intellect. " 

In rejecting refinement, the Pre-Raphaelites 

debase the gentility aspired to by the middle classes; the 

38, A enet n, May, 1850. Reprinted in -PRa re, te FXit 
e erelc Stanford (London, 1973), v pp. 29- 0. 

39.8. T. Colertdge, Bs aDhia Z teraria (London, 1894), 
pp. 262,289. 

ISO. Walter Bagehot, "Wordsworth, Tenrrson and Browni g" in 
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A hen 
�, writer objects to U111ais' CCMil in the,,, house er YIYIyYlYYA1YlYlY /YYIYY 

Hi$YýrYYYY parents for its lack of dignity; 

"Mr Millaie... has been most successful in giving the least dignified features Of his presentment, and in giving to the higher forms characters and meanings a circumstantial Art language from which we recoil with loathing and disgust, 

Dickenei criticism of the sums painting I 
also decries its 

degradation of nobility; Christa mother is 
"so horrible in her ugliness that... she would stand out fron the rest of the eompan t as a monster in the 
vilest cabaret in France or the lowest gin-chop in, 
England. " 

The virulence of the critical reaction to the Pre-Raphaelites 

derives from tba perception of an implicit threat to the 

conventional social order in their refusal to conform with 

the principles of bourgeois art; Pre-Raphaelite painting 

presents the same kind of threat to the stability of 

bourgeois society as Chartism, The popular painting of the 

eighteen fifties, in contrast, subjects itself totally to 

middle class prescriptions. Firth's42 Hammaate S-anQ (1854, 

bought by Queen Victoria, and Derber Day (1858) celebrate 
bourgeois society by selecting from "everyº-day life" the 

"obyioue... faats" which can be displayed attractively; 
like Kean's "Historical Episodes", such painting employs 

"types" to embody contemporary commouplaoea without analya-º 

ing them, 

The method of the "picturesque" is common to all 

41 . Hogg! Zhol dWdý May 1656. Reprinted in Pre-Rap. Aaajija 
vrr ,e Derek Stanford (London, 1973 f p, 29, 

42, William Powell Firth (1819-1909) studied at the Royal. Academy Schools, and was highly successful in his 
career as artist. 
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forms of popular art in the mid. -Victorian period, in poetry, 
painting, the theatre and in the novel; Dickenar 
"intellectual daguerrotypea" as described in, an 1653 review 
In the lus_trated London lýtews43 of Bleat Howe, are 
Bagehot's "types": 

"in society, a person Haight be of a loss 
impressions about an individual, whose 
habits, and peculiarities he reeved to 
Now.. is word bears the significance of 
hours' delineations » you mean that the 
sort of Harold Skimpole. " 

s to convey hie 
diapoa itionn , d©acribe... 
half a dozen 
fellow is a 

The "type" conveys immediate conviction of what it presents 

because it accords with preconceived notions; its method 

is that of melodrama, relying on what Jerrold calls 

"telling situation&' to create an immediate effect on 

the senses which precludes the intellect. An art employing 

such a technique affirms rather than analyses ccntemaorary 

notions and beliefs, and bourgeois art thus becomes a kind 

of class propaganda; the public pageantry of the mid- 

Victorian period accordingly e3ploys the same method to 

assert national greatness and achievement, 

The f uneral of the Duke of Wellingt m in 1852 , 

'which celebrated the patriotic virtue of the dead hero and 

the society which mourned him$, expressed the divinely- 

sanctioned nationaliot fervour cubsequent]. p embodied in 

Kean's T enn rZ V episode. The Ill r, attt London 7Tewe account 

of the "obsequies" of "the greatest man of our age"45 could 

43, Reprinted in De Th CrUjcftl Heritage, ed. Philip 
Collins (London, 197j), pp. 2 fl-2 2. 

441 Quoted in Michael Booth, Engt ab MeloMamo, (London, 
1965), P"38. 

15. Xjlustra&, 2d.. LonI; ews, Novether 11 the 1852; 
December 11th, 1852 M 
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equally yell be a description of a stage production, in 

the cataloguing of affects and emphasis on nove3. tys 
"A11 that ingeriity could suggest in the funeral trap- 
pings, all that imagination and fancy could devise to 
surround the ceremony with accessories that most 
forcibly impress the minds of a iºu3, titude... all the 
imposing circumstances derivable from the assemblage 
of great masses of men arrayed with military oplondoux.. " 

The final impression is one of "sanctity and are". 
"inspired by the grandest of religious services in the 

grandest Protestant temple in the 1rld, " 

Mechanical "ingenuity" of contrivance is seen as expressing 

moral grandeur. The fallaciousness of the "further truth" 

derived from the factual basis of t1 "type" is epitomised 

in the Funeral car itself, constructed only of "real" 

materials; everything about it was to be as it appeared, 

a superficial integrity which was, as Sir Henry Cole46 

pointed out, essentially spurious, Although t1 car vas 

"a reality in its materials it perhaps, less a 
reality viewed on true aesthetic principles, than a 
simple bier borne by soldiers would have been... 
Triumphal cars belong to a past age... "47 

The "truth" of the funeral car is the "dead truth" of 

commercial values. 

As a "type" of national sell-glorification, the 

funeral echoed on a small scale the Great Exhibitions 

celebration of English progress in the preceding year0 When 

the display of commodities assumed, for conteqporariee, a 

46. Sir Henry Cole (1808-1852) began his career in the 
Public Record Office, and from there wan seconded to 
promote a variety of projects, including the pen' 
post, the Great Exhibition j and the Albert }tall. 

47. Reported in the I1'lustr ited Lon&rn I 'ew , November 27th, 
1852. 
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spiritual aig lficance. To the awed and exultant bourgeois, 

the Exhibition seemed to verify the "progressive" equation of 

commercial with moral and culttwat advancement; Dickens, 

writing in collaboration with R. ü. Horne in a ouaebold 

Worde article, "The Great Exhibition and the Little One" , 
48 

contrasts the Exhibition with tho Chinese Gallery in Hyde 

Park Place as oyaoln of "Liberal" and "Torit' principles 

and their affects. His theme is the continued and continu. - 

ing progress of bourgeois society; 

"our present period recognises the progress of 
humanity... towards a social condition in which nobler 
feelin n, thoughts and actions... nay be the common 
inheritance... ve are moving in a right direction 
tovrardo some otterior condition of society - politically, 
morally, intellectually, and religiously... " 

This spiritual improvement is attested by the objects on 

show in the Crystal palace; directly contrary is the 

Ckinece "Little Exhibition", "the Exhibition of a people 

who came to a dead stop", an indictment of the "true Tory 

spirit" which "would have made a China of England, if it 

could": 

"It is worthwhile to contemplate the Chinese lady with 
her lotus toot, and to consider how many other things 
are crippled by conceited absolutism and diotruct.., 
in the comparison betreen tho Great and Little 
Exhibition, you have the comparison between Stoppage 
and Progress, between the exclusive principle and all 
other principles... " 

The Crystal Palace itself symbolised progress; the 

Illustrated d London , detailing its ingenious construction, 

remarks 

48. Tho Uncollected Writtnas of 
-ed, Harry atone j ondon, 196 9) ,ßI, 

pp.. ý y-32y 0 
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"Only, a few years ago, the erection of such a building 
... would have involved a fearful amount of expensei but the rapid advance made in this country during the last forty years... render [it]. in point of expense quite on a level with those constructed of much more 
substantial materials. " 

Its merit is economic; at tha same time, it is a "noble 

building destined to be the shrine of inäustry, r, 49 

Coin ncntatora on the opening ceremony slide easily into 

religious terms; the X rF't xondonNew writes of 
"that solemn consecration of industre" while the'Times 
is more explicit: 

"They w1 were so fortunate an to see it hardly knot 
what most to admire, or in what form to clothe the 
dense of wonder and even of mystery which struggled 
within them. , The edifice, the' treasures of art 
collected therein, the assemblage and solemnity of the 
oocasion, all cona, irod to sugcjoct comet hing more than 
even sense could Vaan... Around them, amidst then and 
over their heads was displayed all that is useful or 
beautiful ixt nature or in art. Above them rose a 
glittering arch for more lofty and spacious than the 
vault of even our noblest cathedrala... some caw in it 

.... a solemn dedication of art and its stores some 
tiers reminded of that dozy when all ages and climes 
shall be gathered round the Throne of their maker.. ",, 

The Exhibition appeared not only to vindicate 

the commercial ethic but also to prove Ito supremacy and 

security, The workjnj class visitors to the Exhibition were 

not the c iaotic,, potentially disruptive mob of The Prelude r 
but purposeful toilers in the service of industry. Thg 

I1 uttrated London Rowe describes tho, "one shilling day" 

as "the day of resolute examining arrd frank amazement's 

"the aisles and galleries crowded "'peoplo who push 
alonß... intent upon going come%heret determination in 

tag. 111ustroLted Londor Pews, 
11ths I51. 

50. I11ustreted LondM Newp, 

51 " ! rjtues , May 2nd, 1851 . 

October 10th, J8501 January 

May I0th, 1851. 
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their muscles and purpose in - $beir eyes -- the 
energetic business-like march of this energetic 
buoine: s4like people*" 

The corking class entitle them elves to praise in commercial 

terms by taking the exhibition seriously and paying homage 

to bourgeois values, in contrast to the fashionable "great 

folks", th3 discredited aristocracy, on "five shilling 

sit s", 

"the day of languid lounging and chatting.. . the Nave 
crowded in suds fashion as opera corridors and 
Belgravian saloons are crowded and the males and 
galleries empty. ",;, 

The Great Exhibition colebrated the complete 

dominance of the middle class spirit; the working-class 

hostility which had previously threatened to end in social 

disruption was no longer in evidences, while the "langour" 

of the aristocracy disqualified them as serious competitors 

for leadership. Such social order gave assurance of the 

continued economic progress and prosperity which attested 

the efticacity of commercial standards. The arts equally 

showed subservience to bourgeois requirements; the 

theatre, literature, and painting alike subjected them- 

selves to contemporary convention and confirmed 

conventional values* in the eighteen fifties,, the actual 

world largely supported bourgeois aspirations and pre- 

conceptions, and promoted the belief that the particular 

attitudes derived from an urban industrial democracy were 

absolute prineiplao w 

52, Illustrated London 2Tew+ 
,, 

July 19th, J851. 
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CONCLUSION 

Towards the end of the eighteen fifties, the 

IL 

middle-classes began to lose confidence in the commercial 

ethic which was their ra_ ison d_etre, Hill's Influential 

, 
On Liberty (1859) warned against the innate tendency of 
democratic society to general mediocrity, when nourished 
by a tyrannical public opinion inhibiting individual 

development; the result predicted is an intellectually 

stagnant society, like that of Dickens' . Chinese, who "came 

to a doad'stop". The very homogeneity of support for the 

bourgeois ethic induced the Illustrated Londonars itself 

to denounce consensus reassurance and its "evil influence": 

"All the voices which have any real influence with 
an Englishman in easy circumstances combine to 
stimulate a low form of energy which stifles every 
higher one. The newspapers extol his wisdom by 
assuming that the average intelligence which he 
represents is, under the name of public opinion, the 
ultimate and irresponsible ruler of the nation. The 
novels which he and his family devour, have no 
tendency to rouse his imagination, to say nothing 
of his mind., . Any doctrine now is given up if it 
either seems uncomfortable or likely to make a dis- 
turbance. It is almost universally assumed that the 
truth of an opinion is tested by its consistency 
with cheer#ul views of life and nature. ", 

In our futual Friend (1864-5), Dickens presented a critique 

of "8ociety". with its Vonoerin {c and Podsnaps, condemning 

the social ambitions, N4igarity, complacency and hypocrisy 

of the middle classes; the Saturday Review objected 

strongly to such "caricatures": 

"They ere not very witty or humorous, and we are unable 
to recognise their truth and purpose. NTothfng... can 
be more dismal in the way of parody or satire than 
the episode of the Veneeringo and their friends. 

1. Illustrated London TNewo, September 29,, 1860. 
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Where is either the humour or the truth of the 
caricature? The execution is coarse and clumsy, 
and tho erhole picture is redolent of ill-temper 
and fractiousness.,. The odious vulgarity and 
malevolence which hr Dickens has put into the 
mouth of Society are mere moonshine, and not 
creditable to the author's insight or shrewdness.,, 
we cannot but think t1 vocation of making spiteful 
and clumsy attacks on Society is an uncommonly poor 
ono. "2 

The genteel middle-classes similarly retu$ed to 

accept such criticism and applied it instead to the parvenu 

class, that section of the bourgeoisie who lacked the 

fashionable veneer of refined manners and mores. In the 

early years of the nineteenth century the upholders of the 

traditional social order had incarnated the threat of 

embourgeoieement in the figure of the Jacobin, bent on the 

disruption of "the natural order of things" ; the mid- 

Victorian middle-classes in their turn vindicated their 

entitlement to social dominance by dissociating themselves 

from the parvenu whose crassness contradicted and threatened 

to undermine the delicate order founded on the hegemony of 

upper middle-clans gentility. The parvenu, like the Jacobin, 

embodied the social anxieties of a class who saw its power 

challenged; at the came time, this tgpe of vulgarity 

masked the more real and immediate obstacle to the continued 

proselytising on behalf of the bourgeois ethic presented by 

an active and expanding working-class. The "Englishman in 

easy circumstances" thus ignored the impending rivalry of 

the lower social classes, substituting for a real potential 

enemy a more comfortable kind of opponent, who provoked 

2. Saturday Review, November 11,1865 in Dickens, The 
Critical Heritage e, cd. Phillip Collins London, 1971 
Pp. 1 3. 
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mockery without disturbance. 

The effect on the "dramas was to divorce it even 

more completely from the real world, by the exclusion of 

the contemporary social problems which had lent it an . 
appearance of relevance to actual life, despite the per- 

functory and reassuring treatment. From expressing the 

attitudes and aspirations of an expanding social group in 

the eighteen thirties, progressively defining its own 

characteristics in opposition to the rest of society, the 

theatre moved to the limited and constrained kind of coterie 

entertainment offered by the plays of Robertson, adapted to 

only one, and that the moot exclusive, section of the 

original group. The foregoing discussion of the mid-Victorian 

theatro has traced its evolution as the product of a 

particular social class, showing the necessary dominance in 

the theatre of the dominant section of society for purely 

economic reasons, where the theatre must necessarily take 

financial viability as its primary objective, Kean, by 

synthesi©ing a theatrical mode supremely adapted to a 

mercantile bourgeoisie with genteel aspirations, established 

the Fest End as the entertainment centre for the fashionable; 

this pattern was reproduced readily by subsequent managers, 

and proved remarkably durable as the mainstream of the 

commercial theatre. 

Throughout the latter half of the century, the 

rest Fnd theatre remained unchanged, despite the damning 

contrast the plays of Ibsen offered to those of Pinero; 

the criticism of aha in the eighteen nineties makes the 

came kind of objections to the theatre and its patrons as 
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bad that of Idos, nearly half a contury proviousiy. After 

the First World Var, a now kind of theatre, with "Art" 

rather than "Amusement" as its airy, gained a foothold, but 

it is still, at tho present day, the blest End play, 

elaborately staged and grounded in conventional platitudes, 

that audiences are most willing to pay for. The commercial 

theatre in the main, in response to its patrons, still is 

and always has been conservative. 
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